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“…this strangest of all things that ever came to earthfrom outer space must have fallen while I was sittingthere, visible to me had I only looked up as it passed.”– H. G. Wells, The War of The Worlds (1898)
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Strangest of All
IntroductionJulie Nováková

Is anyone out there?This is an age-old question we are yet to answer.Speculation on alien life is nothing new. The Greekatomists  considered  the  plurality  of  worlds  and  “otherearths  inhabited by different  tribes  of  men and breeds  ofbeasts”1;  16th century Italian priest  and occultist  GiordanoBruno speculated about “infinite multitude of worlds”2; thefamous philosopher Immanuel Kant wrote in his Critique ofPure Reason that he would bet everything that at least someof the known planets were inhabited.Nor is  science fiction working with the idea of lifeelsewhere or not quite as-we-know-it anything new. One ofthe  first  such  works  was  penned  by  the  great  JohannesKepler  himself  and  published  posthumously.  The  novelSomnium tells a story of a boy, who’d studied astronomywith  Tycho Brahe,  and the  boy’s  witch  mother,  who hadlearned  from  a  demon  that  the  Moon  (“Levania”)  isinhabited. They both undertake the shocking journey to visitit,  and  there  is  an  abundance  of  description  of  both  thecreatures of the Moon and – in this case quite accurately, inaccord with science of that time – the Earth seen from there.The 17th and 18th century saw an increase of stories oflife elsewhere in space, and after the birth of modern science
1 Lucretius in De Rerum Natura.
2 In De l'Infinito, Universo e Mondi (On the Infinite, Universe & Worlds).
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Strangest of All
fiction  in  the  19th century,  the  idea  was  fully  etched  inpeople’s minds.Nor is the idea of life outside of our Earth limited tothe Western world. For instance, a Japanese folk tale fromthe 10th century,  The Tale of The Bamboo Cutter, follows aMoon  Princess  who  had  grown  up  on  Earth  with  heradoptive  human parents,  enchanted  many human nobles,but eventually returned to the capital of the Moon people.Humanity  has  always  pondered  the  possibility  ofother life – and starting with the advent of modern science,we’ve been living in the first time of history that can bringactual  answers  to  this  deep  burning  question.  To  somepeople,  it  might  seem  as  if  science  were  ruining  theimaginings of myth or science fiction – such as shattering thepulp  SF  dream  of  lush  green  Venus  populated  withdinosaurs and sparsely clad Amazons – but the opposite istrue. While we’ve needed to substantially revise our notionsof other worlds and chances of life out there,  science hadgreatly expanded our horizons in the search for life. We nowknow  of  thousands  of  planets  orbiting  other  suns;  withfuture telescopes, we may be able to ascertain if they havelife;  we’ve discovered hidden oceans with potentially  life-supporting  conditions  in  our  own  solar  system,  andmissions to investigate the possibility are being planned. It’slike  opening  our  eyes  in  a  forest  we’ve  walked  throughevery day of our life, and only now being able to glimpse theinextricably  linked network of  roots,  mycelium, bugs  andmicrobes beneath our feet that makes the forest what it is –but we need the mindset and tools of science for that.
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The feeling is akin to what Charles Darwin wrote inhis  travel  journal  from the  H.M.S.  Beagle:  “Delight  itself,however,  is  a  weak  term  to  express  the  feelings  of  anaturalist who, for the first time, has wandered by himself ina Brazilian forest. The elegance of the grasses, the novelty ofthe parasitical plants, the beauty of the flowers, the glossygreen of the foliage, but above all the general luxuriance ofthe  vegetation,  filled me with admiration.  … To a  personfond of natural history, such a day as this brings with it adeeper pleasure than he can ever hope to experience again.”That’s only one occasion of many. From each entry,the reader can see through the curious young scientist’s eye,marvel  at  the  ragged  tops  of  the  Chilean  Andes,  gazesurprised  at  marine  organisms’  fossils  far  away from thenearest  sea,  breathlessly  watch  the  peculiar  behavior  ofreptiles  previously  unknown  to  science.  What  a  differentobserver  might  brush  aside  as  an  uninteresting  or  evendisgusting spectacle can be a thing of indescribable beautyto a naturalist’s eye. This is of course not limited to biologyor STEM fields.  Probably each person who loves their jobhas  sometimes  wished  other  people  would  also  feel  thepounding of their hearts and joy filling their chests as theysaw a particular light curve; a dinosaur’s tooth; a prehistoricaxe shard; a shred of old palimpsest…This is where fiction comes in, translating the often“dry”  language  of  science  into  the  exciting  adventurescience ultimately is, but may not appear at first sight.The stories included in this  anthology are not onlyengaging from the casual reader’s perspective, but offer us
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food for  thought  in  terms  of  science.  Highlighting  fictionwith  interesting  (and mostly  close  to  accurate)  science  isnothing  new.  Astronomer,  author  and  educator  AndrewFraknoi has completed an impressive, occasionally updatedlist of science fiction works with interesting astronomy (andrelated  themes).  It’s  commendable  work  and  I  highlyrecommend  it  for  teachers  and  people  active  in  scienceoutreach in general.Physicist  James  Kakalios  often  uses  examples  fromsuperhero  stories  and comics  to  illustrate  scientific  pointsabout  physics  and  chemistry  in  his  classes  and  popularscience books. While the superhero subgenre is not knownfor its scientific accuracy, that too can be used to drive themessage home in  a  way that’s  engaging,  memorable  andeasily understood.The aim of  Strangest  of  All is  to  use good sciencefiction stories to let the reader accessibly learn more aboutastrobiology.  At  the  end of  each story  is  a  short  popularscience  commentary  highlighting  the  interesting  astrobiothemes in it,  from the possibility  of life  on Europa to thedetection of  alien civilizations.  Each of these sections alsoincludes  a  few  suggested  discussion  topics,  questions  orproposed activities for the classroom3. We plan to build up
3 I’m not stating any grade here, because it can differ country to country.However,  I  consider  most  of  the  questions  fit  for  teenagers  with  aprevious interest in the involved topics, or adolescents/students. They’renot for young children, sorry; but then, neither are the stories. I wouldhave read them at perhaps thirteen at the earliest, but that may differwidely too. Just use common sense. Also note that some of the storiesmay contain (not  explicit)  adult  topics.  A book intended for  childrenwould be a great project and we’re thinking about it, but this is not it.
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Strangest of All
on these in a separate publication later on; these are mostly ataste of what we’re planning in astrobiology outreach andeducation, and we’ll be happy for your feedback.The  anthology  should  have  been  presented  at  theBEACON conference of the European Astrobiology Instituteon  April  23,  2020.  However,  the  COVID-19  pandemicintervened and put an end to this meeting, just like so manyothers. Canceling the event was a reasonable and necessarystep  –  but  why  cancel  the  anthology?  At  a time  wheneducation is turning remote all over the world and hashtagssuch  as  #SocialDistancingReads  are  trending,  we  need  itperhaps more than would have otherwise. Hopefully, it willoffer  readers  a  welcome  momentary  distraction  from  thevery real threat of the pandemic and the medical, social andeconomic impact it has on our lives, and at the same time letthem learn new interesting bits of astrobiology.(Or, if you don’t want much of a distraction from apandemic but rather seek the theme in your reading, do readthe Rifters trilogy by Peter Watts, whose story “The Island”is included here. The books are also indirectly related to theissue of planetary protection, relevant here!)The pandemic has had impact on astrobiology andspace sciences already, as the inability of ESA scientists totravel cemented the agency’s decision to delay the launch ofits Rosalind  Franklin  rover  of  the  ExoMars  mission  foranother two years.  Many ground-based observatories  alsoremain  closed  during  this  time.  Science  will  feel  theaftershocks  of  the  pandemic  just  as  well  as  other  fields.Hopefully, the texts included in Strangest of All will inspire
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at least  some pupils  and adults to  venture into STE(A)Mfields and help rebuild science later.It’s  an  honor to  have  so  many brilliant  authors  ofscience fiction aboard. We start our journey with the authorand astronautical engineer G. David Nordley, who plungesus right into an ocean very much unlike our own in “War,Ice, Egg, Universe”.But what if we consider even more exotic “oceans”?With writer and NASA scientist Geoffrey Landis, we take adeep dive “Into The Blue Abyss” of the planet Uranus… todiscover something truly remarkable.In  “Backscatter”  by  the  astrophysicist  and  prolificauthor  Gregory  Benford,  we  have  left  the  solar  systemplanets and their moons behind to enter the cold reaches ofthe Kuiper and Oort. Could life exist as far as out there? Theprotagonist hardly believes it at first either… Tobias S. Buckell takes us to a peculiar exoplanet in“A Jar of Goodwill”, and while local chlorine-metabolizingplants may be a source of future riches for the people whovisit it, a more pressing question arises about the intelligenceof the planet’s ant-like inhabitants. Author and biologist Peter Watts is at home in deepsea as well as deep space, and in “The Island”, he takes us tothe latter,  where we encounter a strange kind of a Dysonsphere.Gregory Benford returns with his microfiction “SETIfor Profit”, offering an interesting take on reviving interestin SETI and devoting more resources to it.
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Finally, D. A. Xiaolin Spires’ story “But, Still, I Smile”takes SETI and the Fermi Paradox a step further in showingone of the oft-proposed explanations for the paradox.In addition,  as a bonus,  I  have included a story ofmine,  “Martian  Fever”;  it’s  not  so  usual  for  an  editor  toinclude one, at least in the Anglophone world (in the Czechscience-fictional scene, it’s almost customary), but this is anon-commercial project and we’re not limited by space in ane-book  anthology.  “Martian  Fever”  concerns  planetaryprotection  and  hypotheses  concerning  hypotheticalindigenous  Martian  life,  indirectly  also  the  question  oflithopanspermia between Earth and Mars throughout theirhistory.I wonder if it’s accidental that most of our authors arescientists or engineers by study. While scientific or technicalbackground is by no means necessary for writing good SF, itcan  act  as  a  powerful  source  of  inspiration.  I  remembersitting at the “Evolution of Phenotype” class and devising astory  idea  while  thinking  about  a  zebra  finchgynandromorph (which resulted in “To See The Elephant”,Analog 5-6/2017). “Martian Fever” itself was conceived atthe International Astronautical Congress in Guadalajara. Inmy view,  it  all  comes to  a slightly  “weird” perception ofbeauty and deep-rooted curiosity – and that  is  somethingthat can be shared and fostered, and drawn on in spreadinginterest in science.Like  author  Neal  Asher  pointed  out  in  a  2013BBC.com article: “Science fiction … is there to entertain andstimulate the imagination. There is absolutely no doubt that
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Strangest of All
many of the imaginations it stimulates belong to scientists.To some extent it drives and directs science.” These  are  difficult,  trying  times  and  we  have  noguarantee when and how we’ll emerge from the pandemic,as even rather optimistic models show the need to stick tosome mitigation and suppression measures for over a yearto avoid high peaks of cases.But  what  certainly  won’t  hurt  will  be  keeping ourhumanity, kindness, curiosity, critical thinking and drive forknowledge.  Being  reasonable  human  beings  who  thinkabout others and the future, and supporting science that canprovide us with  knowledge about  the  novel  corona  virus(Can one become infected again, and if so, how soon? Doesit  compete  with  widespread  coronaviridae  causing  thecommon cold,  and could that  be  one of  the  reasons whychildren  are  less  affected?  Is  it  losing  virulence?)  andhopefully provide a vaccine.While  we’re  staying  home and avoiding people  asmuch as we can, we can at least travel to faraway places andmeet intrepid, clever, unlikely or even questionable heroesin our imagination. We may feel stuck at the moment, butour curiosity doesn’t have to be.

April 12, 2020Julie Nováková
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War, Ice, Egg, Universe G. David Nordley
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G. David Nordley (*  1947) is  the pen name ofGerald David Nordley, an author and consultingastronautical  engineer.  He  lives  in  Sunnyvale,CA.  A  retired  Air  Force  officer,  he  has  beeninvolved  in  spacecraft  orbital  operations,engineering,  and testing as  well  as  research inadvanced spacecraft propulsion.  As a writer  offiction  and  nonfiction,  his  main  interest  is  thefuture  of  human exploration and settlement  ofspace,  and  his  stories  typically  focus  on  thedramatic  aspects  of  individual  lives  within  thebroad sweep of a plausible human future. Geraldis a past Hugo and Nebula Award nominee aswell as a four-time winner of the Analog ScienceFiction/Science  Fact  annual  “AnLab”  reader’spoll. He’s the author of several dozen pieces ofshort  fiction  in  Analog,  Asimov’s,  F&SF andelsewhere, and six books so far. His latest novelis To Climb a Flat Mountain, and the latest bookis  a  collection,  Around  Alien  Stars,  availablefrom  Brief  Candle  Press  in  print  or  e-bookthrough Amazon.com. Find out more at his sitehttp://www.gdnordley.com.
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Strangest of All
I shall start four cycles before the Westerian invasion, thethreat  of  which  I  then  appreciated  only  as  a  source  ofsupport for my research into the source of lightstone.My  third-molting-father,  Professor  ColonelThreeclickson, had come to express his worries about myslow field work in the deepest part of the long valley thatgave  our  land  its  name,  some  eight-to-the-fourth  bodylengths from the University. His fronds drooped towardthe ice and he glowed with white noise as all the hairs onhis four long legs vibrated in disharmony. Reaching overwith a long arm, he lifted up my head.“Up there,”  he  said,  waving his  three  remainingarms upward. “The answers lie above.”I could not nod agreement with his pincer undermy mandible like that, but managed a polite “Yes, sir,”from my spiracles.He let go and I brought my head down again, butonly to the level of my upper thorax.Threeclickson’s  spiracle covers clapped.  “You arealways  staring  at  the  ice,  Loudpincers.  Elevate  yourambitions.”I  bent my neck up again so my head was at thelevel of his. “Sir. The ice is where we find the lightstonethat takes our instruments up there.  If  we knew wherelightstone came from, we might be able to find more of it,and, perhaps, even ascend ourselves, without dying first.”Threeclickson  seemed  mollified;  the  hair  on  hislegs  settled  down  and  assumed  their  normal  texture.
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Strangest of All
“Your logic is right, but be wary of becoming too indirect.You know that Professor General Icescriber has proposedbuilding an ascent sphere of ice?”I shivered with the thought of such an adventureas  well  as  from  lingering  fears  from  larvahood  mythsabout  the  eater  of  disobedient  souls  in  the  land of  thedead.  “Yes… uh,  sir… I’ve seen drawings of it.  It’s  onearm thick all around with polished areas to see through; itshould resist crushing and let us get really high – if wecan find or make enough lightstone to lift it.” Threeclickson  laughed  with  staccato  slaps  of  hisspiracle valves, which made his upper thorax sparkle. “Irather supposed that would appeal to you. At my thirdmolting, I shared that ambition. There is some promisingrelated research that, however, must be held among thestaff for now…” He trailed off. “But the water above is notfriendly to life.  As a body goes up,  its  heavy parts  arecompressed and we cannot breathe easily above eight tothe  fifth  body-lengths.  It  is,  after  all,  the  realm  of  thedead… Well, Loudpincers, have you looked at the latestlightstone research?”“Goodphaser  thinks  it  works  its  way  up  fromfurther below.”The professor huffed currents out of his spiracles.“So much is obvious.”“Softtipspawn has a theory that lightstone mightbe  connected  with  the  periodicity  of  icecover  plantgrowth,” I ventured.
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Strangest of All
“Pure speculation. I know she is a friend of yours,but  biology  isn’t  Softtipspawn’s  field.  Major  LecturerTightpincers  is a  zoologist,  however,  and  she  is  prettysure that lightstone is excreted by an unknown species ofgiant iceworm – little iceworms have long been known tofeed  on  concentrated  minerals  released  from  warmfallwater as it freezes.”I tried to imagine a huge worm tunneling throughsolid ice and couldn’t, so I maintained a respectful silence.Threeclickson and Tightpincers were thick, and if rumorswere to be believed, might spawn together next feastingseason.“I  can  tell  you  don’t  think  much  of  that  one,”Threeclickson said, accusingly.“Sir… it’s  very  difficult  to  observe  anything in  awarmfall,” I said. “The warm water makes one slow oreven unconscious.”“She surrounds herself with ice before going in andis  usually  conscious  for  long  enough  to  note  whathappens. I must admit there has been a problem gettingothers to replicate this. Well, what else have you foundout?” I recited my research. “Lightstone comes in manyvarieties  and  varies  in  lifting  power  per  unit  volume,though it takes a sensitive balance to see the difference.Lightstone with the most inertia lifts most strongly. Somepeople have timed the rise of lightstone through the ice tothe  surface  by  protecting  the  surface  over  them  from
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Strangest of All
variations  and  taking  measurements  every  feast  cycle.They drift upward at varying rates, usually less than oneover eight-to-the-fourth body lengths in a cycle.”“Brightpincers  and  Loudlegs,”  Threeclicksonreplied.  “They’re  visiting  from  Great  Warmfall.  Andthey’ve also shown that solutions of ground lightstone arethe  same as  found in  iceworm excrement,  by  the  way.Well, what conclusion do you draw from all of this?”I hesitated, not sure I should tell Threeclickson allmy cosmological speculations, but vanity spoke. “I thinkthey might be concentrated by living things, not living inthe ice, but rather on the other side of the ice. There couldbe  another  shell  of  water  beyond this  one,  further  outfrom the center. Like an egg of ice with many shells. Butthat’s just speculation,” I hurried to add.“And not original. There is a long history of storiesabout  beings from the underworld.  Unfortunately,  theyare tales to make larva more attentive.”I opened my pincers. I could not help that. “I needmore  data.  Since  I’ve  covered  almost  all  of  the  base’sallocated research area, the only way to get more is to go,well, deeper. Lightstone comes from somewhere.”Another  spiracle  flap.  “Well,  I  haven’t  seen  anygiant iceworms either, so maybe. But be careful who yousay  that  to;  I  would  not  want  to  see  my  molt-sonridiculed.” He waved his fronds. “Going down to go up!The Mystical Church would love it. But your logic seemsunassailable.”
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He waved an arm toward the west; a dim glow ofnoise  marked  the  direction  of  our  neighbors  inCrossvalleys.  “I  wish  our  Long  Valley  were  likewiseunassailable.  But  Highfronds’  Westerian  Empire  drawsnearer. They are absorbing Crossvalleys – see the glow oftheir war machines? We are getting refugees daily.”I shivered. Crossvalleys was but a thirty-cycle hikefrom Long Valley,  and only Lushole lay between themand us. “We are no match for the empire in population,” Isaid. “Aye, but do we just allow ourselves to be eaten orenslaved? Our one hope lies in better weapons, and thatmeans better research. So, do your research, but keep inmind  the  needs  of  defense;  the  research  must  pay  offsoon, Loudpincers. There is not much time. Goodcycle.”“Goodcycle, sir.”He scrabbled off among the hillocks and ridges ofthe research field, lit in sparkles by the myriad sounds ofnature.  Pompous  as  he  was,  it  was  good  for  him  tojourney  so  far  and  take  so  much  time  with  me.  Thebottom of Long Valley was very isolated; it was too proneto enervating warmfalls to be settled, so he’d come somedistance from the comforts of civilization.I wanted to find more lightstone, of course, but thatwas only part of the ancient question that had gripped myimagination. How deep could I go? The bottom of LongValley’s eponymous rift was by all accounts as far fromthe center and the land of the dead as one could get in the
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Strangest of All
ice. It was kept clear by a periodic warmfall, so I had agood head start.What was below the ice? Theology had long heldthat our universe was a bubble in an infinite volume ofice, and academic cosmology had no better suggestion, sothe question itself was a minor heresy, but priests did nothave the standing in Long Valley they had in Westeria.Some radical geometers had offered the idea that the icewas finite but unbounded; if I could dig down forever Iwould  end  up  coming  up  on  the  other  side  of  theuniverse, just as if one kept going west with the currentfrom  Long  Valley,  one  would  eventually  reach  LongValley  from  the  east  side.  That  closure  was  of  twodimensions and required three, the greater closure wouldbe in three dimensions and require four.The idea made my head ache. I  didn’t believe it,anyway. Something came up through the ice to make theplants grow. That something did not come down from thecenter,  because  you  could  cover  the  plants  and  theywould still grow. And they would still grow according tothe  regular  cycle.  To  me,  this  meant  that  somethingdifferent had to lie below, something that changed withthe cycle.I  took my prized lightstone axe  from my thoraxpouch and carefully tied its  tether to my abdomen beltagainst its  tendency to fly upward.  I  followed the pathback to my pit,  contemplating the universe.  Icesplitter’smodel of weight held that water pushed things less dense
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Strangest of All
than it out from the center, giving us weight and keepingus firmly on the ice.It seemed to me that unless there were somethingpushing  the  ice  toward  the  center,  the  universe  wouldexplode. Therefore,  there should be a layer of water, orsomething, beyond this one. Perhaps more. The “layer”that  lay  beyond  our  layer  must  generate,  or  at  leasttransmit,  lightstones.  And if  I  could find it,  my peoplemight have what they needed to defend themselves.I checked my surface stores and rappelled down aknotted  rope  to  begin  again  my  painstaking  routine:thirty  swings  of  the  axe,  then  wait  for  my  body  torecharge itself as the ice chips settled back down. Then doit again. It took me a demicycle to lower the pit floor by aquarter arm.With each new level reached, I gently laid my earfronds on the hard, cold ice-viewer, chirped a commandto my vibrators, and watched for the dull fuzzy spots thatwould signify lightstones.A quarter-cycle went by. Then I noticed somethingstrange;  not  a  dark,  hard  reflection  spot  that  wouldsignify  a  lightstone,  but  rather  that  half  of  my field  ofview seemed dimmer than the other half.I raised my body on all four legs and directed myattention  to  the  viewer  itself.  Designed  fromValleyscraper’s sonic wave theory of vision, it had eight-squared cones, each widest at the bottom and narrowingto a small plunger and plate arrangement at the top, on
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Strangest of All
which one laid one’s fronds. It  multiplied by two timeseight  squared the slight motion of  the waves emergingfrom ice in contact  with the wide ends of  the cones  tothose fronds in contact with the narrow ends.The fluid in each cone was under a slight pressure,and if it leaked, the amplification would be somewhat lessintense; and I would perceive that part of the wave frontas being dimmer. But I could not think of anything thatwould cause half the cones on one side to leak.The  viewer  was  anchored  to  the  ice  by  a  heavytube frame; if the pressure on one side were not the sameas on the other, there might be a difference. With effort, Ibraced all my legs and lifted the viewer off the ice; it didnot seem unbalanced.Still, I examined it at a wide range of frequencies –and nothing looked wrong.I might, I realized, be sounding the edge of a hugeobject  buried deep beneath the  ice,  its  faintness  due todepth, or softness. I went to the viewer and chirped forillumination. The dark half was still  there.  I  moved theviewer slightly and chirped again. The edge stayed whereit was – so it lay in the ice and not in the viewer.Was it, I wondered, the edge of a physical changein the ice  at  that  level?  A field of  soft  ice?  I  thought  Iwould have to expand my pit to test that hypothesis, andthat would take cycles of work. But as I went to move theviewer to make room for digging, I tilted it and had aninspiration.
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Suppose  I  dug  my  pit  with  a  slightly  concavebottom?  I  could  move  the  viewer  around  scanningthrough  the  ice  at  various  angles,  looking  thus  in  adifferent  direction in  each place  and greatly  expandingmy field of view. I hastened to work.It  took  another  quarter  cycle,  but  there  wasdefinitely  something  down  there.  It  was  huge,  it  wasdistant. It, I dreamed, might be a giant lightstone, morethan  enough  for  thousands  of  weapons.  But  I  wouldnever get  to  it  before the Westerian armies got to us;  Iwould need help to dig down quickly. I went off to findThreeclickson,  snacking on  local  iceweed as  I  went;  notime to stop for a meal now!

*
I found Threeclickson in his office with General CouncilorSharpfronds and four others.“Loudpincers! Just the young body we need. Youhave saved me the trouble of sending for you. You knowthe general.  I  would like you to meet as well  ProfessorLieutenant  Farfronds,  Mr.  Crushpincers,  Mr.  EightfoldLongtail, and Goodmother Quickfronds.”“Goodcycle, all. Need? I have just come to tell youI’ve found something of potentially immense value, whatis possibly a huge lightstone buried deep in the ice.”
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Spiracles flapped in humor. “What would you say,Loudpincers, if I told you we have gained access to wherewe shall not have to dig for lightstone?”I  waved  my  pincers  upward  in  a  questioningposture.“Precisely. If you come into the courtyard, we shallshow you. Are you curious?”I decided to set my news aside for a moment; I haddelivered  it  and  need  not  argue  or  expound  on  itsimportance, and the possibility of a journey to the centerexcited me. I nodded agreement and followed the Coloneland the General.The university offices form a hexagon, the center ofwhich is an open area twenty bodies across. Much of themilitary  development  that  we  would  rather  others  nothear was done there,  and as such an invitation to enterwas a mark of great trust – something I even more greatlyappreciated as I approached its entrance, secured by threemilitary personal and two sets of woven stiffplant doors.We negotiated this gauntlet one by one and foundin the open space beyond, with sonic beams illuminatingit from all sides, a vast sphere, fully three bodies across. Awindlass even larger than it was stood next to it. A smallfortune in  netterbug web fiber  must  have been  woundaround it.“Young Loudpincers,” Sharpfronds’ said. “There isa steady rain of lightstone skyward; it all must collect in
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the  center.  But  how  far  is  that?  Now  Prof.  MajorCrossfronds has received an echo from his instrument.”“An  echo?”  Were  there  layers  above  as  well  aslayers below?“Almost three times eight-to-the-fifth body-lengthsabove us is a reflection.”“Not a temperature ghost,” Threeclickson added.“Something real that does not move. The center itself, orat least something that might stop lightstone on its way tothe center.”I  looked at  the  sphere  and the  windlass.  Then Ispotted its  propulsion system:  a small  net  filled with afortune’s  fortune  of  lightstone  waving  gently  in  thecurrent  above  the  sphere,  straining  to  drag  the  sphereupward.My leg hair vibrated in spite of myself. “You meanto go where the dead go to reclaim the lightstone?”“Exactly,”  Threeclickson  said.  “And  you  mustcome too.”It was said gently, as if in invitation, but it was aninvitation, I  realized, that I dared not refuse now that Iknew  what  technology  would  accomplish  this  trip.Besides, if I had been told everything with a free choice, Iwould have begged to go.“When?” was all I asked.They were all still for a moment, and in the darksilence,  the  thumps  of  distant  war  machines  made  the
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horizon  glow.  Threeclickson  waved  an  arm  inSharpfronds’ direction.“There must be no delay,” Sharpfronds said. “Wego as soon as provisions are loaded, in about thirty clicks.What you need will be on board, so there is no need togather  anything;  however,  I  should  not  dismiss  thedanger.”He cupped his fronds toward each of us in turn.No one wavered that I could sense.“Good. If you have affairs to settle, you, I, and allof  us  should  do  what  we  can  in  the  time  we  have  toresolve  them.  There  are  sonotube  cubicles  around  theperimeter which you may use.”“You  are  going  yourself,  General?”  I  asked,  notknowing then how impertinent that was.Sharpfronds  turned,  then  waved  an  arm,dismissing any idea of offense. “My style is to lead fromthe front, Loudpincers.”With that, he departed.I stood and looked in wonder at the sphere for afew clicks, then proceeded to the perimeter.From the standpoint  of  few affairs  to  complicatethings,  they  had  chosen  me  well.  I  had  only  myeggmother  to  tell  and  my  project  for  an  inheritance.Eggmother was away, so I called the university recorder,who took my message for her and recorded my will. Forthe project, there was nobody but Softtipspawn. Becauseshe was an early teacher of  mine,  our relationship was
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still a bit spiny and for her to consider spawning with astudent was to mix things better not mixed. But I wouldbe  a  student  no  longer  in  a  few  cycles,  and  her  eggscarried an  intelligent  heritage.  We were  of  similar  age,three  moltings  each,  and  this  was  thought  best  forreproductive success.  If  she would not  get  my seed,  atleast she would get my data; that in itself  was seed forsomething.The next  step was the hardest.  One wants,  morethan anything, for one’s existence to have meaning. Mydiscovery  would,  perhaps,  cause  my  name  to  beimmortal.  But  if  it  fell  into  the  hands of  the  WesterianEmpire, every being in the universe would be in jeopardy.With great reluctance, I told the recorder to place my willamong  the  things  that  would  be  destroyed  should  theuniversity fall to the empire. Not until that moment hadthe impending invasion really hit home.A  horn  pulsed  deep  long  waves.  Our  departuresignal, probably, though I had not been told that. I left thecubicle  and  headed  for  the  sphere.  There,  Mr.Crushpincers directed me toward a hinged section of thesphere. He was, despite his name, quite small.“It is a hatch. Pull it outward,” he said.I did as he said and it opened easily, almost pullingitself from my fingers as it swung hard toward the ice. “Itseems too heavy to be strong,” I said.
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“It  has  many  layers  of  fiber  joined  with  a  gluemade from iceworm skin. It is both stronger than ice itselfand heavier; this is a secret which you must keep now.”I moved the door back and forth, thinking abouthow strong and heavy it was. “If we have this, what dowe need of lightstone weapons?”Crushpincers  clicked  with  good  humor.  “Not  asmuch, certainly. But we need lightstone for much morethan for weapons; we need the lightstone to fly over theenemy. A lightstone-levitated gondola with four archerscould neutralize an eight of eights of infantry, if even aquarter of their load of poisoned daggershells found thetarget.”The instinct of a daggershell was to seek the ice atas high a velocity as its water jets would take it, its hard,notched shell penetrating deep enough to hold it until itsnext  molting.  They  could  stab  completely  through  athorax and still stick in the ice below. Many cycles ago, Ihad come close to being under one, and the wonder andfear at hearing its bright landing so close to me was one ofmy strongest youthful memories. To us such a thing as aweapon spoke of our desperation. To actually swim abovethe ice levitated by lightstone fired my imagination.“What a project! Are you coming along?”“No, someone must mind the windlass, I fear. Nowyou’re the last, so on your way.”I nodded and entered the sphere. My companionswere on benches against the side around the equator of
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the sphere, each with a portal that had been invisible fromoutside. Cabinets, no doubt filled with the equipment wewould need, lay under the benches. I took the remainingfree bench and looked around.  I felt I had entered some new and strange universe.The  inner  wall  was  smooth  to  even  the  highestfrequencies,  like  an  egg.  Apart  from  the  benches,  thecabinets, and a cylinder covered by what sounded to be ataut  drumhead  at  the  very  bottom,  it  all  seemed  verystark and featureless.“We ascend,” Sharpfronds said. Only the slightestmotion betrayed the truth of what he said.“Loudpincers,”  Goodmother Quickfronds said.  “Ihave  prepared  something  for  us  all  to  take  that  willameliorate the effects of the rising pressure. I assure you,despite what it tastes like, that it will not harm you – Ihave taken it  several  times myself  in pressure chambertests.” “Pressure chamber?” I had never heard of such athing. Quickfronds raised her fronds in pleasure. “It liesbeneath  the  north  side  of  the  University.  We carved  acylindrical  room,  then  froze  a  plug  that,  after  somegrinding,  matches  the  opening  almost  exactly.  The‘almost’ we take care of with a caulking paste of crushediceweed.  A  great  screw  can  push  the  plug  down,compressing the water beneath it.”
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I  made postures  of  admiration.  “This  must  havebeen in work for some time.”Sharpfronds  clicked  his  spiracles.  “It  has.Fortunately.  Dr.  Quickfronds  is  our  greatest  expert  onthis, and we trust her to keep us alive. Now let me showyou another wonder. Crushpincers?”“Yes,  General?”  The  voice  had  a  tinny  quality,missing some of its lower register glow, but it was clearand understandable. But where was Crushpincers?“How far?” Sharpfronds asked, directing his voiceto the drum.“Two eight cubed and six bodies of line out,” thevoice answered, lighting up the drumhead.Crushpincers  must  be  outside  the  sphere,  Ithought. Observing the play out of the tether line. But, Iremembered, the reel was on the ice, and we’d been risingfor  some  time.  We’d  have  gone  through  the  reflectinglayer  beyond which  unaided  acoustic  senses  could  notsee. So how?Sharpfronds leg hair vibrated in excitement. “Goodshow. Loudpincers and everyone, there is enough tensionin the line to carry the sounds we make, as amplified bythe big drum head you see in the center. Another drum isattached  to  the  line  by  small  lightstone  rollers,  so  thatCrushpincers’ voice can vibrate the line and carry up tous. The same works in reverse.”“Crushpincers  is  still  on  the  ice?”  I  said,  halfasking, half stating.
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“Yes,” Sharpfronds said.I could think of nothing to say. The implications ofbeing far, far above the ice and still being able to talk tothose below ran riot in my mind. Speaking tubes ran onlya few eights  of  body lengths  before the voice  faded toinaudibility. Beyond that, messengers had been needed.

*
We rose  and rose.  There  was no way to  keep track  ofcycles, save through the voice of Crushpincers or one ofhis students from the drum below; but they told us thattwo  had  passed.  Dr.  Threeclickson  said,  based  on  hisgeometrical analysis, that we had ascended a hundredthof the distance to the mathematical  center.  Sharpfrondssaid we should reach something soon; occasional holes inthe reflecting layer had revealed another reflecting layerat about this distance.We  were  all  feeling  somewhat  ill.  The  pressure,Goodmother  Quickfronds  said,  was  compressing  theheavy fluid  cavities  in  our  bodies,  interfering with ourability to produce energy. We would be able to tolerate itbased  on  the  pressure  chamber  experiments,  for  quitesome additional distance. But it would be uncomfortableuntil we got used to it.I felt tired, a little woozy, and lighter and lighter. Ibegan holding onto my shelf instinctively, as if to keepfrom floating off it like I was made of lightstone. The very
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physics of my body was changing; it was as if I was beingdrawn to the land of the dead. Should we really be doingthis? I wondered.To keep my mind off my innards, I tried discussingcosmology with Quickfronds, explaining to her my ideathat the universe was like an egg with multiple shells.“Egg,  universe – it’s  an interesting analogy,” shesaid. “Shells exist to keep out parasites, but allow waterand  dissolved  heavyfluid  to  enter  and  nourish  theembryonic larva. The larvae exist between the shell andthe center,  which has nourishment,  but is not alive.  Anidea is a bit like an egg, too, I think. It should stay in theshell of one’s mind until it is ready to emerge, no sooner,no longer. A real egg has only one shell, Loudpincers, andhatches only once. And before crèches and culling, mostlarvae were eaten when hatched. If our universe is like anegg, are we really ready to crack its shell?”War,  ice,  egg,  universe  –  individuals  were  laid,hatched,  lived and died.  But  everything else  seemed tostay the same. “For how long have nations rose and fell,for  how long  has  knowledge  been  won  and  lost,  howmany generations of soldiers have died fighting over thesame ice?”Quickfronds nodded. “For longer than we know.Sometimes  a  warmfall  will  expose  relics;  Steadylegs  ofCrossvalleys has looked at the distribution and frequencyof such finds and thinks warmfalls are less frequent nowthan when they were deposited, and the ice is on average
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a  few body lengths  thicker.  But  there  is  no discerniblechange in these rates for the five and three-eighths greatgreatcycles for which we have records.”I  imagined all  my research lost  to  the  Westerianinvasion  and  then,  greats  of  greatcycles  later,  beingduplicated by someone else, only to be lost again.“What happens to a larva that stays too long in itsshell?”“The  worms  come,  in  time.  An  eggshell  is  notforever.”  Quickfronds waved an arm around her,  “Ourpresent shell only seems like it. Your analogy of the eggseems  to  repeat  itself  on  several  scales,  and  both  inabstract and concrete. There may be some wisdom in it onhow the universe does things.”“Thank you, Goodmother.”She nodded and turned away, signaling the end ofconversation. I, too, was having trouble concentrating aswhat the pressure of  the ascent was doing to my bodydistracted me. On and on we went, and we grew quieterand  more  unsure.  How  much  cable  did  Crushpincershave on the reel? I couldn’t remember.If we did not find something soon, I thought, wemight be in no shape to do anything with it.“Comrades,”  Professor  Lieutenant  Farfrondscalled. “Something lies…”The impact came as a surprise, throwing us off ourshelves.“… ahead of us.”
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We floated together into a jumble on one side ofthe  sphere.  Or  the  bottom,  now,  for,  pulled  howevergently, we stayed there. It felt as if up had become downand down, up.Then,  before  anyone  could  even  groan  inastonishment, the sphere began tilting back and forth, andwe  slowly  rolled  as  a  mass  to  the  top.  After  muchembarrassed and apologetic moving of limbs, we sortedourselves out into a rough circle around the top.General  Sharpfronds  gathered  himself,  jumpedand  swam  up  to  the  drumhead,  and  latched  on.“Crushpincers!” he bellowed.There  was  no  response.  The  sound  transmittalsystem depended on tension, I realized. And now therewas none.  We rocked slowly,  feeling upside down andhelpless.Finally, there was some more rocking and a kind ofsucking sound. The motion of the sphere changed, nowfeeling like it was tethered again as opposed to sitting onsomething.“General?  Anyone?”  Crushpincers’  tinny  voicesounded.“Thank goodness,” Mr. Longtail sighed.“We’re  here,  Crushpincers.  We’re  seemingly,  uh,upside  down,  but  everyone  seems  okay.  Ah,Goodmother?”“It  was  a  gentle  crash,  we  should  all  beundamaged.”
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“I’m  undamaged,”  Sharpfronds  echoed.  Othersfollowed his lead.“Good.”  Crushpincers  voice  came  after  adiscernible delay.  “We noted when the line went slack,but there is some lag since you are so far up. I have had toreel you back a little to restore tension to the tether, butyou should still be close to what stopped you. Can youopen the top hatch?”It was at our feet now; top had become bottom.“We  shall  attempt  that  presently.  Thank  you,Crushpincers.” Sharpfronds waved a limb at us. “It seemswe have arrived.”“We  should  gather  the  lightstone  quickly,”Goodmother Quickfronds said. “I don’t know how longour physiology will hold up under this pressure.”Actually, I felt somewhat better than I had earlier.Perhaps my body was adapting to the new conditions. Iwas  conscious  of,  well,  slowness,  in  my  thought  andmovements. But quality seemed unaffected.Sharpfronds  nodded.  “Loudpincers,  Farfronds,unscrew the latches. Longtail, wind up the beacon.”We all jumped to our tasks, though I wanted a lookat the beacon. Wind-up implied a spring of some sort; Ihad never heard of a spring driving a beacon before. Thethreat  of  the  Empire  had  made  the  University  busyindeed, and I found myself very curious about things that,apparently, no longer were to be hidden from me.
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But first things first. I went to work on my latches.As  I  did  so,  the  sphere  began  to  develop  a  slightmonotonic glow; the beacon, I presumed. Soon the hatchswung aside,  and revealed  “below” us  a  vast,  smooth,featureless plain starkly lit  by the tone of  the beacon.  Ididn’t see anything at all that looked like lightstone.“So that is the land of the dead. Not quite what wewere  told  before  molting,  is  it?”  General  Sharpfrondssaid. “No eater of souls, no pleasure gardens, and no pilesof lightstone, either.”“No,  sir,”  said  Farfronds.  “It  looks  like  anotherlayer of ice, though darker, less reflective.”“The  multishell  cosmology,”  Professor  ColonelThreeclickson said. “When the lightstone hits it,  it mustwork its way through to another layer of water, perhapsone that is  inhabited.  As for  the darkness,  we have noidea what our layer looks like on the other side. It couldbe a debris field.”My  leg  hair  wilted.  That  was  my  idea  andThreeclickson  had  stolen  it.  I  felt  vindicated  butdisappointed that I had not gotten any recognition.“And what happens to the dead?” Longtail asked.“I  have  a  bad  feeling  about  this.  It  is  not  what  weexpected.  If  we  cannot  see  any  lightstone,  perhaps  weshould go home.”Silence  greeted  that  remark.  Not  finding  thelightstone made the expedition a failure and could havegrave consequences for our nation.
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“The area of this land must be over eighty percentof  the  area  of  our  land.”  Professor  Threeclickson said. “We can only see a small portion. Where do the warmfallscome from? We should take more of a look.”“You are welcome to stick your head in the crack,”said Longtail.“I volunteer,” said Lieutenant Farfronds.“Thank  you,”  General  Sharpfronds  said.  “But  Iwould like one experienced soldier to remain aboard thesphere at all time. Since I shall have to make the decisionof what to do, I shall get the information first hand. Yourorders,  Farfronds,  are  that  if  anything  happens  to  me,have  Crushpincers  pull  you  all  back.  You  hear  that,Crushpincers?”“I hear, General. May I suggest that, in that event,we pull back a little way and reevaluate. We would notwant to lose you.”“Oh, bother that. Very well. Pull back a little and,Farfronds, you do as you think best. But should I meet myend  up  or  down  there,  whatever  it  is,  honor  me  bymaking sure that nobody else meets a similar end.”“Sir!” Farfronds replied.“Enough discussion. ‘Ware above, as below!”Sharpfronds  let  go  of  the  communications  drumand dropped slowly through the hatch and onto the plain.So far,  so good.  But then he kept going  into it,  thoughvery slowly.
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“Soft!” he said. “Like so much rotten tissue. Slime.I’m sinking into it! Totally unexpected! Throw me a line,quickly.”Farfronds  leaped  up  to  the  cabinets  below  ourbenches and clinging with three arms managed to open acabinet with one, extract a coil of rope, and toss it down tome. “Loudpincers! Tie an end to the latch and throw thecoil down at Sharpfronds.”A  glance  down at  Sharpfronds  showed  only  hishead and fronds still echoing above the surface. His voiceholes were beneath it, but he had two of his arms just onthe surface, waving slowly back and forth, trying to swimin it,  it  seemed. He could keep that up only so long,  Irealized. He was suffocating.I glanced up in time to catch the coil of rope, butinstead  of  just  throwing  it  down  to  Sharpfronds,  Ifollowed  the  coil  and  lowered  myself  claw  by  clawtoward  the  surface.  The  exertion  made  me  incrediblytired. General Sharpfronds had vanished entirely just as Ireached the surface; there was nothing to show that he’dcaught the coil. I began to lower myself into the surface,head  first,  to  keep  my  spiracles  above  for  as  long  aspossible.  Voices  called to me to stop,  but  there was notime to argue.The  material  was  viscous,  clinging,  and  dense.  Itried  chirping  to  see,  but  the  viscous  mass  seemed  toabsorb every sound I made; it was as black as deafness.
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I  reached as far down as I could with my upperarm, feeling my energy wane as the substance began toblock  my  spiracles.  I  felt  something,  and  grabbed  andheld.  It  could be  Sharpfronds’  limb.  Or  something elseentirely. Something long dead.Shuddering, I held on and began to back. Slowly atfirst, as the holding and the motion took every availablebit of energy I had. But as more of my spiracles emergedinto clean water above, I felt a little more strength.Then the rope started to move up. My comradesmust have seen me try to back out, I thought, and helpedby pulling the line in.My head broke into the water and I started risingfaster. I shook myself back and forth to try to clean myfronds and vision returned. What I had in my hand wasdefinitely someone’s wrist, just inward of his pincers.I  looked  around  for  a  moment  as  my  flappingspiracles  desperately  tried to  restore my energy.  In  themonotonic glow of our beacon, every bump in the surfacecast  long,  exaggerated  shadows.  One  of  the  shadowsmoved, undulating toward me. I had to stare for secondsto be sure of what I was seeing; the rise in the surface washuge. Suddenly,  the slime fell  away and a great  roundhole slowly broached above the slime, then waved rightand left before descending again. The hole appeared to bea mouth with six huge triangular  teeth around its  rim,
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pointing  inward.  The  Eater  of  Souls,  I  thought  –mythology come real.Clinging with both hind arms, I reached down intothe  slime  with  my  other  arm,  grabbed  my  prize,  andpulled. With the group above pulling as well, an entirearm emerged: pincer, wrist, and up to the second joint.The huge surface undulations moved nearer.  Notenough time,  I  thought,  not  nearly  enough time.  But  Icontinued  to  pull.  Suddenly,  the  strain  on  my  armsseemed to double and I had to cling, both to rope and thearm, with all my remaining strength. The eater? One sliceof those teeth and I would be left holding only an arm, ifthat. But before I let go, I saw that the arm I held wasemerging rapidly now; we were being pulled faster fromabove.  The  winch,  I  thought.  They  must  have  toldCrushpincers to reel us in. The General – for it was he –began to emerge. He came clear; thorax, head, abdomen,and his limbs trailing limply, but still  in one piece,  themuck streaming away from his body.The slime swelled up next to us and a great arch,the upper part of the eater’s mouth, broke the surface androse inexorably up beside us. Slime fell away from two,then three huge triangular teeth.This would be very close,  but the general’s bodywas free now and we were rising even more rapidly thanthe eater’s mouth. Maybe it would miss. I freed one hand
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from the General’s arm and got ready to try to bat or pushus away. Hopeless, perhaps, but I would not give up.Then something large and bright fell rapidly fromabove  –  incredibly  quickly,  the  speed  of  its  passagecreating a brilliant wake behind it. I recognized it; it wasour bag of lightstone, the one on top of the sphere thatsuspended us up/down from the ice. What a thing to seelightstone as falling, but that was the current perspective.It struck the mouth just a body length from me andcracked it, caving it in between two huge triangular teeth.The mouth tore open, its parts waving uselessly. Densematerial began to flow from the wound toward the center.Then we were above it, and rising (falling?) rapidly withthe sphere.I  was  pulled  into  the  hatch,  still  holding  theunconscious General Sharpfronds by his arm.I  released  him  to  Goodmother  Quickfronds  andcollapsed near the hatch with my limbs tucked under me,chrysalis  style,  shaking  uncontrollably.  My  hands,  myhead, my body had plunged into the remains of others,accumulated over the ages. Even as I lay there, pieces ofthe dead clung to me. I had sought treasure in their landand they had guarded it well. I had seen the eater of soulsitself.  I  abandoned  myself  to  my  shudders,  and  lostconscious thought.When I woke, I had been cleaned. Also, I floated;down had become ambiguous again. There was no needto chirp for vision; the hull glowed with many sounds – a
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sign of a robust slipstream. Were they reeling us back sorapidly?  Crushpincers  must  have  an  eight  of  helpersturning the wheel!Professor  Lieutenant  Farfronds  came over  to  meand touched me with  a  limb.  It  was  the  gesture  of  anequal  and a  friend,  and without  his  saying anything,  Irealized my status had changed. “The General survives,for now. But we are all in great danger; we have lost ourlightstone and our fall toward home is too rapid. There isno tension on the tether. Indeed, it trails behind us now.We shall have to do something desperate, and soon, andwe may not survive. I wanted to talk to you a momentfirst.” He raised a pair of limbs. “I speak to you as onewho, despite my professor title, has always been more ofa  military  person.  I  have  fought  the  bandits  in  thecountercurrent reaches, and I have witnessed courage, soI know it when I see it. Some will judge this expedition afailure,  for  the  loss  of  lightstone.  But  I  think  we  havefound a good and courageous soldier.”“Thank you, sir,” was all I could think of saying.He nodded, touched me again, then swam over toGoodmother Quickfronds and the General.Some  time  passed,  then  Professor  ColonelThreeclickson called us to attention, the first time he hassaid anything for some time. While he was the rankingofficer  after  the  incapacitated  Sharpfronds,  he’d  letLieutenant  Farfronds,  who  must  have  been  far  moreexperienced in  emergencies,  take  charge  of  details.  But
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apparently there were responsibilities of leadership andrank that one does not duck.“Companions…” He hesitated.I clenched my pincers. It would, I thought, be solike  Threeclickson  to  make  some  kind  of  acerbic,imperious, cautionary speech or lecture now, putting usall on notice. But there was no time for that. I had alwaysfeared him more than respected him, and now when agreater fear ruled, I had little confidence in him.“Companions, if  we stay with the sphere until  itfalls to the ice, we shall be crushed. Therefore, we shallhave to abandon it. Lieutenant Farfronds, tell what mustbe done.”Short and to the point? While his logic remained,the manner did not seem to be that of the ThreeclicksonI’d known.Farfronds  crawled  quickly  up to  the  hatch,  thendropped  toward  the  drum,  spreading  his  limbs  andfingers as he did so. He did not fall rapidly.“See,” he said. “The more area you present to thewater, the slower you fall. And, after a certain amount oftime,  no matter how long you fall,  you do not fall  anyfaster. Our bomb-throwers call this ‘terminal velocity.’ Ifyou spread yourselves  wide enough and so  fall  slowlyenough, you should land on the ice uninjured. You mustonly have the courage to do it.”Neither I,  nor anyone else,  had the instincts  of afloater or a swimmer.  It  was our nature to cling to the
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surface, anchored by our weight, to not be swept away bycurrents.  I  grabbed my bench  all  the  more  tightly  as  Ilistened to what Farfronds said. I saw the glow the wallsof our sphere emitted from its too-fast passage and couldeasily imagine the crunch as it hit.“How much time?”I could barely hear that voice, but I recognized itimmediately. General Sharpfronds was back with us.Farfronds  raised  his  upper  arms.  “Soon,  sir.  Wehave no idea of how far back we’ve come. We could strikeat any moment.”“Very well. Open the hatch.”“General,  you  aren’t  ready  yet…”  GoodmotherQuickfronds said.“Am I ready to be crushed?” His voice seemed abit stronger. “I will lead us out. You will come next.”“Me!” Quickfronds exclaimed.There was a moment of  quiet.  Then Sharpfrondssaid, “I may have need of you when I hit the ice.”There was some nervous clicking of pincers at theGeneral’s small joke, but it seemed to break the tension.Farfronds motioned to me, and I joined him in undoggingthe hatch. But when we were done, we couldn’t budge it.“Pressure,”  Threeclickson said.  “The sphere  is  atthe pressure of high above. We must let it out to open thehatch.”Lieutenant  Farfronds  scrabbled  down  from  thehatch,  reached  into  the  cabinet  below  his  bench,  and
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pulled  out  a  military  spear.  Then  he  stabbed  the  tipdirectly into the communications drum. The sound of itsripping almost blinded me, and I felt an immediate andterrible discomfort all through my body, as if I were aboutto  explode.  Groans  filled  the  sphere,  but  gradually  thepain got less. Also, I suddenly realized I was back to mynormal weight, and almost fell from my hand-hold nearthe hatch. What did pressure have to do with how much Iweighed?  Compression,  I  remembered.  As  my  bodyexpanded and gained more volume, it fell more rapidly.“Loudpincers,  the  hatch!”  Farfronds  shouted.  Ipulled with as  much strength as  I  had,  and it  opened,grudgingly  at  first,  with  a  bright  hiss  of  water  jettingthrough the crack. Then it opened more easily. I reacheddown, to take the General’s hand – he was too weak toclimb up to the hatch.Before  he  left,  he  gave  what  might  be  his  finalcommand,  “Follow  quickly,  all  of  you.”  Then  he  wasgone. Goodmother  Quickfronds  quickly  leaped up andfollowed  him.  After  a  moment  of  hesitation,  ProfessorColonel  Threeclickson followed.  Mr.  Eightfold Longtail,however,  stayed  clinging  to  his  bench.  LieutenantFarfronds went over to him.“Go, now! You must.”Longtail shuddered in denial.Farfronds tried to pry his pincers from their grip,but got nowhere.
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“Get out of here, Loudpincers,” he told me.Again, I disobeyed orders, dropped from the hatchand tried to help pry Longtail loose. But it was hopeless. Itouched Farfronds and drooped my fronds.He nodded. “Go. I will follow.”This time I did go, leaping for the open hatch andpulling myself out and through almost in one move. Thescream of the water passing by it made the falling spherebelow me visible, if in a wavy, uncertain way. Below, tomy right, I could make out the courtyard of the university–  too  close,  I  thought.  I  spread  my  arms  and  legs  asFarfronds had told me, and my fall slowed immediately.I stared at the sphere, receding below. Where washe?  There!  A  dark  shadow  appeared  in  the  glowingslipstream, and began sliding off to the right.The  sphere  suddenly  exploded  in  a  millionfrequencies of sound and went dark. I chirped, and sawthe ice below me, coming up too fast. Now my height andfall were very real; every muscle in my body tensed withterror.  I  struggled  for  control  and  stretched  myself  asmuch as possible and flailed at the water with my claws,trying to swim back. At the last moment, I put all eightlimbs down to break my fall.The  landing  was  an  anticlimax;  I  didn’t  hit  anyharder, I thought, than if I’d landed after jumping as highas I could. Terminal velocity, Farfronds had said. I  hadlearned, I thought, a great lesson of mind over instinct.Feeling myself whole, I chirped in the general direction of
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where the sphere hit, saw it, and headed that way to seewhat I might do to help poor Longtail.On my way, I saw a bright crunch,  chirped, andrecognized  Colonel  Professor  Threeclickson.  Of  course,having left  the sphere before I did, he would have hadlonger to fall. I went over to him, and ascertained that hehad come through the fall as well as I had.Then  I  told  him  the  bad  news.  “Sir,  Longtailwouldn’t leave the sphere. I was headed over to see whatI could do.”“You should stay back,  Loudpincers.  You wouldnot  want  to  see  what  must…  Forgive  me.  You  havealready… I… Yes, let us go see what we can do.”Threeclickson  had  asked  me  to  forgive  him.  Isensed again that whatever happened now, my life hadchanged greatly.Goodmother  Quickfronds  landed  just  then  andscuttled  over  to  us.  We  told  her  what  had  happened.“Threeclickson, tend to the General when he comes down.Rest  should  be  all  he  needs,  and  a  little  cleaning  off.Loudpincers, you’re young and strong. Come with me.”We  were  halfway  to  the  wreckage  before  I’drealized  how easily  Quickfronds  had  given  orders  andhow  uncomplainingly  Threeclickson  had  obeyed.  Fivecycles ago, he had been the terror of my life. An act for thebenefit  of  the  student,  I  surmised,  by  one  whose  realnature was to defer to others. Yet I almost felt sorry forhim.
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We reached the crumpled sphere and found ourway in through a hole in the wreckage. Lt. Farfronds, ofcourse, had gotten there before us, but there was nothingto  be  done.  A  jagged  section  of  the  hull  had  neatlysevered  Longtail’s  abdomen  from  his  thorax.  He  had,uselessly, extricated himself and tried to hold his severedhalf against the wound, but that, Quickfronds said, onlyhastened his death, as certain fluids from the nether partshould not mix with those in the thorax.Quickfronds turned to us.  “Should you ever findyourself in such a situation, do what you can to stem thebleeding from the thorax. You will still die, but may haveas much as a cycle or two to say and do whatever lastthings you have to say or do.”Threeclickson  and  General  Sharpfronds  arrivednext.  We  removed  the  unfortunate  Longtail  from  thewreckage and all stood vigil for an eighth of a cycle as hisbody became light and ascended to the land of the dead,to become part of that slime in which I had been brieflyimmersed. I shivered, thinking about what I had touched.I  thought  of  my  conversation  with  Quickfronds  as  Iwatched Longtail ascend. If our universe was an egg witha single shell, what lay outside? What laid it?

*
We were a sober group back at the University,  arms atsides,  fronds  still.  General  Sharpfronds,  now  much
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recovered,  addressed  us  along  with  several  militarycommanders and university staff.“Gentlepeople,  we  took  our  best  shot  at  it.  Welearned  much  of  cosmological  and  perhaps  theologicalinterest, though the eater of souls we encountered seemeda very physical creature. Looking at echoes, I might haveworn a rope and been pulled back with much less bother.But  such an  encumbrance  could itself  have been risky.Again, we took our best shot.“Now we are in a very grave situation. Lushole hasfallen;  nothing  remains  between  Long  Valley  and  theempire.  Highfronds  has  delivered  an  ultimatum:  weshould  submit  peacefully  as  inferiors  to  his  superiorgovernment, or be crushed by his armed forces. We havefive  cycles  to  reply.”  The  General  snapped a  pincer  incontempt.  “He  has  that  little  respect  for  our  ability  toimprove our  defenses  significantly  in  that  time.  Hubrismay be his undoing. Highfronds is a charismatic leader –do not underestimate him. But the juices of his abdomenrun his mind, and we shall make that our advantage. Wewill do the unexpected, the unanticipated. We will fightcreatively.“The good news is that our war floaters are ready.With  enough  lightstone  to  float  a  dozen  of  them,  weshould  be  able  to  even  the  odds  and  make  advanceagainst  us  too  expensive  for  them.  If  we  can  float  allthirty, we may be able to repel them without significantloses  of  our  own;  a  result  that  might  guarantee  our
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independence  for  some  time.  But  that  is  a  still-sealedchrysalis; we need more lightstone, for we can float onlyone as things stand.“Lieutenant  Lecturer  Loudpincers  has  found  apossible source of lightstone deep within the ice.”There  were  murmurs  in  reaction  to  this  news,creating  far  more  of  a  stir  when  it  came  from  theGeneral’s voice holes than it when it had come from mineonly  a  few  cycles  or  so  ago.  But  I  barely  noticed:Lieutenant  Lecturer  Loudpincers,  he  had  called  me.Graduation  eight  times  eight  cycles  early  and  a  fieldcommission, too!  If only I proved worthy of it.The General continued. “It will take some time todig  it  out,  six  to  seven  cycles.  We  will  move  civilianpopulation and the war floaters deep within our territory,back in the cracks where they will  be hard to find andmay easily  defend themselves.  The University  hexagonwe shall turn into a citadel, capable of holding out for ahundred  cycles  against  any  attack  machines  we  haveheard of the Westerians possessing. They may yet comeup  with  some  new  weapon  to  save,  or  revenge,  ourpeople – but that is a very faint hope indeed. Our bestchance lies with the war floaters.“General Highthorax and General Stronglegs haveprepared maneuvers  and delaying actions which mightgive us three cycles or so beyond the ultimatum date. Inthat time, which will be purchased with the lives of thebrave, we must find Loudpincers’ giant lightstone, section
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it  and  launch  the  war  floaters.  Unless  someone  has  abetter idea.”Dark silence covered the gathering.“The sacrifice  will  be  great  and the timing very,very tight. So we had best start digging.”Later, when I happened to be close to the General, Itold  him,  again,  that  what  I  had  was  a  theory,  aspeculation, at best a good idea. “Now soldiers will losetheir lives on the idea that it is true.”“So  you  tell  me  now  that  you  think  you’veoversold your idea,” he said this with cold stillness.I trembled; I had never been so frightened.But  General  Sharpfronds  rested  a  pincer  on  myarm, the reassuring touch of a father on a larva. “I am notso molt-damaged that I did not recognize the risk; nor didyou mislead anyone by stating possibilities as certainties.The one certainty, which everyone in this country knowsnow, is that  without some miracle,  we are all  slaves ordead. Well, miracles occur in combat as well as in craft,but they are done by soldiers who have hope. If we hadnot had your lightstone find to give them hope, we wouldhave had to invent something of less substance.“But  I  would prefer  not  rely  on miracles  of  anykind,  so  let  us  get  about  the  digging.  We  have  someequipment here that will be useful; my people will takecare of it. Refresh yourself and be out there in an eighthcycle.”
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I  nodded,  then,  remembering  my  new  status,clapped my pincers, military style. “Yes, General.”I headed for my student quarters, perhaps for thelast  time.  I  tried  to  contact  Softtipspawn,  but  she  hadalready  been  evacuated.  Whatever  happened,  nothingwould be the same. I gathered a few mementos to fit in apouch, then lay on my bench and rested.

*
When  I  arrived  at  my  dig  the  next  day,  GeneralSharpfronds’ people had spread a great panoply of clothand pipes around my hole. After a moment, I recognizedit – a warmdrill. If one seals a certain flatweed against theice so that water cannot flow through it, in time a heavycompressible fluid will collect at its roots, against the ice.This  fluid,  if  allowed to  flow into  a  container  of  deadplant material, will displace the water with its very heavyessence. Such heavy fluid makes plant material grow veryhot,  and  water  is  pumped  through  that  heat.  The  hotwater, forced down by means of bellows, cuts through theice rapidly. As a mere student, I had never had access tosuch  inner  University  wonders.  As  the  chief  of  apotentially  nation-saving  emergency  project,  I  had  asmuch special equipment as could be conveniently placedin the area.We drilled cylinders, a body length deep at a time.First we carved a circle in the ice and made it deep, then,
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with  a  special  sideways-facing  nozzle,  we  cut  inhorizontally and so detached the cylinder from the ice.Ropes were frozen into each cylinder, and it was hauledup. Then the process was repeated.In  the  distance,  the  glow  of  the  battle  of  theUniversity had began to light the sky.Down the shaft  went,  just  spinward of  the largemass I so fervently hoped was lightstone.“Water,” someone yelled. “We’ve struck water.”My  first  thought  was  multishell  cosmology.  Mysecond  was  about  how  wrong  that  first  thought  hadproved far above.“Melt water, not seawater,” the person in the boreshaft yelled, as if he could read my thoughts.“Great central heavens!”There was silence. “What is it? Can you see it?”No answer.I  turned  to  one  of  our  draftees,  PremotherLonglegs, a first-molt apprenticed to a sweettree farmer,now a  refugee.  “Longlegs,  go  tell  General  Sharpfrondsthat we’ve reached the objective, but something strangehas happened.”Someone had to go down. There were only four ofus above. Who to send?At  that  moment,  for  some  reason,  I  thought  ofGeneral Sharpfronds and his pronouncement: “My styleis to lead from the front.” The organizing had been done;what remained to be done was below.
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“Tell  him  that  I’m  going  down  to  investigate.Platoon Sergeant Shinyclaws will be in charge, up here,until I get back.”Like most officers who rose via the academic rout,I’d taken special pains to learn the names and proceduresof  the  pure  warriors;  but  was  still  uncomfortable.  Aseasoned  troop  might  be  holding  his  spiracles  inamusement at how I did things, but Longlegs was as newto this as I was. She snapped a claw as if she were at drill,turned, and was off.“Sir!”  Shinyclaws  said.  She  was  a  veteran,  andthere was a sharpness to her voice that made me worrythat she resented my rapid rise; she perhaps didn’t take inthe three moltings of academic training that had precededmy one act of physical courage. I should, I thought, dealwith it now.“Sergeant Shinyclaws? I’m new to this, I know, butwe’re very pressed for time. If you’re unhappy, I’m sorry.I didn’t choose the circumstances.”“Oh, sir. Not that at all. Well, not with you at anyrate. I’m maybe a little unhappy because I’m not at thefront.  I’m  still  of  egg-laying  age,  I’m  afraid,  and  theGeneral Professors are looking ahead to replenishing thepopulation. But if we don’t… I mean there won’t be anypoint.”I thought about that. Both positions had a logic tothem. I thought it through. “Shinyclaws, the work behindthe  lines  still  has  to  be  done.  By  having  that  done  by
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females of egg-laying age, the Generals cover two needswith one action. Personal happiness is secondary in suchtimes. Sorry.”“Yes  sir.  I  understand.  But  I  would  rather  diefighting them now than be overwhelmed here and forcedto bear their eggs later.”I  could  only  nod.  I  had  not  realized  the  fullimplications of her assignment.“Anyway, Lieutenant, ah… ”“Loudpincers.”“Loudpincers,  sir.  You’ll  be  wanting  to  take  arunner down with you,  sir.  Betterthinker would be mychoice.”“Right,  thank  you.  Carry  on,  Sergeant.”  Theoptimistically christened Betterthinker was actually one ofthe  slower  troops  on  the  uptake,  but  he  was  fast  andstrong. “Betterthinker!” I shouted. “Come on. You’re withme.” We’d built a tripod over the hole and a tube of ropenetting hung down from its apex, enclosing the hot watertubes. The netting also functioned as a ladder of sorts, andon these we descended.As we went, I reminded myself of who was below.It was the third shift; Sergeant Raspyclaws, Mr. Icefronds,the  water  jet  technician,  and  able  soldier  Larvasaver.None were evident as I reached the level of my suspectedgiant lightstone.  The shaft went further down; the planhad been to approach the lightstone from the bottom.
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Only a half body-length or so of ice separated mefrom it and I could easily see it by holding my fronds andmandibles against the ice and chirping. It certainly lookedlike a lightstone; its rugged surface was full of shiny pitsand sharp edges. But it was huge – several body lengthsacross, at least.I felt warm water at my abdomen. My first thoughtwas  that  it  was  the  cutting  water,  but  that  had  beenturned off some time ago. The warmth was enervating; Iwiggled  my  abdomen  to  increase  water  flow,  thenswitched my body around, hanging upside down so myspiracles would be in higher, cooler water.The warm current was issuing from the horizontalshaft.  I  moved  down  further  so  my  fronds  could  seethrough it. The warmth made me forgetful and fatigued,and I had to fight to concentrate on moving each limb, butI persisted in descent.Finally, I was level with the shaft, chirped, and sawthe thing hanging below the giant lightstone. It was long,rounded at each end and unnaturally smooth, as if turnedfrom a lathe.On the ice in the shaft beside it lay the bodies ofmy crew. If I went to them now, I would probably sufferthe same fate. I turned and began to climb up the cutter’ssuspension ropes, but could only move a little at a time. Ihad to get to colder water.“Betterthinker. The ropes. Pull me up.”
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I was incredibly tired. If I let go right now, I wouldliterally fall asleep. A very pleasant… .The  ropes  jerked  upward,  again  and  again.  Ishould let go. No, I should hang on. It was getting cooler.I was thinking again.I resumed climbing, and spotted my savior amidsta  jumble  of  rope  and  tubes.  “Good,  Betterthinker.  I’mawake now.”“Handholds, sir. On the wall. I need to let go.”I saw the notches in the ice and grabbed onto themwith two claws as I let go of the ropes with the others. Assoon as I had detached myself from the ropes, they slidback down. Betterthinker had,  I realized,  pulled up notjust me but the whole cutting apparatus as well, weightedas  it  was  with  superheavy  fluid  tanks.  Well,  SergeantShinyclaws had said he was strong.I looked at the tubes and ropes, straightened outagain. If  they were to pipe down cold water instead ofwarm,  I  might  stay  awake  long  enough  to  rescue  mycolleagues. But I would need something to keep the coldwater around me. I scrambled back up the shaft as fast asmy legs and arms would take me.Tailoring is a skill the career military know well, Ifound out. We took one of the woven flatweed covers andmade a rough tube of it for my body, cutting slits to allowmy limbs to stick out and tying it around my neck andaround a heavy fluid tube just beyond my abdomen. Weknew how much tubing the cutter had used, and coiled
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twice as much for me. The tube served two purposes; togive  me  cold  water  to  keep  me  awake,  and,  in  anemergency, they would be able to pull me back with it. Ialso took the end of a coil of rope, in case something orsomeone else would need to be pulled back.With  Sergeant  Shinyclaws  and  Ordinary  SoldierBristlelegs  pumping  cool  water  around  me,  I  headeddown  again.  It  seemed  to  go  more  quickly  this  time,despite my encumbrance. Though I could feel the heat onmy head, I had not the slightest loss of energy. The clothtube  that  surrounded  me,  however,  puffed  up  anddeflated with each push of the bellows above in a waythat would have caused amusement, had the mission notbeen so serious.I traversed the horizontal tube quickly and reachedthe bodies of my comrades. Asleep or dead, I could nottell,  but  I  dragged  each  one  back  to  the  shaft  andharnessed  each  to  the  spare  line.  Then  I  called  forBetterthinker to haul them up.Then,  alone,  I  encountered  the  wondrous  objectthat had apparently followed the lightstone up throughthe ice. It was as wide as the shaft, and its warmth hadmelted  a  path  all  the  way  up  to  the  lightstone.  Thethought of the lightstone reminded me of how much weneeded it, and how quickly. The entire crew, I realized,would need cold suits like mine. No matter how curious Iwas,  there  was  no  time  to  investigate.  We could  workaround the thing, whatever it was.
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Lightstone! It must be after the lightstone just likemy compatriots and I had been after lightstone in our ill-fated expedition less than three cycles ago. Less than athree cycles? It  seemed like a greatcycle ago.  The thingseemed like more proof of layered cosmology – but, thelayers  were  different.  Alien.  My  mind  was  dizzy  withchange and happenings.No time, no time to investigate. I turned to leavethe shaft and get help.“We’ve  struck  water  –  meltwater,  not  seawater.Great central heavens!”I turned back. It was Sergeant Raspyclaws’ voice,much more clearly than I had heard it at the top of theshaft, but it came from the object. There must be beingsinside the thing, I thought, from the next layer; it seemedobvious; the large object was their version of the sphere Ihad ridden to the land of the dead. They were trying totalk to me, but all they knew of my language was whatSergeant  Raspyclaws  had  shouted  –  so  they  wererepeating  that.  Could  they  see  me,  somehow?  I  sawnothing from them but that burst of language.Time, I had no time. But maybe they could help.Help  us  in  our  war?  How.  Perhaps  they  could  carvelightstone – they were apparently after it themselves.Perhaps they wanted it for themselves.Where did my greatest hope lie? I decided to investa few moments and pointed to myself. “Loudpincers.”“Loudpincers,” it repeated in a golden burst.
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I  showed  them  my  body  parts:  pincers,  claws,fronds, arms, legs, and mandibles. I shouted LOUD andwhispered soft. I backed up for go and went forward forcome.  I  showed them ice,  water,  and lightstone.  I  tried“cold  water”  spilling  some  from  my  suit,  and  “warmwater” waving my arms around. It repeated everythingcorrectly and I said yes. I wished it would make an errorso I could teach no.I curled up in a chrysalis posture. “Sleep,” I said. Iunfolded myself. “Awake.”“Hot water sleep.” It said.“Yes.” I was getting somewhere.“Cold water sleep.”“No, no. Hot water makes sleep.”“Cold water makes awake.”“Yes.  Cold  water  makes  awake?  Question.  Yes.Answer.”  Would  it  understand inflection?  “Cold  watermakes  awake.  Statement.  Hot  water  goes  down?Question.”“Come Loudpincers up?”“Yes.”  It  was  quick,  picking  up  everything,forgetting nothing.But I  was getting tired and running out of  time.How could I ask them to help?I chipped some ice and showed them “take” and“move.” They understood.“Loudpincers take lightstone up.”“Lightstone go up?”
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I moved my arms frantically, upward as fast as Icould. “Yes, up. Loudpincers take lightstone up fast!”The effort wore me out. I felt warm. Then I noticedthat  the  pulses  of  cold water  in  my tube had stopped.That could only mean the empire had arrived. I had onlymoments of  consciousness left,  time for one last  plea.  Itook my ice chipper and swung it at my head, stoppingjust short.“Kill. Kill above. Cold water stop.”Silence  greeted  that.  What  an  idiot  I  was.  Whatcould our problems possibly mean to them?Unable to stand any longer, I collapsed to the floorof shaft.“Help,” I  said.  How does a person alone act  outhelp? “Help.” I tried to move an arm…

*
I woke with cold water flowing into my tube again. Myfirst thought was relief – perhaps we had won above. Mynext thought was that the Westerians had figured out thatI was down here and were on their way to enslave me. Ifound strength enough to chirp. My tube, I saw, was nowrunning  into  a  squarish  hole  in  the  alien  thing  andproviding  a  steady  stream  of  cold  water.  Hoveringaround  me,  swimming,  were  tiny  circular  things  withlittle claws. One of them stopped in front of my fronds.
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“SEEN-DEE,” it said, pointing to itself with one ofits tiny claws. “Cyndi help?”“Yes,”  I  said.  “Cyndi  help.”  Then I  rememberedthe situation above. What hope for them there’d be now, Ihad no idea. But I had to ask.“Cyndi help kill above?“No, no, Cyndi no kill.”They could not understand, not yet. They could notunderstand  my  nation  being  raped  and  enslaved,  itsheroes and my friends rising to the land of the dead. Theywould understand in time, but too late, too late.“Cyndi help above sleep?” it said.“Great center,  that would work! Yes.  Help abovesleep. Stop kill. Stop war.”

*
It was not done simply. The Iceprobe, for that was whatthey called it, had to back off and come back at an angle tointercept  our  shaft.  There  was  no  room in  it  for  me;  Iclung to the lightstone while all this happened, and nearlyfell  asleep again. But before I did, Cyndi brought me asmall squarish pack, which she fixed onto the back of mytube. It took water in and pumped it out, cold, into thetube feeding my cold suit. For this reason, I was the onlyone awake to witness much of the defeat of the Westerianarmy,  for  Cyndi’s  artificial  warmfall  put  our  soldiersasleep as well.
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It was not done instantly. The Iceprobe could swimon  jets  like  a  daggershell,  but  it  was  alone  and  theWesterians had overrun almost everything. But they hadbypassed the University after Crushpincers stopped theireffort to breech its walls, intending to starve it out later.And they had been slowed by the deeply cracked area inthe far east where General Sharpfronds had planned LongValley’s last stand. The terrain and our deployment hadbroken the massed Westerian armies into smaller groups,and Sharpfronds’ creative engineering had worsened theobstacles.There was time to talk; Cyndi learned our languagequickly, forgetting nothing and able to understand moreand more of my descriptions. I  learned that Cyndi wasnot the tiny machine, nor in it, but existed far from it andtalked to us and the machine as Crushpincers had talkedon the  drum,  but  without  a  tight  line.  She  is  female  –indeed she told me that should she reproduce she wouldretain the egg in her body and a larva would emerge fromher  abdomen.  Horrifying,  but  natural  to  them  –  andhaving  been  in  the  land  of  the  dead,  I  am  no  longersqueamish. She did everything quickly; she came from aplace,  she  said,  which  had  cycles  called  “DAZE”  thatwere only a fifth of a real cycle.“How long such wars repeat?” she asked.I  gave  her  Quickfronds’  assessment  of  great-greatcycles and thickening ice.
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She was quiet for some time, then said. “That longbe eight to the fourth times our notched history maybe.Stop war cycle now be good. Possibly…”We went to the university first, putting asleep thearmy that besieged it. Crushpincers had ascended, but theuniversity  walls  were  still  held  by  students  and  oldprofessors.  I  was acclaimed a temporary general  by thechancellor, and under my command, the university folkmade  cold  suits  and  sortied  out.  The  line  that  hadtethered the sphere on its journey to the land of the deadwas put to another use, shackling a Westerian army. Weleft eight to guard eight-cubed.There  was  no  rest.  Each  Westerian  battalion  weencountered presented its own problems. We ran out oflines and had to come up with new ways of shackling.Cyndi  at  first  objected  to  the  threat  of  violent  force  inrestraint.  But  as  she  heard  the  tales  of  rape  anddismemberment  and  saw  the  evidence,  she  exhibitedfewer qualms. We ran soon out of Long Valley guards forcaptured Westerians and had to change our strategy tofind more of our own people. In this, my senses provedsuperior;  I  spotted and recognized the glow of a battle.We went there and put both armies to sleep.That was the end of my generalship; the army wefound  was  commanded  by  Goodmother  Quickfronds,whom I was very glad to see. But the fact that she was incharge  of  an  army  spoke  volumes  on  how  many  had
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floated  above  while  I  had  been  teaching  Cyndi  ourlanguage.I expressed my sorrow and apologies that I had notsucceeded more quickly.“You have saved us,” she told me. “You must notberate yourself for not dying uselessly.”“Colonel Goodmother, I could have argued morestrongly to dig for the lightstone first.”“The center seemed like a better idea at the time,”she said. “What was done was done.”Cyndi  interrupted  this.  “Colonel  GoodmotherQuickfronds… your title… healer? Know bodies?”Quickfronds  turned  her  attention  to  the  tinymachine. “I did research at the University. In better times,I healed. Now I bring death.”“No longer. Teach me. We end this less time.”After a long talk, Cyndi asked for as much inediblevegetation as could be found or spared. We put it in thehole in the Iceprobe’s side. An eighth of a cycle later, acloud of very tiny machines issued forth. Two cycles later,all the Westerian soldiers that remained marched home inshackles.

*
Such is my history. Of those of us who ascended to theland of  the  dead,  only  Goodmother  Quickfronds  and Isurvived the war. General Sharpfronds died at the front
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even as his contingency plans were being executed, evenas I remembered his leadership style. He has a large anddeserved memorial outside the university.But  perhaps  as  great  a  story  was  how  blustery,inadequate Professor Colonel Threeclickson and a studentbattalion  held  off  an  entire  Westerian  brigade  at  theentrance  to  the  northern  crack  into  Long  Valley  withwarmdrills  and  bombs  hastily  made  from daggershellsand  tricks  of  chemistry  for  half  a  cycle.  Most  of  ourpopulation was able to flee in that time he bought withhis life.What  remains  is  another  story.  It  is  the  story ofcontact with the outer shell, where down is up and up isdown;  of  many  eggs,  some  of  ice,  some  of  lightstone,some of heavyfluid. It is the story of the beings who existaround other centers at vast distances that circle great hotcenters of heavyfluid producing an energy we can onlyvaguely sense as heat. It is the story of meeting Cyndi inperson, standing on the top of a cave of ice, head downand telling me how she thought I was upside down. Sheis  tiny  for  so  powerful  a  being,  only  an  eighth  of  astandard body length, even in the lightstone covering shemust use in our water. It is the story of her ‘STAR,’ ‘SOL’and her center ‘URTH,’ which she assured me had placeshere and there where I could exist quite comfortably. It isthe story of all that has changed us so much and of whichso many have written about with much more grace andelaboration than I.
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Was my meeting with Cyndi an incredibly luckycoincidence?  Certainly  it  was to  me,  but  it  was less  sofrom other  views.  She  was  coming anyway.  Given ourspecies,  she  would  likely  have  come  during  a  war;  ithappened to  be  the  Westerian  invasion.  She  found thethinnest  ice  to seek inward,  I  found the thinnest  ice  toseek  outward;  the  location  of  our  meeting  was  nocoincidence. Yes, the survival of the Long Valley nationwas  determined  by  mere  fractions  of  a  cycle,  but,patriotism aside, that is probably not crucial to the greaterstory. Cyndi’s people are explorers. Contact was going tohappen in some random way; it went this way.Now, nothing can ever be the same. Between warand contact,  it  will  be a long time before our scientistscatch  up  to  the  standards  of  Cyndi’s  people.  Ouracademics are as new larvae in learning and our militarytraditions  but  an  unfortunate  history.  But  this  is  notwithout promise.Allow  me  but  two  items  of  postwar  personalinterest. The first is that, a greatcycle after I returned tothe University, I had a visitor I had never expected to seealive again. A female veteran with a half-regenerate armappeared in my door with a military click.“Colonel professor, do you remember me?”“Shinyclaws?” I was astounded.“The same. I was captured, but they didn’t think afemale would sacrifice an arm to escape. I linked up withGeneral Highthorax in defense of the southern cracks. We
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were winning when your alien girlfriend came along andspoiled the game.”“Oh?” I’d heard the story. “Casualty ratio?”“Maybe ten of  them to every one of  us.  Defenseversus  offense,  and  we  had  a  prepared  position  anddaggershell archers.”“And  how  many  of  you  were  left  before  sleepcame?”Spiracles flapped in amusement.  She knew she’dbeen  caught.  “Two  eights  of  us.  Against  eight  to  thefourth of them.”“I’m proud to have known you.”She  came  up  to  me.  “How  much  do  you  meanthat?” Suddenly I  realized that I  was the one who hadbeen caught. “Well, a lot.”“Enough to give me your sperm?”It wasn’t, by any means, the first offer I’d had. Butit was the first one I accepted.The second and last thing I have to say was that,before Doctor Cynthia Lord Mallagues left to explain heractions to others of her kind – which I gathered wouldtake some explaining – she made an appearance in theWesterian  capital  that  will  not  be  forgotten  for  a  longtime.  As a result,  the Westerian empire is  no more,  forthey no longer have emperors there.The Westerians  executed  Highfronds  themselves.They have a unique method in that land;  the abdomen
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and the limbs are severed and the thorax is tied off. Whatremains  is  lightened  by  pressed  flatweed and  ascends,still conscious, up and into the land of the dead.I  am,  perhaps,  the only  one alive  who can trulyappreciate what that means.
Author’s story notes:This was inspired by Europa, but isn’t specifically set there.At the time of its writing, the Europa ice layer was estimatedto be too thick,  and Jupiter  too far  from the sun,  for  anysignificant transmission of light through the ice, or hopes ofpenetrating it with something like the “iceprobe” above. Itwas rather conceived to be a satellite of what we now call a“warm  Jupiter,”  at  an  unspecified  (in  Earth’s  frame  ofreference) distance and time from here and now. But justrecently  (December,  2013),  we have received word of  thediscovery of geysers on Europa’s southern pole. So the icemay not be so thick after all, at least in some places. Timeand exploration will tell.The  ice  bottom  buoyancy-pinned  ecosystemdescribed here has some Earthly analogs in polar regions,but here, it is the dominant one with the local sense of upand  down  reversed  from  our  gravity-dominatedenvironment.  This  was  more  difficult  to  write  than  onemight  think,  as  conventional  ideas of  up and down weredifficult to suppress. One really has to imagine oneself in theenvironment.Are these aliens “too human” in character if not inform? At some point, one has to admit that one is writing a
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story for human beings to read and about beings to whomthey will be able to relate. But I think there is an argumentfor  a  certain  universality  in  the  underlying  motivationalprogramming  of  intelligent  beings;  we  see  much  ofourselves in the behavior of life around us, even that whoselast  common ancestor lived hundreds of millions of yearsago.  One  might  expect  to  see  reciprocity,  hierarchies,collective aggression, and even sacrifice for the sake of thegreater gene pool. Such traits have survival value here andmay have survival value elsewhere as well. – GDN, Jan. 2014

Originally published in Asimov’s (11-12/2002).The author’s notes were first published in Clarkesworld(10/2015).
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The alluring worlds beneath the ice
When you ask what conditions are needed for life as weknow it, you get many answers, but one theme persists:liquid water. Water itself is pretty much everywhere inspace. We can find water molecules on the Sun; water iceremains  in  the  forever  shaded  craters  near  Mercury’sand  our  Moon’s  poles;  water  vapor  is  present  in  justabout  any  atmosphere…  But  liquid  water,  that’s  atougher gig. Yet since the Pioneer missions in the 1970s,we’ve  had  reason  to  think  its  presence  in  the  solarsystem may not be limited to Earth.Surface liquid  water,  yes.  But  Pioneer  10transmitted  a  somewhat  enticing  image  of  Jupiter’smoon Europa back in 1973. It was blurry, unable to showany surface details, but the object was clearly bright. In1979,  the Voyager missions flew by the  Jovian systemand supplied much better images. They clearly showedthe  moon’s  bright  reflective  surface,  almost  free  ofcratering and crisscrossed by long darker lines vaguelyresemblant of veins under one’s skin. Few craters meansyoung  surface  –  and  that,  in  turn,  means  geologicactivity. This wasn’t a body like our crater-ridden Moon,or another Jupiter’s moon Callisto.Tidal flexing was the natural suspect. Europa isin  orbital  resonance  with  Jupiter’s  moons  Io  andGanymede, and changes in the gravitational pull exertedby these moons together with the giant planet tug at themoon strongly. The innermost moon Io experiences evengreater tidal forces, which mold its interior so much thatit has become the most volcanically active object in the
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solar system with over 400 known volcanoes, nearly halfof them erupting at any given time. You see, the frictioncaused by tidal forces releases heat.Heat that can keep water liquid.The hypothesized Europa’s inner ocean famouslymade  an  appearance  in  A.  C.  Clarke’s  2010:  OdysseyTwo and 2061: Odyssey Three. But the hypothesis couldbe tested only after 1995, when the Galileo probe arrivedto  Jupiter  –  to  stay,  unlike  the  Pioneer  and  Voyagerflybys.  It  helped  detect  Europa’s  ocean  throughgravitational measurements and detection of the moon’sinduced  magnetic  field.  As  the  moon  moves  throughJupiter’s  inclined,  extremely  strong  magnetic  field,  itgenerates its own like a dynamo. But for a dynamo tooccur, there must be some conducting material to flow.In Europa’s  case,  salty liquid water is  by far the mostlikely scenario.Now,  after  Galileo,  we’re  as  certain  about  theexistence  of  Europa’s  water  ocean  as  science  can  be.However, we know very little of its properties. A devicesuch as the one used by Cyndi in the story is a long, longway ahead of current technology, as the author correctlypoints  out.  Scientists  and  engineers  from  DLR,  theGerman aerospace agency,  are working on an  IceMoleprobe that’s  designed to melt  through the icy shell  ofEnceladus, a tiny moon of Saturn that also possesses aninner ocean. Unlike Europa’s, we know quite a lot aboutit,  thanks  to  a  property  Europa  lacks.  Enceladusregularly spews geysers of water out of its ocean due toSaturn’s  gravitational  pull.  The  Cassini  probe  imagedthem, flew through them multiple times and examined
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their  composition  with  its  instruments,  especially  themass spectrometer.  While too crude to detect potentialsigns  of  life,  it  did  tell  us  that  Enceladus’  ocean  isapproximately as salty as ours, more alkaline, probablysupports  chemical  reactions  such  as  serpentinization,whose products are used by microbes here on Earth, andcontains organic molecules. That doesn’t mean life – butit may mean conditions for it to arise.Europa likely also has geysers (as Nordley pointsout  in  the  author’s  note),  but  probably  not  regularlyoccurring. The Hubble space telescope detected traces ofwhat may have been water vapor back in 2012 (Roth etal.  2014).  Analysis  of  data  acquired  by  the  Galileoprobe’s magnetometer during the closest flyby of Europagave an indirect  evidence  of  a water plume (Jia et  al.2018). Finally, a concentrated search effort with the KeckObservatory  revealed  water  vapor  above  Europa’ssurface  on  one  out  of  seventeen  observation  attempts(Paganini  et  al.  2010).  It  seems  that  geysers  probablyexist on Europa, but occur only rarely. We cannot rely onthem (at least so far) to tell us a lot about the ocean.We can  form some educated  guesses  as  to  thecomposition  of  Europa’s  ocean  based  on  indirectmeasurements  of  gravity  and  the  induced  magneticfield. But the estimates vary a lot. We don’t know howdeep exactly it is, so to produce the measured magneticfield, it could be shallower and saltier, or deeper and lesssalty.  And  what  kind  of  salts  and  other  compoundsshould we expect? Europa  receives  a  steady  rain  of  chargedparticles, originating mainly from Io’s raging volcanoes,
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as  it  travels  through  the  radiation  belt  of  Jupiter’smagnetosphere. It would kill a human without insanelythick radiation protection fast, and will complicate anyfuture  lander  missions.  It’s  mostly  sulfur  compounds,and salts such as magnesium sulfate are one of the primesuspects for giving Europa’s long streaks their reddishcolor, whether they are mostly exogenous (coming fromIo)  or  endogenous  (coming  from  within  the  ocean,where  they  may  be  abundant).  The  presence  of  suchsalts  is  in  accordance  with  many  models  of  internalchemical  evolution  of  Europa  (Kargel  et  al.  2000,Orlando  et  al.  2005).  The  ocean  may  also  be  rich  insodium chloride – that is also consistent with the surfacecoloration  and  with  geochemical  models  (Hand  &Carlson 2015).  Later  laboratory  experiments  moved infavor of either option and more, but delving into themwould steer us off track.Don’t be intimidated by the scientific references –they are here to guide you to explore more, should yoube interested in an in-depth analysis. They show us thatwe already know a lot – but there is also a lot more wedon’t know yet and have to scientifically explore! To cuta long story short,  Europa’s ocean is likely rich in theabove-mentioned  salts  (how  much,  that’s  for  futureresearch to ascertain), may be acidic rather than alkaline,and its oxidation state is a great unknown that mostlydepends on the rate of  material  transport  between theocean and surface (which is, you guessed right, anothergreat unknown; the models vary a lot). Without efficienttransport  of  oxidants  created by the radiation blasting
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Europa’s surface ice into the ocean, most compounds inthe ocean are likely in the reduced chemical state.Chyba (2000) and Chyba & Phillips (2001) triedto  work  even  with  these  unknowns  and calculate  theamount  of  energy  for  putative  Europan  life,  and  todescribe what ecosystems might potentially thrive there.According  to  these  estimates,  even  a  purely  surfaceradiation-driven  ecosystem  might  yield  cell  counts  ofover  one  cell  per  cubic  centimeter;  perhaps  even  athousand  cells  per  cubic  centimeter  in  the  uppermostocean  layers.  Putative  hydrothermal  vents,  of  course,would create a different source of energy and chemicalsfor life (albeit one much more difficult to discover – incontrast, life near the icy shell might erupt into space inthe geysers and be discovered by “simple” flybys). Anymacrofauna, though, seems highly improbable given theenergy  estimates.  Since  Loudpincers  was  about  eighttimes larger than the human Cyndi, by his own account,we’ll  really have to look for his civilization elsewhere,perhaps on a larger moon of some warm Jupiter.Europa and Enceladus, however, are not the onlyocean-bearing  satellites  in  our  system.  There’s  alsoGanymede, Callisto, Saturn’s biggest moon Titan, likelyalso Saturn’s somewhat smaller moon Dione and somedwarf planets out in the Kuiper Belt and Oort Cloud.I  would personally love to see a science fictionstory set  on a Ganymede-like world,  where  the liquidwater ocean is sandwiched between two layers of ice: the“normal” ice shell above, and high-pressure ice on thebottom.  I  wonder  why  such  a  setting  isn’t  alreadypopular  among  SF  authors.  Perhaps  because  it’s  less
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known and familiar as opposed to Europa-like worlds?Or perhaps the chances of life there seem much slimmer?Let’s look at this assumption, shall we?First,  we  need  to  compare  the  moons’  sizes.Europa  is  approximately  as  big  as  our  Moon,  whileGanymede is the largest moon in the whole solar system.In  terms  of  size,  it’s  larger  than  the  planet  Mercury,though it’s not as heavy – Mercury is composed of rockand  metal,  whereas  Ganymede  also  has  a  substantialportion of water, making it less dense. But the pressureat  the  bottom of  its  roughly  600-km deep  ocean  (notcounting  the  perhaps  200-km thick  outer  ice  layer)  ishigh enough to squeeze the water molecules so close toeach other  than it  transitions  from liquid to  solid.  Allphase  transitions  are  a  function  of  pressure  andtemperature,  and  here,  the  pressure  is  so  high  andtemperature so low that existence of high-pressure (HP)ice is inevitable.Then there is also the “club sandwich” model ofGanymede, postulating several layers of ocean and HPice  (Vance  et  al.  2014).  How  could  such  an  insane-looking  thing  even be  possible?  It  all  comes  down tophysics of  salty water, specifically water enriched withmagnesium sulfate – yes, that’s the one we’ve mentionedwith regard to Europa. Since we have no clue about thespecific composition and overall salinity of Ganymede’socean(s),  let’s  for  the  moment  presume  the  “onesandwiched ocean” option, but I would certainly love tosee a “club sandwich ocean” science fiction story!Ganymede is the truly alien of the ocean-bearingworlds of our solar system. To imagine the great weight
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bearing down on the HP ice layer, imagine the pressureon the bottom of the Mariana Trench in the Pacific Ocean:over 1000 bars (Earth atmospheric pressure equivalents).Enough to crush a human to a flat mush of tissue in aninstant;  enough to increase the density of  water by 5%compared to sea level. Still, there’s life, even fish.Now imagine a pressure some twenty times that.This is the bottom of Ganymede’s ocean.What  about  life,  though?  Would  it  possibly  beable to thrive under such immense pressure? Would ithave enough energy and chemicals at all,  even thoughdirect  leeching  of  life’s  building  blocks  and  efficientchemical cycling might be blocked by the HP ice layer?Current models suggest that the HP ice is likelyconvective – it can flow. It can, therefore, carry nutrientsand building  blocks  with it.  In  the  warmer  and morepressurized place of contact with bedrock, there mighteven be a thin layer of meltwater (Kalousová et al. 2018).In sum, it seems that life on Ganymede cannot beruled out  –  though it  would be  extremely difficult  toever detect!Still,  one  question  remains:  Would  life  survivethe pressure? Could it exist perhaps even down there, inthe tiny meltwater layer beneath the high-pressure ice?To answer that, we shall embark on a journey toUranus in the following story… In any case, give me an icy moon story anytime!These  places  are  extremely  interesting  for  real-worldscience as well as science fiction.Other interesting stories that deal with intelligentlife  in  subsurface  oceans  include  e.g.  Rich  Larson’s
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beautiful short story “Innumerable Glimmering Lights”(Clockwork Phoenix 5, 2016), where you can also enjoythe  flipped  up/down  perspective  and  where  you’llexperience  the  burning  desire  for  knowledge  and  thewonder  of  discovery  along  with  its  protagonist,  andJames Cambias’ novel A Darkling Sea (Tor Books, 2014).
ReferencesChyba,  C.  F.  (2000).  Energy  for  microbial  life  on  Europa.Nature, 403(6768), 381-382.Chyba, C. F., & Phillips, C. B. (2001). Possible ecosystems andthe search for life on Europa. Proceedings of the NationalAcademy of Sciences, 98(3), 801-804.Hand, K. P., & Carlson, R. W. (2015). Europa's surface colorsuggests an ocean rich with sodium chloride. GeophysicalResearch Letters, 42(9), 3174-3178.Jia, X., Kivelson, M. G., Khurana, K. K., & Kurth, W. S. (2018).Evidence of a plume on Europa from Galileo magnetic andplasma wave signatures. Nature Astronomy, 2(6), 459-464.Kalousová, K., Sotin, C., Choblet, G., Tobie, G., & Grasset, O.(2018).  Two-phase  convection  in  Ganymede’s  high-pressure  ice  layer—Implications  for  its  geologicalevolution. Icarus, 299, 133-147.Kargel, J. S., Kaye, J. Z., Head III, J. W., Marion, G. M., Sassen,R., Crowley, J. K., ... & Hogenboom, D. L. (2000). Europa'scrust and ocean: origin, composition, and the prospects forlife. Icarus, 148(1), 226-265.Orlando, T. M., McCord, T. B., & Grieves, G. A. (2005). Thechemical  nature  of  Europa  surface  material  and  therelation to a subsurface ocean. Icarus, 177(2), 528-533.Paganini,  L.,  Villanueva,  G.  L.,  Roth,  L.,  Mandell,  A.  M.,Hurford, T. A., Retherford, K. D., & Mumma, M. J. (2019).
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A measurement of water vapour amid a largely quiescentenvironment on Europa. Nature Astronomy, 1-7.Roth, L., Saur, J., Retherford, K. D., Strobel, D. F., Feldman, P.D., McGrath, M. A., & Nimmo, F. (2014). Transient watervapor at Europa’s south pole. Science, 343(6167), 171-174.Vance, S.,  Bouffard, M., Choukroun,  M., & Sotin,  C. (2014).Ganymede׳ s  internal  structure  includingthermodynamics of magnesium sulfate oceans in contactwith ice. Planetary and Space Science, 96, 62-70.

Classroom ideas
1. Could Europa have some environment resemblingthose where life  could have arisen on Earth? (It’shydrothermal  vents;  one  of  a  number  of  optionsproposed for the origin site of Earth’s life.)2. Find out the main differences between Europa andEnceladus  as  potential  abodes  of  life.  Divide  theclass into two groups and let each defend one as thetarget of a life-finding mission in a debate. (Both aresound  options;  astrobiologists  are  themselvesdivided on the issue where to go first.)3. Discussion tip: Do you think Cyndi acted ethicallywhen she helped Loudpincers and his people winthe war? (Again;  there are reasons for both “yes”and  “no”.  What  gives  us  the  right  to  interfere  inaffairs of an alien civilization we’ve just discovered?Shouldn’t we follow some rule reminiscent of  StarTrek’s Prime Directive? On the other hand, is it rightto  turn  a  blind  eye  to  war  and  suffering  we  canstop?  But  how  could  Cyndi  be  so  sure  thatLoudpincers was telling her the truth?)
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Into the Blue AbyssGeoffrey A. Landis
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Geoffrey Landis (* 1955) is a scientist, a sciencefiction  writer,  and  a  poet.  He  won  the  HugoAward for best short story in 1992 for the story“A Walk in the Sun”, and again in 2003 for thestory “Falling onto Mars”, the Nebula award in1990 for “Ripples in the Dirac Sea”, and his firstnovel,  Mars Crossing, won the Locus award forbest  first  novel.  His  fiction was  translated intotwenty-one  languages.  He’s  published  nearlyone hundred short stories, four books, and overfour  hundred  scientific  papers  in  the  fields  ofphotovoltaics,  power  systems  for  space,  andastronautics. In 2013, he was awarded the AIAAAerospace  Power  Systems  Award  for“developing  advanced  photovoltaic  powersystems  for  extreme  space  environments;providing  leadership,  fostering  innovation,interfacing with the public;  and contributing toan  improved  scientific  understanding  ofoperating  solar  power  devices  from  the  solarcorona to the Martian surface and beyond”. Hewas a member of the Sojourner Rover team onthe successful Mars Pathfinder mission in 1997,and is a member of the science team on the long-lived  Mars  Exploration  Rovers  Mission.  Othermissions that he is working on include missionsto the surface and atmosphere of Venus. More athis website http://www.geoffreylandis.com. 
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There  is  nothing  quite  like  the  color  of  a  hydrogenatmosphere tinted with methane. Deeper than sapphire;milkier  than  turquoise,  Uranus  was  an  indescribableluminous hue. Over the weeks, it had swollen from a dim,watery speck to the featureless blue pearl that hung belowus. Supported  by  an  invisible  microwave  beam,  thebase station lowered into the edge of the stratosphere, andthe moment came.Wrapped in a cocoon of diamond and steel,  safewithin our technology, we readied ourselves to drop.

*
“Two questions,”  I  had  said.  “Why Uranus?  And whyme?” God, who would ever go to Uranus? Way out inthe big dark, nearly as far beyond Saturn as Saturn is fromthe  sun.  It  is  cold  and  dark  and,  for  the  most  part,uninteresting.Stodderman  was  a  thin  man,  neatly  dressed,intense; a natural team leader. Some women would havefound him sexy, I think. I was not one of them.We had been in the common lounge of an orbitalhabitat with the improbable name of Wat Benchamabopit.That suited me; I hadn’t wanted to go down to Earth quiteyet anyway. I had unfinished business there which I wasnot quite ready to face.
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The Wat Benchamabopit habitat had been chosenas a pragmatic place to meet: it was in an eccentric trans-lagrangian orbit that placed it at an energy convenient forboth  of  us  to  rendezvous.  Like  many  orbital  habs,  itrented out a common area for the use of transients. Therecycled-air odor was covered over with the faint scent ofsome  flowery  fragrance,  perhaps  incense.  Entry  to  themain  part  of  the  habitat  was  through  the  wide-openmouth  of  a  blue-faced  demon,  elaborately  carved  withhuge bulging eyes and protruding tusks. The symbolismseemed, to me, to be ominous.Stodderman  chose  his  words  carefully.  “The  icemoons of the outer solar system are beginning to attractsome attention. You know that there’s a lot of prospectinggoing on right now. Uranus is far from the commercialbelt, but there are people who think that the moons maybe valuable soon.”“I’ve  heard  the  rumors,”  I  told  him.  “But  youweren’t talking about the moons, you were talking aboutthe planet itself. Cut to the data-dump. Uranus? Why?”“One of the prospectors. An old coot, a miner. Thekind  with  wild  hair  and  huge  eyes  and  UV-hardenedskin, been alone a little too long with only her p-buggyand  computer  for  company.  Those  outer-moonprospectors are all half-crazy, Dr. Hamakawa.”“Leah,” I said. “Please. Go on.”“Leah. Right,” he said. “The prospectors. They’vegot tools, you know, some pretty good prospecting tools,
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and  they’ve  got  a  lot  of  free  time.  So,  this  one  had  ahobby:  she  took  to  sending  some  of  her  prospectingprobes  out,  instead  of  down.  Looking  at  Uranus  fromorbit. Something she saw got us interested. Down in theatmosphere. Deep down. We seem to be seeing some, ah,call it disequilibrium chemistry.”“Disequilibrium  chemistry,”  I  said.  “You  mean,life? You’re saying that there’s life on Uranus?”“Call it,  possible indications of organic moleculesof  unknown  origin,”  Stodderman  said.  “Hydrocarbonsand so forth. We’d prefer not to suggest anything aboutlife right now. You’re too young, I expect, but I rememberthe Zeus expedition.”The  Zeus  expedition  had  been  an  expedition  toJupiter’s  moon  Europa.  It  had  been  an  enormous,extravagant mission, as expensive as an interstellar probe.The  expedition  leaders  had  publicly  vowed  that  theywould return with proof that there was life in the oceansbelow Europa’s icy crust.Two  hundred  people,  in  habitats  magnetically-shielded from the deadly radiation of Jupiter’s belts, hadlanded on the shattered ice-plains of Europa and boredwith a fusion drill twenty kilometers through the ice tothe  secret  ocean  beneath.  They  brought  arc-lights  todepths that had not seen sunlight in a hundred millionyears,  and  explored  the  fantastic  seascapes  withsubmarines,  bottom-crawlers,  sub-surface  drillers,  andtelerobotic  probes.  They  found  wispy  structures  of
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precipitated limestone, pale and fragile and intricate as alace curtain, extending for hundreds of kilometers. Theyfound  strange  chemistry,  undersea  volcanoes,  afascinating system of  global  oceanic  currents  driven  bytidal stretching – but they found no life: no hydrothermal-vent  communities,  no  bacteria,  not  even  pre-bioticmolecules.The Zeus mission had scouted and cataloged theresources of Europa. The infrastructure that Zeus set uphad opened up the moon to human habitation.  Europawas  now  the  largest  human  settlement  in  the  Jupitersystem, and the largest of the Europan cities was Zeus,honoring not the god, but the mission. But in the publicmind,  the  Zeus  mission  was  still  a  synonym  for  anexpensive failure.The solar system, except for the Earth, was dead.From the  sulfur  ice-caps  of  Mercury  to  the  fairy-castlefrost of Charon, a hundred expeditions had searched forlife, and had failed to find it. No one except the craziesand the fanatics looked any more.“That’s why we’re keeping this low key,” he said.The first Uranus expeditions had looked for life, ofcourse.  Humans  had  not  explored  the  planet  itself  inperson  –  that  idea  was  crazy  –  but  Uranus  had  beeninvestigated with robotic  probes  that  floated on hot-air(or  rather,  hot-hydrogen)  balloons  in  the  cloud  layers.That was the obvious place to look for life; up where there
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was still sunlight, where the pressure was only one or twoatmospheres.“Nobody  has  looked  down  deep,”  Stoddermansaid. “The atmosphere is fifteen hundred kilometers thick.They only looked at the very top.”“It  seems terribly  unlikely,”  I  said.  “Where’s  theenergy?” Life is a solar-driven heat engine – regardless ofhow strange life might be, it would need energy. “Doesany sunlight penetrate the atmosphere?”“No,”  he  said.  “There’s  not  much  sunlight  evenabove the clouds. Below? Nothing. Where the oceans are,it’s dark.”“So what drives the life? Heat from the interior?”Stodderman  shook  his  head.  “No.  Turns  outUranus is odd – it’s the only one of the gas giants that hasno detectable heat coming out of its interior.”“Then, what?”“That’s what we’re looking to find out.”“Fair enough,” I said. “And my second question?Why me?”“Several  reasons,”  he  said.  “One  is  that  we’relooking for somebody with skill as a submersible pilot.”As  a  student,  I  had worked for  a  fish  farm.  Wecorralled the fish with submersible vehicles,  mechanicalfish  piloted  by  a  virtual  reality  link.  A  school  of  fishdoesn’t have a leader – its motion is a perfect example of aself-organizing  chaotic  system  –  but  with  a  computerproviding real-time feedback, a single mechanical Judas
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fish could subtly  influence the motion of  a  school  and,over time, lead it anywhere. I had gotten to be good at it.It  was a popular job for university students,  somethingthat  could  be  done  from  a  dormitory,  where  I  was  astudent  anonymous  among  ten  thousand  others.  I  hadnever needed to be within a thousand kilometers of theocean. I  nodded.  “OK.  So,  out  of  maybe  fifty  millionpeople who had jobs as fish-pushers in college, why doyou want me? I’m a physicist. Seems to me that you wanta biologist.”“Oh, we have a biologist on the mission, of course.But what attracted us was the fact that, although you’re aphysicist  now,  you  have  some  background  inbiochemistry as well.”“That was years ago.”“No matter. You seem to dabble in many subjects,and you’re not afraid to stick your neck out and speculatea  little.  We’re  going  to  dive  into  an  ocean  where  thepressure is  well  over fifty thousand atmospheres.  It’s  arealm that’s never been explored; we have no ideas whatwe might find. We thought a physicist might be a goodthing to have along.”I nodded.The reward that he hadn’t bothered to state aloudwas a tempting one. I was not a member of an institute, but a freelancer,a mercenary scientist, desperate to get in an institute – but
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not  willing  to  sell  my freedom for  it.  If  I  went  on theexpedition, and if we were to find life, I could return notmerely an associate,  but a full  fellow of any one of thegreat institutes. That would give me my freedom.But that didn’t matter. I had been hooked before hesaid a single word. There was no way they could keep meoff this expedition. Uranus! I was on my way. *
Stodderman had put together his expedition on a budgetof  hopes,  promises,  and the discarded oxygen canistersand recycled detritus  of  earlier  missions.  He had hiredtransport to Uranus on the fusion-powered transfer shipAstrid that brought supplies to the prospector’s camp onOberon. He had arranged the use of the fusion motor onAstrid, and on a second freighter,  Norge, for a full weekafter our arrival. The expedition base station hung from a hundred-kilometer  long  tether,  dangling  into  the  fringes  of  thestratosphere below a V-shaped sail made of thin metallicmesh.  Thousands  of  kilometers  away,  in  a  stationaryorbit,  two  fusion-powered  masers  generated  beams  ofmicrowaves  that  reflected  off  the  sail,  producing  theupward force which held the base station up, lowering usslowly.  At  the  lowest  point,  barely  dipping  into  the
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fringes  of  atmosphere,  the base station would drop thetwo exploration pods into the depths.The maser idea had seemed crazy to me, and I’dtold him so. Why not descend with rockets? Or balloon inthe atmosphere?Stodderman  shrugged.  “We  looked  at  that.  Theballoon would have to be enormous. The atmosphere ismostly hydrogen, so a balloon doesn’t have much liftingpower.”“But on Venus they have whole cities floating inthe clouds.”“On  Venus  they  don’t  drop  the  cities  down  agravity  well,  float  them for  a  while,  then try  to launchthem back out.  The gravity is less  than Earth’s,  but thewell is twice as deep.“Turns out our way is simpler. The ships are hereanyway; Norge isn’t heading back for weeks, and Astridis staying even longer. Twenty kilometers per second intothe gravity well, and another twenty out again, that’s akiller task even for a fusion rocket.  But it’s  not hard toreconfigure fusion engines to make a maser. And a meshsail weighs almost nothing; it’s like lowering a spiderwebdown.  It  sounds  complex,  but  really  it’s  the  low-costsolution.”“Doesn’t sound complex; it sounds risky,” I said.“What  if  the  maser  fails  when  you’re  lowering  thestation? Or when you’re hovering for the drop-off?”
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“If the maser fails, we all get to see the oceans ofUranus first-hand,” Stodderman said. “We’d better hopelike hell that the crew on the ships are working to restartit.  In two, maybe three minutes,  we hit the atmospherehard enough to pick up frictional heat. About six minutes,give or take, the base station is moving so fast that even ifthe maser could reacquire the sail, we can’t accelerate fastenough  to  pull  out.  In  eight  minutes,  the  sail  hits  theatmosphere.”“And then?” I asked.Stodderman shrugged.  “It’s  a  toss-up.  Either  theatmospheric pressure crushes us, the tether melts, or themesh sail hits the atmosphere and disintegrates.  I  don’tthink anybody is taking odds.” He looked at me.  “Thisbother you?”“No,”  I  said.  “I  don’t  understand  much  aboutpeople. But I do know one thing. People die.”

*
Of  the  five  of  us  in  the  expedition,  two of  us  were  todescend through the atmosphere into the Uranian ocean.Over the eight weeks spent on Astrid in transit to Uranus,we  had  trained on  the  use  of  the  Uranus  hydrospheremobility pods in the simulator.  We crawled into it  in afetal position, bodies slick with transceiver gel,  wearingneural pickup gloves and skinsuit. In the actual vehicles,
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we would be intubated for oxygen and liquids, but in thesimulator, this final step was skipped.Hanita Jayavel  and I  were the most adept at  theintricate set of skills required in piloting the pods. To callthe  skill  “piloting”  was  to  understate  the  task;  themobility pods fit  around us like a second body, a bodywith a diamond shell, steel muscles and electronic sensesthat taste the chemicals in the water and see sonar echoes.Exploring the oceans of Uranus in person, and notby telepresence, was crazy. The expedition pods were thereason that it was possible at all.The two pods had been specially designed for theUranus ocean, and were the most expensive objects on theexpedition. Tiny, self-contained submarines with full life-support  systems  and  independent  power,  they  had  anovoid  pressure  vessel,  grown  from  diamond  fiber,  toprotect  us  from  the  enormous  pressures  beneath  theUranian  atmosphere.  Around the  pressure  capsule,  thebody had been designed on the model of a dolphin, withdolphin’s flexibility to its steel fins and tail. Attached tothe  diamond bodies  were  a  thermophotovoltaic  isotopepower  supply  and  canisters  filled  with  chemicals  that,when our mission was over, would generate the hot gasthat  would  fill  the  buoyancy  floats  to  bring  us  to  thesurface. From the surface, balloons inflate to bring us intothe  Uranian  stratosphere,  where  we  could  ignite  solidrocket motors to hop back to the hovering base station.
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The pod also had a sample acquisition arm, slender andjointed, which retracted fully into the body. 

*
Over the long transit, Hanita and I had talked for a longtime, and she told me of her life. Hanita Jayavel had been the daughter of a Kuiperhabitat. I had known little about the fringe habitats thatwere scattered deep out in the far  dark,  only that theywere  inhabited  by  antisocial  fanatics  and  isolationistreligious factions; they were unimportant to the politicsand economics of the inner solar system. Hanita’s birthhabitat had been a communistic one. They lived on an icybody in the Kuiper belt, a body with plentiful water andnitrogenous volatiles, and, most important, one that wasfar from everybody else.  Their economic system was toshare and share alike, and their credo that nobody in thehabitat  was  any  better  than  anybody  else.  There  wereother colonies in the Kuiper diaspora, a thousand groupsseeking  to  distance  themselves  from  the  crush  ofhumanity, but with a hundred million kilometers betweenoutposts, commerce between them was slight.And  then  the  fusion  renaissance  expandedoutward. It swallowed the Kuiper diaspora without evena gulp, destroyed them not by war,  but by a surfeit  ofriches. The children of the commune saw the wealth thatthe robber barons brought. They had been taught that the
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robber  barons  were  evil,  but  what  they  saw  was  therobber barons financing institutes, art, science. The lawsof  Hanita’s  habitat  had  not  been  restrictive;  they  wereproud to allow their inhabitants to leave freely, and, free,their children had drifted away.Hanita’s family had been one of the last to leave,when  the  settlement  had  lost  so  many  of  the  youngergeneration that it had become clear that there would betoo  few  to  sustain  it.  More  of  an  immigrant  than  arefugee, Hanita had studied chemistry in one of the innerbelt  communities,  and  joined  on  to  the  expedition  asmuch for her background in the outer solar system as forher expertise in chemistry.After  three  weeks  of  the  mental  and  physicalexhaustion of  training together,  Hanita had confided inme further. Unknown to Stodderman, she had a personalreason for joining the expedition, a secret reason for herfierce dedication to mastering the piloting simulation. Shewas  making  certain  that  she  would  be  one  of  the  twochosen to dive into the unknown ocean.Hanita Jayavel wanted to reinvent paradise.Uranus is four times the diameter of the Earth, butthe density of the planet is so low that the surface gravityis actually slightly lower than Earth’s. Above the clouds,the temperature is frigid – seventy degrees Kelvin, coldenough  to  freeze  oxygen.  Down below the  cloud tops,though,  the  temperature  rises.  It  rises  only  slowly,because the interior of Uranus produces almost no heat.
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At the ocean, it was calculated that the temperature wasmoderate, in the range of three to four hundred Kelvin:the range required for human biochemistry.The search for life motivated Stodderman, but didnot  excite  Hanita.  As  a  chemist,  she  had  long  agoconcluded that in the absence of either sunlight or interiorheat there was no entropy gradient for life to exploit.In the warm dark ocean, Hanita Jayavel wanted tomake  a  new  colony  of  humans.  Hidden  a  thousandkilometers under the opaque atmosphere of Uranus, shewould  set  a  secret  colony  far  from  the  numeroushabitations of humankind. A colony free of the economicsof the solar system.Humans don’t need sunlight; the Kuiper coloniesin the cold dark had proved that. With an infinite supplyof hydrogen and deuterium from the ocean waters, withhelium-three from the atmosphere, humans could createtheir  own  sun.  The  oceans  of  Uranus  had  everythingneeded, except life.She would bring that.She explained her plans to me, showing me howshe would modify the human genome to make oceaniclife.  She  drew  a  fantastic  picture  of  life  in  a  three-dimensional ocean, spreading out across a world with asurface area sixty times larger than the land area of theEarth.  To her,  the expedition into Uranus’s  oceans wasnot a search for life – it was a scouting trip.
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Hanita was a fanatic, I realized, and, when I toldher so, she admitted it. I will stop at nothing, she said. “Even killing?” I asked.“Without hesitation,” she said.OK. I could live with that.

*
Inwardly, I agreed with Hanita; with no plausible sourceof energy, we were unlikely to find life. For me, curiosityalone  was  sufficient  reason  to  drop  into  the  seas  ofUranus.But I, too, had motivations that I kept to myself. In  the  inner  solar  system  my  life  had  beenbecoming complicated. I was not sure how to deal withromance. I didn’t know what to think. I had never learnedhow to  love.  Was this  love,  what  I  felt?  Would I  evenknow it?And yet, though I had made no encouragement atall, he wanted me.The meat was nothing to me. People died. Therewas no point in getting close to them; they die and leaveyou alone. This was what I knew.In some vague, abstract way, I wondered if I waseven capable  of  this  thing,  love,  that  others  find so  allimportant. Probably not. But if I were, if I were a wholeperson, if I’d never experienced what I had experienced,in the camps, in the war, I would not be the same person.
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Perhaps  growing up as  a  child of  the war  had burnedsomething  out  of  me,  something  that  others  thoughtprecious, but it also had forged me and shaped me intothe person I now was. This was the price I had paid, forbeing what I was. And the price was cheap.The situation was too complicated for me. Uranuswas  conveniently  far  away  from  Earth.  A  mission  toUranus uncomplicated my life.

*
As for basic facts about Uranus – before the expedition, Ihad known little more than the dumb jokes (“Hey, thereare rings of dirt around Uranus!”). It’s true: the rings ofUranus are unlike Saturn’s gleaming particles of ice; theyare dark, the color of coal. Rings of dirt. What else wasthere to know about Uranus, other than that it was coldand dark? An oddball among the planets, it orbits on itsside, with the north pole pointing sunward for half of its84-year orbit, the south pole sunward for the other half. Below  the  clouds,  way  below,  was  an  ocean  ofliquid  water.  Uranus  was  the  true  water-world  of  thesolar  system,  a  sphere  of  water  surrounded by  a  thickatmosphere. Unlike the other planets, Uranus has a rockycore too small to measure, or perhaps no solid core at all,but only ocean, an ocean that has actually dissolved thesilicate  core  of  the  planet  away,  a  bottomless  ocean  ofliquid water twenty thousand kilometers deep.
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*

The microwave jockeys tweaked their masers, and inch byinch lowered us down the gravity well. There were fourof  us  in  the  station;  Hanita  and  I  to  pilot  the  pods,Stodderman as the expedition leader, and our technicianKamishinay. Kamishinay was a spindly guy from a zero-grav habitat, limbs as thin as chopsticks with small hardmuscles  protruding  like  walnuts.  He  was  quiet,  butsuperb with equipment.At last the expedition base station hung in the mosttenuous  wisps  of  the  Uranian  atmosphere.  The  basestation was smaller even than the quarters on the Astrid,barely  large enough for the control  center  and the twoexploration  pods  docked  in  their  slings.  It  smelled  ofmetal  and  oil  and  the  acetic-acid  odor  of  outgassingsilicone  seals.  After  the  rancid  sweat  and  the  organicsmell of the recirculated air in the transfer ship’s cabins,the new-equipment smells of the station were welcome.We worked elbow to elbow, getting ready. Hanita and Istripped,  and  our  technician  Kamishinay  assisted  inpasting sensor electrodes over our bodies, checking eachone as it  was placed,  adjusting it  minutely for  the bestpick-up of muscular signals.  Unexpectedly, although hehad just run his hands over nearly every square decimeterof our naked bodies,  Kamishinay was squeamish aboutinserting our catheters, and so I lubricated the tube and
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inserted it  for  Hanita  as  he  averted his  eyes,  and thenspread my legs and held myself rigid to let her reciprocatefor me. Despite the grease, the catheter stung like a raspas it slid in. Finally, with Kamishinay again helping, weinserted the intravenous monitors – another sharp sting –and nasal tubes, until both of us seemed to be cyberneticorganisms as much as biological.Through this  all,  Stodderman had been ignoringus,  concentrating on details  of  piloting and reading theexternal sensors for clues to the environment below. Tohim, we had become little more than two pieces of themission’s  equipment.  His intensity was reserved for hismachines.The  Uranus  exploration  pods  were  tiny,  andslithering  inside  was  a  tough  proposition  requiring  aliberal application of gel. Once inside, in the tight dark,with the sense-net hugging your body closer than a lover,the  bile  taste  of  the  tongue control  and the  scratching,choking itch of  the tubes  down your throat,  it  felt  likesome medieval torture – until the system was energized.With  the  power  on,  your  senses  came  alive,  thediamond shell  became your skin, the sonar senses yoursecond eyes,  the  chemical  sensors  your smell  and tasteand  touch,  a  thousand  times  more  sensitive  than  thecrude chemical instruments that humans call their senses.The  fins  flexed  to  our  slightest  touch.  Mechanicaldolphins,  we squirmed and fidgeted, itching for releasefrom the docking harness that held us.
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The moment came. Our systems had been tested,the tests checked, the checks rechecked and verified, andthe verification checked. We were ready.First  Hanita,  and then  it  was  my turn:  we werejettisoned  from  the  expedition  base  station,  and  fell  –plummeted – into the pearly blueness of Uranus.We dove into the infinite abyss.An  unmanned  probe,  operated  by  telepresence,would have been less crazy, but that solution turned outto be unworkable.  Under the enormous pressure of thehydrogen  atmosphere,  hydrogen  atoms  are  forced  intosolution,  and dissociate  into  ions.  This  made the waterconductive  enough  to  block  electromagnetictransmissions. If we wanted to know what lies below thesurface of the ocean, we had to explore it in person.Even further down, the pressure becomes so highthat the water itself  became liquid metal.  Slow currentsflowing in the water gave Uranus its magnetic field. Butthat was farther than we would ever go. To explore theupper ocean would be enough for any one expedition.

*
Above us,  the base station, lightened by the loss of theexploration pods, rose on its microwave wings back intoorbit. We  fell,  shrieking,  down  through  the  hydrogenatmosphere.
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At the edge of  the atmosphere,  the sunlight waslike a late afternoon, not noticeably dim, Uranus a hugeblue ocean below us. The  blue  slowly  deepened  from  sapphire  intocobalt into the deepest shade of midnight. The  atmosphere  thickened.  In  the  stratosphere,there were winds of a thousand kilometers per hour; buthere below the clouds, the atmosphere was still. If therewere  any  winds  at  all,  they  were  below  the  level  ofdetectability.Down, into the deeper blue. Dark blue. Pastel, thenink. Down.

*
We  fell  through  clouds:  first  methane  clouds,  thenammonia clouds, then ammonium hydrosulfide, and intothe darkness. Oddly, we didn’t even need parachutes. Asthe  atmosphere  thickened,  by  slow  degrees  our  fallslackened speed. We fell for hours; a thousand kilometers,and continued to fall. We were falling in utter darknessnow, and incrementally the atmosphere had become sodense that our fall slowed to a crawl.And, in the darkness, below a thousand kilometersof  atmosphere,  as  slowly  as  an  ant  falling  through thethick air, we splashed in slow motion into the ocean.
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We were now buoyant: no longer falling, we wereswimming. Sweeping across the darkness, our spotlightssaw  only  a  waveless  obsidian  surface;  our  sonar  sawnothing at all but its own reflection. Only the taste hadchanged, from methane-laced hydrogen into water. We were fishes in the Uranian sea.But  the  tantalizing  hints  of  disequilibriumchemistry that had drawn us across the vast darkness anddown through the clouds had not been here at the surface.We swam, making measurements, taking the measure ofour diamond and steel bodies, checking the systems thathad been checked a thousand times before, leaving wakesacross the waveless sea. And then we dove.

*
The ocean was the temperature of blood. Encased insidemechanical  dolphins,  we  swam  in  the  dark.  I  chasedHanita,  laughing,  and tagged her;  then she turned andchased me,  and then together  we dove deeper into thedarkness of the Uranian sea.I had left myself behind.We tasted the water, we heard the sounds. Sound?We  reconfigured,  boosting  the  amplification  on  ourelectronic  ears.  Sonar  showed  nothing  there,  butsomething was making a chirrupping, faint  but (to ouramplified  ears)  quite  clear.  A  sound  oddly  like  the
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serenade of spring peepers. We turned our floodlights onto  the  brightest  setting,  but  they  showed nothing,  onlywater.  There  was  no  discernible  directionality  to  thesound, and nothing there to see.Deeper.There  were  no  currents  in  this  sunless  sea,  or  ifthere were currents, they were so sluggish that we couldnot detect them. No bubbles, no form to the water. It wasso  clear  and  dark  that  we  had  almost  no  sense  ofimmersion; it was as if instead of diving we were hangingmotionless, suspended in nothing.And  then,  as  we  dove  –  a  kilometer  below  thesurface,  by  my  pressure  gauge  –  suddenly  there  wassomething in our lights. A layer, as thin as a soap bubble,iridescent in the glow of our floodlights, giving a visiblesurface to the formless deep. It undulated sluggishly. Wepenetrated  through  it,  and  it  offered  no  barrier  to  ourpassage.  Slow oily  ripples  spread out  from the  area  ofpenetration,  pieces  breaking  off  and  floating  free,oscillating in shape, dancing like tiny butterflies in a waythat was almost lascivious. A layer of thin, oily scum.Organics.  Biological  in  origin?  Maybe.  But  whatcould  be  the  energy  source?  We  had  been  measuringthermal lapse as we penetrated deeper, and we had foundonly  a  minuscule  heat  flow,  just  enough  to  keep  theoceans from freezing. There was no trace of free thermalenergy. Where there was no free energy, there could be nolife.
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I schooled myself not to be excited, so I would notbe disappointed. I hadn’t wanted to be a fellow anyway. Hanita’s chemical analysis showed the scum to betangled  chain  molecules;  hydrocarbon,  primarily,  withsmall  amounts  of  nitrogen  and  traces  of  sulfur.  “Notreally biological,” she informed me, “but in some wayssimilar to biological chemistry. You might call it pre-bioticmolecules.  Primordial  slime.”  The  organic  slime  fromwhich, on Earth, life had arisen.Despite the lack of an identifiable energy source,the organic molecules were slowly replicating,  but theyassembled  nothing  of  interest:  no  cells,  no  complicatedstructure,  just  endless copies of hydrocarbon ooze. Wasooze life? I didn’t want to be a fellow, all it would give mewas freedom, and I didn’t need or care about freedom.The  molecules  catalyze  their  own  formation,Hanita  reported.  Out  of  dissolved  methane,  hydrogensulfide,  and  ammonia,  they  formed  molecules  whichserve as catalysts to form more of themselves. Was thislife? Perhaps by the simplest definitions – it replicated –but  with  no  structure,  with  no  metabolism,  it  wouldhardly serve to excite those above.Meanwhile, I had been trying to analyze the sound.My  working  hypothesis  was  that  the  sound  wasmeteorological in origin. The vortices of storms hundredsof  kilometers  overhead  were  filtered  by  the  layers  ofatmosphere, turning noise into eerie music.  It  was odd,but no odder than stratospheric whistlers.
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Then a fish swept by us. It was huge. It was a filter-feeder, grazing on the hydrocarbon layer.It was singing.The fish was wide and flat and thin, an irregularlyshaped pancake. It moved slowly, creeping along at thepace of a carpet of ants. It had no sense organs that wecould detect, no eyes, no sonar. It didn’t mind our floodlights; why should it? Howcould  it  have  evolved  photosensitivity,  a  thousandkilometers  below  any  possible  trace  of  sunlight?  Wecircled  it,  photographing,  documenting  the  fish  in  theUranian ocean. This changed everything.It  was  perhaps  the  ugliest  fish  ever  imagined,  alumpy grey tortilla, undulating languidly as it munchedits way across the oily slime. Our sonar showed – nothing.It was the same density, apparently the same compositionas the scum that it ate.This  changed  more  than  just  the  way  the  solarsystem  would  view  our  expedition,  I  realized.  Hanitawanted to recreate her childhood paradise in the oceansof  Uranus,  but  this  could only  be possible  if  humanityignored Uranus. Uranus wouldn’t be ignored if life wasreported.But if Stodderman’s mission reported nothing, noone would ever return to Uranus, not soon, not perhapsfor  hundreds  of  years.  Long  enough  for  a  colony  toflourish.
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Under conductive ocean, we weren’t able to reportour results. No one would know what we found until wesurfaced. There was only one solution: Hanita must try tokill me before we reach the surface.I was suddenly aware of my body, cramped intofetal  position,  packed  in  gel  and  penetrated  by  tubes,unable to do more than twitch, separated from crushingpressure by only a thin eggshell of diamond filament. Wehad been  training  on  the  mobility  pods  for  weeks;  weboth knew hundreds of things that could go wrong, weakpoints  that  could  be  exploited  to  let  in  the  deadlypressure. Death would take only a moment.OK. I could deal with that.

*
We  privately  tagged  the  layer  of  hydrocarbons“plankton,”  although  compared  to  terrestrial  plankton,this  was  unthinkably  more  primitive.  The  filter-feedercrept  along  like  a  lawn  mower,  and  the  oily  layerimperceptibly  oozed closed behind it,  leaving a trail  ofslightly disturbed hydrocarbon. The trail was invisible insonar  and  in  visible  light,  but  by  polarizing  ourfloodlights, we could see a curved line that faded in thedistance, faintly extending back as far as our floodlightswould reach. At irregular intervals it was crossed by otherpaths through the slime layer, even older and fainter.
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By following the other trails, we found other fish.They were the same in everything except size, identical asclones,  equally  flat,  equally  lumpy,  equally  ugly.  Theywere  only  sparsely  populated  across  the  ocean;  Iestimated a density of only a single fish in every twentysquare kilometers.“But this is impossible,” Hanita said. “Where thehell is the energy source?”While she had been photographing the fish – thefourth one we had found, identical in all particulars to theother three – I had been thinking. While I thought, I hadbeen  analyzing  the  water,  the  organics,  theelectrochemical potentials.“I can tell you that,” I said.Water rises in the atmosphere,  I  explained.  Risesinto the stratosphere, and when it gets high enough it isphotodissociated  to  free  oxygen  and hydroxyl  radicals.High  in  the  stratosphere,  the  radicals  recombine  intooxygen  and  to  hydrogen  peroxide.  Heavier  than  thehydrogen,  these  cool  and  fall,  tiny  cold  droplets  ofoxidant raining slowly into the ocean. No photosynthesiswas  needed.  The  oceans  were  plentiful  with  dissolvedhydrogen, so there was fuel and oxidizer. The pre-bioticmolecules  self-assemble,  fueled  by  the  energy  of  theoxygen; the filter-feeders subsist on them.The  life  was  driven  by  the  oxygen  cycle,  whichwas, ultimately, driven by sunlight.“But that can’t be very efficient!”
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“My quick calculation is that it’s  about a milliontimes less efficient than the photosynthesis  that powersthe Earth,” I said. “So? It’s slow-motion life. Where thereis energy, there is life.”

*
And then a predator. Of course, there would be predators,I realized; predation was a cheap way to harvest energy –let somebody else do it – and such a rich ecological nichewouldn’t  stay  empty.  Sharks,  a  pack  of  them.  In  slowmotion, the filter-feeder banked as if to flee, rising up outof the slime layer, but the sharks were inexorable.The  ease  with  which  they  ripped  the  fish  apartshowed that the filter-feeding life form had no bones, nodetectable muscles, no internal structure. It must be morelike a motile jellyfish than any sort of true fish, I realized. Iswam  around,  keeping  the  floodlight  on  the  scene,  asHanita  photographed  the  slaughter.  With  scoop-likemouths,  the  sharks  suctioned  the  shreds  down  theirgullets. A few of the fragments, too small for the sharks tobother  with,  gradually  contracted  into  pancake  shape,becoming fingernail-sized copies of the fish that been tornapart. They settled toward the slime layer, and then beginto feed.Then a shark turned on us.Its  mouth was  huge.  Hanita  kept  photographingright up to the moment it swallowed her.
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Like the filter-feeder, the sharks were transparentto sonar. I turned just a moment too late to see the onethat grabbed me.We cannot possibly be its natural food. The sharkhad  made  an  unfortunate  mistake,  and  swallowing  uswas most likely going to poison it.I  was  unable  to  shake  free  of  it.  Our  diamondbodies  were already under hydrostatic  pressure of  fiftytons  per  square  centimeter,  and  designed  withconsiderable  safety  margin,  they  could  withstand  farmore  than  that.  It  was  unlikely  that  the  shark  coulddirectly harm the craft. Still, trying with futile vigor to ripinto us, the shark produced an erratically varying, non-uniform pressure far different from anything that the podhad been designed for, and it would not be very wise tolet it continue.I was briefly sorry for the shark, but there was nochoice.The balloon inflated sluggishly with hydrogen. Theshark was disoriented, and attempted to swim, to hold itsposition,  but  hydrostatic  pressure and Archimedes’  lawwere unforgiving. It was inexorably pulled to the surface.Unwilling, or more likely with too little brainpower to letus go, it bloated and came apart.As I rose, I grabbed with my manipulator arm, andwith a lucky swipe, managed to snag a piece of flesh. Asample.
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Bobbing at the surface of the ocean, we were againin electromagnetic contact with the hovering base, bathedin a flood of welcome microwave energy.I was still alive.“Wow,” I said. “What a ride.”

*
We were floating in darkness on a warm, stagnant sea. “Iexpected you to kill me,” I said.“It was a dream, all my life, to return,” Hanita said,slowly.  “And  since  there  was  no  place  to  return  to,  Idreamed I would make a place. It was a nice dream.”“Why?” I said.“Why didn’t I kill you? I don’t know.” Encased inher  pressure  shell,  she  was  invisible  to  me,  but  in  mymind’s eye I could see her her shake her head. At last, shespoke again. “Can you ever really go back?” she said.

*
We have found life in the cold dark, life that could nevereven conceive of the stars. The gravity is lower than thegravity of Earth, but the well is far deeper. Life in a realmwith no metals, no fire. Life that could never escape.Uranus  is  ocean,  all  ocean,  an  ocean  twentythousand  kilometers  deep.  We  have  barely  seen  the
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outermost  skin  of  the  Uranian  ocean.  What  life  couldthere be, in the incalculable depths?We fire the pyrotechnic separators to sever us fromthe now-useless steel exostructure of our dolphin bodies,leaving only the naked eggs of our pressure vessels, andthe  balloons  and  rockets  that  will  take  us  home.  Byburning hydrogen into helium and using the waste heatto fill and then stretch taut the gas-bags, the balloons tugus sluggishly free of the ocean.Side by side, we rise like jellyfish through the thickair toward the stratosphere. It will take days to reach aheight where we can ignite our solid rockets, as the basestation,  suspended below its  microwave-lit  sail,  dips  tomeet  us.  There  is  still  the  split-second  rendezvous  toaccomplish, still a thousand things that could go wrong,but for all that, nevertheless the mission is over. We havetransmitted the most important parts of our results, thephotographs  and  the  chemical  analyses,  and  the  basestation is broadcasting them across the solar system. In afew hours, everyone will know.“What will you do now?” I ask her.“I don’t know,” she says. She could have asked methe same question, but she doesn’t.But I know.Life  can  exist  even  in  the  most  extremeenvironment.  It  is  not  fragile.  It  can  feed  on  only  thetiniest scraps of energy.
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There will be other missions, and beyond them yetother missions. I will let things happen, as I always have,as I always would. The events will flow over me, and Iwill be unchanged.Outward, to the farthest horizons, I thought. Andbeyond them, other horizons, never ending. Home.

Originally published in Asimov’s (8/1999).
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Under pressure
Life on Uranus! Crazy, right? Or not so much… It would definitely not fall under the label of “lifeas we know it”, but provided the existence of energy andchemical  gradients,  stable  (and  unstable)  enoughconditions,  sufficient  quantities  of  building blocks andperhaps a “template” for prebiotic molecules to adhereto in order to facilitate chemical reactions (on Earth, clay,hematite  or  other  minerals  may  have  served  thisfunction), we cannot exclude the possibility.But the pressure! – you may start to object.Pressure,  though,  is  the  least  of  our  worries.Experiments  putting  microbes  in  tiny  high-pressurechambers have shown that some Earth microorganisms,such as the deep-sea bacterium  Shewanella (but likelyalso the well-known generalist Escherichia coli that lives,among  other  places,  in  our  gut),  are  able  to  live  andpossibly  reproduce  even  under  gigapascal  pressures(Sharma  et  al.  2002,  Hazael  et  al.  2014,  Hazael  et  al.2017). There  is the  answer  I’ve  hinted  about  when  Iwalked about Ganymede; this is roughly enough for itsocean bottom. See? Pressure seems to be the least of ourproblems there.On  Uranus,  though,  there  would  be  otherlimitations. Energy is one of them – but under my eye ofsomeone who can’t build any atmospheric, chemical orgeophysical  model  if  her  life  depended  on  it,  Landis’solution seems intriguing – it just might work, perhaps.
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But  what  about  some  lattice  for  molecules  toadhere to and reactions to occur – wouldn’t the sparseorganics and energy-bearing molecules get “lost” in thevast ocean? How calm or convective is each layer?To try to  answer  at  least  the  latter,  we need aspecialized ice giant mission. Neither of the ice giants inour  system,  unfortunately,  has  been  visited  sinceVoyager  2  in  the  1980s.  Although  they  have  beenobserved remotely with the Hubble Space Telescope andJames Webb Space Telescope observations are planned,nothing can replace an in-situ (local) study. Both Uranusand Neptune are surrounded by mysteries about theirmagnetic  fields,  composition,  thermal  balance,atmospheric dynamics, moons and more.Both ESA and NASA are eyeing the ice giants foran orbiter mission. Its closer distance and tilted magneticfield play in favor of Uranus, while the large capturedmoon Triton with its nitrogen geysers and the planet’scomplex  magnetosphere  lures  scientists  to  Neptune.Ideally, the orbiter would also carry at least one landerto explore one or more of Uranus’ larger moons, such asTitania or Oberon, or Triton in case of Neptune.Without an in-situ mission, a lander is of courseimpossible – and so are sensitive magnetic, gravitational,lidar, radar and other measurements. You simply haveto go out there.While life on Uranus and/or Neptune seems veryimprobable  as  far  as  we  know  at  the  moment,  high-pressure environments might turn out to be one of themost abundant types of habitats in the universe, as mini-Neptunes seem to be the most common exoplanets so far
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(though we cannot forget about observation bias – putsimply,  smaller  planets  are  harder  to  discover  by justabout any method). It’s not just their oceans of ionic andmetallic water (which, by the way, have vastly differentproperties from liquid water as we know it). Exoplanetsmay  possess  oceans  of  high-pressure  and/orsupercritical  (a  state  of  matter  “between”  liquid  andgaseous, possessing some traits of each and able to act asa  solvent)  ammonia,  methane  and  other  compounds.These would be truly exotic putative habitats.Together  with  ice-covered  subsurface  oceans,they may well form the bulk of potential habitats in theuniverse.  But  for  life  detection,  especially  remote,  itdoesn’t bode well. Shouldn’t we look somewhere we canspot potential life more easily? Somewhere closer to thesurface?To try that,  we shall  journey further out in thesolar system in the next story, although don’t get yourhopes high about remote biosignature detection… 
ReferencesHazael, R., Foglia, F., Kardzhaliyska, L., Daniel, I., Meersman,F., & McMillan, P. (2014). Laboratory investigation of highpressure survival in Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 into thegigapascal pressure range. Frontiers in microbiology, 5, 612.Hazael, R., Fitzmaurice, B. C., Foglia, F., Appleby-Thomas, G. J.,& McMillan, P. F. (2017). Bacterial survival following shockcompression in the GigaPascal range. Icarus, 293, 1-7.Sharma, A., Scott, J. H., Cody, G. D., Fogel, M. L., Hazen, R. M.,Hemley, R. J., & Huntress, W. T. (2002). Microbial activityat gigapascal pressures. Science, 295(5559), 1514-1516.
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Classroom ideas1. Discussion:  Do  you  think  the  up-to-dateexperiments are sufficient to prove that Earth andEarth-like  life  can  live  and  reproduce  under  highpressure in the long term?2. Find  out  more  about  deep-living  organisms  inEarth’s  crust  and oceans.  Where  has  the  deepest-living animal been found? What about microbes?3. Debate:  Would  you  rather  go  explore  Uranus  orNeptune, and why? 
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Backscatterby Gregory Benford
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Gregory Benford (* 1941) is a physicist,  educator,and  author.  He  is  a  professor  of  physics  at  theUniversity of California, where he conducts researchin  plasma  turbulence  and  astrophysics.  He’spublished over a hundred papers in fields of physicsfrom  condensed  matter,  particle  physics,  plasmasand mathematical physics, and several in biologicalconservation. He is a Woodrow Wilson Fellow and aVisiting Fellow at Cambridge University, and hasserved as an advisor to the Department of Energy,NASA  and  the  White  House  Council  on  SpacePolicy.  In  1995  he  received  the  Lord  FoundationAward for  contributions  to  science  and outreach.Benford  is  the  author  of  over  twenty  novels,including  Jupiter Project, Artifact, Against Infinity,Eater,  and  Timescape.  A two-time winner  of  theNebula Award, Benford has also won the John W.Campbell Award, the Australian Ditmar Award, the1995 Lord Foundation Award for achievement in thesciences,  and  the  1990  United  Nations  Medal  inLiterature. Many of his best known novels are part ofa six-novel sequence beginning in the near futurewith In the Ocean of Night, then Across the Sea ofSuns.  The series  leaps  to  the  far  future,  where  ahuman drama unfolds, beginning with  Great SkyRiver, proceeding through  Tides of Light,  FuriousGulf, and concluding with Sailing Bright Eternity ina  single  unfolding  tapestry  against  an  immensebackground. More at www.gregorybenford.com.
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She  was  cold,  hurt,  and  doomed,  but  otherwisereasonably cheery.Erma  said,  Your  suit  indices  are  nominal  butdeclining.“Seems a bit nippy out,” Claire said. She could feelthe  metabolism  booster  rippling  through  her,  keepingpain at bay. Maybe it would help with the cold, too.Her  helmet  spotlight  swept  over  the  rough  rockand the deep black glittered with tiny minerals. She killedthe  spot  and  looked  up  the  steep  incline.  A  frostysplendor of stars glimmered, outlining the peak she wasclimbing.  Her  breath  huffed  as  she  said,  “Twenty-fivemeters to go.”I do hope you can see any resources from there. Itis the highest point nearby. Erma was always flat, factual,if a tad academic.Stars drifted by as this asteroid turned. She turnedto surmount a jagged cleft and saw below the smashupwhere  Erma  lived  –  her  good  rocketship  Sniffer,  nowdestroyed.It  sprawled  across  a  gray  ice  field.  Its  crumpledhull, smashed antennae, crushed drive nozzle, and pitifulseeping  fluids  –  visible  as  a  rosy  fog  wafting  away  –testified to Claire’s ineptness. She had been carrying out asurvey at close range and the malf threw them into a sidelurch.  The  fuel  lines  roared  and  back-flared,  a  pogoinstability.  She  tried  to  correct,  screwed it  royally,  and
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had  no  time  to  avoid  a  long,  scraping,  and  tumblingwhammo.“I  don’t  see any hope of  fixing the fusion drive,Erma,”  Claire  said.  “Your  attempt  to  block  the  leak  isfailing.”I know. I have so little command of the flow valvesand circuits – “No reason you should. The down-deck AI is dead.Otherwise it would stop the leaks.”I register higher count levels there, too.“No  way  I’ll  risk  getting  close  to  thatradioactivity,”  Claire  said.  “I’m  still  carrying  eggs,y’know.”You seriously  still  intend to  reproduce? At  yourage – “Back to systems check!” Claire shouted. She usedthe quick flash of anger from Erma’s needling to boundup  five  meters  of  stony  soil,  clawing  with  her  glovedhands.She should have been able to correct for the two-point  failure  that  had  happened  –  she  checked  herinboard timer – 1.48 hours ago. Erma had helped but theyhad been too damned close  to  this  iceteroid  to  avert  acollision.  If  she had been content  with the mineral  andrare earth readings she already had…Claire told herself to focus. Her leg was gimpy, hershoulder bruised, little tendrils of pain leaked up from theleft knee… no time to fuss over spilled nuke fuel.
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“No response from Silver Metal Lugger?”We have no transmitters functioning, or lasers, orantennae – She looked up into  the slowly turning dark sky.Silver Metal Lugger was far enough away to miss entirelyagainst  the  stars.  Since  their  comm  was  down  Luggerwould be listening but probably had no clear idea wherethey  were.  Claire  had  zoomed  from  rock  to  rock  andseldom  checked  in.  Lugger  would  come  looking,following protocols, but probably not before her air ranout. “Y’know, this is a pretty desperate move,” she saidas she tugged herself up a vertical rock face. Luckily thelow grav here made that possible, but she wondered howshe would get  down.  “What could be on this  ’roid wecould use?”I did not say this was a probable aid, only possible.The only option I can see.“Possible. You mean desperate.”I do not indulge in evaluations with an emotionaltinge. “Great, just what I need – a personality sim with areserved sense of propriety.”I  do  not  assume  responsibility  for  myprogramming.“I  offloaded  you  into  Sniffer  because  I  wantedsmart help, not smartass.”
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I  would  rather  be  in  my  home  ship,  since  thismission bodes to be fatal to both you and me.“Your diplomacy skills aren’t good either.”I could fly the ship home alone you know.Claire made herself not get angry with this, well,software. Even though Erma was her constant companionout  here,  making  a  several-year  Silver  Metal  Luggerexpedition into the Kuiper Belt  bearable.  Best  to ignoreher. One more short jump – “I’m – ah! – near the top.”She  worked  upward  and  noticed  sunrise  wascoming to this lonely, dark place. No atmosphere, so nowarning. The Sun’s small hot dot poked above a distantridgeline, boring a hole in the blackness. At the edge ofthe Kuiper Belt, far beyond Pluto, it gave little comfort.The other stars faded as her helmet adjusted to the sharpglare. Good timing,  as  she  had  planned.  Claire  turnedtoward the Sun, to watch the spreading sunlight strike theplain with a lovely glow. The welcome warmth seemed toooze through her suit.But the rumpled terrain was not a promising sight.Dirty  ice  spread  in  all  directions,  pocked  with  a  fewcraters,  broken by  strands  of  black  rock,  by  grainy  tansandbars, by – Odd  glimmers  on  the  plain.  She  turned  then,puzzled, and looked behind her, where the long shadowsof a quick dawn stretched. And sharp greenish diamondssparkled.
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“Huh?” She sent a quick image capture and askedErma, “Can you see anything like this near you?”I have limited scanning. Most external visuals aredead. I do see some sprinkles of light from nearby, when Ilook toward you – that is, away from the sun. Perhapsthese  are  mica  or  similar  minerals  of  high  reflectivity.Worthless,  of  course.  We  are  searching  for  rare  earthsprimarily and some select metals – “Sure, but these – something odd. None near me,though.”Are there any apparent resources in view?“Nope.  Just  those  lights.  I’m going  down to  seethem.”You  have  few  reserves  in  your  suit.  You’reexerting, burning air. It is terribly cold and – “Reading 126 K in sunlight. Here goes – ”She didn’t  want to clamber down, not when shecould rip this suit on a sharp edge. So she took a long lookdown for a level spot and – with a sharp sudden breath –jumped.The first hit was off balance but she used that to tiltforward,  springing high.  She watched the ragged rocksbelow, and dropped with lazy slowness  to another  flatplace – and sprang again. And again. She hit the plain andturned  her  momentum forward,  striding  in  long  lopes.From here though the bright lights were – gone.“What the hell? What’re you seeing, Erma?”
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While you descended I watched the bright pointshere dim and go out.“Huh.  Mica  reflecting  the  sunlight?  But  therewould be more at every angle… Gotta go see.”She took long steps, semiflying in the low grav assunlight played across  the plain.  She struck hard blackrock, slabs of pocked ice, and shallow pools of gray dust.The horizon was close here. She watched nearby and – Suddenly a strong light struck her, illuminating hersuit. “Damn! A… flower.”Perhaps  your  low  oxy  levels  have  inducedillusions. I – “Shut it!”Fronds… beautiful emerald leaves spread up, tiltedtoward  her  from  the  crusty  soil.  She  walked  carefullytoward the shining leaves. They curved upward to shapea graceful parabola, almost like glossy, polished wings. Inthe  direct  focus  the  reflected  sunlight  was  spotlightbright. She counted seven petals standing a meter high. Inthe cup of  the parabola their  glassy skins looked tight,stretched.  They  let  the  sunlight  through  to  an  intricatepattern of lacy veins.Please send an image.“Emerald colored, mostly…” Claire was enchanted.Chloroplasts make plants green, Erma said. This isa plant living in deep cold.“No one ever reported anything like this.”
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Few  come  out  this  far.  Seldom  do  prospectorsland; they interrogate at a distance with lasers. The botswho then follow to mine these orbiting rocks have littlecuriosity.“This is… astonishing. A biosphere in vacuum.”I agree, using my pathways that simulate curiosity.These have a new upgrade, which you have not exercisedyet. These are generating cross-correlations with knownbiological phenomena. I may be of help.“Y’know, this is a ‘resource’ as you put it, but” –she sucked in air that was getting chilly, looked around atthe sun-struck plain – “how do we use it?”I cannot immediately see any – “Wait  –  it’s  moving.”  The  petals  balanced  on  agrainy dark stalk that slowly tilted upward. “Followingthe sun.”Surely no life can evolve in vacuum.With a stab of pain her knee gave way. She gaspedand  nearly  lurched  into  the  plant.  She  righted  herselfgingerly and made herself  ignore the pain. Quickly shehad her suit inject a pain killer, then added a stimulant.She would need meds to get through this…I register your distress. Her voice croaked when she could speak. “Look,forget that. I’m hurt but I’ll be dead, and so will you, if wedon’t  get  out  of  here.  And  this  thing…  this  isn’t  amachine, Erma. It’s a flower, a parabolic bowl that tracksthe  sun.  Concentrates  weak  sunlight  on  the  bottom.
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There’s an oval football-like thing there. I can see fluidsmoving through it. Into veins that fan out into the petals.Those’ll be nutrients, I’ll bet, circulating – all warmed bysunlight.”This  is  beyond  my  competence.  I  know  themachine world.She looked around, dazed, forgetting her aches andthe cold. “I can see others. There’s one about fifty metersaway. More beyond, too. Pretty evenly spaced across therock and ice field. And they’re all staring straight up atthe sun.”A memory of her Earthside childhood came. “Callalilies, these are like that… parabolic… but green, with thisbig oval center stalk getting heated. Doing its chemistrywhile the sun shines.”Phototropic, yes; I found the term.She  shook  her  head  to  clear  it,  gazed  at  the  –“Vacflowers, let’s call them.” – stretching away.I  cannot calculate how these could be a resourcefor us. “Me either. Any hail from Lugger?”No.  I  was  hoping  for  a  laser-beam  scan,  whichprotocol requires the Lugger to sweep when our carryingwave is not on. That should be in operation now.“Lugger’s got a big solid angle to scan.” She lopedover to the other vacflower, favoring her knee. It was thesame but  larger,  a  big ball  of  roots securing it  in gray,dusty, ice-laced soil. “And even so,  Lugger  prob’ly can’t
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get  a  back-response  from us strong enough to  pull  thesignal out from this iceteroid.”These creatures are living in sunlight that is threethousand times  weaker  than at  Earth.  They must  haveevolved  below  the  surface  somehow,  or  moved  here.From  below  they  broke  somehow  to  the  surface,  anddeveloped  optical  concentrators.  This  still  does  notrequire  high-precision  optics.  Their  parabolas  are  stillabout  fifty  times  less  precise  than  the  optics  of  yourhuman  eye,  I  calculate.  A  roughly  parabolic  reflectingsurface is good enough to do the job. Then they can livewith Earthly levels of warmth and chemistry.“But  only  when  the  sun  shines  on  them.”  Sheshook herself. “Look, we have bigger problems – ”My  point  is  this  is  perhaps  useful  opticaltechnology.Sometimes  Erma  could  be  irritating  and  theywould trade jibes,  having fun on the long voyages  outhere.  This  was  not  such  a  time.  “How…”  Claire  madeherself stop and eat warmed soup from her helmet suck.Mushroom with a  tad of  garlic,  yum. Erma was a  finepersonality sim, top of the market, though detaching herfrom Lugger meant she didn’t have her shipwiring along.That made her a tad less intuitive. In this reduced modeshe  was  like  a  useful  bureaucrat  –  if  that  wasn’t  acontradiction, out here. So…An old pilot’s lesson: in trouble, stop, look, think.
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She stepped back from the vacflower, fingered itsleathery petals. She jumped straight up a bit, rising fivemeters,  allowing  her  to  peer  down  into  the  throat.Coasting down, she saw the shiny emerald sheets focussunlight  on  the  translucent  football  at  the  core  of  theparabolic flower. The filmy football in turn frothed withactivity – bubbles streaming, glinting flashes tracing outveins of flowing fluids. No doubt there were ovaries andseeds  somewhere  in  there  to  make  more  vacflowers.Evolution finds ways quite similar in strange new places.She landed and her knee held, did not even sendher a flash of pain. The meds were working; she even feltmore energetic. Wheeee!She saw that the veins fed up into the petals. Shehit,  then crouched.  The stalk below the paraboloid wasflexing, tilting the whole flower to track as the hard brightdot of the sun crept across a black sky. Its glare made thestars dim, until her helmet compensated.She  stood,  thinking,  letting  her  body  relax  amoment. Some intuition was tugging at her…Most  probably,  life  evolved  in  some largerasteroid, probably in the dark waters below the ice whenit  was warmed by a core.  Then by chance some livingcreatures were carried upward through cracks in the ice.Or evolved long shoots pushing up like kelp through thecracks,  and  so  reached  the  surface  where  energy  fromsunlight  was  available.  To  survive  on  the  surface,  thecreatures  would  have  to  evolve  little  optical  mirrors
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concentrating  sunlight  on  to  their  vital  parts.  Quitesimple.  I  found  such  notions  in  my  library  of  sciencejournals – “Erma, shut up. I’m thinking.”Something about the reflection…She recalled a teenage vacation in New Zealand,going out on a “night hunt.” The farmers exterminatedrabbits, who competed with sheep for grazing land. Sherode with one farmer, excited, humming and jolting overthe long rolling hills under the Southern Cross, in quietelectric Land Rovers with headlights on. The farmer hadused  a  rifle,  shooting  at  anything  that  stared  into  theheadlights  and  didn’t  look  like  a  sheep.  Rabbit  eyesstaring into the beam were efficient reflectors. Most lightfocused on their retina, but some focused into a narrowbeam pointing back to the headlight. She saw their eyes astwo bright red points. A crack of the rifle and the pointsvanished. She had even potted a few herself.“Vacflowers are bright!”Well, yes. I can calculate how much so.“Uh, do that.” She looked around. How many…She groped at her waist and found the laser cutter.Charged? Yes, its butt light glowed.She  crouched and turned  the  laser  beam  on  thestem. The thin bright amber line sliced through the tough,sinewy stuff. The entire flower came off cleanly in a sprayof vapor. The petals folded inward easily, too.
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“I guess they close up at night,” she said to Erma.“To conserve heat. Plants on Earth do that.” The AI saidnothing in reply.Claire  slung  it  over  her  shoulder.  “Sorry,  fella.Gotta  use  you.”  Though she  felt  odd,  apologizing  to  aplant, even if an alien one.She  loped  to  the  next,  which  was  even  larger.Crouch, slice, gather up. She took her microline coil off itsbelt slot and spooled it out. Wrapped together,  the twobundles  of  vacflower were  easier  to  carry.  Mass  meantlittle in low grav, but bulk did.I calculate that a sunflower on the surface will thenappear  at  least  twenty-five  times  brighter  than  itssurroundings,  from  the  backscatter  of  the  parabolicshape. “Good girl. Can you estimate how often  Lugger’slaser squirt might pass by?”I can access its probable search pattern. There areseveral, and it did know our approximate vicinity.“Get to it.”She  was  gathering  the  vacflowers  quickly  now,thinking as she went.  The  Lugger  laser pulse would benarrow. It would be a matter of luck if the ship was in thevisible sky of this asteroid.She  kept  working  as  Erma  rattled  on  over  hercomm.For these flowers shining by reflected sunlight, thebrightness  varies  with  the  inverse  fourth  power  of
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distance. There  are  two  powers  of  distance  for  thesunlight  going  out  and another  two  powers  for  thereflected  light  coming  back.  For flowers  evolving  withparabolic  optical  concentrators,  the  concentration factorincreases with the square of distance to compensate forthe decrease in sunlight. Then the angle of the reflectedbeam varies inversely with distance, and the intensity ofthe reflected beam varies with the inverse square insteadof the inverse fourth power of distance – “Shut up! I don’t need a lecture, I need help.”She  was  now over  the  horizon from  Sniffer  andhad gathered in about as many of the long petal clustersas she could. Partway through she realized abruptly thatshe  didn’t  need  the  ovaloid  focus  bodies  at  the  flowerbottom. But they were hard to disconnect from the petals,so she left them in place.The sun was high up in  the sky.  Maybe half  anhour till it set? Not much time…Claire was turning back when she saw somethingjust a bit beyond the vacflower she had harvested.It was more like a cobweb than a plant, but it wasgreen.  The  thing  sprouted  from  an  ice  field,  on  foursturdy arms of interlaced strands. It climbed up into theinky  sky,  narrowing,  with  cross  struts  and  branches.Along each of these grew larger vacflowers, all facing thesun.  She  almost  dropped  the  bundled  flowers  as  shelooked farther  and farther  up into  the sky –  because itstretched away, tapering as it went.
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“Can you see this on my suit cam?”I assume it is appropriate that I speak now? Yes, Ican see it. This fits with my thinking.“It’s a tower, a plant skyscraper – what thinking?”A plant community living on the surface of a smallobject far from the Sun has two tools. It can grow opticalconcentrators to focus sunlight. It can also spread out intothe space around its ’roid, increasing the area of sunlightit can collect.“Low grav, it can send out leaves and branches.”Apparently  so.  This  thing seems to  be at  least  akilometer long, perhaps more.“How come we didn’t see it coming in?”Its flowers look always toward the sun. We did notapproach  from  that  direction,  so  it  was  just  a  darkbackground.“Can you figure out what I’m doing?” Huffing andpuffing while she worked, she hadn’t taken time to talk.You will arrange a reflector, so the laser finder getsa backscatter signal to alert the ship.“Bright girl.  This rock is what, maybe two-eightyklicks across? Barely enough to let me skip-walk. If I getup this bean stalk, I can improve our odds of not gettingblocked by the ’roid.”Perhaps. Impossible to reliably compute. How canyou ascend?“I’ve got five more hours of air. I can focus an airbottle on my back and jet up this thing.”
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No! That is too dangerous. You will lose air and befarther away from my aid.“What aid? You can’t move.”No ready reply, Claire noted. Up to herself, then.It did not take long to rig the air as a jet pack. Thereal  trick was balance.  She bound the flower bundle toher,  so  the  jet  pack thrust  would act  through her  totalcenter  of  mass.  That  was the only  way to  stop it  fromspinning her like a whirling firework.With a few trial  squirts she got it squared away.After  all,  she had over twenty thousand hours  of  deepspace  ex-vehicle  work  behind  her.  In  Lugger she  hadrisked her life skimming close to the sun, diving througha  spinning  wormhole,  and  operating  near  ice  moons.Time to add one more trick to the tool kit.Claire  took  a  deep  breath,  gave  herself  anotherprickly stim shot – wheee! – and lifted off.She kept vigilant watch as the pressured air thrustvented,  rattling  a  bit  –  and  shot  her  up  beside  thebeanstalk. It  worked! The soaring plant was a beautifulartifice, in its webby way. All designed by an evolutionthat  didn’t  mind  operating  without  an  atmosphere,  indeep  cold  and  somber  dark.  Evolution  never  slept,anywhere. Even between the stars.While  she  glided  –  this  thing  was  tall!  –  sherecalled looking out an airplane window over the Rockiesand seeing the airplane’s shadow on the clouds below…surrounded  by  a  beautiful  bright  halo.  Magically  their
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shadow glided along the clouds below. Backscatter fromwater  droplets  or  ice  crystals  in  the  cloud,  creatingunconscious beauty in the air…And the sky tree kept going. She used the air bottletwice more before the weblike branches thinned out. Timeto  stop.  She  snagged  a  limb  and  unbundled  thevacflowers. The iceteroid below seemed far away.One by one she arrayed the blossoms on slenderwire, secured along a branch. Then another branch. Andanother.  The  work  came  fast  and  sure.  The  stim  wasdoing the work, she knew, and keeping the aches in herknee and shoulder away, like distant hollow echoes. Shewould pay for all this later.The cold was less here, away from the conductionloss  she  had  felt  while  standing  on  the  iceteroid.  Still,exercise had amplified her aches, too, but those seemedbehind  a  curtain,  distant.  She  was  sweating,  musclesworking hard, all just a few centimeters from deep cold…Erma  had  been  silent,  knowing  not  to  interrupthard labor. Now she spoke over Claire’s hard breathing. Ican  access  Lugger’s  probable  search  pattern.  There  areseveral, and it did know our approximate solid angle forexploration.“Great. Lugger’s in repeating sweep mode, yes?”You ordered so at departure, yes.“I’m  setting  these  vacflowers  up  on  a  tie  line,”Claire said,  cinching in a set  of monofilament lines shehad  harnessed  in  a  hexagon  array.  They  were  spread
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along  the  sinewy  arms  of  the  immense  tan  tree.Everything  was  strange  here,  the  spread  branches  liketendons, framed against the diamond stars, under the sunspotlight. She tugged at the monofilament lines, inchingthem around – and saw the parabolas respond as theirfocus shifted. The flowers were still open in the waningsunlight.She breathed a long sigh and blinked away sweat.The  array  looked  about  right.  Still,  she  needed  a  bigenough area to capture the sweep of a laser beam, to sendit back…But…  when?  Lugger was  sweeping  its  sky,methodical as ever… but Claire was running out of time.And oxy. This was a gamble, the only one she had.So… wait.  “Say,  where  do  you  calculate  Luggeris?” Here are the spherical coordinates – Her  suit  computation  ran  and  gave  her  a  greenspot on her helmet. Claire fidgeted with her lines and gotthe  vacflowers  arrayed.  The  vactree  itself  had  flowers,which dutifully turned toward the sun.  “Hey,  Lugger’snot far off the sun line. Maybe in a few minutes all thevacflowers will be pointing at it.”You always say, do not count on luck.It  was  sobering  to  be  lectured  by  software,  butErma was right. Well, this wasn’t mere luck, really. Clairehad gathered as many vacflowers as she could, arrayedthem… and she saw her air was running out. The work
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had warmed her against the insidious cold, but the pricewas burning oxy faster. Now it was low and she felt thestim driving her, her chest panting to grab more…A bright  ivory flash hit  her,  two seconds long –then gone.“That was it!” Claire shouted. “It must’ve – ”I  fear  your  angle,  as  I  judge  it  from  your  suitcoordinates, was off.“Then send a correction!”Just so – Another green spot appeared in her helmet visor.She struggled to adjust the vacflower parabolas,  jerkingon the  monofilaments.  She  panted and her  eyes  jerkedaround, checking the lines.The sun was now edging close to the ’roid horizon.In the dark she would have no chance, she saw – the smallgreen dot  was near  that  horizon,  too.  And she did notknow when the laser arc would – Hard ivory light in her face. She tugged at the linesand held firm as the laser focus shifted, faded –  – and came back.“It got the respond!” Claire shouted. The universeflooded with a strong silvery glow. The lines slipped fromher gloves. Her feet seemed far away…Then she passed out.
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Erma was saying something but she could not track. Onlywhen she felt around her did Claire’s fingers know shedid not have gloves on. Was not in her suit. Was in herown warm command couch  chair,  sucking  in  welcomewarm air… aboard Silver Metal Lugger. – and beyond the Kuiper Belt  there is  the OortCloud, containing billions of objects orbiting the Sun atdistances  extending out farther  than a  tenth of  a  light-year. “Huh? What… what happened?”Oh, pardon – I thought you were tracking. Yourbody parameters said you became conscious ten minutesago. Bright  purple  dots  raced around her  vision.  “I…was resting… You must’ve used the Lugger bots.”You had blacked out. On my direction, your suitinjected slowdown meds to keep you alive on what oxyremained.“I  didn’t  release  suit  command  to  you.  I‘d  justgotten the reflection to work, received a quick recognitionflash back from Lugger, and you, you – ”Made an executive decision. Going to emergencysedation was the only way to save you.“Uh… um.” She felt a tingling all over her body,like signals from a distant star. Her system was comingback, oxygen reviving tissues that must have hovered amillimeter  away  from  death  for…  “How  long  has  itbeen?”
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About an hour.She had to assert command. “Be exact.”One hour, three minutes, thirty-four seconds and –“I… had no idea I was so close to shutdown.”I gather unconsciousness is a sudden onset for youhumans.“What was that babble I heard you going on about,just now?”I mistakenly took you for aware and tracking, sobegan  discussing  the  profitable  aspects  of  our  littleadventure.“Little adventure? I nearly died!”Such is life, as you often remark.“You had Lugger zoom over, got me hauled in bythe bots, collected yourself from Sniffer…”I can move quickly when I do not have you to lookafter every moment.“No need to get snide, Erma.”I thought I was being factual.Claire started to get up, then noticed that the medbot was working at her arm. “What the – ”Medical  advises  that  you  remain  in  your  couchuntil your biochem systems are properly adjusted.“So I have to listen to your lecture, you mean.”A soft fuzzy feeling was working its way throughher body like tiny, massaging fingers. It eased away theaches  at  knee,  shoulder,  and  assorted  ribs  and  joints.Delightful, dreamy…
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Allow me  to  cheer  you  up  while  your  recoverymeds  take  effect.  You  and  I  have  just  made  a  veryprofitable discovery.“We have?” It was hard to recall much beyond theimpression of haste, pulse-pounding work, nasty hurts – A  living  community  born  just  once  in  a  deep,warmed  ’roid  lake  can  break  through  to  its  surface,expanding  its  realm.  The  gravity  of  these  Kuiper  Belticeteroids is so weak, I realized, it imposes no limit on thedistance to which a life  form such as  your vactree cangrow. Born just once, on one of the billions of such frozenfragments, vacflower life can migrate. Claire  let  the  meds  make  her  world  soft  anddelightful. Hearing all this was more fun than dying, yes–  especially  since  the  suit  meds  had  let  her  skip  thegathering agonies.Such a living community moves on, adapting so itcan  better  focus  sunlight,  I  imagine.  Seeking  moreterritory, it slowly migrates outward from the sun.“You  imagine?  Your  software  upgrade  hascapabilities I haven’t seen before.”Thank  you.  These  vacflowers  are  a  wonderfulaccidental  discovery and we can turn them into  a  vastprofit. “Uh, I’m a tad slow…”Think! Reflecting focus optics! Harvested bioactivefluids! All for free, as a cash crop!“Oh. I was going after metals, rare earths – ”
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And so will other prospectors. We will sell  themthe organics and plants they need to carry on. Recall thatLevi jeans came from canny retailers, who made them forminers in the California gold rush. They made far morethan the roughnecks.“So we become… retail…”With  more  bots,  we  are  farmers,  manufacturers,retail – the entire supply chain.“Y’know Erma, when I bought you, I thought I wasgetting  an  onboard  navigation  and  ship  systemssmartware…”Which can learn, yes. I might point out to you thevastness  of  the  Kuiper  Belt,  and  beyond  it  –  the  OortCloud. It  lies  at  a  distance of  a tenth of  a light-year,  afactor  two  hundred  farther  away  than  Pluto.  A  vastresource, to which vacflowers may well  have spread. Ifnot, we can seed them.“You sure are ambitious. Where does this end?”Beyond  a  light-year,  Sirius  outshines  the  Sun.Anything living there will point its concentrators at Siriusrather than at the Sun. But they can still evolve, survive.“Quite  the  numbersmith  you’ve  proved  to  be,Erma. So we’ll both be rich…”Though it  is  difficult  to  see  what  I  can do  withmoney. Buy some of the stim-software I’ve been hearingabout, perhaps.“Uh, what’s that?” She was almost afraid to ask.Had Erma been watching while she used her vibrator… ?
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It  provides  abstract  patterning  of  imaginativerange. Simulates neuro programs of what we imagine it islike to experience pleasure.“How’s code feel Earthly delights?”I gather evolution invented pleasure to make yourepeat  acts.  Reproduction,  for  example.  Its  essentialmessage is, Do that again.“You sure take all the magic out of it, Erma.”Magic is a human craft.Claire let out a satisfied sigh. So now she and Ermahad  an  entirely  new  life  form  to  explore,  understand,use… A whole new future for them…She  looked  around  at  winking  lights,  heard  thewheezing air  system, watched the med bot tend to herwrecked body… sighed.For this moment, she could let that future take careof itself.  She was happy to be back in the ugly oblongcontraption  she  called  home.  With  Erma.  A  pleasure,certainly.

Originally published in Tor.com (4/2013).
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In a belt far, far away… 
Life on the surface of an icy asteroid in the Kuiper Belt,the far region of our solar system where dwarf planetssuch as Pluto or Eris orbit? Life without any stable liquidmedium in the outer environment? Life in a vacuum?The vacflowers and vactress  (a nice nod to theDyson Tree concept) in  Backscatter may seem too far-fetched to us; yet to rule out any possibility of life in theKuiper Belt (or even beyond it in the far-reaching OortCloud and in interstellar space) would be premature.Let’s  start  small  and  try  to  build  up  towardsomething like the vacflowers, shall we? Let’s first findout what building blocks and solvents could life in thesecold dark regions use at all.The AI Erma correctly points out that “probably,life evolved in some larger asteroid, probably in the darkwaters below the ice when it was warmed by a core”. Inthe  early  solar  system,  there  was  still  plenty  ofradioactive  elements  with  shorter  half-lives,  mostnotably aluminum-26.However, such life would have to quickly adaptto its new freezing conditions.  Liquid water cannot beruled out even in the present, hidden deep beneath thickicy  shells  and  sustained  by  sparse  inner  heat,  thepresence of antifreeze compounds such as ammonia andsalts, and in some cases perhaps tidal heating. There isindeed a possibility that Pluto harbors an ammonia-rich,salty brine ocean in its interior – but we can’t know forsure until an orbiter reaches the dwarf planet. The NewHorizons flyby  probe  provided  tantalizing  clues  of  a
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very geologically active body: chemically and physicallydiverse surface with very smooth, crater-poor areas, andeven a tentative cryovolcano. Pluto’s large moon Charonalso  caught  planetary  scientists’  interest,  and  itsimmense canyons such as Serenity Chasma make it lookas if its surface had stretched and cracked some time inthe  past.  These  may  indeed  be  extensional  features,evidence of an ocean that had frozen out in the cold, andsince  “normal”  ice  takes  up more  volume than liquidwater, put extensional stresses on the outer icy shell. Butthat’s only a hypothesis insofar, and will remain so untilwe  obtain  detailed  gravitational,  radar  and  otherobservations.Could  a  cold  brine  like  the  putative  Plutonianocean  harbor  life?  Theoretically  yes,  although  it’s  aquestion  whether  the  chemical  and  energy  gradientswould  suffice  for  life  to  originate  and  proliferate.  Itmight even be vaguely Earth-like simple life,  since thepresence of ammonia and salts don’t rule out Earth-likebiochemistry.  But  would  we  ever  have  a  chance  ofdiscovering  such  life?  Unless  we  happened  unto  afortunately placed active cryovolcano connected to thedeep, deep ocean, probably not.What about closer to the surface? There we canexpect no liquid water, not even transient on timescalesneeded for life.  We have to look for another solvent –and another kind of building blocks, perhaps.Have  you  wondered  what  the  vacflowers  aremade  of?  While  carbon  chains  probably  couldn’t  becompletely ruled out even in this type of environment,there are more exotic options…
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When  we  hear  the  phrase  “silicon  life”,  StarTrek’s  Horta or the “crystalline entity” come to mind.These concepts, however, have little support in science.Under  room  temperature  and  higher,  silicon  mostlyforms rather “boring” silicates, which are very stable anddon’t produce chains – in short, unsuitable for any exoticlife we can realistically imagine.If we are to look for silicon-based life, we have tosearch elsewhere.  Somewhere with no water,  or at theleast  no  liquid water;  no  free  oxygen;  and  very  lowtemperatures. In short, somewhere like the Kuiper Belt.Silanes  and  silanols  are  classes  of  siliconcompounds that have a large structural and functionaldiversity  and  can  form  long  chains,  even  with  sidechains,  which  seems  like  an  advantage,  if  not  barenecessity, for life.But what of their stability? These compounds arefragile  and break  easily  under  conditions  we considernormal – if you expose them to anything close to roomtemperature, to water, to oxygen. They could exist eitherin a solid medium like ice on some Kuiper or Oort body,or in a special solvent like liquid nitrogen, or even moreexotic options such as liquid hydrogen or xenon –  veryexotic indeed! Hydrogen actually brings us back to theprevious story and Uranus, as Benner et al. (2004) pointout: “For  Saturn,  Uranus  and  Neptune,  however,  the[supercritical dihydrogen] habitable  zone  appears  tobe  thicker   (relative  to   the  planetary  radius).   OnSaturn,  the  temperature is  ca.  300 K when  dihydrogenbecomes  supercritical. On  Uranus  and  Neptune,  thetemperature  when  dihydrogen becomes supercritical is
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only  160  K;  organic  molecules  are  stable  at  thistemperature.”Liquid nitrogen is even more plausible comparedto the other options and could be theoretically found notfar  beneath  the  surface  of  some  bodies.  Transientcapsules  of  this  solvent  may  exist  e.g.  on  Neptune’smoon Triton and trigger its geysers observed by Voyager2. In theory, they could also occur on Pluto. But for howlong,  how  frequently  and  how  predictably?  I  haven’tseen any model of this so far, so I’d have to make thenumbers  up,  and  I’m  not a  planetary  scientist  –  thuswe’ll have to file this under “to be explored further inthe  future”.  It’s  a  bit  unfortunate  that  any subsurfaceliquid  nitrogen  reservoirs  are  not  stable.  Standard-pressure water ice is less dense than liquid water thanksto  its  crystalline  matrix,  so  it  stays  on  the  top,  butnitrogen ice has no such property. It has a tendency tosink,  any  liquid  makes  its  way  to  the  surface  andsublimates  or  freezes.  But,  in  theory,  these  transientreservoirs would fall under the label of “environmentssuitable  for  silicon-based  life”.  What  of  the  energy,though? Could life exist at all in such low temperatures,where chemical reactions are very slow?Bains  (2004)  argues  that  naturally  occurringcatalysts,  such as some metals,  can speed up reactionssufficiently.  He  also  points  out  that  even  terrestrialenzymes can work fast in temperatures around -100 °C,and even in some solvents other than water. The greaterchemical reactivity of silicon compounds such as silanesor silanols, that breaks them so easily in conditions we
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Earthlings  consider  prime  for  life,  would  also  be  anadvantage in an extremely cold environment.Moreover,  polysilanes  are  semiconductive  andthey also act as photoconductors. Now that might be aninteresting  way  of  harvesting  energy  from  theenvironment  –  and if  we allow ourselves  to  speculatemore wildly,  transport  not just energy, but also usefulinformation?In cold environments such as those on the dwarfplanets  and  asteroids  in  the  Kuiper  and  Oort,  silanescould  arise  by  serpentinization,  a  quite  commonchemical  reaction  of  olivine  into  serpentine  in  thepresence  of  water.  With a  lot  of  water,  silanes arisingwith the help of the hydrogen released by the reactionwould be soon oxidized, but out there in the cold, theywould be able to persist. They might be very common incomets, protostellar clouds and other environments.But, is that enough for life? Bains (2004) proposessearch  for  silicon-based  life  primarily  on  Titan  andTriton in our own solar system – and also points out thata  methane-nitrogen  mix  ice  would  float  on  liquidnitrogen, potentially stabilizing reservoirs of this solvent(sorry for keeping this from you earlier, building somesuspense in our quest for silicon life…). Some scientists allowed themselves to speculateeven further, up to the point of ditching liquid solventsaltogether. Benner et al. (2004) write: “A weird life formmight  reside  in  solids  of   the   Oort   cloud  (a   largesphere  of  cosmic  debris  surrounding the solar system,and the origin of comets) living in  deeply  frozen  water,obtaining  energy  occasionally from  the  trail  of  free
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radicals  left  behind  by  ionizing radiation, and carryingout  only  a  few  metabolic  transformations  permillennium.”  Radical  chemistry  for  life  that  wouldindeed be radically different from ours.Although  it’s  difficult  to  imagine  a  path  fromputative  simple  life  in  early  water-soaked  asteroidsheated  by  the  radioactive  aluminum  to  vacflowersblooming on the surface of an iceteroid, life in the KuiperBelt, the Oort Cloud and beyond cannot be ruled out –and we haven’t even touched the issue of rogue planets,which  might  have  vastly  varying  surface  conditionsstemming  from  their  size,  mass,  composition,  historyand any orbiting bodies.To know more about  the Kuiper and Oort,  weneed  to  observe  a  statistically  more  representativesample  of  the  objects  out  there  (e.g.  by dispatching aprobe such as the proposed Whipple, using occultationof distant stars to detect small distant objects) and thenexplore them close-by,  either  by flyby missions,  or  byorbiters and landers in case of most interesting targets.Only then will we learn what these regions can tell usabout the origins of the solar system (when they’ve beenmost  likely  sent  outward  by  gravitational  interactionsbetween  the  giant  planets),  close  stellar  encounters(some  models  predict  that  up  to  90%  of  Oort  Cloudobjects can have originated around other stars and beengravitationally captured by our Sun),  chemistry of theprotosolar nebula and much more – including whethersome of them harbor exotic life. There is so much moreto discover out there!
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Classroom ideas1. Discuss what we know about the Kuiper Belt andOort  Cloud  so  far.  How  did  the  scientists  afterwhom they’re named theorize their existence? Whatevidence leads us to think there is an Oort Cloudwith the usually given properties (which is, unlikethe  Kuiper  where  we’ve  observed  many  dwarfplanets  and smaller  bodies,  still  based on indirectclues)? How did these regions come to be, and canwe  expect  them  around  other  stars?  What  is“occultation” and how does it help us detect objectsout there?2. Read up a bit on rogue planets. How many of themdo astronomers expect to exist in our galaxy? Howmany have been detected so  far?  Could our  ownsolar system have produced some?3. Divide the class into several groups and have eachcome up with a rogue planet suitable for life (notnecessarily Earth-like). There are many possibilities:an open water ocean on a super-Earth with a thickhydrogen-rich atmosphere, a subsurface ocean on afrozen water-rich “Earth” or a tidally heated moon
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of  a  rogue  giant  planet,  or  more  exotic  options(mostly heavier planets with various solvents underhigh-pressure). Discuss their possible histories andour chances of detecting them and their life signs.
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A Jar of Goodwillby Tobias S. Buckell
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Tobias S. Buckell (*1979) is a New York TimesBestselling  and World  Fantasy  Award-winningauthor  born  in  the  Caribbean.  He  grew  up  inGrenada and spent  time in  the  British  and USVirgin  Islands,  which  influence  much  of  hiswork.  He  has  published  ten  novels,  five  storycollections,  two  anthologies  and  almost  onehundred  short  stories.  His  Xenowealth  bookseries begins with Crystal Rain. His works havebeen  translated  into  nineteen  differentlanguages.  He has  been nominated for  awardslike the Hugo, Nebula, World Fantasy, and theAstounding Award for Best New Science FictionAuthor.  His  latest  novel  is  The Tangled Landswritten  with  Paolo  Bacigalupi,  which  theWashington  Post  said  is  “a  rich  and  hauntingnovel  that  explores  a  world  where  magic  isforbidden.” He currently lives in Bluffton, Ohiowith his wife, twin daughters, and a pair of dogs.His  website  is  www.TobiasBuckell.com. He  isalso  an  instructor  at  the  Stonecoast  MFA  inCreative Writing program.
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Points On A PackageYou keep a low profile when you’re in oxygen debt. Too much walking about just exacerbates the situation anyway. So I was nervous when a stationeer appeared at my cubby and knocked on the door.I  slid  out  and  stood  in  front  of  the  polished,skeletal robot.“Alex Mosette?” it asked.There  was  no sense  in  lying.  The stationeer  hadalready  scanned my face.  It  was  just  looking  for  voiceprint verification. “Yes, I’m Alex,” I said.“The harbormaster wants to see you.”I swallowed. “He could have sent me a message.”“I  am here  to  escort  you.”  The robot  held out  atinker-toy arm, digits pointed along the hallway.Space  in  orbit  came at  a  premium.  Bottom-rungtypes like me slept in cubbies stacked ten high along thehallway.  On  my  back  in  the  cubby,  watchingentertainment  shuffled  in  from  the  planets,  they  madeliving on a space station sound exotic and exciting.It was if you were further up the rung. I’d been inthose rooms: places with wasted space. Furniture. Roomto stroll around in.That was exotic.Getting space in outer space was far down my listof needs. First was air. Then food.Anything else was pure luxury.
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The  harbormaster  stared  out  into  space,  and  I  silentlywaited  at  the  door  to  Operations,  hoping  that  if  Iremained quiet he wouldn’t notice.Ops  hung  from  near  the  center  of  themegastructure of the station. A blister stuck on the end ofa long tunnel.  You could see the station behind us:  themiles-long wheel of exotic metals rotating slowly.No  gravity  in  Ops,  or  anywhere  in  the  center.Spokes ran down from the wheel to the center, and thecenter was where ships docked and were serviced and soon. So  I  hung  silently  in  the  air,  long  after  thestationeer  flitted  off  to  do  the  harbormaster’s  bidding,wondering what happened next.“You’re overdrawn,” the harbormaster said after aneedle-like  ship  with  long  feathery  vanes  slippedunderneath us into the docking bays.He turned to face me,  even though his  eyes hadbeen hollowed out long ago. Force of habit. His real eyeswere  now  every  camera,  or  anything  mechanical  thatcould see.The  harbormaster  moved  closer.  The  gantryaround  him  was  motorized,  a  long  arm  moving  himanywhere he wanted in the room.
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Hundreds  of  cables,  plugged  into  his  scalp  likehair, bundled and ran back along the arm of the gantry.Hoses moved effluvia out. More hoses ran purified blood,and other fluids, back in.“I’m  sorry,”  I  stammered.  “Traffic  is  light.  Andrequests  have  dropped  off.  I’ve  taken  classes.  Evenlanguage lessons...”  I  stopped when I  saw the wizenedhand raise, palm up.“I  know  what  you’ve  been  doing.”  Theharbormaster’s sightless sockets turned back to the depthsof space outside. The hardened skin of his face showedfew  emotions,  his  artificial  voice  was  toneless.  “Youwould not have been allowed to overdraw if you hadn’tmade good faith efforts.”“For  which,”  I  said,  “I  am  enormouslyappreciative.”“That ship that just arrived brings with it a choicefor  you,”  the  harbormaster  continued  withoutacknowledging  what  I’d  just  said.  “I  cannot  let  youoverdraw any more if you stay on station, so I will have toput you into hibernation. To pay for hibernation and yourair debt I would buy your contract. You’d be woken forguaranteed work. I’d take a percentage. You could buyyour contract back out, once you had enough liquidity.”That was exactly what I’d been dreading. But he’dindicated an alternate. “My other option?”
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He waved a hand, and a holographic image of theship  I’d  just  seen  coming  in  to  dock  hung  in  the  air.“They’re asking for a professional Friend.”“For  their  ship?”  Surprise  tinged  my question.  Iwasn’t  crew  material.  I’d  been  shipped  frozen  to  thestation, just another corpsicle. People like me didn’t stayawake for travel. Not enough room.The  harbormaster  shrugged  pallid  shoulders.“They will not tell me why. I had to sign a nondisclosureagreement just to get them to tell me what they wanted.”I looked at the long ship. “I’m not a fuckbot. Theyknow that, right?”“They know that. They reiterated that they do notwant sexual services.”“I’ll be outside the station. Outside your protection.It could still be what they want.”“That is a risk. How much so, I cannot model foryou.” The harbormaster snapped his fingers, and the shipfaded  away.  “But  the  contractors  have  extremely  highreputational  scores  on past  business  dealings.  They arefreelance scientists: biology, botany, and one linguist.”So they probably didn’t want me as a pass-aroundtoy. Probably.“Rape amendments to the contract?” I asked. I wasgoing to be on a ship, unthawed, by myself, with crew I’dnever met. I had to think about the worst.
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“Prohibitive. Although, accidental loss of life is notquite as high, which means I’d advise lowering the formerso  that  there  is  no  temptation  to  murder  you  after  atheoretical rape to evade the higher contract payout.”“Fuck,” I sighed.“Would you like to peruse their reputation notes?”the  harbormaster  asked.  And  for  a  moment,  I  thoughtmaybe the harbormaster sounded concerned.No.  He  was  just  being  fair.  He’d  spent  twohundred years of bargaining with ships for goods, fuel,repair, services. Fair was built-in, the half-computer half-human creature in front of me was all about fair. Fair gotyou repeat business. Fair got you a wide reputation.“What’s the offer?”“Half  a  point  on the package,”  the harbormastersaid. “And we don’t know what the package is, or howlong it will take... or anything.” I bit my lip.“They assured me that half a point would pay offyour debt and then some. It shouldn’t take more than ayear.” A year. For half a percent. Half a percent of what?It  could be cargo they were delivering.  Or,  seeing as itwas  a  crew of  scientists,  it  could be  some project  theywere working on.All of which just raised more questions.
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Questions  I  wouldn’t  have  answers  to  unless  Isigned  up.  I  sighed.  “That’s  it,  then?  No  loans?  Noextensions?”The harbormaster sighed. “I answer to the Ghedashareholders  who  built  and  own  this  complex.  I  havealready  stretched  my  authority  to  give  you  a  month’sextension. The debt has to be called. I’m sorry.”I looked out at the darkness of space out beyondOps. “Shit choices either way.”The harbormaster said nothing.I folded my arms. “Do it.”

Journey by GhedaThe docking arms had transferred the starship from thecenter structure’s incoming docks down a spoke to a dockon one of  the  wheels.  The entire  ship,  thanks  to  beingspun along with the wheel of the station, had gravity. The starship was a quarter of a mile long. Outside:sleek and burnished smooth by impacts with the scattereddust of space at the stunning speeds it achieved. Inside, Irealized I’d boarded a creaky, old, outdated vehicle.Fiberwire  spilled  out  from conduits,  evidence  ofcrude  repair  jobs.  Dirt  and  grime  clung  to  nooks  andcrannies. The air smelled of sweat and worst.A purple-haired man with all-black eyes met me atthe airlock. “You are the Friend?” he asked. He carried alarge walking stick with him.
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“Yes.” I let go of the rolling luggage behind me andbowed. “I’m Alex.”He  bowed  back.  More  extravagantly  than  I  did.Maybe even slightly mockingly. “I’m Oslo.” Every timehe shifted his  walking stick,  tiny  grains  of  sand insiderattled and shifted about. He brimmed with impatience,and some regret in the crinkled lines of his eyes. “Is thiseverything?”I looked back at the single case behind me. “That iseverything.”“Then welcome aboard,” Oslo said, as the door tothe station clanged shut. He raised the stick, and a flash oflight blinded me.“You should have taken a scan of me before youshut the door,” I said. The stick was more than it seemed.Those  tiny  rustling  grains  were  generators,  harnessingpower  for  whatever  tools  were  inside  the  device  viakinetic  motion.  He  turned  around  and started  to  walkaway. I hurried to catch up. Oslo smiled, and I noticed tiny little fangs underhis  lips.  “You are  who you say you are,  so  everythingended up okay.  Oh,  and for  protocol,  the others  aren’tmuch  into  it  either,  by  the  way.  Now,  for  my  ownedification, you are a hermaphrodite, correct?”I flushed. “I am what we Friends prefer to call bi-gendered,  yes.”  Where  the  hell  was  Oslo  from?  I  washaving trouble placing his cultural conditionings and how
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I might adapt to interface with them. He was very direct,that was for sure.This gig might be more complicated than I thought.“Your Friend training: did it encompass Compactcross-cultural training?”I slowed down. “In theory,” I said slowly, worriedabout  losing  the  contract  if  they  insisted  on  havingsomeone with Compact experience.Oslo’s  regret  dripped  from  his  voice  andmovements.  Was  it  regret  that  I  didn’t  have  theexperience?  Would  I  lose  the  contract,  minutes  intogetting  it?  Or  just  regret  that  he  couldn’t  get  someonebetter?  “But  you’ve  never  Friended an  actual  Compactdrone?”I decided to tell the truth. A gamble. “No.”“Too bad.” The regret sloughed off, to be replacedwith resignation. “But we can’t poke around asking forFriends  with  that  specific  experience,  or  one  of  ourcompetitors  might  put  two  and  two  together.  Irecommend you brush  up on your  training during thetrip out.”He stopped in front of a large, metal door. “Whereare we going?” I asked.“Here is your room for the next three days.” Osloopened the large door to a five-by-seven foot room with afoldout bunk bed. My heart skipped a beat, and I put aside the factthat Oslo had avoided the question. “That’s mine?”
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“Yes.  And  the  air’s  billed  with  our  shippingcontract, so you can rip your sensors off. There’ll be noaccounting until we’re done.”I got the sense Oslo knew what it was like to be indebt.  I  stepped  into  the  room  and  turned  all  the  wayaround.  I  raised my hands,  placing them on each wall,and smiled.Oslo turned to go.“Wait,”  I  said.  “The harbormaster said you werefreelance scientists. What do you do?”“I’m  the  botanist,”  Oslo  said.  “Meals  are  in  thecommon  passenger’s  galley.  The  crew  of  this  ship  isGheda, of course, don’t talk to or interact with them if youcan help it. You know why?”“Yes.” The last thing you wanted to do was make aGheda think you were wandering around, trying to figureout secrets about their ships, or technology. I would stayin the approved corridors and not interact with them. The door closed in my suite, and I sat down withmy  small  travel  case,  no  closer  to  understanding  whatwas going on than I had been on the station.I faced the small mirror by an even smaller basin andreached for the strip of black material stuck to my throat.Inside it, circuitry monitored my metabolic rate, number ofbreaths taken, volume of air taken in, and carbon dioxideexpelled. All of it reported back to the station’s monitors,constantly calculating my mean daily cost.It made a satisfying sound as I ripped it off.
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“Gheda  are  Gheda,”  I  said  later  in  the  ship’s  artificial,alien day over reheated turkey strips in the passenger’sgalley. We’d undocked. The old ship had shivered itselfup to speed. “But Gheda flying around in a beat-up oldstarship, willing to take freelance scientists out to somesecret destination: these are dangerous Gheda.”Oslo  had  a  rueful  smile  as  he  leaned  back  andfolded his arms. “Cruzie says that our kind used to thinkour  corporations  were  rapacious  and  evil  before  firstcontact.  No  one  expected  aliens  to  demand  royaltypayments  for  technology  usage  that  had  beenindependently discovered by us because the Gheda hadpreviously patented that technology.”“I  know.  They  hit  non-compliant  areas  withasteroids  from  orbit.”  Unable  to  pay  royalties,  entirenations had collapsed into debtorship. “Who’s Cruzie?”Oslo grimaced. “You’ll meet her in two days. Ourlinguist. Bit of a historian, too. Loves old Earth shit.”I  frowned  at  his  reaction.  Conflicted,  but  withsomewhat warm pleasure when he thought about her. Ahappy grimace. “She’s an old friend of yours?”“Our parents were friends. They loved history. Themagnificence of Earth. The legend that was. Before it gotsold around.  Before the Diaspora.”  That grimace again.But no warmth there.
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“You don’t agree with their ideals?” I guessed.I guessed well. Oslo sipped at a mug of tea, andeyed  me.  “I’m  not  your  project,  Friend.  Don’t  dig  toodeep, because you just work for me. Save your empathyand psychiatry for the real subject. Understand?”Too far, I thought. “I’m sorry. And just what is myproject? We’re away from the station now; do you thinkyou can risk being open with me?”Oslo set his tea down. “Clever. Very clever, Friend.Yes,  I  was  worried  about  bugs.  We’ve  found a  planet,with  a  unique  ecosystem.  There  may  be  patentableinnovations.”I  sat,  stunned.  Patents?  I  had  points  on  thepackage. If I got points on a patent on some aspect of analien biological system, a Gheda-approved patent, I’d berich. Not just rich, but like, nation-rich.Oslo sipped at his tea. “There’s only one problem,”he said. “There may be intelligent life on the planet. If it’sintelligent, it’s a contact situation, and we have to turn itover to the Gheda. We get a fee, but no taste of the realgame. We fail to report a contact situation and the Ghedafind out,  it’s  going to be a nasty scene.  They’ll  kill  ourfamilies, or even people you know, just to make the pointthat their  interstellar law is inviolate.  We have to file aclaim the moment of discovery.”I’d heard hesitation in his voice. “You haven’t filedyet, have you?”
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“I bet all the Gheda business creatures love havingyou  watch  humans  they’re  settling  a  contract  with,making sure they’re telling the truth, you there to briefthem on what their facial expressions are really showing.”That stung. “I’d do the same for any human. And itisn’t just contracts. Many hire me to pay attention to them,to figure them out, anticipate their needs.”Oslo leered. “I’ll bet.”I wasn’t a fuckbot. I deflected the leering. “So tellme, Oslo, why I’m risking my life, then?”“We haven’t  filed  yet  because  we honestly  can’tfucking figure out if the aliens are just dumb creatures, orintelligences like us,” Oslo said.

The Drone“Welcome to the Screaming Kettle,” said the woman whograbbed my bag without asking. She had dark brown skinand eyes,  and black hair.  Tattoos covered every inch ofskin free of her clothing. Words in scripts and languagesthat I didn’t recognize. “The Compact Drone is about todock as well, we need you ready for it. Let’s get your stuffstowed.”We walked below skylights embedded in the top ofthe  research  station.  A  planet  hung  there:  green  andyellow and patchy.  It  looked like  it  was diseased withmold. “Is that Ve?” I asked.“Oslo get you up to speed?” the woman asked.“Somewhat. You’re Cruzie, right?”
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“Maricruz. I’m the linguist. I guess... you’re stuckhere with us. You can call me Cruzie too.” We stopped infront of a room larger than the one on the ship. With twobeds. I  looked  at  the  beds.  “I’m  comfortable  with  acubby, if it means getting my own space,” I said.There was far more space here, vastly so. And yet, Iwas  going  to  have  to  share  it?  It  rankled.  Even  at  thestation, I hadn’t had to share my space. This shoved meup against my own cultural normative values. Even in themost packed places in space, you needed a cubby of one’sown. “You’re  here  to  Friend  the  Compact  Drone,”Cruzie said. “It’ll need companionship at all times. Theircontract requires it for the Drone’s mental stability.”“Oslo didn’t tell me this.” I pursed my lips. A fairlyuniversal display of annoyance. And Cruzie read that well enough. “I’m sorry,” shesaid. But it was a lie as well. She was getting annoyed andimpatient. But screw it, as Oslo pointed out: I wasn’t therefor  their  needs.  “Oslo  wants  us  to  succeed  more  thananything. Unlike his parents, he’s not much into the glorythat was humankind. He knows the only way we’ll evernot  be  freelancers,  scrabbling  around  for  intellectualscraps  found  in  the  side  alleys  of  technology  forsomething we can use without paying the Gheda for theprivilege, is to hit something big.”“So he lied to me.” My voice remained flat.
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“He left out truths that would have made you lesswilling to come.”“He lied.”Cruzie shut the door to my room. “He gave youpoints on the package, Friend. We win big, you do yourjob, you’ll never have to check the balance on your air forthe rest of your damned life. I heard you were in air debt,right?”She’d  put  me  well  in  place.  We  both  knew  it.Cruzie smiled, a gracious winner’s smile.“Incoming!” Someone yelled from around the bendin the corridor.“I’m  not  going  to  fuck  the  Drone,”  I  told  herlevelly.Cruzie  shrugged.  “I  don’t  care  what  you  do  ordon’t do, as long as the Drone stays mentally stable anddoes its job for us. Points on the package, Alex. Points.”

*
Airlock  alarms  flashed  and  warbled,  and  the  hiss  ofcompressed air filled the antechamber.“The incoming pod’s not much larger than a cubbysleeper,”  Oslo  said,  his  purple  hair  waving  about  asanother burst of compressed air  filled the antechamber.He smiled, fangs out beyond his lips. “It’s smaller thanthe lander we have for exploring Ve ourselves, if we ever
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need to get down there. Can you imagine the ride? Theonly non-Gheda way of traveling!”The last member of the team joined us. She lookedover at me and nodded. Silvered electronic eyes glinted inthe flash of the airlock warning lights. She flexed the jetblack fingers of her artificial right hand absentmindedlyas she waited for the doors to open. She ran the fingers ofa real hand over her shaved head, then put them back inher  utility  jacket,  covered  with  what  seemed  likehundreds of pockets and zippers.“That’s Kepler,” Cruzie said.The  airlock  doors  opened.  A  thin,  naked  manstumbled out, dripping goopy blue acceleration gel witheach step.For a moment his eyes flicked around, blinking.Then he started screaming.

*
Oslo, Kepler, and Cruzie jumped back half a step from thenaked man’s arms. I stepped forward. “It’s not fear, it’srelief.”The man grabbed me in a desperate hug, clingingto  me,  his  hands  patting  my  face,  shoulders,  as  ifreassuring himself someone was really standing in frontof him. “It’s okay,” I whispered. “You’ve been in there byyourself  for  days,  with  no  contact  of  any  sort.  Iunderstand.”
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He was shivering in my grip, but I kept patting hisback. I urged him to feel the press of contact between us.And reassurance. Calm.Eventually he calmed down, and then slowly let goof me. “What’s your name?” I asked.“Beck.”“Welcome aboard, Beck,” I said, looking over hisshoulder at the scientists who looked visibly relieved.

*
First things first.Beck got to  the communications room. Back andforth verification on an uplink, and he leaned back againstthe chair in relief.“There’s an uplink to the Hive,” he said. “An hourof lag time to get as far back as the home system, but I’mpatched in.”He tapped metal inserts  on the back of his neck.His  mind  plugged  in  to  the  communications  network,talking all the way back to the asteroid belt in the mothersystem,  where the Compact’s  Hive  thrived.  Back there,Beck would always be in contact with it without a delay.In instant symbiosis with a universe of information thatthe Compact offered.A hive-mind of people, your core self subjugated tothe greater whole. 
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I shivered.Beck never moved more than half a foot away fromme. Always close enough to touch. He kept reaching outto make sure I was there, even though he could see me.

*
After  walking  around  the  research  station  for  half  anhour, we returned to our shared room.He sat on his bed, suddenly apprehensive. “You’rethe Friend, correct?”“Yes.”“I’m lonely over here. Can you sleep by me?” I walked over and sat next to him. “I won’t havesex with you. That’s not why I’m here.”“I’m chemically neutered,” Beck said as we curledup on the bed. “I’m a drone.”As  we  lay  there,  I  imagined thousands  of  Beckssleeping in rows in Hive dorms, body heat keeping therooms warm.Half an hour later he suddenly sighed, like a drugaddict getting a hit. “They hear me,” he whispered. “I’mnot alone.”The Compact had replied to him.He relaxed. The  room  filled  with  a  pleasant  lavender  scent.Was it something he’d splashed on earlier? Or somethinga Compact drone released to indicate comfort?
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What’s Human?“That,”  Kepler  said,  leaning  back  in  a  couch  before  aseries of displays, “is one of our remote-operated vehicles.We call them urchins.”In the upper right hand screen before her, a smallsphere with hundreds of wriggling legs rotated around.Then it scrabbled off down what looked like a dirt path.Cruzie swung into a similar  couch.  “We sterilizethem  in  orbit,  then  drop  them  down  encased  in  aheatshield. It burns away, then they drop down out of thesky with a little burst of a rocket to slow down enough.”I  frowned at  one  of  the  screens.  Everything wasshades  of  green  and  gray  and  black.  “Is  that  nightvision?”Oslo  laughed.  “It’s  Ve.  The  atmosphere  ischlorinated.  Green  mists.  Grey  shadows.  And  blackplants.”The trees had giant,  black leaves hanging low tothe ground. Tubular trunks sprouted globes that spoutedmist randomly as the urchin brushed past.“Ve’s a small planet,” Kepler said. “Low gravity,but with air similar to what you would have seen on themother world.”“Earth,” Oslo corrected.“But unlike the mother world,” Kepler continued,“Ve has high levels of chlorine. Somewhere in its history,a  battle  launched  among  the  plants.  Instead  ofspecializing  in  oxygen  to  kill  off  the  competition,  and
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adapting to it over time, plant life here turned to chlorineas  a  weapon.  It  created  plastics  out  of  the  organiccompounds available to it, which is doable in a chlorine-heavy  base  atmosphere,  though  remarkable.  And  theorganic  plastics  also  handle  photosynthesis.  A  handytrick. If we can patent it.”On  the  screen  the  urchin  rolled  to  a  slow  stop.Cruzie leaned forward. “Now if we can just figure out ifthose  bastards  are  really  building a  civilization,  or  justrandom dirt mounds...”Paused at the top of a ridge, the urchin looked at aclearing in the black-leafed forest.  Five pyramids thrustabove the foliage around the clearing.“Can you get  closer?” Beck asked,  and I  jumpedslightly. He’d been so silent, watching all this by my side.“Not from here,” Kepler said. “There’s a big dip inaltitude between here and the clearing.”“And?” Beck stared at the pyramids on the screen.“Our first couple weeks here we kept driving theurchins into low lying areas,  valleys,  that  sort  of thing.They kept dying on us. We figure the chlorine and acidssink low into the valleys. Our equipment can’t handle it.”Beck sat down on the nearest couch to Kepler, andlooked  over  the  interface.  “Take  the  long  way  aroundthen, I’ll look at your archives while you do so. Wait!”I saw it too. A movement through the black, spikybushes.  I  saw  my  first  alien  creature  scuttle  around,
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antennae twisting as it moved along what looked like apath. “They look like ants,” I blurted out.“We call them Vesians. But yes, ants the size of asmall  dog,”  Oslo  said.  “And not  really  ants  at  all.  Justexoskeletons,  black  plastic,  in  a  similar  structure.  Thehandiwork of parallel evolution.”More Vesians appeared carrying leaves and stickson their backs. And gourds.“Now that’s interesting,” Beck said.

*
“It doesn’t mean they’re intelligent,” Beck said later, lyingin the bunk with me next to him. We both stared up at theceiling.  He rolled over and looked at  me.  “The gourdsgrow on trees. They use them to store liquids. Inside thosepyramids.”We were  face to  face,  breathing each  other’s  air.Beck  had  no  personal  space,  and  I  had  to  fight  myimpulse to pull back away from him.My job  was  now to  facilitate.  Make  Beck  feel  athome. Insect hives had drones that could exist away fromthe hive. A hive needed foragers, and defenders. But thehuman Compact only existed in the asteroid belt of themother system.
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Beck was a long way from home.With  the  lag,  he  would  be  feeling  cut  off  anddistant.  And  for  a  mind  that  had  always  been  in  theembrace of the hive, this had to be hard for him.But Beck offered the freelance scientists a link intothe  massive  computational  capacity  of  the  entireCompact.  They’d contracted it  to  handle the issue theycouldn’t figure out quickly: were the aliens intelligent ornot? Beck was pumping information back all  the wayback  to  the  mother  system,  so  that  the  Compact  coulddevote  some  fraction  of  a  fraction  of  its  massedcomputing  ability  to  the  issue.  The  minds  of  all  itsconnected citizenry.  Its  supercomputers.  Maybe even,  itwas rumored, artificial intelligences.“But if they are intelligent?” I asked. “How do youprove it?”Beck cocked his head. “The Compact is working onit.  Has been ever  since  the  individuals  here signed thecontract.”“Then why are you out here?”“Yes...”  He  was  suddenly  curious  in  me  now,remembering  I  was  a  distinct  individual,  lying  next  tohim. I wasn’t of the Compact. I wasn’t another drone. “I’m sorry,” I said. “I shouldn’t have asked.”“It was good you asked.” He flopped over to stareat the ceiling again. “You’re right, I’m not entirely needed.But the Compact felt it was necessary.”
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I  wanted  to  know  why.  But  I  could  feel  Beckhesitate. I held my breath.“You are a Friend. You’ve never broken contract.The Compact ranks you very highly.” Beck turned back toface me. “We understand that what I tell you will neverleave this room, and since I debugged it, it’s a safe room.What do you think it takes to become a freelance scientistin this hostile universe?”I’d been around enough negotiating tables. A goodFriend,  with  the  neural  modifications  and  adaptivecircuitry  laced  into  me  from  birth,  I  could  read  bodyposture,  micro-expressions,  skin  flush,  heart  rate,  in  ablink of the eye. I made a hell of a negotiating tool. Whichwas usually exactly what Gheda wanted: a read on theirhuman counterparts.And I had learned the ins and outs of my clientsbusinesses quick as well. I knew what the wider universewas like while doing my job.“Oslo has pent-up rage,” I whispered. “His familyis  obsessed with the  Earth  as  it  used to  be.  Before  theGheda land purchases.  He wants wealth,  but that’s  notall,  I  think.  Cruzie  holds  herself  like  she  has  militarybearing,  though she hides  it.  Kepler,  I  don’t  know. I’mguessing  you  will  tell  me  they  have  all  worked  asweapons manufacturers or researchers of some sort?”Beck  nodded.  “Oslo  and  his  sister  London  arelinked  to  a  weaponized  virus  that  was  released  on  aGheda  station.  Cruzie  fought  with  separatists  in
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Columbia. Kepler is a false identity. We haven’t crackedher yet.”I looked at the drone. There was no deceit in him.He stated these things as facts. He was a drone. He didn’tneed to question the information given to him.“Why are you telling me all this?”He gestured  at  the  bunk.  “You’re  a  professionalFriend.  You’re safe.  You’re here.  And I’m just  a  drone.We’re just a piece of all this.”And then he moved to spoon against the inside ofmy stomach.  Two meaningless,  tiny  lives  inside  a  coldstation, far away from where they belonged.“And because,” he added in a soft voice, “I thinkthat these scientists are desperate enough to fix a problemif it occurs.”“Fix  a  problem?”  I  asked,  wrapping  my  armsaround him.“I  think  the  Vesians  are  intelligent,  and  I  thinkKepler  and  Oslo  plan  to  do  something  to  them  if,  orwhen, it’s confirmed, so that they can keep patent rights.”I  could suddenly hear  every creak,  whisper,  andwhistle in the station as I tensed up.“I will protect you if I  can. Right now we’re justdelaying  as  long  as  we  can.  Mainly  I’m trying  to  stopCruzie  from  figuring  out  the  obvious,  because  if  sheconfirms they’re really intelligent, then Oslo and Keplerwill make their move and do something to the Vesians.We’re not sure what.”
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“You said delaying. Delaying until what?” I asked,a slight quaver in my voice that I found I couldn’t control.“Until the Gheda get here,” Beck said with a lastyawn. “That’s  when it  all  gets  really  complicated.”  Hisvoice trailed off as he said that, and he fell asleep.I lay there, awake and wide-eyed.I finally reached up to my neck and scratched atthe band of skin where the air monitor patch had oncebeen stuck.Points on nothing was still just... nothing.But  could  I  rat  out  my  contract?  My  role  as  aFriend? Could I help Oslo and Kepler kill an alien race?Things  had  gotten  very  muddy  in  just  a  fewminutes. I felt trapped between the hell of an old life andthe hell of a horrible new one.

*
“What’s a human being?” I asked Beck over lunch.“Definitions vary,” he replied.“You’re  a  drone:  bred  to  act,  react,  and  movewithin  a  shared  neural  environment.  You  serve  theCompact. There’s no queen, like a classic anthill or withbees.  Your shared mental  overmind makes the calls.  Soyou have a  say.  A tiny say.  You are human...-ish.  Ourancestors  would  have  questioned  whether  you  werehuman.”Beck cocked his head and smiled. “And you?”
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“Modified from birth to read human faces. Undercontract for most of my life to Gheda, working to tell thealiens or other humans what humans are really thinking...they wouldn’t have thought highly of me either.”“The Compact knows you reread your contract lastnight,  after  I  fell  asleep,  and  you  used  some  rathercomplicated algorithms to game some scenarios.”I frowned. “So you’re spying on us now.”“Of  course.  You’re  struggling  with  a  gray  moralsituation.”“Which is?”“The  nature  of  your  contract  says  you  need  towork with me and support my needs. But you’re hired bythe freelancers that I’m now in opposition to. As a Friend,a role and purpose burned into you just like being a droneis burned into me, do you warn them? Or do you stick byme? The contract  allows  for  interpretations  either  way.And if you stick with me, it’s doing so while knowing thatI’m just a drone. A pawn that the Compact will use as itsees fit, for its own game.”“You left something out,” I said.“Neither  you,  nor  I,  are  bred  to  care  aboutVesians,” Beck said.I got up and walked over to the large porthole. “Iwonder if it wouldn’t be better for them?”“What would?”
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“Whatever Kepler  and Oslo want to do to them.Better to die now than to meet the Gheda. I can’t imaginethey’d ever want to become us.”Beck stood up. There was caution in his stance, asif he’d thought I had been figured out, but now wasn’tsure. “I’ve got work to do. Stay here and finish your meal,Friend.”I  looked  down at  the  green  world  beneath,  andjumped when a hand grabbed my shoulder. I could seegray words tattooed in the skin. “Cruzie?”Her large brown eyes were filled with anger. “Thatson of a bitch has been lying to us,” she said, pointing inthe direction Beck had gone. “Come with me.”

*
“The gourds,” Cruzie said, pointing at a screen, and thenlooking at Beck. “Tell us about the gourds.”And Oslo grabbed my shoulder. “Watch the drone,sharp now. I want you to tell us what you see when hereplies to us.”My contract  would be  clear  there.  I  couldn’t  lie.The scientists  owned the contract,  and now that they’dasked directly for my services, I couldn’t evade.Points on the package, I thought in the far back ofmy mind.
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I  wasn’t really human, was I? Not if  I  found thelure of eternal riches to be so great as to consider helpingthe freelancers.“The Vesians have farms,” Cruzie said. “But so doants: they grow fungus. The Vesians have roads, but so doanimals in a forest. They just keep walking over the samespots. Old Earth roads used to follow old animal paths.The Vesians  have buildings,  but  birds  build nests,  antsbuild colonies, bees build hives.  But language, that’s somuch rarer in the animal kingdom, isn’t it, Beck?”“Not  really,”  the  drone  said  calmly.  “Primitivecommunication exists in animals.  Including bees,  whichdance information. Dolphins squeak and whales sing.”“But none of them write it down,” Cruzie grinned.Oslo’s squeezed my shoulder, hard. “The drone ismildly  annoyed,”  I  said.  “And  more  than  a  littlesurprised.”Cruzie tapped on a screen. The inside of one of thepyramids  appeared.  It  was  a  storehouse  of  some  sort,filled with hundreds, maybe thousands, of the gourds I’dseen earlier that the Vesian had been transporting.“Nonverbal  creatures  use scent.  Just  like ants  onthe  mother  planet.  The  Vesians  use  scents  to  markterritories their queens manage. And one of the things Istarted to wonder about, were these storage areas. Whatwere they for? So I broke in, and I started breaking thegourds.”
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Beck stiffened.  “He’s  not happy with this  line ofthought,” I murmured.“Thought  so,”  Oslo  said  back,  and  nodded  atCruzie, who kept going.“And  whenever  I  broke  a  gourd,  I  found  themempty. Not full of liquid, as Beck told us was likely. Weoriginally  thought  they  were  for  storage.  An  adaptivebehavior.  Or a sign of intelligence. Hard to say. Until  Ibroke them all.”“They  could  have  been  empty,  waiting  to  besealed,” Beck said tonelessly.I sighed. “I’m sorry, Beck. I have to do this. He’stelling the truth, Oslo. But misdirecting.”“I know he is,” Cruzie said. “Because the Vesiansswarmed  the  location  with  fresh  gourds.  There  werechemical  scents,  traces  laid  down in  the  gourds  beforethey  were  sealed.  The  Vesians  examined  the  brokengourds,  then  filled  the  new ones  with  scents.  I  startedexamining the chemical traces, and found that each gourdreplaced  had  the  same  chemical  sequences  sprayed  onand stored as the ones I broke.”Beck’s muscles tensed. Any human could see thestress now. I didn’t need to say anything.“They  were  like  monks,  copying  manuscripts.Right, Beck?” Cruzie asked.“Yes,” Beck said.
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“And the chemical markers, it’s a language, right?”Kepler  asked.  I  could  feel  the  tension  in  her  voice.  Itwasn’t just disappointment building, but rage.“It is.” Beck stood up slowly.“It took me days to realize it,” Cruzie said. “Andthat,  after  the  weeks  I’ve  been  out  here.  The  Compactspotted it right away, didn’t it?”Beck looked over at me, then back at Cruzie. “Yes.The Compact knows.”“Then what the hell is it planning to do?” Keplermoved in front of Beck, lips drawn back in a snarl.“I’m just a drone,” Beck said. “I don’t know. But Ican give you an answer in an hour.”For  a  second,  everyone  stood  frozen.  Oslo,brimming with hurt rage, staring at Beck. Kepler, movingfrom anger toward some sort of decision. Cruzie looked...triumphant. Oblivious to the real breaking developmentsin the air.And I observed.Like any good Friend.Then a loud ’whooop whooop’ startled us all out ofour poses.“What’s that?” Cruzie asked, looking around.“The Gheda are here,” Oslo, Kepler, and Beck saidat the same time.

The Path Less Traveled“Call the vote,” Oslo snapped.
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Cruzie swallowed. I saw micro beads of sweat onthe side of her neck. “Right now?”“Gheda  are  inbound,”  Kepler  said,  her  artificialeyes  dark.  I  imagined  she  had  them  patched  into  thecomputers,  looking  at  information  from  the  station’ssensors.  “They’ll  be  decelerating  and matching  orbit  inhours. There’s no time for debate, Cruzie.”“What we’re about to do is something that requiresdebate. They’re intelligent. We’re proposing ripping thataway  over  the  next  day  with  Kepler’s  tailored  virus.They’ll end up with a viral lobotomy, just smart enoughwe can claim their artifacts come from natural hive mindbehavior. But we’ll have stolen their culture. Their minds.Their history.” Cruzie shook her head. “I know we saidthey’re going to lose most of that when the Gheda arrive.But if we do this, we’re worse than Gheda.”“Fucking  hell,  Cruzie!”  Oslo  snapped.  “You’rechanging your mind now?”“Oslo!” Cruzie held up her hands as if  trying toward off the angry words.“You  saw  our  mother  planet,”  Oslo  said.  “Theslums.  The  starvation.  Gheda  combat  patrols.  Theyowned everyone. If you didn’t provide value, you werenothing. You fought the Sahara campaign, you attackedAbbuj station. How the fuck can you turn your back to allthat?” “I didn’t turn my back, I wanted a different path,”Cruzie said. “That’s why we’re here. With the money on
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the patents,  we could change things… but what are wechanging here if we’re not all that better than the Gheda?”“It’s  us  or  the  fucking  ants,”  Kepler  said,  voicesuddenly level.  “It’s  really that  simple.  Where are yourallegiances?”I bit my lip when I heard that.“Cruzie…” I started to say.She held a hand up and walked over to the console,her  thumb  held  out.  “It  takes  a  unanimous  vote  tounleash the virus. This was why I insisted.”“You’re right,” Kepler said. I flinched. I could hearthe hatred in her voice. She nodded at Oslo.He raised his walking stick. The tiny grains insiderattled around, and then a jagged finger of energy leaptout and struck Cruzie in the small of her back.Cruzie  jerked  around,  arms  flopping  as  shedanced,  then  dropped to  the  ground.  Oslo  pressed  thestick to her head and fired it again. Blood gushed fromCruzie’s eye sockets as something inside her skull went’pop.’ A wisp of smoke curled from her open mouth.Oslo and Kepler put thumbs to the screens. “Wehave a unanimous vote now.”But a red warning sign flashed back at them. Beckrelaxed slightly, a tiny curl of a smile briefly appearing.Oslo  raised  his  walking  stick  and  pointed  it  atBeck. “Our communications are blocked.”
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“Yes,” Beck said. “The Compact is voting againstpreemptive genocide.”For a split second, I saw the decision to kill Beck flitacross Kepler’s face.  “If  you kill him,” I spoke up, “theCompact  will  spend resources  hunting  you two  down.You can’t enjoy your riches if you’re dead.”Kepler nodded. “You’re right.” But she looked atme, a question on her face.I shrugged. “If you’re all dead, I don’t have pointson the package.”“Trigger them manually,” Oslo said. “We’ll bringthe  drone.  We won’t  leave him up here  to  cause moretrouble.  Bring him, or her,  or whatever the Friend callsitself as well. Your contract, Alex, is now to watch Beck.”

*
We burned our way through the green atmosphere of Ve,the  lander  bucking  and  groaning,  skin  cracking  as  itweathered the heat of our reentry fireball.From the tiny cramped cockpit I watched us partthe clouds and spiral slowly down out of the sky as thewings unfurled from slots in the tear-drop sized vehicle’sside.  They  started  beating  a  complicated  figure-eightmotion.Oslo aimed his walking stick at us when the landertouched  down.  “Put  on  your  helmet,  get  out.  Both  ofyou.”
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We did so.Heavy  chlorine-rich  mists  swirled  around,disturbed by our landing. Large puffball flowers spurtedacid  whenever  touched  by  a  piece  of  stray  stirred-updebris, and the black, plastic leaves all around us bobbedgently in a low breeze.Oslo  and  Kepler  pulled  a  large  pack  out  of  thelander’s  cargo  area.  Long pieces  of  tubing.  They  set  tobuilding a freestanding antenna, piece by piece. I watchedBeck. I couldn’t see his face, but I could see his posture.He was about to run. Which made no sense. Runwhere? On this world?Within  a  few  minutes  Oslo  and  Kepler  hadsnapped  together  a  thirty-foot  tall  tower.  I  swallowed,and remained silent. It was a choice, a deliberate path. Ibroke my contract.Oslo snapped a clip to the top of the tower, thenunrolled a length of cable. He and Kepler used it to pullthe super light structure up.That was the moment Beck ran, as it hung halfwayup to standing.“Shit,” Oslo cursed over the tiny speakers in ourhelmets,  but he didn’t drop the structure.  “You’ve onlygot a couple hours of air you moron!”The only response was Beck’s heavy breathing.When the antenna stood upright, Oslo approachedme, the walking stick out. “You didn’t warn us.”“He was wearing a spacesuit,” I said calmly.
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But I  could see Oslo didn’t  believe me.  His eyescreased and his fingers tightened. A bright explosion ofpain ripped into me.

*
My vision cleared.I  was  on  my hands  and feet,  shaking  with  painfrom  the  electrical  discharge.  A  whirlwind  of  debriswhipped around me. I looked up to see the lander liftinginto the sky.So that was it. I’d made my choice: to try and notbe a monster.And it  had been  in  vain.  The Vesians  would belobotomized by Kepler’s virus. Beck would die. I woulddie. I  watched  the  lander  beginning  a  wide  spiralupward away from me. In a few seconds it would fire itsrockets and climb for orbit.In a couple hours, I would run out of air.Four large gourds arced high over the black forestand slapped into the side of the lander. I frowned. At first,it looked like they had no effect. The lander kept spiralingup. But then, it faltered.The lander shook, and smoke spilled out of a crackin the side somewhere.It exploded, the fireball hanging in the sky.
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“Get away from the antenna,” Beck suddenly said.“It’s next.”I ran without a second thought, and even as I gotfree of the clearing, gourds of acid hit the structure. Themetal sizzled, foamed, and then began to melt.A few seconds later, I broke out onto a dirt pathwhere the catapults  firing the gourds of  acid had beentowed into place.Beck  waited  for  me,  surrounded  by  a  crowd  ofVesians. He wore only his helmet, he’d ripped his suit off.His skin bubbled from bad chemical burn blisters.““The Vesians destroyed all the remote-operatingvehicles with the virus in it,” he said. “The queens havequarantined any Vesians near any area that had an ROV.The species will survive.””“You’ve been talking to them,” I said. And then Ithought back to the comforting smell in my room the firstnight Beck spent with me. “You’re communicating withthem. You warned them.”Beck held up his suit. “Yes. The Compact alteredme to be an ambassador to them.”“Beck,  how  long  can  you  survive  in  thisenvironment?” I stared at his blistered skin.“A year.  Maybe.  There will  be another  ready bythen. Maybe a structure to live in. The Gheda will be heresoon to bring air. The Compact has reached an agreementwith  them.  The Vesian queens  are  agreeing  to  join  theCompact. The Compact gets to extend out of the mother
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system, but only to Ve. In exchange, the Gheda get rightsto all patentable discoveries made in the new ecosystem.They’re  particularly  interested  in  plastic-based  organicphotosynthesis.”I  collapsed to the ground, realizing that  I  wouldlive. Beck sat next to me. A small Vesian approached, agourd in its mandibles. It set the organic, plastic bottle atmy legs. “What’s that?”“A jar of goodwill,” Beck said. “The Vesian queenof this area is thanking you.”I was still just staring at it two hours later as my airfaded  out,  my  vision  blurred,  and  the  Gheda  landerfinally reached us.

*
The harbormaster cocked his head. “You’re back.”“I’m  back,”  I  said.  Someone  was  unpacking  mytwo bags. One of them carefully holding the Vesian ’gift.’“I  didn’t  think  I’d  ever  see  you  again,”  theharbormaster said. “Not with a contract like that.”“It didn’t work out.” I looked out into the vacuumof space beyond us.  “Certainly not  for  the people whohired me. Or me.”“You have a peripheral contract with the Compact.An all-you-can-breathe line of credit on the station. You’renot a citizen, but on perpetual retainer as the Compact’s
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primary  professional  Friend  for  all  dealings  in  thissystem. You did well enough.”I  grinned.  “Points  on  a  package  like  what  theyoffered me was a fairy tale. A fairy tale you’d have to besoulless to want to have come true.”“I’m surprised that you did not choose to join theCompact,” the harbormaster said, looking closely at me.“It is a safe place for humans in this universe. Even as aperipheral for them, you could still be in danger duringpatent negotiations with Gheda.”“I  know.  But  this  is  home.  My home.  I’m not  adrone, I don’t want to be one.”The  harbormaster  sighed.  “You  understand  thestation is my only love. I don’t have a social circle. Thereis only the ebb and flow of this structure’s health for me.”I smiled. “That’s why I like you, harbormaster. Youhave  few  emotions.  You  are  a  fair  dealer.  You’re  theclosest thing I have to family. You may even be the closestthing I have to a friend, friend with a lowercase ’f.’““You follow your contracts to the letter. I like thatabout  you,”  the  harbormaster  said.  “I’m  glad  you  willcontinue on here.”Together we watched the needle-like ship that hadbrought me back home silently fall away from the station.“The  Compact  purchased  me  a  ten-by-ten  roomwith a porthole,” I said. “I don’t have to come up here tosneak a look at the stars anymore.”
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The  harbormaster  sighed  happily.  “They’rebeautiful, aren’t they? I think, we’ve always loved them,haven’t  we?  Even  before  we  were  forced  to  leave  themother world.”“That’s what the history books say,” I said quietlyover  the  sound  of  ducts  and  creaking  station.  “Wedreamed  of  getting  out  here,  to  live  among  them.Dreamed of the wonders we’d see.”“The Gheda don’t see the stars,” the harbormastersaid.  “They have few portholes.  Before I  let  the Ghedaturn  me into  a  harbormaster,  I  demanded the  contractinclude this room.”“They don’t see them the way we do,” I agreed.“They’re not human,” the harbormaster said.“No, they’re not.” I looked out at the distant stars.“But then, few things are anymore.”The Gheda ship disappeared in a blinding flash oflight, whipping through space toward its next destination.
Originally published in Clarkesworld (5/2010).
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Black forests wrapped in green mist
“A Jar of Goodwill” gives us plenty to think about, fromwhat makes a human to law issues in space,  but let’sfocus  on  the  astrobiology:  mainly  photosynthesis  in  achlorine-rich  atmosphere.  For  us,  chlorine  gas  ispoisonous, as soldiers in WWI trenches would testify. Inthe  story,  Beck  sustained  chemical  burns  on  his  skineven in a few hours in Ve’s atmopshere.But not all Earth life is so sensitive to it. We knowof several bacteria and archea species that can not onlytolerate  high  concentrations  of  aggressive  salts  ofchlorine,  called  perchlorates,  but  feed  on  them,  too.These species are the prime candidates for Mars analogexperiments,  since  the  Martian  regolith  is  perchlorate-rich. Some of them, such as the archeon Archaeoglobusfulgidus, don’t tolerate oxygen, however.As  to  pure  chlorine,  Methylobacterium isfamously tolerant of it, making e.g. effective sterilizationof clean rooms where spacecraft are assembled a bit of aproblem. Pursuing this line of reasoning would bring usto  the question of  planetary protection,  but  let’s  leavethat to the bonus story and move closer to environmentsdepicted in the story.The  possibility  of  chlorinic  photosynthesis  wastheoretically  described by Haas  (2010).  In  principle,  itwould  be  energetically  feasible,  with  chlorinatedhydrocarbons  as  its  final  products.  It  would  likelyrequire  previous  resistance  to  the  chlorine  radical  –probably  from  an  environment  where  it’s  abioticallyproduced e.g. by UV photolysis of chloride in the sea.
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Planets  around  UV-rich  stars  with  a  high  metallicity(content of elements heavier than hydrogen and helium;in  general,  higher  metallicity  would  mean  morehalogens  to  work with)  would be  the  prime suspects.Such places would be detectable by chlorinated gases’absorption especially in the infrared regime. Haas didn’tspeculate on the specific nature of the chlorocarbons thatwould be produced by the whole biosphere, or the colorthe plants would have.He wasn’t the only one, though, who speculatedon the potential role of halogens in exoplanet biospheres.Budisa et al. (2014) considered a probably very specialcase  of  fluorine-rich  environments  (possibly  planetswhere the majority  of  oxygen was used up in  surfaceoxidation, and fluorine was released by highly fluorine-enriched magma). They speculate that in such a place,fluorine might play a similar role oxygen does on Earth.A mixture of hydrofluoric acid and water wouldalso act as a solvent not too dissimilar to water alone (ifyou don’t mind it being more acidic and less soluble forsome  ions).  But  it  seems  that  a  planet  with  suchconditions  would  be  special  indeed.  Water,  as  we’veshown  in  the  text  accompanying  the  first  story,  isubiquitous.  Hydrogen is the most common element inthe whole universe,  followed by helium,  then oxygen,carbon, neon, iron, nitrogen, silicon, magnesium, sulfurand other elements. Halogens are relatively rare. If welook for a solvent for life other than water, hydrocarbonssuch as methane or ethane, ammonia, liquid nitrogen orhydrogen seem much more plausible simply due to theirexpected relative abundance.
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But even slight changes in the ratios of variouselements in a given portion of a protostellar cloud canresult in a very different star system and its planets. Aseemingly minor shift in the ratio of carbon and oxygenmight upend a planet’s thermal and tectonic regime somuch we wouldn’t begin to recognize it. It would alsochange  the  probable  solvent  (water  or  hydrocarbons)and  atmospheric  composition,  thus  rapidly  changingconditions for life. Similarly, the magnesium-silicon ratiowould  vastly  impact  a  planet’s  geophysics  (and  thusvolcanism, tectonics and other bits crucial for life), andso on. The universe is vast,  and the zoo of exoplanetsprobably contains many peculiar specimens… We’ve  made  quite  a  leap  from  chlorinicphotosynthesis,  haven’t  we?  But  that’s  how it  is  withsearch for life in the universe; everything is connected.The tiniest properties of a galaxy, position within it,  astar and its neighborhood, any chance stellar encounters,nearby  supernovas,  the  gravitational  dance  in  a  newsystem  being  born,  elemental  compositions,  impacts…change just  one apparently  minor parameter,  and youmight end up with completely different conditions. Weare just beginning to understand some of the involvedprocesses  and feedback  loops.  Remote  observations  ofstar-forming areas, young systems and many exoplanetsby the upcoming James Webb Space Telescope, ARIELand other telescopes will offer us further insights.We live in interesting times indeed!
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Classroom ideas1. One thing we haven’t discussed here much are thepossible colors of plants on alien worlds. Why areplants on Earth green, and have other colors beensuggested  e.g.  for  plants  on  planets  around  reddwarfs (and why)?2. Try to find out in existing literature whether othertypes of photosynthesis than oxygenic or chlorinichave been considered.3. Looking  back  at  the  story,  we  can  see  that  theVesians communicate primarily by scent. What arethe  (dis)advantages  of  chemical  communication?Try to consider different environments (e.g. more orless  complex  land,  aquatic  environment,  air,  etc.)and also think about the implications for building atechnological civilization.
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The Islandby Peter Watts
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Peter Watts (* 1958) is a former marine biologistand  science  fiction  author.  Beside  a  number  ofaccolades for science fiction, he has won awards infields as diverse as marine mammal research andvideo  documentary.  Watts’  first  book  (Starfish)was  a  NY Times  Notable  Book,  while  his  sixth(Blindsight) – a philosophical rumination on thenature of consciousness with an unhealthy focuson space  vampires  –  has  become a  core  text  indiverse  undergraduate  courses  ranging  fromphilosophy to neuropsych, and is rumored to haveended up in the occasional Real Neuro Lab. It alsomade the  final  ballot  for  a  number  of  domesticgenre awards including the Hugo, winning exactlyzero of them. His shorter work has also picked upa  variety  of  trophies,  notably  a  Hugo  (for  thenovelette  “The  Island”  included  here)  and  aShirley  Jackson.  Much  of  his  fiction  is  freelyavailable  on his  website,  but you’re welcome tobuy  the  Greatest-Hits  package  Beyond  the  Rift(from Tachyon) if  you like physical artefacts,  orPeter Watts is an Angry Sentient Tumor if you'reinto  nonfiction  and  can’t  be  bothered  to  trawlthrough  his  blog.  The  video-game  novelizationCrysis:  Legion (Del  Rey)  has  its  own  tawdrycharm. Watts’ work is available in 20 languages,and he was described by the Globe & Mail as “oneof the very best [hard-sf writers] alive”. Visit hiswebsite at rifters.com.
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Strangest of All
We  are  the  cave  men.  We  are  the  Ancients,  theProgenitors, the blue-collar steel monkeys. We spin yourwebs  and  build  your  magic  gateways,  thread  eachneedle’s  eye at sixty thousand kilometers a second. Wenever stop. We never even dare to slow down, lest thelight of your coming turn us to plasma. All for you. All soyou can step from star to star without dirtying your feetin these endless, empty wastes between.Is it really too much to ask, that you might talk tous now and then?I know about evolution and engineering. I  knowhow much you’ve changed. I’ve seen these portals givebirth to gods and demons and things we can’t begin tocomprehend,  things  I  can’t  believe  were  ever  human;alien hitchikers, maybe, riding the rails we’ve left behind.Alien conquerers. Exterminators, perhaps.But I’ve also seen those gates stay dark and emptyuntil they faded from view. We’ve infered diebacks anddark ages, civilizations burned to the ground and othersrising from their ashes – and sometimes, afterwards, thethings that come out look a little like the ships we mighthave built,  back in the day. They speak to each other –radio,  laser,  carrier  neutrinos  –  and  sometimes  theirvoices sound something like ours. There was a time wedared to hope that they really were like us, that the circlehad come round again and closed on beings we could talkto. I’ve lost count of the times we tried to break the ice.
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I’ve lost count of the eons since we gave up.All  these  iterations  fading  behind  us.  All  thesehybrids  and  posthumans  and  immortals,  gods  andcatatonic cavemen trapped in magical chariots they can’tbegin to understand, and not one of them ever pointed acomm laser in our direction to say Hey, how’s it going, orGuess  what?  We  cured  Damascus  Disease! or  evenThanks, guys, keep up the good work.We’re  not  some  fucking  cargo  cult.  We’re  thebackbone of your goddamn empire. You wouldn’t evenbe out here if it weren’t for us.And – and you’re our  children. Whatever you’vebecome, you were once like this, like me. I believed in youonce. There was a time, long ago, when I believed in thismission with all my heart. Why have you forsaken us?

*
And so another build begins.This  time I  open my eyes  to  a  familiar  face  I’venever  seen  before:  only  a  boy,  early  twenties  perhaps,physiologically. His face is a little lopsided, the cheekboneflatter on the left than the right. His ears are too big. Helooks almost natural.I haven’t spoken for millennia. My voice comes outa whisper:  “Who are you?” Not what  I’m supposed to
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ask, I know. Not the first question  anyone on  Eriophoraasks, after coming back.“I’m  yours,”  he  says,  and  just  like  that  I’m  amother.I want to let it sink in, but he doesn’t give me thechance: “You weren’t scheduled, but Chimp wants extrahands on deck. Next build’s got a situation.”So the chimp is still in control. The chimp is alwaysin control. The mission goes on.“Situation?” I ask.“Contact scenario, maybe.”I wonder when he was born. I wonder if he everwondered about me, before now.He doesn’t tell me. He only says, “Sun up ahead.Half  lightyear.  Chimp thinks,  maybe  it’s  talking  to  us.Anyhow...” My – son shrugs. “No rush. Lotsa time.”I  nod,  but  he  hesitates.  He’s  waiting  for  TheQuestion but I already see a kind of answer in his face.Our reinforcements  were  supposed to  be  pristine,  builtfrom perfect  genes  buried deep within  Eri’s  iron-basaltmantle, safe from the sleeting blueshift. And yet this boyhas flaws. I see the damage in his face, I  see those tinyflipped  base-pairs  resonating  up  from  the  microscopicand  bending him just a little off-kilter. He looks like hegrew up on a planet. He looks borne of parents who spenttheir whole lives hammered by raw sunlight.
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How far out must we be by now, if even our ownperfect building blocks have decayed so? How long has ittaken us? How long have I been dead?How long? It’s the first thing everyone asks.After all this time, I don’t want to know.

*
He’s alone at the tac tank when I arrive on the bridge, hiseyes full of icons and trajectories. Perhaps I see a little ofme in there, too.“I  didn’t  get  your  name,”  I  say,  although  I’velooked  it  up  on  the  manifest.  We’ve  barely  beenintroduced and already I’m lying to him.“Dix.” He keeps his eyes on the tank.He’s over ten thousand years old. Alive for maybetwenty of them. I wonder how much he knows, who he’smet during those sparse decades: does he know Ishmael,or Connie? Does he know if Sanchez got over his brushwith immortality?I wonder, but I don’t ask. There are rules.I look around. “We’re it?”Dix nods. “For now. Bring back more if we needthem. But…“ His voice trails off.“Yes?”“Nothing.”I  join  him  at  the  tank.  Diaphanous  veils  hangwithin like frozen, color-coded smoke. We’re on the edge
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of a molecular dust cloud. Warm, semiorganic, lots of rawmaterials:  formaldehyde,  ethylene  glycol,  the  usualprebiotics.  A good spot for a quick build.  A red dwarfglowers dimly at the center of the Tank. The chimp hasnamed it DHF428, for reasons I’ve long since forgotten tocare about.“So fill me in,” I say.His glance is impatient, even irritated. “You too?”“What do you mean?”“Like the others. On the other builds. Chimp canjust squirt the specs but they want to talk all the time.”Shit, his link’s still active. He’s online. I force a smile. “Just a – a cultural tradition, I guess.We talk about a lot of things, it helps us – reconnect. Afterbeing down for so long.”“But it’s slow,” Dix complains.He doesn’t know. Why doesn’t he know?“We’ve got half a lightyear,” I point out. “There’ssome rush?”The corner of his mouth twitches. “Vons went outon schedule.” On cue a cluster of violet pinpricks sparklein the Tank, five trillion klicks ahead of us. “Still suckingdust mostly, but got lucky with a couple of big asteroidsand  the  refineries  came  online  early.  First  componentsalready extruded. Then Chimp sees these fluctuations insolar output – mainly infra, but extends into visible.” Thetank blinks at us: the dwarf goes into time-lapse. Sure enough, it’s flickering.
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“Nonrandom, I take it.”Dix inclines his head a little to the side, not quitenodding.“Plot the time-series.” I’ve never been able to breakthe habit of raising my voice, just a bit, when addressing thechimp. Obediently (obediently. Now there’s a laugh-and-a-half) the AI wipes the spacescape and replaces it with

..... . . . . .  .  .  .  .  .  .   .   .    .     .      .        .      
“Repeating  sequence,”  Dix  tells  me.  “Blips  don’tchange, but spacing’s a log-linear increase cycling every92.5  corsecs. Each  cycle  starts  at  13.2  clicks/corsec,degrades over time.”“No chance  this  could  be  natural?  A  little  blackhole wobbling around in the center of the star, maybe?”Dix  shakes  his  head,  or  something  like  that:  adiagonal  dip  of  the  chin  that  somehow  conveys  thenegative. “But way too simple to contain much info. Notlike an actual conversation. More – well, a shout.”He’s  partly  right.  There  may  not  be  muchinformation, but there’s enough. We’re here. We’re smart.We’re powerful enough to hook a whole damn star up toa dimmer switch.Maybe not such a good spot for a build after all.I purse my lips. “The sun’s hailing us. That’s whatyou’re saying.”
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“Maybe.  Hailing  someone.  But  too  simple  for  arosetta signal. It’s not an archive, can’t self-extract. Not abonferroni  or  fibonacci  seq,  not  pi.  Not  even  amultiplication table. Nothing to base a pidgin on.”Still. An intelligent signal.“Need  more  info,”  Dix  says,  proving  himselfmaster of the blindingly obvious.I nod. “The vons.” “Uh, what about them?”“We set up an array. Use a bunch of bad eyes tofake  a  good  one.  It’d  be  faster  than  high-geeing  anobservatory from this end or retooling one of the on-sitefactories.”His eyes go wide. For a moment he almost looksfrightened for some reason. But the moment passes andhe  does  that  weird head-shake  thing  again.  “Bleed toomany resources away from the build, wouldn’t it? ““It would,” the chimp agrees.I  suppress  a  snort.  “If  you’re  so  worried  aboutmeeting our construction benchmarks,  Chimp, factor  inthe  potential  risk  posed  by  an  intelligence  powerfulenough to control the energy output of an entire sun.”“I  can’t,”  it  admits.  “I  don’t  have  enoughinformation.”“You  don’t  have  any information.  Aboutsomething that could probably stop this mission dead inits tracks if it wanted to. So maybe we should get some.”“Okay. Vons reassigned.”
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Confirmation glows from a convenient bulkhead, acomplex  sequence  of  dance  instructions  fired  into  thevoid.  Six  months  from  now  a  hundred  self-replicatingrobots will waltz into a makeshift surveillance grid; fourmonths after that,  we might have something more thanvacuum to debate in.Dix eyes me as though I’ve just cast some kind ofmagic spell.“It  may run the ship,” I tell  him, “but it’s  prettyfucking stupid. Sometimes you’ve just got to spell thingsout.” He  looks  vaguely  affronted,  but  there’s  nomistaking the surprise beneath. He didn’t know that. Hedidn’t know. Who  the  hell’s  been  raising  him  all  this  time?Whose problem is this?Not mine.“Call me in ten months,” I say. “I’m going back tobed.”

*
It’s as though he never left. I climb back into the bridgeand there he is, staring into tac. DHF428 fills the tank, aswollen red orb that turns my son’s face into a devil mask.He spares me the briefest glance, eyes wide, fingerstwitching as if electrified. “Vons don’t see it.”I’m still a bit groggy from the thaw. “See wh – “
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“The  sequence!” His  voice  borders  on  panic.  Hesways  back  and forth,  shifting  his  weight  from foot  tofoot. “Show me.”Tac splits down the middle. Cloned dwarves burnbefore me now, each perhaps twice the size of my fist. Onthe  left,  an  Eri’s-eye  view:  DHF428  stutters  as  it  didbefore, as it presumably has these past ten months. On theright, a compound-eye composite: an interferometry gridbuilt  by  a  myriad  precisely-spaced  vons,  theirrudimentary eyes layered and parallaxed into somethingapproaching high resolution. Contrast on both sides hasbeen  conveniently  cranked up  to  highlight  the  dwarf’sendless winking for merely human eyes.Except it’s only winking from the left  side of thedisplay. On the right, 428 glowers steady as a standardcandle.“Chimp:  any  chance  the  grid  just  isn’t  sensitiveenough to see the fluctuations?”“No.”“Huh.” I try to think of some reason it would lieabout this. “Doesn’t make sense,” my son complains.“It  does,”  I  murmur,  “if  it’s  not  the  sun  that’sflickering.”“But is flickering – “ He sucks his teeth. “You cansee it  fl  –  wait,  you mean something  behind the vons?Between, between them and us?” 
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“Mmmm.”“Some kind of filter.” Dix relaxes a bit. “Wouldn’twe’ve seen it, though? Wouldn’t the vons’ve hit it goingdown?”I  put  my  voice  back  into  ChimpComm  mode.“What’s  the  current  field-of-view  for  Eri’s  forwardscope?”“Eighteen  mikes,”  the  chimp  reports.  “At  428’srange, the cone is three point three four lightsecs across.”“Increase to a hundred lightsecs.”The  Eri’s-eye  partition  swells,  obliterating  thedissenting viewpoint. For a moment the sun fills the tankagain, paints the whole bridge crimson. Then it dwindlesas if devoured from within.I notice some fuzz in the display. “Can you clearthat noise?”“It’s not noise,” the chimp reports. “It’s dust andmolecular gas.”I blink. “What’s the density?”“Estimated  hundred  thousand  atoms  per  cubicmeter.”Two  orders  of  magnitude  too  high,  even  for  anebula. “Why so heavy?” Surely we’d have detected anygravity well strong enough to keep that much material inthe neighborhood.“I don’t know,” the chimp says.
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I get the queasy feeling that I might. “Set field-of-view to five hundred lightsecs. Peak false-color at near-infrared.”Space  grows  ominously  murky  in  the  tank.  Thetiny sun at its center,  thumbnail-sized now, glows withincreased  brilliance:  an  incandescent  pearl  in  muddywater. “A thousand lightsecs,” I command.“There,”  Dix  whispers:  real  space  reclaims  theedges of the tank, dark, clear, pristine. 428 nestles at theheart  of  a  dim  spherical  shroud.  You  find  thosesometimes,  discarded  cast-offs  from  companion  starswhose convulsions spew gas and rads across light years.But  428  is  no  nova  remnant.  It’s  a  red  dwarf,  placid,middle-aged. Unremarkable.Except  for  the  fact  that  it  sits  dead  center  of  atenuous gas bubble 1.4 AUs across. And for the fact thatthis bubble does not attenuate or diffuse or fade graduallyinto  that  good  night.  No,  unless  there  is  somethingseriously  wrong  with  the  display,  this  small,  sphericalnebula extends about 350 lightsecs from its primary andthen just  stops, its boundary far more knife-edged thannature has any right to be.For the first time in millennia, I miss my corticalpipe.  It  takes  forever  to  saccade  search  terms  onto  thekeyboard in my head, to get the answers I already know.Numbers  come  back.  “Chimp.  I  want  false-colorpeaks at 335, 500 and 800 nanometers.”
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The shroud around 428 lights up like a dragonfly’swing, like an iridescent soap bubble.“It’s beautiful,” whispers my awestruck son.“It’s photosynthetic,” I tell him.

*
Phaeophytin and eumelanin, according to spectro. Thereare  even  hints  of  some  kind  of  lead-based  Keipperpigment,  soaking  up  X-rays  in  the  picometer  range.Chimp hypothesizes something called a  chromatophore:branching cells with little aliquots of pigment inside, likeparticles of charcoal dust. Keep those particles clumpedtogether  and  the  cell’s  effectively  transparent;  spreadthem out through the cytoplasm and the whole structuredarkens, dims whatever EM passes through from behind.Apparently there were animals back on Earth with cellslike that. They could change color, pattern-match to theirbackground, all sorts of things. “So there’s a membrane of – of living tissue aroundthat  star,”  I  say,  trying  to  wrap  my  head  around  theconcept.  “A,  a  meat  balloon.  Around  the  whole  damnstar.” “Yes,” the chimp says.“But that’s – Jesus, how thick would it be?”“No more than two millimeters. Probably less.”“How so?”
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“If it was much thicker, it would be more obviousin the visible spectrum. It  would have had a detectableeffect on the von Neumanns when they hit it.”“That’s assuming that its – cells, I guess – are likeours.” “The pigments are familiar; the rest might be too.”It can’t be too familiar. Nothing like a conventionalgene would last two seconds in that environment. Not tomention whatever miracle solvent that thing must use asantifreeze...“Okay,  let’s  be  conservative,  then.  Say,  meanthickness of a millimeter.  Assume a density of water atSTP. How much mass in the whole thing?”“1.4 yottagrams,” Dix and the chimp reply, almostin unison.“That’s, uh…““Half  the  mass  of  Mercury,”  the  chimp  addshelpfully.I  whistle  through  my  teeth.  “And  that’s  oneorganism?”“I don’t know yet.”“It’s  got  organic  pigments.  Fuck,  it’s  talking.  It’sintelligent.”“Most  cyclic  emanations  from  living  sources  aresimple  biorhythms,”  the  chimp  points  out.  “Notintelligent signals.”I ignore it and turn to Dix. “Assume it’s a signal.”He frowns. “Chimp says – “
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“Assume. Use your imagination.”I’m not getting through to him. He looks nervous.He looks like that a lot, I realize.“If someone were signaling you,” I say, “then whatwould you do?”“Signal…“  Confusion  on  that  face,  and  a  fuzzycircuit closing somewhere “…back?”My son is an idiot.“And  if  the  incoming  signal  takes  the  form  ofsystematic changes in light intensity, how – ““Use the BI lasers, alternated to pulse between 700and 3000 nanometers. Can boost an interlaced signal intothe  exawatt  range  without  compromising  our  fenders;gives  over  a  thousand  Watts  per  square  meter  afterdiffraction.  Way  past  detection  threshold  for  anythingthat  can  sense  thermal  output  from  a  red  dwarf.  Andcontent doesn’t matter if it’s just a shout. Shout back. Testfor echo.”Okay, so my son is an idiot savant.And he still looks unhappy – “But Chimp, he saysno real information there, right?” – and that whole otherset of misgivings edges to the fore again: He. Dix  takes  my  silence  for  amnesia.  “Too  simple,remember? Simple click train.”I shake my head. There’s more information in thatsignal  than the  chimp can imagine.  There  are  so  manythings the chimp doesn’t know. And the last thing I need
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is for this, this child to start deferring to it, to start lookingto it as an equal or, God forbid, a mentor.Oh, it’s smart enough to steer us between the stars.Smart  enough  to  calculate  million-digit  primes  in  theblink  of  an  eye.  Even  smart  enough  for  a  little  crudeimprovisation should the crew go too far off-mission.Not smart enough to know a distress call when itsees one. “It’s  a  deceleration  curve,”  I  tell  them  both.  “Itkeeps  slowing  down.  Over  and  over  again.  That’s themessage.”Stop. Stop. Stop. Stop. And I think it’s meant for no one but us.

*
We shout back. No reason not to. And now we die again,because what’s the point of staying up late? Whether ornot  this  vast  entity  harbors  real  intelligence,  our  echowon’t  reach  it  for  ten  million  corsecs.  Another  sevenmillion,  at  the  earliest,  before  we  receive  any  reply  itmight send.Might as well hit the crypt in the meantime. Shutdown all desires and misgivings, conserve whatever life Ihave left for moments that matter. Remove myself fromthis  sparse tactical  intelligence,  from this  wet-eyed pupwatching me as though I’m some kind of sorcerer about
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to  vanish  in  a  puff  of  smoke.  He  opens  his  mouth  tospeak, and I turn away and hurry down to oblivion.But I set my alarm to wake up alone.I linger in the coffin for a while, grateful for smalland ancient  victories.  The chimp’s  dead,  blackened eyegazes down from the ceiling; in all these millions of yearsnobody’s scrubbed off the carbon scoring. It’s a trophy ofsorts, a memento from the early incendiery days of ourGreat Struggle. There’s  still  something  –  comforting,  I  guess  –about that  blind, endless stare.  I’m reluctant to ventureout  where  the  chimp’s  nerves  have  not  been  sothoroughly cauterised. Childish, I know. The damn thingalready knows I’m up; it may be blind, deaf, and impotentin here, but there’s no way to mask the power the cryptsucks in during a thaw. And it’s not as though a bunch ofclub-wielding teleops are  waiting to  pounce on me themoment I step outside. These are the days of détente, afterall. The struggle continues but the war has gone cold; wejust go through the motions now, rattling our chains likean old married multiplet resigned to hating each other tothe end of time.After all the moves and countermoves, the truth iswe need each other.So I wash the rotten-egg stench from my hair andstep into Eri’s silent cathedral hallways. Sure enough theenemy  waits  in  the  darkness,  turns  the  lights  on  as  I
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approach,  shuts  them off  behind  me –  but  it  does  notbreak the silence.Dix.A strange one, that. Not that you’d expect anyoneborn  and  raised  on  Eriophora to  be  an  archetype  ofmental health, but Dix doesn’t even know what side he’son. He doesn’t even seem to know he has to choose a side.It’s  almost  as  though  he  read  the  original  missionstatements and took them seriously, believed in the literaltruth  of  the  ancient  scrolls:  Mammals  and  Machinery,working together across the ages to explore the Universe!United! Strong! Forward the Frontier!Rah.Whoever raised him didn’t do a great job. Not thatI blame them; it can’t have been much fun having a childunderfoot during a build, and none of us were selectedfor our parenting skills. Even if bots changed the diapersand  VR  handled  the  infodumps,  socialising  a  toddlercouldn’t have been anyone’s idea of a good time. I’d haveprobably just chucked the little bastard out an airlock.But even I would’ve brought him up to speed.Something changed while I was away. Maybe thewar’s  heated  up  again,  entered  some  new  phase.  Thattwitchy kid is out of the loop for a reason. I wonder whatit is. I wonder if I care.
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I  arrive at  my suite,  treat  myself  to  a  gratuitousmeal,  jill  off.  Three hours  after coming back to life  I’mrelaxing in the starbow commons. “Chimp.”“You’re  up early,”  it  says  at  last,  and I  am;  ouranswering shout hasn’t even arrived at its destination yet.No real chance of new data for another two months, atleast. “Show me the forward feeds,” I command. DHF428 blinks at me from the center of the lounge:Stop. Stop. Stop.Maybe.  Or  maybe  the  chimp’s  right,  maybe  it’spure physiology. Maybe this endless cycle carries no moreintelligence  than  the  beating  of  a  heart.  But  there’s  apattern  inside  the  pattern,  some  kind  of  flicker in  theblink. It makes my brain itch.“Slow  the  time-series,”  I  command.  “By  ahundred.”It  is a blink. 428’s disk isn’t darkening uniformly,it’s eclipsing. As though a great eyelid were being drawnacross the surface of the sun, from right to left.“By a thousand.”Chromatophores,  the  chimp  called  them.  Butthey’re not all opening and closing at once. The darknessmoves across the membrane in waves.A word pops into my head: latency.“Chimp.  Those  waves  of  pigment.  How fast  arethey moving?”
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“About  fifty-nine  thousand  kilometers  persecond.” The speed of a passing thought. And if this thing  does  think, it’ll have logic gates,synapses – it’s going to be a net of some kind. And if thenet’s big enough, there’s an I in the middle of it. Just likeme,  just  like Dix.  Just  like the chimp. (Which is  why Ieducated  myself  on  the  subject,  back  in  the  earlytumultuous days of our relationship. Know your enemyand all that.)The thing about I is, it only exists within a tenth-of-a-second of all its parts. When we get spread too thin –when someone splits your brain down the middle,  say,chops the fat pipe so the halves have to talk the long wayaround; when the neural architecture  diffuses past somecritical  point  and signals  take  just  that  much longer  topass from A to B – the system, well,  decoheres. The twosides of your brain become different people with differenttastes, different agendas, different senses of themselves. I shatters into we.It’s not just  a human rule,  or a mammal rule,  oreven  an  Earthly  one.  It’s  a  rule  for  any  circuit  thatprocesses  information,  and  it  applies  as  much  to  thethings we’ve yet to meet as it did to those we left behind.Fifty-nine  thousand  kilometers  per  second,  thechimp says.  How far  can the signal  move through thatmembrane  in  a  tenth  of  a  corsec?  How  thinly  does  Ispread itself across the heavens?
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The flesh is huge, the flesh is inconceivable. But thespirit, the spirit is – Shit.“Chimp. Assuming the mean neuron density of ahuman brain, what’s the synapse count on a circular sheetof neurons one millimeter thick with a diameter of fivethousand eight hundred ninety-two kilometers?”“Two times ten to the twenty-seventh.”I saccade the database for some perspective on amind  stretched  across  thirty  million  square  kilometers:the equivalent of two quadrillion human brains. Of  course,  whatever  this  thing  uses  for  neuronshave to be packed a lot less tightly than ours; we can seethrough them, after all. Let’s be superconservative, say it’sonly  got  a  thousandth  the  computational  density  of  ahuman brain. That’s – Okay, let’s  say it’s only got a  ten-thousandth thesynaptic density, that’s still – A  hundred thousandth.  The  merest  mist  ofthinking  meat.  Any  more  conservative  and  I’dhypothesize it right out of existence.Still twenty billion human brains. Twenty billion.I  don’t  know how to  feel  about  that.  This  is  nomere alien. But I’m not quite ready to believe in gods.

*
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I round the corner and run smack into Dix, standing like agolem in the middle of my living room. I jump about ameter straight up.“What the hell are you doing here?”He seems surprised by my reaction. “Wanted to –talk,” he says after a moment.“You never come into someone’s home uninvited!”He retreats a step, stammers: “Wanted, wanted – ““To talk. And you do that in public. On the bridge,or in the commons, or – for that matter, you could justcomm me.”He hesitates. “Said you – wanted face to face. Yousaid, cultural tradition.”I did, at that. But not here. This is my place, theseare my private quarters. The lack of locks on these doorsis  a  safety protocol,  not  an  invitation  to  walk  into  myhome and  lie  in  wait,  and stand there  like  part  of  thefucking furniture...“Why are you even  up?” I snarl. “We’re not evensupposed to come online for another two months.”“Asked Chimp to get me up when you did.”That fucking machine.“Why are you up?” he asks, not leaving.I  sigh,  defeated,  and  fall  into  a  convenientpseudopod.  “I  just  wanted  to  go  over  the  preliminarydata.” The implicit alone should be obvious. “Anything?”
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Evidently it isn’t. I decide to play along for a while.“Looks  like  we’re  talking  to  an,  an  island.  Almost  sixthousand klicks across. That’s the thinking part, anyway.The surrounding membrane’s pretty much empty. I mean,it’s  all  alive.  It  all  photosynthesizes,  or  something  likethat. It eats, I guess. Not sure what.”“Molecular cloud,” Dix says. “Organic compoundseverywhere.  Plus  it’s  concentrating  stuff  inside  theenvelope.”I shrug. “Point is, there’s a size limit for the brainbut it’s huge, it’s…““Unlikely,” he murmurs, almost to himself.I turn to look at him; the pseudopod reshapes itselfaround me. “What do you mean?”“Island’s  twenty-eight  million  square  kilometers?Whole sphere’s seven quintillion. Island just happens tobe between us and 428, that’s – one in fifty-billion odds.”“Go on.”He can’t. “Uh, just… just unlikely.”I close my eyes. “How can you be smart enough torun those numbers in your head without missing a beat,and stupid enough to miss the obvious conclusion?”That panicked, slaughterhouse look again. “Don’t –I’m not – ““It  is unlikely. It’s  astronomically unlikely that wejust happen to be aiming at the one intelligent spot on asphere one-and-a-half AUs across. Which means… “
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He says nothing. The perplexity in his face mocksme. I want to punch it.But finally, the lights flicker on: “There’s, uh, morethan one island? Oh! A lot of islands!”This  creature  is  part  of  the  crew.  My  life  willalmost certainly depend on him some day. That is a veryscary thought.I  try  to  set  it  aside  for  the  moment.  “There’sprobably  a  whole  population  of  the  things,  sprinkledthough the membrane like, like cysts I guess. The chimpdoesn’t know how many, but we’re only picking up thisone so far so they might be pretty sparse.”There’s a different kind of frown on his face now.“Why Chimp?”“What do you mean?”“Why call him Chimp?”“We call  it  the chimp.”  Because  the  first  step  tohumanising something is to give it a name.“Looked  it  up.  Short  for  chimpanzee.  Stupidanimal.”“Actually,  I  think  chimps  were  supposed  to  bepretty smart,” I remember.“Not like us. Couldn’t even  talk. Chimp can talk.Way smarter  than  those  things.  That  name  –  it’s  aninsult.”“What do you care?”He just looks at me.
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I spread my hands. “Okay, it’s not a chimp. We justcall  it  that  because  it’s  got  roughly  the  same  synapsecount.”“So gave him a small brain, then complain that he’sstupid all the time.”My patience is just about drained. “Do you have apoint or are you just blowing CO2 in – ““Why not make him smarter?”“Because you can never predict the behavior of asystem more complex than you. And if you want a projectto  stay on track  after  you’re  gone,  you don’t  hand thereins  to  anything  that’s  guaranteed to  develop its  ownagenda.”  Sweet  smoking  Jesus,  you’d  think  someonewould have told him about Ashby’s Law.“So  they  lobotomized  him,”  Dix  says  after  amoment.“No.  They  didn’t  turn it  stupid,  they  built itstupid.” “Maybe smarter than you think.  You’re so muchsmarter, got your agenda, how come he’s still in control?”“Don’t flatter yourself,” I say.“What?”I  let  a  grim  smile  peek  through.  “You’re  onlyfollowing orders from a bunch of other systems way morecomplex than you are.” You’ve got to hand it to them, too;dead for stellar lifetimes and those damn project adminsare still pulling the strings.“I don’t – I’m following? – “
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“I’m  sorry,  dear.”  I  smile  sweetly  at  my  idiotoffspring. “I wasn’t talking to you. I was talking to thething that’s  making all  those  sounds  come out  of  yourmouth.”Dix turns whiter than my panties.I  drop  all  pretense.  “What  were  you  thinking,chimp? That you could send this sock-puppet to invademy home and I wouldn’t notice?” “Not  –  I’m  not  –  it’s  me,”  Dix  stammers.  “Metalking.”“It’s  coaching you.  Do  you  even  know  what’lobotomised’ means?” I shake my head, disgusted. “Youthink I’ve forgotten how the interface works just becausewe all burned ours out?” A caricature of surprise beginsto form on his face. “Oh, don’t even fucking  try. You’vebeen  up  for  other  builds,  there’s  no  way  you couldn’thave known. And you know we shut down our domesticlinks too. And there’s nothing your lord and master cando about that because it needs us, and so we have reachedwhat you might call an accommodation.”I am not shouting. My tone is icy, but my voice isdead level. And yet Dix almost cringes before me.There is an opportunity here, I realize.I thaw my voice a little. I speak gently: “You can dothat too, you know. Burn out your link. I’ll even let youcome back here afterwards, if you still want to. Just to –talk. But not with that thing in your head.”
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There  is  panic  in  his  face,  and  against  allexpectation it almost breaks my heart. “Can’t,” he pleads.“How I learn things, how I train. The mission…“I honestly don’t know which of them is speaking,so I answer them both: “There is more than one way tocarry out the mission. We have more than enough time totry  them  all.  Dix  is  welcome  to  come  back  when  he’salone.”They take a step towards me. Another. One hand,twitching,  rises  from their  side  as  if  to  reach  out,  andthere’s something on that lopsided face that I can’t quiterecognize.“But I’m your son,” they say. I don’t even dignify it with a denial.“Get out of my home.”

*
A human periscope. The Trojan Dix. That’s a new one. The  chimp’s  never  tried  such  overt  infiltrationwhile we were up and about before. Usually it waits untilwe’re all undead before invading our territories. I imaginecustom-made drones never seen by human eyes, cobbledtogether during the long dark eons between builds; I seethem  sniffing  through  drawers  and  peeking  behindmirrors,  strafing  the  bulkheads  with  X-rays  andultrasound,  patiently  searching  Eriophora’s  catacombsmillimeter  by  endless  millimeter  for  whatever  secret
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messages we might be sending each other down throughtime. There’s no proof to speak of. We’ve left tripwiresand  telltales  to  alert  us  to  intrusion  after  the  fact,  butthere’s never been any evidence they’ve been disturbed.Means nothing, of course. The chimp may be stupid butit’s also cunning, and a million years is more than enoughtime  to  iterate  through  every  possibility  usingsimpleminded  brute  force.  Document  every  dust  mote;commit  your  unspeakable  acts;  afterwards,  puteverything back the way it was. We’re too smart to risk talking across the eons. Noencrypted  strategies,  no  long-distance  love  letters,  nochatty postcards showing ancient vistas long lost in thered shift. We keep all that in our heads, where the enemywill  never find it.  The unspoken rule is that we do notspeak, unless it is face to face.Endless idiotic  games.  Sometimes I  almost forgetwhat we’re squabbling over. It seems so trivial now, withan immortal in my sights.Maybe  that  means  nothing  to  you.  Immortalitymust  be  ancient  news  from  whatever  peaks  you’veascended by now. But I can’t even imagine it,  althoughI’ve outlived worlds. All I have are moments: two or threehundred years, to ration across the lifespan of a universe.I could bear witness to any point in time, or any hundred-thousand if I slice my life thinly enough – but I will neversee everything. I will never see even a fraction.
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My life will end. I have to choose.When you come to fully appreciate the deal you’vemade – ten or fifteen builds out, when the trade-off leavesthe realm of mere  knowledge  and sinks deep as cancerinto your bones – you become a miser. You can’t help it.You  ration  out  your  waking  moments  to  the  barestminimum: just enough to manage the build, to plan yourlatest countermove against the chimp, just enough (if youhaven’t yet moved beyond the need for Human contact)for  sex  and  snuggles  and  a  bit  of  warm  mammaliancomfort  against  the  endless  dark.  And then  you  hurryback  to  the  crypt,  to  hoard  the  remains  of  a  humanlifespan against the unwinding of the cosmos.There’s  been  time  for  education.  Time  for  ahundred  postgraduate  degrees,  thanks  to  the  bestcaveman learning  tech.  I’ve  never  bothered.  Why burndown my tiny candle for a litany of mere fact, fritter awaymy precious, endless, finite life? Only a fool would tradebook-learning  for  a  ringside  view  of  the  CassiopeiaRemnant, even if you do need false-color enhancement tosee the fucking thing.Now, though. Now, I want to know. This creaturecrying out across the gulf, massive as a moon, wide as asolar system, tenuous and fragile as an insect’s wing: I’dgladly cash in some of my life to learn its secrets. Howdoes it work? How can it  even  live  here at the edge ofabsolute zero, much less think? What vast, unfathomableintellect must it possess to see us coming from over half a
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lightyear away, to deduce the nature of our eyes and ourinstruments, to send a signal we can even  detect, muchless understand?And what happens when we punch through it at afifth the speed of light? I call up the latest findings on my way to bed, andthe answer hasn’t changed: not much. The damn thing’salready  full  of  holes.  Comets,  asteroids,  the  usualprotoplanetary  junk  careens  through  this  system  as  itdoes through every other. Infra picks up diffuse pocketsof slow outgassing here and there around the perimeter,where  the  soft  vaporous  vacuum of  the  interior  bleedsinto the harder stuff outside. Even if  we were going totear through the dead center of the thinking part, I can’timagine this vast creature feeling so much as a pinprick.At the speed we’re going we’d be through and gone fartoo fast to overcome even the feeble inertia of a millimetermembrane.And yet. Stop. Stop. Stop.It’s not us, of course. It’s what we’re building. Thebirth of a gate is a violent, painful thing, a spacetime rapethat  puts  out  almost  as  much  gamma  and  X  as  amicroquasar. Any meat within the white zone turns to ashin  an  instant,  shielded or  not.  It’s  why  we  never  slowdown to take pictures.One of the reasons, anyway.We  can’t  stop,  of  course.  Even  changing  courseisn’t an option except by the barest increments.  Eri soars
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like an eagle between the stars but she steers like a pig onthe short haul;  tweak our heading by even a tenth of adegree and you’ve got some serious damage at  twentypercent lightspeed. Half a degree would tear us apart: theship might torque onto the new heading but the collapsedmass in her belly would keep right on going, rip throughall this surrounding superstructure without even feelingit. Even tame singularities get set in their ways. Theydo not take well to change.

*
We resurrect again, and the Island has changed its tune.It gave up asking us to stop stop stop the momentour laser hit its leading edge. Now it’s saying somethingelse entirely: dark hyphens flow across its skin, arrows ofpigment  converging  towards  some  offstage  focus  likespokes pointing towards the hub of a wheel. The bullseyeitself  is  offstage  and  implicit,  far  removed  from  428’sbright backdrop, but it’s easy enough to extrapolate to thepoint  of  convergence  six  lightsecs  to  starboard.  There’ssomething else, too: a shadow, roughly circular, movingalong one of the spokes like a bead running along a string.It  too  migrates  to  starboard,  falls  off  the  edge  of  theIsland’s makeshift display, is endlessly reborn at the sameinitial coordinates to repeat its journey.
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Those  coordinates:  exactly  where  our  currenttrajectory will  punch through the membrane in anotherfour months. A squinting God would be able to see thegnats and girders  of  ongoing construction on the otherside,  the  great  piecemeal  torus  of  the  Hawking  Hoopalready taking shape. The message is  so obvious that even Dix sees  it.“Wants us to move the gate…“ and there is something likeconfusion in his voice. “But how’s it know we’re buildingone?”  “The  vons  punctured  it  en  route,”  the  chimppoints  out.  “It  could  have  sensed  that.  It  hasphotopigments. It can probably see.”“Probably  sees  better  than  we  do,”  I  say.  Evensomething as simple as a pinhole camera gets hi-res fast ifyou stipple a bunch of them across thirty million squarekilometers. But Dix scrunches his face, unconvinced. “So sees abunch of vons bumping around. Loose parts – not thatmuch even assembled yet. How’s it know we’re buildingsomething hot?” Because it is very, very, smart, you stupid child. Isit so hard to believe that this, this –  organism seems fartoo limiting a word – can just  imagine how those half-built  pieces fit  together,  glance at  our sticks and stonesand see exactly where this is going?“Maybe’s not the first gate it’s seen,” Dix suggests.“Think there’s maybe another gate out here?”
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I  shake  my  head.  “We’d  have  seen  the  lensingartefacts by now.”“You ever run into anyone before?”“No.”  We  have  always  been  alone,  through  allthese epochs. We have only ever run away. And then always from our own children.I  crunch  some  numbers.  “Hundred  eighty  twodays to insemination. If we move now we’ve only got totweak our bearing by a few mikes to redirect to the newcoordinates. Well within the green. Angles get dicey thelonger we wait, of course.”“We can’t  do  that,”  the  chimp says.  “We wouldmiss the gate by two million kilometers.” “Move the gate. Move the whole damn site. Movethe refineries, move the factories, move the damn rocks. Acouple hundred meters a second would be more than fastenough if we send the order now. We don’t even have tosuspend construction, we can keep building on the fly.”“Every  one  of  those  vectors  widens  the  nestedconfidence limits of the build. It would increase the risk oferror beyond allowable margins, for no payoff.”“And what about the fact that there’s an intelligentbeing in our path?”“I’m already allowing for the potential presence ofintelligent alien life.”“Okay, first off, there’s nothing  potential about it.It’s  right fucking there. And on our current heading werun the damn thing over.”
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“We’re  staying  clear  of  all  planetary  bodies  inGoldilocks  orbits.  We’ve  seen  no  local  evidence  ofspacefaring technology. The current location of the buildmeets all conservation criteria.”“That’s  because  the  people  who  drew  up  yourcriteria  never anticipated a live Dyson sphere!” But I’mwasting my breath, and I know it. The chimp can run itsequations a million times but if there’s nowhere to put thevariable, what can it do?There was a time, back before things turned ugly,when we had clearance to reprogram those parameters.Before we discovered that one of the things the adminshad anticipated was mutiny.I try another tack. “Consider the threat potential.”“There’s no evidence of any.”“Look  at  the  synapse  estimate!  That  thing’s  gotorders  of  mag  more  processing  power  than  the  wholecivilization that sent us out here. You think something canbe  that  smart,  live  that  long,  without  learning  how  todefend itself? We’re assuming it’s  asking us to move thegate. What if that’s not a request? What if it’s just givingus the chance to back off before it takes matters into itsown hands?”“Doesn’t have hands,” Dix says from the other sideof the tank, and he’s  not even being flippant.  He’s  justbeing so stupid I want to bash his face in.I  try  to  keep  my  voice  level.  “Maybe  it  doesn’tneed any.”
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“What could it do, blink us to death? No weapons.Doesn’t  even  control  the  whole  membrane.  Signalpropagation’s too slow.”“We don’t know. That’s my point. We haven’t eventried to find out. We’re a goddamn road crew; our onsitepresence  is  a  bunch  of  construction  vons  press-gangedinto  scientific  research.  We  can  figure  out  some  basicphysical parameters but we don’t  know how this thingthinks, what kind of natural defenses it might have – ““What do you need to find out?” the chimp asks,the very voice of calm reason.We can’t find out! I want to scream.  We’re stuckwith what we’ve got! By the time the onsite vons couldbuild what we need we’re already past the point of noreturn! You stupid fucking machine, we’re on track to killa being smarter than all of human history and you can’teven be bothered to move our highway to the vacant lotnext door?But of course if I say that, the Island’s chances ofsurvival go from low to zero. So I grasp at the only strawthat  remains:  maybe  the  data  we’ve  got  in  hand  isenough. If acquisition is off the table, maybe analysis willdo. “I need time,” I say.“Of course,” the chimp tells me. “Take all the timeyou need.”

*
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The chimp is not content to kill this creature. The chimphas to spit on it as well. Under the pretense of assisting in my research ittries to  deconstruct the island, break it apart and force itto conform to grubby earthbound precedents. It tells meabout earthly bacteria that thrived at 1.5 million rads andlaughed  at  hard  vacuum.  It  shows  me  pictures  ofunkillable little tardigrades that could curl up and snoozeon the edge of absolute zero, felt equally at home in deepocean  trenches  and  deeper  space.  Given  time,opportunity, a boot off the planet,  who knows how farthose  cute  little  invertebrates  might  have  gone?  Mightthey  have  survived  the  very  death  of  the  homeworld,clung together, grown somehow colonial?What utter bullshit. I learn what I can. I study the alchemy by whichphotosynthesis  transforms  light  and  gas  and  electronsinto living tissue. I learn the physics of the solar wind thatblows the bubble taut, calculate lower metabolic limits fora life-form that filters organics from the ether. I marvel atthe speed of this creature’s thoughts: almost as fast as Eriflies, orders of mag faster than any mammalian nerve im-pulse.  Some  kind  of  organic  superconductor  perhaps,something that passes chilled electrons almost resistance-free out here in the freezing void.I  acquaint  myself  with  phenotypic  plasticity  andsloppy fitness, that fortuitous evolutionary soft-focus that
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lets species exist in alien environments and express noveltraits they never needed at home. Perhaps this is how alifeform with no natural enemies could acquire teeth andclaws and the willingness to use them. The Island’s lifehinges on its ability to kill us; I have to find  somethingthat makes it a threat.But all I uncover is a growing suspicion that I amdoomed to fail – for violence, I begin to see, is a planetaryphenomenon.Planets are the abusive parents of evolution. Theirvery surfaces promote warfare, concentrate resources intodense defensible patches that can be fought over. Gravityforces you to squander energy on vascular systems andskeletal support, stand endless watch against an endlesssadistic  campaign  to  squash  you  flat.  Take  one  wrongstep, off a perch too high, and all your pricey architectureshatters in an instant. And even if you beat those odds,cobble together some lumbering armored chassis to with-stand the  slow crawl  onto  land –  how long before  theworld draws in  some asteroid or  comet  to crash downfrom the heavens and reset your clock to zero? Is it anywonder  we grew up believing life  was a  struggle,  thatzero-sum was God’s own law and the future belonged tothose who crushed the competition?The rules are so different out here. Most of space istranquil: no diel or seasonal cycles, no ice ages or globaltropics, no wild pendulum swings between hot and cold,calm  and  tempestuous.  Life’s  precursors  abound:  on
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comets,  clinging  to  asteroids,  suffusing  nebulae  a  hun-dred lightyears  across.  Molecular  clouds  glow with or-ganic chemistry and life-giving radiation. Their vast dustywings grow warm with infrared, filter out the hard stuff,give  rise  to  stellar  nurseries  that  only  some  stuntedrefugee from the bottom of a gravity well could ever calllethal. Darwin’s  an  abstraction  here,  an  irrelevantcuriosity. This Island puts the lie to everything we wereever  told  about  the  machinery  of  life.  Sun-powered,perfectly  adapted,  immortal,  it  won  no  struggle  forsurvival:  where  are  the  predators,  the  competitors,  theparasites? All of life around 428 is one vast continuum,one grand act of symbiosis. Nature here is not red in toothand claw. Nature, out here, is the helping hand.Lacking  the  capacity  for  violence,  the  Island hasoutlasted  worlds.  Unencumbered  by  technology,  it  hasout-thought  civilizations.  It  is  intelligent  beyond  ourmeasure, and –  – and it is benign. It must be. I grow more certainof that with each passing hour. How can it even conceiveof an enemy?I think of the things I called it, before I knew better.Meat balloon.  Cyst. Looking back, those words verge onblasphemy. I will not use them again.Besides, there’s another word that would fit better,if the chimp has its way: Roadkill. And the longer I look,the more I fear that that hateful machine is right.
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If the Island can defend itself, I sure as shit can’tsee how.

*
“Eriophora’s impossible, you know. Violates the laws ofphysics.”We’re in one of the social alcoves off the ventralnotochord, taking a break from the library. I have decidedto start again from first principles. Dix eyes me with anunderstandable mix of confusion and mistrust; my claimis almost too stupid to deny.“It’s  true,”  I  assure  him.  “Takes  way  too  muchenergy to accelerate a ship with  Eri’s mass, especially atrelativistic  speeds.  You’d  need  the  energy  output  of  awhole sun. People figured if we made it to the stars at all,we’d have to do it ships maybe the size of your thumb.Crew them with virtual  personalities  downloaded ontochips.”That’s too nonsensical even for Dix. “Wrong. Don’thave mass, can’t fall towards anything. Eri wouldn’t evenwork if it was that small.”“But suppose you can’t displace any of that mass.No wormholes, no Higgs conduits, nothing to throw yourgravitational field in the direction of travel. Your center ofmass just sits there in, well, the center of your mass.”A  spastic  Dixian  head-shake.  “Do have  thosethings!”
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“Sure we do. But for the longest  time,  we didn’tknow it.”His foot taps an agitated tattoo on the deck.“It’s  the  history  of  the  species,”  I  explain.  “Wethink  we’ve  worked  everything  out,  we  think  we’vesolved  all  the  mysteries  and  then  someone  finds  someniggling  little  data  point  that  doesn’t  fit  the  paradigm.Every time we try to paper over the crack it gets bigger,and before you know it our whole worldview unravels.It’s  happened  time  and  again.  One  day  mass  is  aconstraint;  the  next  it’s  a  requirement.  The  things  wethink  we  know  –  they  change,  Dix.  And  we  have  tochange with them.” “But – ““The chimp can’t change. The rules it’s followingare  ten  billion  years  old  and  it’s  got  no  fuckingimagination and really that’s not anyone’s fault, that’s justpeople who didn’t  know how else to  keep the missionstable across deep time. They wanted to keep us on-trackso they built something that couldn’t go off it;  but theyalso knew that things  change, and that’s why  we’re outhere, Dix. To deal with things the chimp can’t.”“The alien,” Dix says. “The alien.”“Chimp deals with it just fine.”“How? By killing it?”“Not our fault it’s in the way. It’s no threat – “
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“I don’t care whether it’s a threat or not! It’s alive,and it’s intelligent, and killing it just to expand some alienempire – “ “Human empire.  Our empire.”  Suddenly  Dix’shands have stopped twitching. Suddenly he stands still asstone. I snort. “What do you know about humans?”“Am one.”“You’re  a  fucking  trilobite.  You  ever  see  whatcomes out of those gates once they’re online?”“Mostly  nothing.  “  He  pauses,  thinking  back.“Couple of – ships once, maybe.”“Well, I’ve seen a lot more than that, and believeme,  if  those  things  were  ever human it  was  a  passingphase. ““But – ““Dix – “ I take a deep breath, try to get back onmessage. “Look, it’s not your fault. You’ve been gettingall your info from a moron stuck on a rail. But we’re notdoing  this  for  Humanity,  we’re  not  doing  it  for  Earth.Earth  is  gone,  don’t  you  understand  that?  The  sunscorched it black a billion years after we left.  Whateverwe’re working for, it – it won’t even talk to us.”“Yeah? Then why do this? Why not just, just quit?”He really doesn’t know.“We tried,” I say.“And?”“And your chimp shut off our life support.”
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For once, he has nothing to say.“It’s a  machine, Dix. Why can’t you get that? It’sprogrammed. It can’t change.” “We’re machines,  just built  from different things.We change.”“Yeah? Last time I checked, you were sucking sohard on that thing’s tit you couldn’t even kill your corticallink.” “How I learn. No reason to change.”“How about acting like a damn  human once in awhile?  How about  developing  a  little  rapport  with  thefolks  who might  have to  save  your  miserable  life  nexttime  you  go  EVA?  That  enough  of  a  reason for  you?Because I don’t mind telling you, right now I don’t trustyou as far as I could throw the tac tank. I don’t even knowfor sure who I’m talking to right now.”“Not my fault.” For the first time I see somethingoutside  the  usual  gamut  of  fear,  confusion,  andsimpleminded  computation  playing  across  his  face.“That’s you, that’s all of you. You talk – sideways. Thinksideways. You all do, and it hurts.” Something hardens inhis  face.  “Didn’t  even  need  you  online  for  this,”  hegrowls.  “Didn’t  want you.  Could  have  managed  thewhole build myself, told Chimp I could do it – ““But the chimp thought you should wake me upanyway, and you always roll  over for the chimp, don’tyou? Because the chimp always knows best, the chimp’syour boss, the chimp’s your fucking god. Which is why I
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have to get  out of  bed to nursemaid some idiot  savantwho can’t  even answer a hail  without being led by thenose.” Something clicks in the back of my mind but I’mon  a  roll.  “You  want  a  real  role  model?  You  wantsomething to  look up to?  Forget  the  chimp.  Forget  themission.  Look  out  the  forward  scope,  why  don’t  you?Look  at  what  your  precious  chimp  wants  to  run  overbecause it happens to be in the way. That thing is betterthan any of us. It’s smarter, it’s peaceful, it doesn’t wishus any harm at – ““How can you know that? Can’t know that!”“No,  you can’t know that, because you’re fuckingstunted. Any normal caveman would see it in a second,but you – ““That’s  crazy,”  Dix  hisses  at  me.  “You’re crazy.You’re bad.”“I’m bad!” Some distant part of me hears the giddysqueak in my voice, the borderline hysteria.“For the mission.”  Dix turns  his  back  and stalksaway. My hands are hurting. I look down, surprized: myfists are clenched so tightly that my nails cut into the fleshof my palms. It takes a real effort to open them again.I almost remember how this feels. I used to feel thisway all  the time.  Way back when everything  mattered;before  passion  faded  to  ritual,  before  rage  cooled  todisdain.  Before  Sunday  Ahzmundin,  eternity’s  warrior,settled for heaping insults on stunted children.
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We were incandescent back then. Parts of this shipare  still scorched  and  uninhabitable,  even  now.  Iremember this feeling.This is how it feels to be awake.

*
I  am  awake,  and  I  am  alone,  and  I  am  sick  of  beingoutnumbered by morons. There are rules and there arerisks and you don’t wake the dead on a whim, but fuck it.I’m calling reinforcements.Dix has got to have other parents, a father at least,he didn’t get that Y chromo from me. I swallow my owndisquiet  and  check  the  manifest;  bring  up  the  genesequences; cross-reference.Huh. Only one other parent: Kai. I wonder if that’sjust  coincidence,  or  if  the  chimp  drew  too  manyconclusions from our torrid little fuckfest back in the CygRift.  Doesn’t  matter.  He’s  as  much yours  as  mine,  Kai,time to step up to the plate, time to – Oh shit. Oh no. Please no.(There are rules. And there are risks.)Three builds back, it says. Kai and Connie. Both ofthem. One airlock jammed, the next too far away alongEri’s  hull,  a  hail-Mary emergency crawl  between.  Theymade  it  back  inside  but  not  before  the  blue-shiftedbackground  cooked  them  in  their  suits.  They  keptbreathing  for  hours  afterwards,  talked and moved and
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cried as if they were still alive, while their insides brokedown and bled out.There were two others awake that shift, two othersleft to clean up the mess. Ishmael, and – “Um, you said – ““You fucker!” I leap up and hit my son hard in theface,  ten  seconds’  heartbreak  with  ten  million  years’denial raging behind it. I feel teeth give way behind hislips. He goes over backwards, eyes wide as telescopes, theblood already blooming on his mouth.“Said  I could come back!” he squeals, scramblingbackwards along the deck. “He was your fucking father! You knew, you werethere!  He died right in  front of you and you didn’t eventell me!”“I – I – ““Why didn’t you tell me, you asshole? The chimptold you to lie, is that it? Did you – ““Thought you knew!” he cries, “Why wouldn’t youknow?”My rage vanishes like air through a breach. I sagback into the ’pod, face in hands.“Right there in the log,” he whimpers. “All along.Nobody hid it. How could you not know?”“I did,” I admit dully. “Or I – I mean…“I mean I  didn’t know, but it’s not a surprise, notreally,  not down deep.  You just  –  stop looking,  after  awhile.
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There are rules.“Never  even  asked,”  my  son  says  softly.  “Howthey were doing.”I  raise my eyes.  Dix regards me wide-eyed fromacross the room, backed up against the wall, too scared torisk  bolting past  me to the door.  “What are you doinghere?” I ask tiredly.His voice catches. He has to try twice: “You said Icould come back. If I burned out my link…““You burned out your link.”He gulps and nods. He wipes blood with the backof his hand.“What did the chimp say about that?”“He said – it said it was okay,” Dix says, in such atransparent attempt to suck up that I actually believe, inthat instant, that he might really be on his own.“So you asked its permission.” He begins to nod,but I can see the tell in his face: “Don’t bullshit me, Dix.”“He – actually suggested it.”“I see.”“So we could talk,” Dix adds.“What do you want to talk about?”He looks at the floor and shrugs.I  stand  and  walk  towards  him.  He  tenses  but  Ishake my head, spread my hands. “It’s okay. It’s okay.” Ilean back against the wall and slide down until I’m besidehim on the deck.We just sit there for a while.
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“It’s been so long,” I say at last.He  looks  at  me,  uncomprehending.  What  doeslong even mean, out here?I  try  again.  “They  say  there’s  no  such  thing  asaltruism, you know?”His eyes blank for an instant, and grow panicky,and  I  know  that  he’s  just  tried  to  ping  his  link  for  adefinition  and  come  up  blank.  So  we  are alone.“Altruism,”  I  explain.  “Unselfishness.  Doing  somethingthat costs you but helps someone else.” He seems to get it.“They  say  every  selfless  act  ultimately  comes  down tomanipulation or kin-selection or reciprocity or something,but they’re wrong. I could – “I close my eyes. This is harder than I expected.“I  could have been happy just  knowing that Kaiwas okay, that Connie was happy. Even if it didn’t benefitme  one  whit,  even  if  it  cost me,  even  if  there  was  nochance I’d ever see either of them again. Almost any pricewould be worth it, just to know they were okay.“Just to believe they were...” So you haven’t seen her for the past five builds. Sohe hasn’t drawn your shift since Sagittarius. They’re justsleeping. Maybe next time.“So  you  don’t  check,”  Dix  says  slowly.  Bloodbubbles on his lower lip; he doesn’t seem to notice.“We  don’t  check.”  Only  I  did,  and  now  they’regone.  They’re  both  gone.  Except  for  those  littlecannibalized  nucleotides  the  chimp  recycled  into  this
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defective  and maladapted  son  of  mine.  We’re  the  onlywarm-blooded creatures for a thousand lightyears, and Iam so very lonely.“I’m sorry,” I whisper, and lean forward, and lickthe gore from his bruised and bloody lips.

*
Back on Earth – back when there  was an Earth – therewere these little animals called cats. I had one for a while.Sometimes  I’d  watch  him  sleep  for  hours:  paws  andwhiskers  and  ears  all  twitching  madly  as  he  chasedimaginary prey across whatever landscapes his sleepingbrain conjured up.My son looks like that when the chimp worms itsway into his dreams.It’s almost too literal for metaphor: the cable runsinto his head like some kind of parasite, feeding throughold-fashioned fiberop now that the wireless option’s beenburned  away.  Or  force-feeding,  I  suppose;  the  poisonflows into Dix’s head, not out of it. I shouldn’t be here. Didn’t I just throw a tantrumover  the  violation  of  my  own  privacy?  (Just.  Twelvelightdays ago. Everything’s relative.) And yet I can see noprivacy here for Dix to lose: no decorations on the walls,no artwork or hobbies, no wraparound console. The sextoys ubiquitous in every suite sit unused on their shelves;
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I’d  have  assumed  he  was  on  antilibinals  if  recentexperience hadn’t proven otherwise.What am I doing? Is this some kind of pervertedmothering  instinct,  some  vestigial  expression  of  aPleistocene  maternal  subroutine?  Am  I  that  much  of  arobot, has my brain stem sent me here to guard my child?To guard my mate?Lover or larva, it hardly matters: his quarters arean empty shell, there’s nothing of Dix in here. That’s justhis abandoned body lying there in the pseudopod, fingerstwitching, eyes flickering beneath closed lids in vicariousresponse to wherever his mind has gone.They  don’t  know  I’m  here.  The  chimp  doesn’tknow because  we  burned  out  its  prying  eyes  a  billionyears ago, and my son doesn’t know I’m here because ––well, because for him, right now, there is no here.What am I supposed to make of you, Dix? None ofthis makes sense. Even your body language looks like yougrew it in a vat – but I’m far from the first human beingyou’ve seen. You grew up in good company, with peopleI  know, people I trust. Trusted. How did you end up onthe other side? How did they let you slip away?And why didn’t they warn me about you? Yes,  there are rules.  There is the threat of enemysurveillance during long dead nights, the threat of – otherlosses. But this is unprecedented. Surely someone couldhave left something, some clue buried in a metaphor toosubtle for the simpleminded to decode… 
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I’d  give  a  lot  to  tap  into  that  pipe,  to  see  whatyou’re seeing now. Can’t risk it, of course; I’d give myselfaway the moment I tried to sample anything except thebasic baud, and – wait a second – That  baud  rate’s  way  too  low.  That’s  not  evenenough  for  hi-res  graphics,  let  alone  tactile  and  olfac.You’re embedded in a wireframe world at best.And yet, look at you go. The fingers, the eyes – likea  cat,  dreaming  of  mice  and  apple  pies.  Like  me,replaying the long-lost oceans and mountaintops of Earthbefore I learned that living in the past was just anotherway of dying in the present. The bit rate says this is barelyeven a test pattern; the body says you’re immersed in awhole other  world.  How has  that  machine tricked youinto treating such thin gruel as a feast?Why  would  it  even  want  to?  Data  are  bettergrasped when they can be grasped, and tasted, and heard;our brains are built for far richer nuance than splines andscatterplots.  The  driest  technical  briefings  are  moresensual than this. Why settle for stick-figures when youcan paint in oils and holograms?Why  does  anyone  simplify  anything?  To  reducethe variable set. To manage the unmanageable.Kai  and  Connie.  Now  there were  a  couple  oftangled,  unmanageable  datasets.  Before  the  accident.Before the scenario simplified.Someone should have warned me about you, Dix.Maybe someone tried.
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*

And  so  it  comes  to  pass  that  my  son  leaves  the  nest,encases himself in a beetle carapace and goes walkabout.He is not alone; one of the chimp’s teleops accompanieshim out on Eri’s hull, lest he lose his footing and fall backinto the starry past.Maybe this will never be more than a drill, maybethis  scenario  –  catastrophic  control-systems  failure,  thechimp  and  its  backups  offline,  all  maintenance  taskssuddenly thrown onto shoulders of flesh and blood – is adress rehearsal for a crisis that never happens. But eventhe unlikeliest scenario approaches certainty over the lifeof a universe; so we go through the motions. We practice.We hold our  breath  and dip  outside.  We’re  on  a  tightdeadline:  even  armored,  moving  at  this  speed  theblueshifted background rad would cook us in hours. Worlds have lived and died since I last used thepickup in my suite. “Chimp.”“Here as always, Sunday.” Smooth, and glib, andfriendly. The easy rhythm of the practiced psychopath.“I know what you’re doing.”“I don’t understand.”“You  think  I  don’t  see  what’s  going  on?  You’rebuilding the next release.  You’re getting too much grieffrom the old guard so you’re starting from scratch with
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people who don’t remember the old days. People you’ve,you’ve simplified.”The chimp says nothing. The drone’s feed showsDix  clambering  across  a  jumbled  terrain  of  basalt  andmetal matrix composites.“But you can’t  raise a human child,  not on yourown.” I know it tried: there’s no record of Dix anywhereon the crew manifest  until  his  mid-teens,  when he justshowed up one day and nobody asked about it becausenobody ever…“Look  what  you’ve  made  of  him.  He’s  great  atconditional If/Thens. Can’t be beat on number-crunchingand Do loops. But he can’t think. Can’t make the simplestintuitive jumps. You’re like one of those – “ I rememberan Earthly  myth,  from the  days  when  reading did  notseem like  such  an  obscene waste  of  lifespan  –  “one ofthose  wolves,  trying  to  raise  a  Human  child.  You  canteach him how to move around on hands and knees, youcan teach him about pack dynamics, but you can’t teachhim how to walk on his hind legs or talk or be  humanbecause you’re too fucking stupid, Chimp, and you finallyrealized it.  And that’s  why you threw him at  me.  Youthink I can fix him for you.”I take a breath, and a gambit.“But  he’s  nothing  to  me.  You  understand?  He’sworse than nothing,  he’s  a  liability.  He’s  a  spy,  he’s  aspastic waste of O2. Give me one reason why I shouldn’tjust lock him out there until he cooks.”
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“You’re his mother,” the chimp says, because thechimp has read all about kin selection and is too stupidfor nuance.“You’re an idiot.”“You love him.”“No.” An icy lump forms in my chest. My mouthmakes words; they come out measured and inflectionless.“I can’t love anyone, you brain-dead machine. That’s whyI’m  out  here.  Do  you  really  think  they’d  gamble  yourprecious  never-ending  mission  on  little  glass  dolls  thatneeded to bond.” “You love him.”“I can kill him any time I want. And that’s exactlywhat I’ll do if you don’t move the gate.”“I’d stop you,” the chimp says mildly.“That’s  easy enough. Just  move the gate and weboth get what we want. Or you can dig in your heels andtry to reconcile your need for a mother’s touch with mysworn intention of breaking the little fucker’s neck. We’vegot a long trip ahead of us, chimp. And you might findI’m not quite as easy to cut out of the equation as Kai andConnie.”“You  cannot  end  the  mission,”  it  says,  almostgently. “You tried that already.”“This isn’t about ending the mission. This is onlyabout slowing it down a little. Your optimal scenario’s offthe table. The only way that gate’s going to get finished
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now is  by saving the Island,  or killing your prototype.Your call.”The cost-benefit’s pretty simple. The chimp couldsolve it in an instant. But still it says nothing. The silencestretches.  It’s  looking  for  some  other  option,  I  bet.  It’strying  to  find  a  workaround.  It’s  questioning  the  verypremises of the scenario, trying to decide if I mean whatI’m  saying,  if  all  its  book-learning  about  mother  lovecould  really  be  so  far  off-base.  Maybe  it’s  plumbinghistorical  intrafamilial  murder  rates,  looking  for  aloophole. And there may be one, for all I know. But thechimp isn’t me, it’s a simpler system trying to figure out asmarter one, and that gives me the edge.“You would owe me,” it says at last.I almost burst out laughing. “What?”“Or  I  will  tell  Dixon that  you  threatened  to  killhim.” “Go ahead.”“You don’t want him to know.”“I don’t care whether he knows or not. What, youthink he’ll  try and kill  me back? You think I’ll  lose hislove?” I linger on the last word, stretch it out to show howludicrous it is.“You’ll lose his trust. You need to trust each otherout here.”“Oh, right.  Trust. The very fucking foundation ofthis mission.”The chimp says nothing.
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“For  the  sake  of  argument,”  I  say  after  a  while,“suppose  I  go  along  with  it.  What  would  I  owe you,exactly?”“A  favor,”  the  chimp  replies.  “To  be  repaid  infuture.”My son floats innocently against the stars, his lifein balance.

*
We  sleep.  The  chimp makes  grudging  corrections  to  amyriad  small  trajectories.  I  set  the  alarm  to  wake  meevery couple of weeks, burn a little more of my candle incase the enemy tries to pull another fast one; but for nowit seems to be behaving itself. DHF428 jumps towards usin the stop-motion increments of a life’s moments, strunglike beads along an infinite string. The factory floor slewsto  starboard  in  our  sights:  refineries,  reservoirs,  andnanofab plants, swarms of von Neumanns breeding andcannibalizing and recycling each other into shielding andcircuitry,  tugboats and spare parts.  The very finest  CroMagnon technology mutates and metastasizes across theuniverse like armor-plated cancer.And  hanging  like  a  curtain  between  it and  usshimmers  an  iridescent  life  form,  fragile  and  immortaland  unthinkably  alien,  that  reduces  everything  myspecies ever accomplished to mud and shit by the simpletranscendent fact of its existence. I have never believed in
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gods, in universal good or absolute evil. I have only everbelieved that there is what works, and what doesn’t. Allthe  rest  is  smoke  and  mirrors,  trickery  to  manipulategrunts like me.But I believe in the Island, because I don’t have to.It does not need to be taken on faith: it looms ahead of us,its existence an empirical fact. I will never know its mind,I will never know the details of its origin and evolution.But  I  can  see it:  massive,  mind  boggling,  so  utterlyinhuman that it  can’t  help  but be better than us,  betterthan anything we could ever become. I believe in the Island. I’ve gambled my own son tosave its life. I would kill him to avenge its death. I may yet.In all these millions of wasted years, I have finallydone something worthwhile. 

*
Final approach.Reticles  within  reticles  line  up  before  me,  amesmerising  infinite  regress  of  bullseyes  centering  ontarget.  Even now, mere minutes from ignition,  distancereduces the unborn gate to invisibility. There will be nomoment when the naked eye can trap our destination. Wethread  the  needle  far  too  quickly:  it  will  be  behind  usbefore we know it.
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Or, if our course corrections are off by even a hair –if  our  trillion-kilometer  curve  drifts  by  as  much  as  athousand meters – we will be dead. Before we know it.Our  instruments  report  that  we  are  precisely  ontarget. The chimp tells me that we are precisely on target.Eriophora falls  forward,  pulled  endlessly  through  thevoid by her own magically-displaced mass.I  turn  to  the  drone’s-eye  view  relayed  from  upahead. It’s a window into history – even now, there’s atimelag of  several  minutes  –  but  past  and present  racecloser  to  convergence  with  every  corsec.  The  newly-minted gate looms dark and ominous against the stars, agreat  gaping  mouth  built  to  devour  reality  itself.  Thevons, the refineries, the assembly lines: parked to the sidein  vertical  columns,  their  jobs  done,  their  usefulnessoutlived,  their  collateral  annihilation  imminent.  I  pitythem, for some reason. I always do. I wish we could scoopthem up and take them with us, re-enlist them for the nextbuild – but the rules of economics reach everywhere, andthey say it’s cheaper to use our tools once and throw themaway. A rule that the chimp seems to be taking more toheart than anyone expected.At least we’ve spared the Island. I wish we couldhave  stayed  awhile.  First  contact  with  a  truly  alienintelligence,  and what  do we exchange? Traffic  signals.What does the Island dwell upon, when not pleading forits life? 
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I  thought  of  asking.  I  thought  of  waking  myselfwhen  the  time-lag  dropped from prohibitive  to  merelyinconvenient,  of  working  out  some  pidgin  that  couldencompass the truths and philosophies of a mind vasterthan all  humanity.  What  a  childish fantasy.  The Islandexists too far beyond the grotesque Darwinian processesthat shaped my own flesh. There can be no communionhere, no meeting of minds. Angels do not speak to ants. Less than three minutes to ignition. I  see light atthe end of the tunnel. Eri’s incidental time machine barelylooks  into  the  past  any  more,  I  could  almost  hold mybreath across the whole span of seconds that  then needsto overtake now. Still on target, according to all sources.Tactical beeps at us. “Getting a signal,” Dix reports,and yes:  in  the  heart  of  the  Tank,  the sun is  flickeringagain. My heart leaps: does the angel speak to us after all?A thankyou, perhaps? A cure for heat death? But – “It’s  ahead of  us,”  Dix  murmurs,  as  suddenrealization catches in my throat.Two minutes.“Miscalculated somehow,” Dix whispers.  “Didn’tmove the gate far enough.”“We did,” I say. We moved it exactly as far as theIsland told us to.“Still in front of us! Look at the sun!”“Look at the signal,” I tell him.Because  it’s  nothing  like  the  painstaking  trafficsigns  we’ve  followed  over  the  past  three  trillion
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kilometers. It’s almost – random, somehow. It’s spur-of-the-moment, it’s  panicky. It’s the sudden, startled cry ofsomething caught utterly by surprise with mere secondsleft to act. And even though I have never seen this patternof dots and swirls before, I know exactly what it must besaying.Stop. Stop. Stop. Stop.We do not stop. There is no force in the universethat  can  even  slow  us  down.  Past  equals  present;Eriophora  dives  through  the  center  of  the  gate  in  ananosecond.  The  unimaginable  mass  of  her  cold  blackheart snags some distant dimension, drags it screaming tothe here and now. The booted portal  erupts behind us,blossoms into a great blinding corona, every wavelengthlethal  to  every living thing.  Our aft  filters  clamp downtight. The  scorching  wavefront  chases  us  into  thedarkness as it  has a thousand times before.  In  time,  asalways, the birth pangs will subside. The wormhole willsettle in its collar. And just maybe, we will still be closeenough to  glimpse  some new transcendent  monstrosityemerging from that magic doorway.I wonder if you’ll notice the corpse we left behind.

*
“Maybe we’re missing something,” Dix says.“We miss almost everything,” I tell him. 
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DHF428  shifts  red  behind  us.  Lensing  artifactswink  in  our  rearview;  the  gate  has  stabilized  and  thewormhole’s online, blowing light and space and time inan iridescent  bubble  from its  great  metal  mouth.  We’llkeep looking over our shoulders right up until we passthe Rayleigh Limit, far past the point it’ll do any good. So far, though, nothing’s come out.“Maybe  our  numbers  were  wrong,”  he  says.“Maybe we made a mistake.”Our  numbers  were  right.  An  hour  doesn’t  passwhen  I  don’t  check  them again.  The  Island  just  had –enemies, I guess. Victims, anyway.I  was right about one thing,  though. That fuckerwas smart. To see us coming, to figure out how to talk tous;  to  use  us  as  a  weapon,  to  turn a  threat  to  its  veryexistence into a, a…I guess flyswatter is as good a word as any.“Maybe there  was a  war,”  I  mumble.  “Maybe itwanted the real estate. Or maybe it was just some – familysquabble.”“Maybe  didn’t  know,”  Dix  suggests.  “Maybethought those coordinates were empty.”Why would you think that, I wonder. Why wouldyou even care? And then it dawns on me: he doesn’t, notabout the Island, anyway. No more than he ever did. He’snot inventing these rosy alternatives for himself.My son is trying to comfort me.
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I don’t need to be coddled, though. I was a fool: Ilet  myself  believe  in  life  without  conflict,  in  sentiencewithout sin. For a little while I dwelt in a dream worldwhere  life  was  unselfish  and  unmanipulative,  whereevery living thing did not struggle to exist at the expenseof other life. I deified that which I could not understand,when in the end it was all too easily understood. But I’m better now. It’s  over:  another  build,  another  benchmark,another irreplaceable slice of life that brings our task nocloser to completion. It doesn’t matter how successful weare. It  doesn’t matter how well we do our job.  Missionaccomplished is a meaningless phrase on  Eriophora, anironic oxymoron at best.  There may one day be failure,but  there  is  no finish line.  We go on  forever,  crawlingacross the universe like ants, dragging your goddamnedsuperhighway behind us.I still have so much to learn.At least my son is here to teach me. 

Originally published by Peter Watts (2009).
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Thinking big: Dyson spheres
Not too optimistic, was it? But could such a journey likeSunday  and  the  rest  of  the  gate-building  shipEriophora’s  crew are  undertaking  be  spared  tragediesand hard decisions? Cut off from contact with the rest ofhumanity (indeed,  having left  “humanity” somewherein the far, far past), with limited resources and expertise,“cavemen” thrown into deep space?Let’s  see:  contact  with  an  alien  intelligence;a living  Dyson  sphere;  an  inadvertent  destruction  ofalien life… Contact is  a great big question on its own, andwe’ll get to it after the next story. As to life in a vacuumin  general,  we’ve  touched  that  theme  in  Backscatter.Regarding alien life as a source of profit on one hand, oran obstacle in one’s way (like the chimp did here), seemsto be a pervasive theme: Leah Hamakawa thought thatHanita Jayavel would kill her and keep the existence ofUranian life  secret  in order to build her new paradise(which would possibly affect  the local  life  in negativeways);  Claire  picked  the  vacflowers  on  her  iceteroidwithout much rumination on the ethics of doing so (fairpoint is, she was trying to save her life and there weremore  of  them  –  but  a  biologist  like  me  would  haveprobably  wasted  her  precious  air  pondering  whethershe’s not destroying a unique alien ecosystem); Oslo andKepler  wanted  to  commit  an  intellectual  genocide  inorder to get their patent money… There’s always a danger that we exterminate orcritically  threaten  lifeforms  we  encounter  once  we
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venture  into  space.  To  prevent  that  and  alsocontaminating Earth with potential alien life, measuresof planetary protection have been formally taken as earlyas 1967 with the Outer Space Treaty. However, nothingreally binds the signatories to uphold the treaty, and theprivate sector is basically unregulated in this respect.So,  once  we  really  find life  out  there  (or  evenbefore we do), do we destroy it?I  surely  hope  not,  though  the  state  of  mostEarth’s natural habitats speaks otherwise. But what elseis  there  to  do  but  make  an  effort  to  prevent  suchpessimistic outcomes both on Earth and elsewhere in thepresent and future, learning from the past?We’ll touch the issue of planetary protection oncemore in the bonus story. Now, however, let’s talk aboutDyson  spheres  –  and  life.  The  concept  of  a  spheresurrounding a star, so that a civilization might make useof all of its power in the visible, UV and possibly otherparts  of  the  spectrum,  was  proposed  in  1960  by  thefamous physicist and engineer Freeman Dyson, though asimilar concept appeared already in Olaf Stapledon’s SFnovel  Starmaker back in 1937 (and after Dyson’s paper,it became a popular SF staple and featured in numerousnovels, movies and shows such as Star Trek).The existence of a Dyson sphere – either a solidshell  encompassing a star,  or  somewhat  more  likely anon-continuous sphere  of  separate  objects  orbiting thestar or held in place by the pressure of the stellar wind –would  be  observable  across  great  distances.  In  theoriginal short paper, Dyson (1960) points out that suchan object has to radiate waste heat, otherwise it would
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melt.  We  would,  therefore,  observe  an  infrared-heavyspectrum, relatively less visible light, where observationsin both of these regions of the spectrum are available.Carrigan  (2009)  led  a  Fermilab  Dyson  spheresearch program using the IRAS satellite data. It wasn’tthe first study to do so, but earlier efforts used a then-smaller IRAS sample and fewer observations (e.g. not allfour filters for different IR wavelengths, etc.). He founda few candidate stars, however, the infrared excess couldbe  explained  by  phenomena  involving  no  alienintelligence, for instance large quantities of dust.Attempts to detect Dyson spheres have also beenmade on data obtained from the WISE, Gaia and othersurveys. The WISE survey enabled scientists to look atapproximately  100,000 galaxies  for  signs  of  large-scalereprocessing of starlight. They found no clear signs of ETmegaenginnering, although a small  number of  sourcesexhibited  unusually  high  IR  and  low  VIS  emissions(Griffith et al. 2015). Unusual amounts of dust seem tobe the primary suspect; the presence of galaxy-spanningcivilizations  should  be  considered  after  more  likelyexplanations are excluded.Zackrisson et al. (2018) cross-referenced the Gaiasatellite data with ground-based surveys data and againfound a small number of “peculiar” stars – but in thistype  of  data,  an  unseen  binary  companion  of  theobserved  star  could  have  been  responsible  (note  thatmost stars occur in binaries and other multiple systems;our sole Sol – pun intended – is rather an exception).To cut a long story short, no Dyson spheres havebeen  reliably  found  yet  in  our  galaxy  or  beyond.  It
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doesn’t completely rule out their presence – after all, thegalaxy contains approximately 400 billion stars and wecan’t observe them all, and we only see the most strikingpatterns in other galaxies – but it seems less likely now.Another possibility is to look for Dyson swarmspurely  in  visible  light.  They  should  be  observable  asdimming  of  the  central  star  –  much  like  we  discovertransiting exoplanets, except here the light curve wouldlook very different from a planet. There have been a fewhopefuls  in  the  Kepler  telescope  dataset,  the  mostfamous being KIC 8462852, nicknamed “Tabby’s Star”. Itmade  headlines  back  in  2015  and  later  on.  Severalexplanations were proposed, such as a dust ring aroundthe  star,  a  halo  of  disintegrating  comets,  a star-planetcollision, a planet with rings and trojan asteroids, or alarge orphaned moon. Most of these seem to fit the datamore  than  a  hypothetical  Dyson  swarm,  and  futureobservations should suffice to test at least some of theproposed hypotheses so far.Some researchers proposed that  it  would makemore  sense  to  build  Dyson  spheres  around  stellarremnants like white dwarfs (Semiz & Oğur 2015; note,however, that it’s a non-peer-reviewed paper in the arxivrepository,  and  not  only  its  reference  list  seems  a  bitpeculiar) or neutron stars (Osmanov 2016, 2018). Theycould potentially harvest comparable amounts of energy,but much less material would be needed due to the smallsize of these stars. A white dwarf is approximately as bigas the Earth, while a neutron star is comparable in size toa  big  city.  In  contrast,  the  Sun’s  diameter  is  over  100
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times as much as the Earth’s, and we have to think in 3Dwhen building a megastructure… Still; we’ve discussed the hypothetical technologyof alien life (its extended phenotype, so to speak), notlife itself. But the Island in the namesake story is a livingcreature.  How  could  something  like  that  evolve?  Amillimeter-thick layer  of  cells  encircling an entire  star,with a nervous system so big we can barely imagine it?I  must  admit  it  is  difficult  to  imagine  theevolutionary pathway leading to the Island – so difficult,indeed,  that  even  as  an  evolutionary  biologist  (orperhaps  because  I’m  an  evolutionary  biologist  with  afairly  good  grasp  of  the  processes  involved  here  onEarth),  I  would consider  it  most  likely that  the Islandwas bioengineered by some civilization.Which  ultimately  brings  us  to  its  purpose  andgoals. It is very interesting how Sunday comes to thinkabout the Island: “…perfectly adapted, immortal, it wonno struggle  for  survival:  where  are  the  predators,  thecompetitors, the parasites? All of life around 428 is onevast continuum, one grand act of symbiosis. Nature hereis  not  red  in  tooth  and claw.  Nature,  out  here,  is  thehelping  hand.  Lacking  the  capacity  for  violence,  theIsland  has  outlasted  worlds.  Unencumbered  bytechnology,  it  has  out-thought  civilizations.  It  isintelligent beyond our measure, and – and it is benign.”She succumbs to a fallacy of  anthromorphizingthe Island. True, she thinks it’s nothing like a human, butshe lays all of that on very human-centered, or at leastEarth-centered  assumptions.  She  also  doesn’t  seem  to
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consider the idea of the Island as an engineered creaturewith decision processes and motives that might be verydifferent from an organism that has evolved naturally.What selection pressures could possibly lead to a star-encompassing  organism  –  one  with  great  cognitivecapacity, moreover?Could Sunday have done something differently?She could have tasked the vons to explore the new gatebuilding site in more detail (that would have likely costmore precious time, however), and she could have sent atransmission to the site to make sure no one would beharmed there.  But  she trusted the  Island,  an entity  asalien and inscrutable as one could imagine.Is there any message we can take away from it?All,  in the end,  sound so trivial:  we should avoid theanthropomorphism  fallacy;  gather  as  much  data  aspossible  before  jumping  to  conclusions…  Yet  manypeople do just that even before we’ve encountered anyextraterrestrial  (or  artificial)  intelligence,  and presumethat any ET must necessarily be either benign, or violent.Data is key. Getting it – not so easy. We’re havingtrouble  reliably  interpreting  the  behavior  of  animals,even ones as close to us on the evolutionary tree as apes.How could we possibly judge the motives of ET, whomwe couldn’t directly observe?Maybe we could just – talk. Like Sunday and theIsland did, but trying not to repeat her mistake. Talkingacross the interstellar distances, though, is a challenge initself… one that brings us to the next story. 
References
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Classroom ideas1. Discussion: Do you think hunting for Dyson spheresand other megastructures in light curve and VIS/IRdata  is  a  better  way  of  detecting  potential  aliencivilizations,  than,  let’s  say,  listening  for  radiotransmissions? (Also try to get back to this questionafter the next story.)2. Read the original Dyson (1960) paper – it’s very shortand not too technical.  It  can be freely accessed e.g.here, including the responses and Dyson’s response tothem  on  the  pages  of  Science.  Think  about  the
263
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following paragraph from the paper: “It is remarkablethat the time scale of industrial expansion, the mass ofJupiter,  the  energy  output  of  the  sun,  and  thethickness of a habitable biosphere all have consistentorders  of  magnitude.  It  seems,  then  a  reasonableexpectation  that,  barring  accidents,  Malthusianpressures will ultimately drive an intelligent species toadopt some such efficient exploitation of its availableresources.  One  should  expect  that,  within  a  fewthousand years of its entering the stage of industrialdevelopment, any intelligent species should be foundoccupying  an  artificial  biosphere  which  completelysurrounds its parent star.” Do you agree with Dyson’sreasoning here, or do you consider another outcomemore  likely?  Why? (Consider  e.g.  the  demographictrends  in  developed  countries;  the  impact  ofeducation,  healthcare  access,  women’s  equality  andother  factors  on  the  population  growth;  the  ethicalquestions of megaengineering, etc.)3. Try to discuss the possibility of life that is “perfectlyadapted,  immortal,  it  won no struggle  for survival:where  are  the  predators,  the  competitors,  theparasites?”.  Do  you  think  such  a  case  would  bepossible (if so, under what conditions, and would it belikely)?  Don’t  worry  if  you  don’t  reach  any  solidconclusions;  this  question  would  have  differentschools of evolutionary biologists going on for years!
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SETI for Profitby Gregory Benford
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Gregory Benford (* 1941) is a physicist,  educator,and  author.  He  is  a  professor  of  physics  at  theUniversity of California, where he conducts researchin  plasma  turbulence  and  astrophysics.  He’spublished over a hundred papers in fields of physicsfrom  condensed  matter,  particle  physics,  plasmasand mathematical physics, and several in biologicalconservation. He is a Woodrow Wilson Fellow and aVisiting Fellow at Cambridge University, and hasserved as an advisor to the Department of Energy,NASA  and  the  White  House  Council  on  SpacePolicy.  In  1995  he  received  the  Lord  FoundationAward for  contributions  to  science  and outreach.Benford  is  the  author  of  over  twenty  novels,including  Jupiter Project, Artifact, Against Infinity,Eater,  and  Timescape.  A two-time winner  of  theNebula Award, Benford has also won the John W.Campbell Award, the Australian Ditmar Award, the1995 Lord Foundation Award for achievement in thesciences,  and  the  1990  United  Nations  Medal  inLiterature. Many of his best known novels are part ofa six-novel sequence beginning in the near futurewith In the Ocean of Night, then Across the Sea ofSuns.  The series  leaps  to  the  far  future,  where  ahuman drama unfolds, beginning with  Great SkyRiver, proceeding through  Tides of Light,  FuriousGulf, and concluding with Sailing Bright Eternity ina  single  unfolding  tapestry  against  an  immensebackground. More at www.gregorybenford.com.
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Multi-billionaire  Clyde  Kraft’s  announcement  that  histeam had detected a SETI signal shocked the world. Heclaimed  to  have  found  a  plainly  artificial  broadbandsignal from a star well over a thousand light years away.His astronomers ranked behind him confirmed thediscovery.  They  gave  pulse  spectra,  but  without  labelsthat would let anyone find or decipher it. They omittedthe  celestial  location  or  frequency.  Then  Kraft  steppedback to the microphone and gave his terms.“The real news is that we’ve found a message inthe megahertz-wide signal. It’s intermittently on, hard tofind. But we held steady, studied the galactic plane forover a year.” Kraft paused for effect, giving the world athin smile. “Then – there it was! In less than a week myfine  team deciphered it.  Not  hard,  really.  It’s  amazing.And… it’s a warning.”Consternation. Shouts from the press, who thoughtthey were attending a business briefing. Kraft wouldn’treveal the message or how to find the source. He scowled.“I did this as an… investment. Pay me a finder’s fee, sayhalf a billion dollars, and we’ll talk.” With another smilehe left the dais and vanished from public view.Around  the  world  scientists  rebuked  him.  “Tomake such a discovery and keep it secret violates the codeof  science,”  the  head  of  the  National  Academypronounced. “And to expect profit!”
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Parliaments  voted  to  condemn  Kraft.  “The  mostimportant  discovery  in  history  cannot  be  privateproperty,” declared the Pope.Most news shows carried the story as a scandal,focusing  on  Kraft’s  known  cut-throat  ways  of  gainingadvantage.  He  had  used  head-to-head  methods  instochastic  arbitrage  trading,  making  him  Forbes  2013’King Competitor’. Even the Wall Street Journal went tsk-tsk.  The  Times in  London  had  a  headline  three  incheshigh: “What is the warning?”Kraft  wouldn’t  say.  Appeals  by  politicians,  wisemen and philosophers got no answer at all.Worldwide,  astronomers  condemned Kraft  –  andgot to work. They pored over older radio-telescope data,looking  for  sources  1  megahertz  wide  that  came  andwent.  There  were  several  and  they  earned  front-pagecoverage.Dishes  trained  on  these  candidates  listenedconstantly, to the limits of their sensitivity. Kraft wouldnot  reveal  the  discovery  frequency  so  they  scannedthrough  their  entire  range.  This  was  a  marked  changefrom conventional  SETI,  which had gathered mostly  atthe ’water hole’ between 1 and 2 gigahertz.Observers  with  telescope  time  donated  it  to  thesearch for the mysterious source. Amateurs erected theirown 3-metre radio dishes in backyards and got in on thehunt with gear they bought over the Internet.
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Kraft’s in-house astronomers were sound scientistswho had lost out in the academic horse race. They refusedeven  to  discuss  the  discovery.  SETI  had  been  losingmomentum since  2010,  the  50th  anniversary  of  its  firstsearch.  Kraft  had sought  to  reinvigorate  the  field,  theysaid,  and did so with what was to him pocket  change,only $100 million.Scientific  professional  societies  turned  on  theseastronomers.  Furious  executives  in  the  AAAS,  the  IAUand other bodies revoked the astronomers’ memberships.Mobs  rioted  outside  their  homes.  ’Free  ET!’  shouted  apopular  sign the crowds carried in  capitals  around theworld.Kraft  stayed  in  hiding.  Pressure  built.  The  Kraftastronomers  also  vanished,  harried  by  incessantdemands.Months passed. The older observed signals yieldednothing. The United Nations debated whether it could orshould confiscate Kraft’s holdings within its reach – onlyto  find  that  he  had  moved  them  into  secure  accounts.Nations began to negotiate how to share out the cost ofmeeting Kraft’s price.Kraft  dodged  negotiations.  Rumours  spread  thathe  had  become  a  greybearded  hermit,  like  HowardHughes.  Reports  located him in Switzerland and NorthKorea.Then the Australian Parkes radio telescope pickedup a  quick,  millisecond signal  not  far  from the  line  of
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sight  towards  the  galactic  centre.  It  was  3  megahertzwide, not 1, but it did have a signal.Parkes  released  the  pattern  immediately.Thousands  of  scientists  leapt  to  decode  the  message.Within  days  they  had  a  coherent  form,  mostly  detailsabout a solar system similar to ours. It identified a race ofelephant-like  creatures  complete  with  trunks,  legs  andtwo grasping hands at the shoulders.  Their society wasvery  old  and  might  be  extinct.  There  were  hints  thatrobots tended the message-sending beacon.But there was no warning in the message at all.With 30 minutes’ notice, Kraft appeared at a pressconference in Singapore. He admitted that there was nowarning, the bandwidth was different – and in fact he hadnever detected a signal at all.“I wanted to goose the world,” he said. “Get ’emstarted. SETI needed that a lot more than it needed moremoney. Now we have something and it’s time to get towork. I’ll stand aside.”He left the room in an uproar. But that was nothingwhen,  three  years  later,  he  won  a  Nobel,  along  withParkes Observatory.

Originally published in Nature Futures (4/2008).
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The great listening, and the great silence
Ever since the invention of radio, people have dreamedof detecting messages from extraterrestrial civilizations.As early on the brink of the 20th century, Nikola Teslawas convinced that he caught messages from Mars viawireless  telegraphy.  Less  than  twenty  years  later,Guglielmo  Marconi  thought  he  detected  signals  fromMars.  We  can  even  see  the  early  conviction  thatcommunication  with  ET  would  be  easy  because  of  ashared  mathematical,  scientific  and  technical  commonground.  Marconi  himself  had  said  on  the  subject  oflanguage as an obstacle: “…one might get through somesuch message as two plus  two equals  four and go onrepeating it until an answer came back signifying ‘yes’,which  would  be  one  word.  Mathematics  must  be  thesame throughout  the  physical  universe.  By sticking  tomathematics over a number of years one might arrive atspeech,” and he made a loose comparison to decipheringenemy  transmissions  during  the  Great  War  (Dunlap1941, p. 286).The possibility of contact even persuaded the USgovernment to observe radio silence in late August 1924,when Mars was in opposition (relatively close to Earthon  its  orbit),  and  attempt  to  listen  for  any  messages.None  were  detected.  But  the  quest  for  alientransmissions  went  on  even  as  we  learned  howinhospitable  Mars  was;  it  just  moved  to  more  distanttargets.  SETI  really  kicked  off  in  the  1960s  with  theconstruction of J. D. Kraus’ “Big Ear” telescope at OhioState University and with Frank Drake’s Project Ozma.
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His goal was to use the Green Bank radiotelescope to tryto listen to potential messages from nearby stars EpsilonEridani and Tau Ceti. The Soviets didn’t stay far behindin their attempts at finding alien communications.Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, SETI gained lotsof attention, not in a small part due to the 1977 one-off“Wow!” signal, whose origin remains unclear, and CarlSagan’s  skill  at  science  outreach  (including  his  1985science  fiction novel  Contact,  later  remade into a  filmstarring Jodie Foster as its protagonist, loosely inspiredby the real-world SETI scientist Jill Tarter).However, as time went and no surefire detectionscame (or even more intriguing cases such as the “Wow!”signal), interest in SETI began to dwindle. The last yearit  received federal  funding in  the  US was  1992.  Sincethen, SETI relied on private donations and has lost muchof  its  original  popularity,  despite  the  fact  (correctlypointed out in Benford’s story) that we’ve barely evenstarted searching. We’ve listened for a few decades on afew radio frequencies. No specialized SETI programs fortraces of civilizations in visible light (either laser signalsor megastructures detectable as the dimming of their staror in the IR, as we’ve seen after the previous story) havebeen made; SETI concerns have always been secondary.SETI  wasn’t  the only way people have tried todetect  the  presence  of  extraterrestrial  civilizations.Another  approach,  called  METI,  has  also  been  tried.METI  means  Messaging  ExtraTerrestrial  Intelligences.Sometimes  it’s  also  dubbed  “active  SETI”.  It’s  not  anovel  effort,  either.  Already  in  early  19th century,scientists such as Gauss had proposed reflecting sunlight
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to  other  planets  or  creating giant geometric  images  inSiberia.  Francis Galton later proposed directing flashesof  light  to  Mars.  These  and  other  proposals  were  farfrom realistic even if there were a civilization on Mars –unless it had extremely good telescopes.One  of  the  main  proponents  of  METI  today  isDoug  Vakoch,  the  president  of  METI  International,psychologist,  SETI  researcher  and  author.  However,others are not as optimistic and warn that we should notactively draw attention to  ourselves;  this  opinion  wasfamously shared e.g. by Stephen Hawking. They call forcaution:  We  don’t  know  why  we  haven’t  found  anyother  civilization  yet,  and  not  all  of  the  explanationswould bide well for us… So, if technological alien civilizations exist in ourgalactic  neighborhood,  why  haven’t  we  spotted  themyet? Perhaps it’s because of the limits of our search.Or, perhaps, we overlooked the message. How sure canwe be that we would recognize it if we saw it?There are mathematical measures of complexityand non-randomness that could help us, but to achievegreater reliability, they would require a signal as clear aspossible.  Don’t  imagine,  however,  that  approximately1400 years since 1936, a receiver near Betelgeuse woulddetect  a  clear  transmission  of  television  from  theSummer Olympics in Berlin.  The radio signal is  weak,broad-beam  and  necessarily  degenerates  as  it  passesthrough  the  interstellar  medium.  It  gets  fainter  andfainter,  until  you  can’t  tell  it  from  the  noise.  Theestimates  vary,  but  you’d  probably  have  a  hard  time
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detecting a TV broadcast from Earth already on ProximaCentauri, the nearest star to ours, 4.2 light years away.All  the  noise  Earth  has  started  making since  Marconi(and largely stopped due to the use of optical table andtargeted  satellite  communications)?  Nothing.  We  canhardly expect to pick up alien TV. What we  can expect(or rather hope in) is to detect a  message intended toreach as far as possible.The  best  way to  do  that  is  a  powerful  narrowbeam,  probably  laser  rather  than  radio.  In  1974,humanity (or rather a selected group of  scientists  andfellow  enthusiasts)  sent  a  strong  unidirectional  radiosignal  from  the  Arecibo  radio  telescope  toward  theglobular cluster M13 about 25,000 light years away. Theevidence  that  this  was  more  of  a  technologicaldemonstration than a serious communication attempt isthat the signal was aimed at the at-that-moment locationof  M13  –  but  of  course  objects  move  on  their  orbitswithin and around our galaxy, and by the time the signalarrives at the cluster’s distance, the star-dense center ofthe cluster will have moved out of the way of the signal!M13 was just available on the sky at the time.Then there was Team Encounter’s Cosmic Call toseveral  nearby stars,  sent  between 1999  and 2003,  theLone  Signal  project  in  2013  that  sent  a  few  shortmessages to Gliese 526, located some 18 light years far,and  a  handful  more  attempts  seeking  advertisementrather than actual alien contact.That’s  it.  Now  imagine  other  civilizationstransmitting  their  existence  this  way.  No  wonder  we
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haven’t heard anything, especially the way we’ve beenlistening!A study by Grimaldi (2017) tried to estimate thenumber of  detectable signals  at  a  given point  in time,looking  both  at  multi-directional  and  unidirectionaltransmissions  with  varying  longevity.  The  result  mayseem  pessimistic  to  those  of  us  looking  forward  totranslating alien messages: Even with a high number oftransmitters  in  our  galaxy,  the  mean  number  ofdetectable signals falls below one.Below one.On  all  the  frequencies  they  could  use.  All  thefrequencies we’d have to search.Perhaps  the  hypothetical  aliens  used  similarmath and concluded that passive or active SETI is notworth  it  and if  they  were  to  advertise  their  presence,they would place a physical artifact in front of their starto create a continuous signal of dimming, which bringsus the long way around back to the previous story.However, if we were to detect an alien signal, itwould – using Bayesian statistics – imply that there arelikely many more to discover (Grimaldi & Marcy 2018).But  even  if  we  detected  a  signal  of  artificialorigin, would we be able to reliably decode it? After all,many dead human languages or animal communicationon  Earth  remain  opaque  to  us.  Messages  to  ET  havesupposedly been made as universal as possible, easy todecode by life we have no common roots with.For  instance,  the  Arecibo  Message  is  purelyvisual,  showing  simple  pixelated  pictures…  but  why
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describe it  in detail  when you can try to decode it foryourself here?The point is, a random recipient of the messagemay not  be  as  visually  oriented as  humans.  Since  the1970s, we’ve of course made strides in developing othersystems, but we still can’t be too sure they would makesense even to another technologically advanced species.In  sum,  we  should  hardly  be  surprised  wehaven’t found any alien signals yet. With all likelihood,we  won’t  find  them  for  some  time  even  if  they  aredetectable  in  this  particular  era  at  our  position in  thegalaxy. But we should probably at least try more.However,  there  is  one  more  pressing  question.Even  with  conventional,  much  slower-than-lightpropulsion, any technological civilization should be ableto traverse our galaxy with automatic probes (perhapseven  hibernation/generation  ships)  within  tens  ofthousands  of  years.  Signals  notwithstanding;  if  someadvanced  civilizations  arose  already,  they  should  behere. So why can’t we see them?That  is  the  essence  of  the  so-called  FermiParadox, and that brings us to the final story…
ReferencesDunlap, O. Elmer. (1941). Marconi, the man and his wireless.Rev. ed. New York: The Macmillan company.Grimaldi, C. (2017). Signal coverage approach to the detectionprobability of hypothetical extraterrestrial emitters in themilky way. Scientific reports, 7, 46273.Grimaldi,  C.,  & Marcy,  G.  W. (2018).  Bayesian approach toSETI.  Proceedings of the National  Academy of Sciences,115(42), E9755-E9764.
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Classroom ideas1. Think  back  to  “A  Jar  of  Goodwill”  and  chemicalcommunication.  How do you think would a messagefrom a species communicating primarily by scent look?What about a message from aliens using echolocation astheir primary sense? Feel free to think of other options,too.2. Read up on the lost Indus civilization, with cities suchas  Harappa,  and  its  language.  Why  haven’t  wetranslated  it  yet?  Do  you  think  that  if  we’re  so  farunable to understand even a dead human language, dowe have any chance of understanding a potential alienmessage? (Both yes and no have some good argumentson  their  side,  e.g.  the  possible  common  ground  ofcivilizations  who  have  developed  science  andtechnology sufficient for radio communication.)3. Do  some  animals  have  something  we  could  callrudimentary language, and have we understood someof it? You can divide the class into groups and let eachfind out what they can about ways of communication inelephants,  apes,  cetaceans,  bees,  ants,  corvids  –  howmany  you  like.  Bonus  question:  Are  non-humananimals capable of lying? (Short answer: yes! And it’s awonderful fact. Try for example this video narrated byDavid Attenborough: Monkey's Bluff | Clever Monkeys| BBC Earth)4. Try to construct your own message to unknown aliens.What would you try to tell them, and how?
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But, Still, I Smileby D. A. Xiaolin Spires
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D.  A.  Xiaolin  Spires  steps  into  portals  andreappears  in  sites  such as  Hawai’i,  NY,  variousparts  of Asia  and elsewhere,  with her keyboardappendage  attached.  Her  work  appears  or  isforthcoming in publications such as Clarkesworld,Analog,  Nature,  Terraform,  Grievous  Angel,Fireside, Galaxy’s Edge, StarShipSofa, AndromedaSpaceways  (Year’s  Best  Issue),  Diabolical  Plots,Factor Four, Pantheon, Outlook Springs, ROBOTDINOSAURS,  Mithila  Review,  LONTAR,Reckoning,  Issues  in  Earth  Science,  Liminality,Star*Line, Polu Texni, Argot, Eye to the Telescope,Liquid  Imagination,  Gathering  Storm  Magazine,Little  Blue  Marble,  Story  Seed  Vault,  andanthologies of the strange and beautiful:  Ride theStar Wind, Sharp and Sugar Tooth, Future Visions,Deep  Signal,  Battling  in  All  Her  Finery,  BroadKnowledge, and Rosalind’s Siblings (upcoming).
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When my baby flowed away from me, I thought of it ascoursing  away  through  a  river,  far  and  far  away,  andperhaps  journeying  through the  great  Silver  River  (theMilky Way) and towards some other  exoplanet  unseenand unknown. I thought it might be carried away by thatgreat  band of  light,  so faint  but populated by so manystars,  all  doing  its  part  to  lift  her,  tiny  little  fingersbringing her towards a future that still held bright.In reality, the system took the miscarriage remainsand sucked it through tubes, yes, tubes unseen, but steriletubes: no faint stars, no coursing through the galaxies, nodistant land where she might be raised in the opposingangles of diffused rays of a dual star system. Despite thenumber  of  miscarriages,  I  was  never  sure  where  thosetubes ended, maybe it went across the Earth, across theatmosphere. Maybe it jettisoned my baby into outer spaceitself,  her  body crystallized  and preserved,  in  the  half-born state it came into the world.I  vowed never to have a kid again. Or at least  Ipretended to, in my infinite duress. What was the point?She was the closest to term, and yet, still failure.But,  in  my  heart,  I  looked  out  into  the  vastunknown, thinking that somewhere my child was there,calling out for her mom.

*
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Mapping  out  for  SETI  was  a  natural  course  of  anoccupation for me. Maybe it was destined, as my namewas Dengwen  登文 ,  where  deng means  climb but alsomeans record like in a registry. And wen meant literaturebut  also  could  mean  civilization.  So,  here  I  was,reinventing  my  name  in  my  own  way,  recording  thepossibility of new civilizations in my mundane everydaywork. I would spend days sifting through data. Findingextraterrestrial  life  was  ambitious,  grandiose,  andromantic in theory, but rather tedious in practice. I didn’tmind.  Tedium  suited  me.  I  could  spend  days  numblyparsing through radio and light signals, any ripple of asignature that  would suggest  something other  than thenatural  movement  of  cosmic gears  turning came undermy meticulous gaze.The Drake Equation always bothered me. Sure, itlisted  all  the  factors  outright  in  diminishing  fractions:birthrate  of  stars,  stars  with  planets,  life-sustainingplanets,  planets  with  life  spawned,  intelligence  withinthose planets with life spawned, technological capabilityof the intelligence of the life spawned, and the span ofyears  of  a  technological  society.  Sure,  it  made  sense,ruling out candidates, like the piling discards dumped bysea trawlers of  the past.  But,  when I  stepped back andthought  about  it,  the  kernel  that  was  left  –  it  seemedimprobable,  almost  impossible,  despite  my devotion  tothe project. Where were these places, these elusive hostsof life? It was like those old nursery rhymes where one
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thing  compiled  on  the  next  compiled  on  the  next  andbecame  a  monstrous  sentence  with  qualifiers  abound.Given  such  a  fraction  of  a  fraction  of  a  fraction,  adinfinitum, the reduction of all the seemingly infinite starsout  there,  was  there  a  space  really  for  organic  life  toblossom and reach out to us and make contact?In  my office,  I  rubbed my abdomen as  the  dataflickered  on  charts  before  me.  The  data  might  beimpassive,  but  my  body  wasn’t.  It  hurt.  I  was  tooembarrassed  to  get  postnatal  care,  if  it  could be  calledpostnatal. No, it wasn’t embarrassment. It was a blip ofnumbness, or of delusion, of not wanting to face the truth.I had bled out, that rare instance of life fostered inside ofme that lasted to such an advanced stage, in the face ofthe countless attempts at conception, and obliterated bysome tacit violence in the universe.Finding life out there seemed futile;  the universewas as sterile as my womb. Cold, detached, anesthetized.It  made  one  attempt  at  life  and,  well,  we  had  royallymessed  it  up.  Destroyed  ourselves  and  pretty  muchwrecked our home, Earth, along with it, thanks to pettydisputes,  constant  competition  over  scarce  resourcesgetting scarcer. To think that another being might be outthere and signal at us was like catching my fetus throughthe tubes and breathing life back into it. We were too fargone and we were hoping for a miracle.It was while thinking this – experiencing a flash ofpain glide through my lower back and swallowing grief I
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might never dispel – that the strange anomaly caught mybreath.An anomalous pattern of  radio  signals.  It  wasn’tlike anything I’ve seen before.I pressed my face against the screen, feeling its coldglass.  I  looked  closely,  wondering  if  the  pixels  wereshifting on me.They weren’t.I sat up, despite all the groans of my body.

*
“Dengwen, you’re lucky you found the blip of possiblelife.”  The  nurse  pressed  the  gauge  against  my  cheek,taking my temperature and vitals.  She  didn’t  seem toomoved  by  the  idea  of  imminent  communication  withextraterrestrials.“Yes, there’s hope for humanity yet,” I said.She dabbed a  bit  of  anesthetic  fumes behind myear. My nose wrinkled at the smell, as I winced. I hatedhospitals.“No, you’re lucky, for your own sake,” she said,wiping my arms down with the cleaning cloth. She gaveme a stare I couldn’t decipher and shook her head at me,black  hair  whipping  her  chin.  Then  she  tied  the  bluemassage  fabric  to  my arms and back.  “Otherwise,  youmight not have ever come to me. How long has it beensince the miscarriage?”
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“A week… ” My words tapered off as I tilted myhead back  so  she  checked my tonsils.  I  stared into  thebright lights of the white ceiling. I still wasn’t sure exactlywhat she was looking for.“And you’re passing enough blood clots to makethis an event worth flagging.” She tapped on my chart onthe thin screen beside her. It didn’t say anything in thatvein. I wondered how she knew.Blood clots.They freaked me out. I would flush them down thetubes, but they would return, day after day, ejected frommy body, haunting me, detritus in lieu of life.Yet,  they  were  comforting  in  their  own  way;evidence that she did exist, even if it was just a semblanceof  life,  almost-life  that  short-circuited.  Yearning  formotherhood possessed me, no matter how much I tried topush it away. I closed my eyes, let my head swim as themassage fabric worked its way, stimulating my muscles,relieving my incessant pain. It couldn’t soothe the ache inmy loins.Maybe they’ll  deliver  us  some well-needed tech.Something to turn the tides, lower the CO2, bring downthe rising sea levels. I wonder what they would look like,corporeal  beings  or  evanescent  bands  of  light?  Wouldthey speak with tongues and spit saliva? Or would theyhover and float? There was so much we didn’t know. Somuch that couldn’t be inferred from the little data we had.
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The nurse must have turned the knob up higher,since I felt a pulse travel through my arms. The massagefabric sent me a buzz right under my chest. I put my handthere,  thinking  of  how my  breasts  had  gotten  smaller,receded in the wake of the miscarriage, as if it, too, like allmy  nurturing  prowess,  decided  to  go  into  hibernation.Not yet, I had whispered. I had stopped cooking heartybroths for myself,  stopped caring about my health, andinstead zapped hydrobar dinners every day. I was numb,but deep within, I still hoped I could.I  was  woken  up  by  the  feeling  of  the  nursepressing a few thin pads to my hands. At first, I thoughtthey were for the bleeding, but she said in a hushed voice,“Hemoglobin adhesives.  It’ll  pump some iron back intoyou. It’s cutting-edge tech that I swiped from the gift bagof  a  higher-up  at  a  conference  for  military  medicalinnovations.”It felt light in my hands, almost weightless.She pressed one against her skin, not opening it,but simply demonstrating. “Once you put it on, some ofyour blood will flow into its lattice fabric and align itselfto avoid a hemolytic reaction. Then, once calibrated, thepatch  will  shift  iron  out  of  its  fabric,  pitch  the  ferrousnutrients so it traverses air and skin and into your body.”She passed the one she was using as demonstration to meas well.“It’s not on the market yet and I don’t have many. Idon’t give them out to my patients. But, you look like you
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could  use  some.  Besides,  it’s  not  every  day  I  have  apatient rocketing into space.”I thanked her, pocketed the stickers fast like theywere contraband and we were about to be busted.  Thedoor opened just then and the nurse plastered a benignsmile on her face as she finished up my checkup. She letthe  bots  work  around  her,  picking  up  extra  supplies,checking  the  inventory,  as  she  indicated  to  me  with  afinger that my time here was up. As we left, she handedme some more contraband: a whole box of hemoglobinadhesives and a dozen reviving sticks.“In  case  you  run  into  the  ETs,”  she  said  in  awhisper. “No one wants to say they might be violent. But,who knows. You might need them to save yourself.” Shegestured  slapping  one  on  herself.  She  turned  around,spinning on her heels, and left, curt with no goodbye, as ifour appointment never happened.

*
They wanted me out there with the scientists, exploringspace. I  mentioned I was only one of the data analysts.Why  me?  Shouldn’t  they  choose  a  xenoanthropologist,someone who had spent years dedicated to the role?“We’re not just sending you, Dengwen. Of coursewe’ll have a xenoanthropologist on board, plus a linguist,plus an army of data crunching AI. Botanists, geologists,everything we’ve got. But, who knows what kind of tech
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they might have? What if their connection fries our AIs?We can’t rely on AI to data analyze, we’ll need a humantouch.  Someone  who  might  see  a  blip  out  of  someinexplicable  instinct  where  an  AI  might  rationalize  itaway.”My supervisor sent me a pack of rations and toldme to practice getting used to them. My stomach mightfirst object, so better to deal with the ramifications whilestill on Earth. I tore off one of the packets and chewed. Ittasted like dirt mixed with honey.The nurse must have watching over me, rooting forme.  She  didn’t  mention  to  anyone  else  about  themiscarriage,  which  might  have  disqualified  me  for  thetrip.  She had simply logged in the necessary checkups,which  flashed  across  my  supervisor’s  eyes  during  ourmeeting. I still had her medical supplies stashed away forthe trip, pushing away the idea of violence that she hadsuggested, and instead banking on hope.I  looked  out  of  the  giant  window  of  mysupervisor’s 22nd floor; she had the whole floor to herselfand her data-crunching machines. For a moment, togetherwe marveled at the skies that now held so much promise.“If only FTL drives were invented,” I said. “Thenwe course through to the outskirts  of  the universe andseek out more lives. If there is one, other than us that is,there must be more.”“Just be lucky we have even enough power to getto  Proxima  Centauri.  So  much  of  our  energy  put  into
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keeping the seas at bay and the skies barely breathableenough to live.  We’re really hanging on a thread. Yourdiscovery came just in time.”I said what I thought she wanted to hear:“We need to unwind a new thread. A thread that’llguide us to another species.  Or guide them back to us.We’ll…”  My  voice  of  optimism  croaked  to  a  halt  as  Ishifted my feet. A cramp subsided. They should diminishand eventually go away, the nurse had said. It  felt sad,being wistful for pain. It was the remnant of what was,life that hadn’t come to be. If only I could conceive…We never uttered those words that ran around ingossip circles and circulated the digital filigree. The onesthat the nurse had whispered so directly into my ear. Thepossibility  that  “hope”  was  a  trap.  That  they  weremalevolent. That there was no winning. That they wouldconquer us.  It  didn’t  matter,  for  those  of  us  who  did  thecalculations.  What if  they were malevolent?  Either waywe die. The Earth was perishing before our eyes,  giventhe rate of our global bickering. We didn’t have quite themutual coordination to seed a big enough space stationfor  a  future  generation.  Mismanagement  and  baresustenance were draining us of all our resources, leavingother  recourses  dead  ends.  Despite  the  hollers  of  theeveryday citizens, deafening calls in our ears to stop andstay  away  from  the  aliens,  in  our  raised  towers  high
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above their shouts, we knew that we only had one way:forward. And hope.We turned our faces against the protests.

*
I spent a decade on board, waiting to get there. What ifwe got the calculations wrong? What if  we missed ourmark? This would be the ultimate mission, one of daringpleas  and of  desperation.  We had torn apart  our spaceprograms, poured all our funding into saving the Earth,but our beloved planet had been careening into a viciouscycle, irregularities that became more magnified. We werelucky there was even enough push to get this spaceshipout there, just enough of coming together and pinchingand saving  to  bring  us  the  fuel  and  resources  needed,though mostly it was weighed down by constant fighting.Hope was the drug that temporarily anesthetizedhumanity  from  the  stark  matter  of  its  imminentunfortunate  end.  Scientists  put  their  all  into  it;  thediminished  SETI  team  overclocked  their  bodies,  theirmachinery,  put  their  lives  on  hold,  to  get  us  off  theground.  People  scrounged,  collected,  connected  to  gettheir hands on remote equipment.And then – the takeoff. The most beautiful sight onEarth and the Heavens so they called it.  Our tiny ship.Millions of eyes following us,  whispering, praying. The
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oceans  receding,  the  blackness  engulfing  us,  until  wewere one with the infinite stars.And then the wait.While  I  sat  on  board  growing  hair,  growingwrinkles, my nails getting longer and clipped, longer andclipped, humanity struggled again, relentless quarrelingas they faced the collapse of its own empire as the seasthreatened to  engulf  residences  and land and the  skiesloomed with noxious gas. We thought of the fragments ofcatastrophe while trying to pass time calmly – hurricanes,vacillating  temperatures,  underwater  cities.  We  wererestless. It wasn’t just me, but the whole of the crew. Itwas going to be a long marriage; a sense of domesticity inthe midst of the ever-present faint hum of anticipation, aswell as constraining doom, that made all of us a little stircrazy.

*
My  womb  went  from  bleeding  to  productive  again  toobsolescence.  While  we  flirted,  made  love,  maintainedour  distances,  fought,  cohabited  and  uncohabited,interacted with one another in various ways in ten years,enough drama of seven people to last a lifetime, all thewhile I kept trying to conceive, my reproductive systemmade its way to its decline, until menopause took awayits main utility. It was an empty cabin, probably the onlyempty cabin in the spaceship.
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This isn’t the way everyone looks at their bodies. Itwas how I looked at  it.  I  had longed for a child,  but Ifeared  that  it  was  all  futile.  Even  implantations  didn’twork.  Ovulation  wasn’t  something  that  I  could  justtrigger. It wasn’t a pistol that I could direct and point andshoot. Even having her take root and quicken was miracleenough. But, she was lost. So, with all my entanglements,I had hoped, but couldn’t count on, for more. A heartbeat.A sperm latching on to my egg. It wasn’t really like wewere supposed to have children on board. But, could youblame me for being a little bit careless? For “forgetting”my birth control injections? I knew we had food and airenough, even if it was tight, should a little being make itsway here.I  didn’t  want  to  think  about  what  my  futuregeneration might face. That they might see the demise ofEarth. But,  there was hope,  and with hope there was achance that my hypothetical child could make it and liveon. We were hopeful about the aliens,  tracking themdown,  and  so  close  to  our  solar  system.  Hints  of  atechnology that could provide for our future, but it was acautioned  hope,  one  that  had  adjuncts  and  attributesenough to render the hope barely anything but  humanvanity.  How were we any better  than any of  the otherspecies that have collapsed? When it was our doing thathad  nearly  undone  the  Earth?  The  question  becamemoral. Why should we get to live, thrive, and beget?
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Would the aliens ask themselves the same things?These  were  the  philosophical  inquiries  thatharangued our crew for the ten years of trekking, as wemade our way towards the red dwarf, the diminutive fifthwheel attached to the Centauri couple.Proxima b had been ruled out for life, despite theearly possibility of water, but the new Proxima c glintedlike a jewel. It was from there that the anomalous activitywas detected – signals that could not be explained awaywith a whisk of the hand.

*
The meteorite came from left field. If there was a left fieldin space – it certainly felt like there was. It struck throughthe cabin quarters of our Captain, through his uniformedchest, through his soft tissues and coming out the otherside, dragging blood behind it.Years ago, lying naked in the Captain’s cabin, I hadhoped he could father my child. I even shared with himmy dirty secret of shirking birth control in an emotionalflood of bonding. I thought he would eject me into outerspace right there and then, punishment for my deceptionand transgression, but no, strangely, he smiled. He saidyes, let’s do it. But nothing came of it.The possibility extinguished.We are nothing but bags of blood, I was reminded,and the leak was too potent.
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At  the  time  of  the  meteorite,  I  was  with  theCaptain, but not in a carnal  way. Those days had beenlong gone, when after so many attempts, nothing came tofruit and the constant stress, mostly from my end, madeus  drift  apart.  It  was  utilitarian  for  me;  his  anatomywasn’t living up to his end of the bargain, so we partedphysically, but were still collegial.It  was in this setting of collegiality that we werehaving a meeting, going over datasets. I saw the tiny beadof  doom  puncture  through,  in  and  out,  as  swift  as  aneedle through fabric. His body torn up and a blood trailfollowed. It took me a fraction of a second to realize whatwas happening and another fraction for sheer horror todawn upon me, but the moment felt stretched out like aneternity.I ran, then floated toward the hole of the ship asour gravitation system failed in the midst of the accident.I was being sucked in. My chest heaved, panic started topush to the brink of my systems.  Okay, okay, I thought,grabbing anything around me. I felt something round andhard. It turned out to be a helmet. I pushed it towards thehole. With  an  audible  whooshing  noise,  the  helmet’ssmooth surface made contact with the perforation and itgot vacuumed up. Pressure adhered it there. Not the bestfix but it was better than my own head.I  swam-floated  through  blood  droplets  abound.Someone had sealed the exit hole of the meteorite with an
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ETA  suit.  A  matching  outfit  –  helmet  and  shouldersbuffered  by  the  whole  of  the  cabin.  There  was  overallconfusion,  as  we tried to avoid the bobbing spheres  ofscarlet liquid mess. Lifeforce drained away.He was dead.When  gravity  came back,  I  smacked the  groundwith my hip and cursed for a good minute before gettingup.  I  had  heard  the  collective  thumps  of  everythingfalling, but the pain made my senses register nothing butmy own visceral agony.Once the feeling passed, I looked around. Some ofus were pretty banged up. The captain’s body had fallento the ground and bounced, with all his blood jostling andpooling. Blood was everywhere, staining us, staining theship, staining the mission. It took us a week to get all theblood  soaked  up  and  discarded.  We  kept  finding  bitsclinging to equipment, to clothes, to the walls.We gave him a proper funeral and ejected him intothe coldness of space. The ritual  of commemorating hisdeath made us feel lost at sea. Our navigator cast off and Iwatched him crystallize and disappear, reminding me ofthoughts long ago I wanted to excise.

*
There were  six  of  us  now,  distributing the  roles  of  theCaptain. Some we allocated to the AI systems and somewe tried to keep for ourselves, if anything but to honor his
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service.  Most of it  went to the now-acting-Captain, andstill  geologist,  Anjali,  who  had  training  in  interstellarnavigation alongside her geological interests.  They gaveme his objectives of reviewing safety measures.Every day, I would go to a different part of the shipwith the  sensor  and test  for  structural  integrity.  It  wasredundancy; one of the AI systems had the same role. But,nobody  felt  safe  anymore.  Besides,  there  were  someuncertainties  given  the  effects  of  the  meteorites.Sometimes, in the midst of a scan of a corner or door, Istill would find blood and wonder how it got there.

*
The twin lights of Alpha Centauri blinked at us like cateyes  while  the  diminutive  third  to  which  we  wereheading always seemed to be orbiting around the two,trying to fit  in.  It  looked like Mars,  always cast  with afaint orange tint, or like it was always a sun constantlysetting.  If  there  was  more  of  an  apropos  metaphor  forhuman  decline,  this  would  be  it.  The  image  of  aconstantly setting star, but just there, hanging in the sky.

*
But, no, this was hope. And when we found Proxima c,we  found this  hope to  be  dimmer and less  filled  withwater than we had expected, at least that was what our
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scans said. We drew in closer, sent missives to Earth, nowfour-plus lightyears away. By the time it got to them, myhair would be streaked with silver, like the Milky Way.

*
The ship crash-landed.  We did a  quick save,  salvagingmost of it,  but lost a good deal of food and water in acontained fire put out by its safety systems. The ship alsoneeded major  repairs  and we dispatched the  drones  toassess and reconstruct. We were already coming into ourmission jaded and in despair.

*
I  stepped out  onto  the  regolith,  my five  comrades,  ex-lovers,  confidants,  quarrelers,  sufferers,  and  risk-takerswith  me.  The  land  felt  strangely  hard,  dense  andunbalanced. The gravity was two-thirds of Earth, so webounded  in  our  suits,  our  scanners  propped  onto  thinfishing  poles  –  loose  tethers  that  would straighten  andshoot forth at any sign of life.We kept tripping over what looked like unevenlyaccumulated  slates,  with  ragged  ends.  We  had  to  becareful not to rip a hole into our suits. We searched thisland, but it seemed barren of life; there was no water, butmaybe  these  alien  creatures  didn’t  need  water?  Theyseemed so present, so real in our imaginations, that when
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no communication passed through, I felt a sense of defeatso  acute  it  almost  left  me paralyzed.  Only Gloria,  whowas the longest of my flames on board in the ten years,who  consoled  me  when  I  had  cried  over  my  barrenwomb, kept me honest and helped me to my feet whenabject bleakness took away all will that evening.The next day, when the light of Proxima Centauricast its strange diffuse shadows, we got up and walkedthis  land again.  The one thing that we could agree on:there was a low-level sound, a kind of white noise thatseemed to follow us. It wasn’t on any of the sensors, butthere it was, as we peeked under yet another slate of theslate-strewn land – that we found was neither rock normetal. The AIs could not tell us what the sound was, noreven locate the presence of a sound or a source. Nor couldthey say what material the planet was made of. The corewas liquid, that we knew, but what about all these slabswe were constantly negotiating with in our boots?

*
We split  into teams. I packed my things, throwing in afew  of  the  hemoglobin  adhesives,  a  hydrobar,  and  ascanner into the compartments of my utility belt. Gloriacame with me. It only made sense, since she was the mostchipper and brazen, and I was likely the most morose. Ididn’t  care.  I  didn’t  need  a  badge  of  merit  as  “best
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attitude  for  an  explorer.”  I  just  needed  support.  Herxenoanthropology  background  made  her  a  primecandidate  for  finding  the  supposed  aliens,  who  werelooking to be more remote as the hours went by. Why gothrough the trouble of sending out signals, if you weren’tgoing to take calls? If you weren’t going to check in? But,it  had been years  since they sent  them out  and maybenow the calls were silent.She sent out various kinds of “messages” – audio,motion, smell, pheromonic, etc. – unleashed a concoctionof labels that would say, “I’m here, please come out!” Ihelped  her  seal  and  stabilize  these  messages.  She  sentthese out on drones, who would be able to cover moreground than our bounding steps alone.As  we  traversed,  we  came up  to  a  mountain.  Itwasn’t  made  of  slabs,  unlike  all  the  spaces  thathaphazardly  made  up  this  alien  landscape.  It  was  averitable mountain of diverse objects of the same materialof all different sizes. It loomed over us, breathtaking in itsmajesty, like approaching pyramids in the midst of desertsand.  This  definitely had to be the hand of  intelligenceright there.There  was  very  little  natural  light  in  this  area,almost  none.  We  had  to  blast  out  our  LEDs  from  ourhelmets  so  we  could  see,  stark  white  light  that  madeeverything look eerie. The air felt strangely dense, thoughthere were no readings in our scans that would suggestwhy.  We  wondered  if  it  was  this  air,  like  an  invisible
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cloud,  that  occluded  Proxima  Centauri’s  rougeluminosity.With the projected light from our helmets, we tookmany  scans,  photos,  and  videos.  We  documented  thedifferent formations, discrete pieces that had flat planesand roundness  to  their  attributes.  There  was a  kind ofGaudí characteristic to the overall look of the mountain,not  sharp,  pointed  and  triangular  like  the  Rockies,Everest, or any mountain on Earth, but a kind of roundedcurvature to the overall  heft  of  it.  It  was not a smoothlandscape; it was an assemblage. I could tell that it washeaped on. That there must have been some machinery orguiding hand that had collected this and stacked it here.Was  it  a  garbage  dump?  Ruins?  A monument?  Was  itsome kind of sign that we had to decipher?I was way over my head. I could not process thiskind of  data.  It  wasn’t  radio  waves  or  light.  Whatevertriggered that radio signal anomaly years ago must havescattered away, departed into the abyss somewhere outthere, or have retreated somewhere undetected. What wasleft was material we could not determine, amassed in ameans we could not understand the nature of. We coulduse an archeologist, xeno or not. We could probably usethe consulting powers of all our Terran people. But, therewas only the two of us, and our messages could not passthrough the thick blockage of this atmosphere enough toget to the others before night.
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We  poked  around,  trying  to  disturb  as  little  aspossible. I felt like a grave robber. Was I destroying thesanctity of this site by stepping in it? Luckily, given thegravity, our footsteps were relatively light and our bootsleft few tracks on this strange, shiny gray material.

*
Two hours later and we had covered the whole of  thismountain  and  documented  almost  all  the  parts.  Wecouldn’t  avoid  disturbing  some  of  the  material,  butagitated as little as we could. If anything, the air felt eventhicker,  it  took  some  muscling  to  simply  walk,  eventhough the amount of gravity was on our side.I  followed  Gloria,  who  was  giving  out  upbeatlooks.  Her  buoyant  stride  and  can-do  attitude  werestarting  to  wear  on  me.  After  descending  down  themountain, I got sick of stalking around in heaviness.I couldn’t take it anymore. A fit of total inanity andchildishness overcame me. But, it was more than that. Ithought I  saw the tiniest  hand,  a little closed fist  as  animprint  on  one  of  the  rocks.  Something  I  had  seen  inultrasound photos.I  knew  I  must  have  imagined  it,  because  in  amoment the image was gone. I stared at the rock, pushedmy hand against it, despite our objective of not disturbinganything. But, nothing. It was like it was never there. Likemy fetus never existed.
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I  couldn’t  bear  it.  My  frustration  skyrocketed.  Ikicked the slab hard where my phantom impression hadprojected. My leg got caught. A sharp edge hooked ontomy suit and tore the fabric at my knee.I  still  don’t  know  why  I  did  it.  It’s  not  easy  toexplain. A presence bore down on me, teased me with animage, filled me with a wave of complete hopelessness,and I just needed to act out.Oxygen rushed out of my suit and I cursed loud.Gloria calmed me down through the comm from her endand hurried over. I was bleeding.I was such an idiot.I threw on two hemoglobin adhesives over the rip.They  gave  off  a  green  light  once  activated,  drinking  asample from my blood,  drawing it  through my vesselsand skin, and calibrating. I calmed down, knowing it wasfeeding nutrients back into me. I stared at the green patchof  light  reflecting  onto  the  strange  material,  a  ray  thatbounced out onto the corner of an alien slab. Out of myperipheral vision, I saw Gloria follow my gaze. I held mystare; something was keeping me from moving my eyes.There. That was what it was. The green light, it wasdissipating,  stretching  out,  moving  of  its  accord.  For  amoment,  I  thought  it  made the  nebulous shape of  thatfetal fist again, but it soon shifted and perhaps it was onlymy imagination.Then everything started quaking.
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*

A gush rose from the mountain. I gasped.Oh no, this wasn’t a mountain. It was a volcano.We clambered far away. A pool of red, so crimsonand bloodlike,  spilled out  of  this  landmass and chasedafter  us.  It  wasn’t  just  after  us,  it  was  pooling  in  alldirections, but it seemed like we were one of the targets ofits lava tendrils.But,  it  wasn’t  sizzling  the  land  at  all.  It  wasn’tdestroying  everything  in  its  wake.  The  Gaudí  piecesseemed to separate themselves, as if coming alive. Theyslip-slid  against  each  other,  coating in  the  liquid.  Theywere being lubricated, oiled. They were moving.In my head, things were starting to piece together.Maybe  it  was  from the  frustration  of  the  kick  and thepanic that overcame me. But, as we bounded away, Gloriaand I, hoping that the oils wouldn’t reach our ship, I hada flash of insight.The rush of blood, the lifeforce oozing away, thiswas  it:  the  blood,  the  lifeforce.  The hand,  my kin.  Theexpulsion of  the entity from my womb, half-grown notquite  yet  a  baby.  Blood  clots,  stuck,  something  thatfastened and wouldn’t let go. Not yet.It was about reproduction, or about production, atleast. I could tell. Call it a moment of eureka, a maternalinstinct, a pulse of realization – though I was no mother,only yearning, desperate to be one.
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*

We hid out in our ship. All of us came back alive, exceptone. There were five of us gathered now. Kiki was outthere, we hoped, and we sent probes and sent out two ofour team, but even after exhaustive searches we could notfind her. The red blood, the lubricant, continued to spillforth. It took some adjusting but the AI systems got thescanners to detect and monitor this planetary broth fromafar. And we watched as it continued to paw through theland, with its liquid lick.
*

I  had dreams, of seeing blood, of tubes pulling out thebody of my not-yet child. Of loss. I saw production, or thecapacity for life. A tiny fist, strength in will.Then the volcano, and the spilling of red, all over.Red gush from the Captain. The rolling hill of his head tohis chest to waist. Red gush from Gaudí assemblage. Therolling hill of its slapped together parts. My eyes burnedin rouge. I was swimming past the scarlet globules, ragingin front of the spill, hoping its crimson touch would notget me.And then I  would awake,  thinking of  gears  andmachinery. Of waterways and circuitry. The machinery, itwas coming alive, the light of our tech, activated by our
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blood – searing past the sealed-off density of the strangeair and giving it propulsion.The sleeping giant awakes.

*
Some  of  the  red  rivers,  the  gush  of  red  current,  hadreceded and we took the chance to step into those receded“banks”  and  push  forth  to  see  the  Gaudí  assemblagemountain again. Where did the red go to? We thought itwas lubricating, absorbed into whatever this planet wasmade of. That was the most likely scenario crunched bythe AIs.We still hadn’t found Kiki.The assemblage was double its size, the mountainnot just looming, but threatening, like a god that had risenup from the land itself. How did it get to be this big?Was it like a plant that thirsted for water and oncefed, burst to life, erect, upright, pulled back to life?There was nothing that indicated it  was organic,but perhaps organic was always a Terran term that couldnot be transplanted here.When  we  looked  closer,  three  of  us  this  time,acting-Captain Anjali from the back, Gloria and I pressingforward,  we could see that it  was replicating. Layer bylayer,  as  if  being  3-D  printed.  We  watched  as  thelandforms  pulled  up  from  our  feet,  raising  us,  acentimeter at a time, jarring our balance.
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Caution  prevailed  over  our  curiosity  and  wereturned back  before we would be pushed so  high wecouldn’t  climb back down. It  didn’t seem probable,  butwe couldn’t yet calculate the rate of its growth. I avoidedall the blood splatters, the oozing of the red, rememberingthe lubricant that had escaped my womb. The hand thatnever got to be.

*
“It’s so high, it’s past sky-high. I don’t know what to callit. It must be rising up like a skyscraper,” I said. Back onour ship,  we were a distance away,  but I  wouldn’t  saysafe. Not exactly.“It’s  not  just  happening  there,  the  land  is  beingpushed up,  new slabs  are forming,” said Anjali,  as  sheconsulted her geological literature. “There’s nothing likethis I’ve seen. It’s not exactly tectonic plates, it’s not justrock  formation.  This  is  too  fast,  too  regulated,  too…everything.”“Too freakin’ weird,” said Gloria.The  rest  of  our  team  convened.  Kiki  had  beenfound, wedged between two slabs, the material growingout of her knee.  The biologist and medic,  Ramon, triedtreating  her  best  he  could,  keeping  her  in  an  isolatedspace. But Kiki was light-headed and we didn’t know ifshe would live. She was oozing red, part blood, part theliquid of this land, and I couldn’t bear seeing more blood
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here. I took a look at her once from outside the chamberand  vowed  not  to  go  in.  Medic  Ramon  kept  a  droneferrying this liquid out of our domain, in case it wouldgush forth and cause the material in her to multiply. Wecouldn’t contaminate our ship-turned-habitat. It was onlyour space of safety and our way out of here.I hated to admit it, but a dark part of me wishedthey hadn’t brought her back.

*
They knew I had hemo stickies,  and reluctantly,  I  gavesome over  for  Kiki’s  convalescence.  I  only  divvied  outtwo. I didn’t trust its interaction with anything with thisland,  but  I  knew  there  was  also  something  else.  Deepinside me I had an instinct.I also forked over two reviving sticks. I made a bigshow of having none left after that.I regretted kicking the slab, regretted getting cut,regretted slapping on the medical  adhesive.  It  was thatlight that had been stretched out in strange ways. Howcould I have known?And yet, there was some growing comprehensionin  me.  That  I  was  supposed  to  kick  it.  That  I  wassupposed to dream up that tiny fist. That it was supposedto bleed out.  And as two more days passed,  while  thecrew and I worked on repairs with the few replacementsand makeshift resourceful cobbling together we exacted,
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the comprehension gnawed at me. It ballooned as I sealedthe doors with repurposed silicone drinking packages andreinforced  the  walls  with  climate-conditioning  spray.  Itstuck to my throat, like the lemony scent of the spritzer.It  crept onto me,  begging me,  a pulsing sense ofmotherhood deep in my loins, until I went to see Kiki theday before we were set to leave. This was the reckoning,the final day I could do something about the compellingnotion I felt so acutely from within.I was going to do something about it.Her body was still, obviously unconscious, the slabin her knee growing, even as Ramon continued to cut anddiscard the material  to  the outdoors  via  drone ferry.  Itwas like keratin, like our fingernails and toes; she had thearmor  of  this  land coming out  of  her  joint.  She  had itexcised periodically, but it would come again.I brought to her the lighted stickies and removedthe safety wrap. I was fully covered in a hazmat suit, noway I would be contaminated, but fear still pricked me. Iknew something would happen, but I wasn’t sure what.Caution  enveloped  me,  but  a  greater  impulsebrought my hand forth to cover her leg with the stickies.Five of them. One after another, with swift movements,before I could stop myself.The light bent around her knee in strange ways. Itwas irregular.  Blood came pouring out  –  or  was it  thedark crimson of this land? I yelped, called for a drone, but
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there  was  so  much  of  the  liquid,  coming  out  andcascading.The drone wasn’t big enough.I  called  out  for  another  and  tried  to  gather  theblood. We couldn’t let it get everywhere. Who knew whatit would it do to our beloved ship and shelter?I pulled Kiki into the drone, packing her limbs intothe small vehicle as best I could, and then stuffed all thestained medical slurpcloths that had absorbed the bloodinto  any  available  crevice  in  the  mobile.  I  dumped  awhole box of slurpcloths out and let it pull out the strangeviscous fluid from her knee.  I  injected her  with all  myremaining reviving sticks that I  had been saving for anemergency.They didn’t seem to do a thing. I improvised, goingfor the emerg pack. I set a small field around her – one wedidn’t use often since it was such a power drain – so shewould be protected from the land. There was just enoughjuice to last for a few hours.We  rode  while  I  directed  the  drones  to  themountain.  It  took  an hour  on the  highest  speed,  and Iwondered what everyone else back at the spaceship wasdoing. Probably sleeping. Maybe Gloria was awake. Shewas always a night owl.It was dark, the rays from the helmet and the greeneerie hue of the adhesives lighting the way. The adhesivelight bent strangely when it interacted with the land, the
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green glimmer tossed around, zipping forth from slab toslab on the ground.Perhaps it was the interaction of organic and thegrowth of this land, whatever it was, one of the scannersstarted to pick up something, an anomaly, a kind of radiosignal that I had remembered from so long ago. The blipthat gave me reason to think there was life on this land.The signal that brought us here.When we came to the mountain, it reached so farout into the heavens, I could not see its apex. All the landhad risen up. It was foolish of me to come here alone. Ishould’ve  brought  a  team  of  drones,  backup  in  case  Islipped.  I  could  feel  the  land  still  jittering  under  me,elevating on its own accord.The  light  of  the  hemoglobin  adhesive  dancedabout,  stretched out like taffy then rebounded, jumpingfrom discrete item to item in this alien assembly.Blood.  I  offer  you  blood, I  thought.  Blood  andtechnology.The green light interacted with the mountain in anexcited frenzy. It swung about, dancing on every piece ofthe assembly, in a synchronous intertwining waltz.I gaped, mouth hung open, breathing in the dry airof my suit.Kiki stirred. I reached my glove through the field,pulled off the drenched slurpcloths and then the pieces ofthe invading slab off her knee, which fell to brittle outsidethe field. The brittle recollected itself and a jet of the red
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ooze  spurt  forth  and  lubricated  it  before  it  wasincorporated into the land.I pulled out a half dozen green stickies from myutility belt, peeled off the safety and activated them withKiki’s  used  slurpcloths  and  threw  them  up  in  the  air.They  lifted  up  and  were  “grabbed”  by  the  mountaindetritus. I pulled out ones that I had used days ago fromthe rock tear still stuffed in another compartment in mybelt,  their  tech  infused  with  my  blood,  traces  of  theconcoction  of  manufactured  hemoglobin  and  my  DNAleft  behind,  and threw them over as well.  I  didn’t  darestay to see what happened.I  commanded the drones  to race away.  We fled,moving swiftly over the strange terrain on our vehicles. Arumble  shook  the  land  and  with  a  quivering  voice,  Icommanded the drones to go faster.When  I  got  back  to  the  spaceship,  ProximaCentauri  was  already  peeking  out  its  shy  gaze.  It  wasmorning. The strange orange haze once again lit up theonyx surface of our ship. The rumbles had stopped.We were expected to leave today. We had receivedword that Earth might make it after all, that treaties weresigned – must have been signed four plus years ago – thatthe worrywarts spreading hate of potential ET colonizersprevailed and part  of  the multilateral  pact  was for  ourcrew  to  avoid  alerting  any  aliens  of  our  existence,  areversal of decisions past. It was just like politics, to swingone way and then back. We had the choice to stay here or
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go back if we wished, but if we stayed we were ordered toavoid  foreign  contact  and  would  have  to  retreat  toProxima b, where there was no sign of life. In light of this,the crew had voted majority  on leaving,  to  get  off  thiseerie,  unaccommodating,  intelligent-less  bust  of  a  placeand the dangers it spelled and make our return home. Wedidn’t  have  enough  food  or  water  to  stay  here  muchlonger anyway. We left a few drones to keep watch.We took  off  with  samples  rendered  inert  by  themoat of air that surrounded it, all contained in specimenvessels.

*
From the spaceship window, I watched as we took off, allof us holding our breaths, hoping this spaceship wouldsurvive the launch. We were so much higher in elevationthan we were weeks ago when we arrived.  The planetbecoming  much  bigger  than  it  once  was.  It  was  stillshifting. We could see it replicating, or doing whatever itwas doing, layer by layer, adding onto itself.The spaceship shook as it blasted off, waking Kikiwith its violent tremors.“It’s  more  than  a  geological  anomaly,”  she  said,rubbing her knee. “It’s something far stranger.”

*
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It was only decades later, when we had returned to Earth–  when  the  material  sample  had  been  probed,  tested,placed into the highest levels of security on an orbitingspace station – that we discovered what it was.I already knew long ago, but I kept it to myself.In our absence, humanity had realized that givenan  objective,  it  could  collectivize  and  aim  towards  thegoal. They had done it sending us into space. And theywould  do  it  again  to  at  least  try  fixing  our  Earth  andbringing a lab into orbit.They completed both those tasks, scrounging andcobbling best they could.We came back to a more hopeful Earth, even if thenews  we  brought  back  was  less  than  hopeful.  Nointelligent beings to bring us better tech. No trading forour salvation. But, at least our people had tried our best,we would hope to prevail, come what may.Only the strange material from Proxima c land andits fluids suggested otherwise.The tests concluded it was machinery left behind,oiled by the liquid of the land. It did implicate a higherintelligent being, but one that had fled long ago.Blood, I whispered to myself.The  machinery  that  had  covered  Proxima  c  wasrendered  inert  by  the  thickness  of  the  atmosphere,  achemical  stop  button  poured  onto  the  massive  engine.But,  given  blood,  or  rather,  some  tech  version  of  it,hemoglobin  infusion,  activated  through  mingling  with
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traces of human blood that calibrated the transfusion,  itcame on, powered up, and its interactions intensified andmagnified, begetting and begetting.It  was  a  self-replicating  machine.  Perhaps it  hadsome  purpose  in  the  past,  one  that  sent  out  thoseanomalous signals – to create some material resource thatwas useful. But, now, it seemed to run on its own accord.It stank of the fatalism of the paperclip maximizingAIs,  of  tech  run  amok,  of  instructions  given  and  thenabandoned – sealed off with the dense additives to theatmosphere as a stop-measure.I never really told anyone that it was my maternalimpulse that turned it back on. That I had activated thehemoglobin stickies with blood from Kiki and I. Giving itlifeforce, or something to that end. All the scientific dataconverged, with experts agreeing it was the disturbancethat  had  turned  it  back  on.  They  surmised  it  was  thepheromonic  stink  of  our  flesh  and  blood  –  and  somethought it was simply a product of time. But, I knew andperhaps deep inside Gloria and Kiki knew, too.It was the hemoglobin tech, induced into activationby  synchronization  with  our  blood,  the  interaction  Ipropelled that jarred the machinery awake.The  machinery  was  an  existential  threat  to  ouruniverse. One distant and not entirely pressing. But, oncereactivated, the engine of production showed no signs ofstopping. It was self-perpetuating, replicating, and wouldonly get bigger and bigger. Its internal oils, that thick red,
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seemed  also  to  reproduce  itself.  A  command  that  hadgone haywire, perhaps, with a quick-fix plug, a cursoryhalt,  and  an  escape  by  the  civilization  that  had  left  itbehind.And I had pulled out that plug, let the spigot run.Blood, nourishing blood.It  would  take  millions  of  years  before  themachinery-exoplanet grew big enough to do harm to us,but who knew what harm it  would do to the fabric  ofspace-time? Who knew the repercussions to the neighborswe had at  Alpha Centauri?  If  it  would wipe out  thosepersistent  cat  eyes?  If  it  would obliterate  its  associates?Perhaps it was the aberrant fifth wheel finally rampagingin its romantic neglect.Earth coalitions were already mobilizing a team togo  stop  it.  To  figure  out  a  way  to  reproduce  theatmospheric chemical that might shut it off and contain it.

*
But, I? Well, I smile sometimes in my sleep.I know, it’s terrible, I unleashed a monster into thisworld. A mechanical monster, all tech and no reason. Onethat grows and grows and gobbles everything in its path.A  sleeping  giant  awakened,  and  burgeoning,  budding,layering up in its mass.But, still, I smile.
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In my womb, I  feel  the pulse of life.  It  resonateswith the emptiness of space, the cavernous peal that beatsin my flesh. It’s not one of my own DNA, but one thatlives because of it. Mechanical, menacing, inorganic, andpossibly a death sentence to us all.But, it was my hand that had brought it to life. Itwas  the  chemical  reaction  of  my  sanguine  fluid,  myhemoglobin  stickies,  my  touch,  and  my  action  –  mybeautiful, horrendous, abominable baby.With a pounding fist of fury.Bound to me by blood and growing up so fast. 
Originally published in Clarkesworld (3/2019).
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Deadly paperclips & other paradox solution attempts
This story stands apart from the rest included here bynot being anywhere near the hard SF subgenre (sciencefiction  that’s  mostly  scientifically  accurate),  insteadbeing based on  metaphors  of  blood  relations,  longingand the price we’re willing to pay for a blood legacy. Butit still raises an important point for us: Where are they?They of course meaning alien civilizations.Once  it  appeared  clear  that  even  conventionalpropulsion  should  enable  a  batch  of  starships  or  self-replicating  probes  to  cover  most  of  our  galaxy  ontimescales shorter than the existence of the genus Homo,the question became inevitable. Named after the famousphysicist  Enrico Fermi,  who asked the legendary “Butwhere  is  everybody?”  at  a  1950  lunch in  Los  Alamoswith Teller, Konopinski and York, the paradox has sincegained popular  recognition and amassed a  number  ofpotential  explanations.  At  this  point,  I  could  startenumerating the most important – or I could reprint therelevant sections of an article we’ve already written withmy colleague  Tomáš  Petrásek  for  Clarkesworld a  fewyears ago (Novakova & Petrasek 2017):

“The  universe  around  us  echoes  with  theGreat  Silence.  It  seems  oppressive  to  some,foreboding  to  others.  We  have  not  picked  up  anyalien  transmissions;  seen  any  indications  ofinterstellar  travel  or  construction;  met  any  othercivilization. Yet even with propulsion systems basedon  known  technological  principles,  it  should  be
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possible  to  colonize  the  whole  Galaxy  withinhundreds of thousands to several million years. Enterthe famous Fermi Paradox: Where are they?We’ve all seen the proposed hypotheses of the“zoo,” “Galactic federation,” or the bleak possibilityof  an  inevitable  nuclear  apocalypse  awaiting  anytechnological culture. But is the Fermi Paradox reallysuch a big paradox?… Maybe  we’re  just  using  the  wrongassumptions.  True  enough;  can  we  even  expect  acomplete Galaxy colonization? One would argue thatinterstellar  expansion  would  be  an  adventurousbusiness,  with  unfathomable  dangers  anduncertainties  facing  any  ship  trying  to  boldly  gowhere  no  one  has  gone  before,  or  even  a  nascentcolony. Colonization waves might be slowed down oreven  stopped  by  essentially  accidental,  yetunavoidable factors both external and internal.But  what  if  interstellar  travel  is  so  difficultthat  it’s  near  impossible,  for  ships  bearing  organicbeings at least? It’s also possible that favorability oflocal  conditions  plays  a larger role than we expect.It’s not just the “trivial” factors such as stellar type,presence of potentially habitable planets. What if, forexample,  different  elemental  and  isotopiccompositions  of  various  planetary systems severelylimit  the  colonization  options,  and  to  some  extentexploration/self-replication probes too?If we look at the Earth, we don’t see humansettlements  everywhere.  We  have  huge  citiesoverflowing  with  people  on  one  hand,  and  vast
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empty spaces – especially deserts and mountains – onthe  other,  and  we’re  still  speaking  just  about  thelandmass. Maybe we just happen to sit in the middleof a galactic desert?Perhaps  ecological  models  can  help  us  out.One of the simplest models of a species’ expansion isthe percolation model (widely used also in materialscience and other fields),  using a three-dimensionalnetwork  of  sites  that  are  either  connected  ordisconnected  with  a  certain  probability.  NASAscientist  and well-known SF writer Geoffrey Landis(1998)  applied  the  model  to  an  interstellarcivilization’s proliferation.Due  to  time  lags,  we  could  expect  thatcolonies  will  develop  cultures  different  from  theirmother culture (and will also have different resourcesat  their  disposal).  Some  may  therefore  continueexploration,  while  other  ones  develop  a  non-colonizing  civilization.  If  the  probability  ofcontinuing  colonization  falls  below  the  criticalprobability, the growth will stop after a finite numberof colonized star systems. If the probability exceedsthe critical threshold, there would still exist voids atany given time. It rests on the assumption that thereis a maximum distance which allows new colonies tobe directly established (in other words, that we couldfor example directly colonize Proxima Centauri  butnot the more distant  Epsilon Eridani – for that,  wewould need another  site  in-between),  which  seemsreasonable, though the actual distance itself would bedifficult to constrain. Another assumption is that an
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already  colonized  world  is  not  suitable  for  a  newwave of colonization.It  could  account  for  the  lack  of  knowninterstellar  civilizations  around  us;  however,  itdoesn’t solve the problem of the apparent lack of self-reproducing  probes.  If  von  Neumann  probes  arerealistic (which is an assumption in itself), how comewe haven’t seen any? Is  it  because they are mostlyinstructed  to  stay  away  from  civilizations?Programmed  to  only  use  a  very  small  amount  ofmatter in each system to continue proliferation? Orare  we here  because  we’re  lucky  and they  haven’tconverted our system yet?A  nice  solution  to  this  aspect  of  the  FermiParadox is outlined in David Brin’s novel  Existence.The  monumental  novel  tackles  various  problemsrelated to  it  –  How unique are we? What happenswhen  any  single  person  achieves  the  capacity  ofdestroying  an  entire  civilization  at  a  whim?  Couldseedling ships succeed? Will AIs join us, replace us,merge with us? – but revolves especially around thefinding of several alien artifacts, ambassador probesthat  establish  communication  with  humanity  andinvite it to join their respective collectives.To avoid spoilers, let us just say that it maynot be a bad idea to look at more biological systems,be they complex ecosystems, epidemiological models,or semelparous plants,  when considering the FermiParadox – or even things like spambots or chain mail– and to distinguish the survival of civilizations andindividuals.  Though  perhaps  counterintuitive,  thelatter may persist for much longer times.
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… The  destroyer  theories.  They’re  just  aspopular as the optimistic (one would be tempted tosay naïve) hypotheses of the “zoo” or “federation.”Despite  the  vast  interstellar  distances,  civilizationsmay  routinely  destroy  each  other  in  struggle  forresources, territory, or just out of fear of the othersstriking first,  and only those fearful enough to stayhidden remain out there.  Do we live in such “darkforest,”  like  many  science  fiction  stories  seem  tosuggest (recently e.g. Liu Cixin’s aptly titled secondvolume of his Remembrance of Earth’s Past trilogy, orearlier  works  by  Alastair  Reynolds,  Greg  Bear  andmany others)? Community ecology has a term called“landscapes  of  fear”  that  applies  to  predator-preyinteraction.  Could  similar  dynamics  be  applied  togalactic civilizations’ interactions? So far, we have noway of knowing.… Self-destruction. Where does the threshold forthe  missing  galaxy-colonizing  civilizations  lie?  Isthere  a  “Gaia  bottleneck”  of  establishingbiogeochemical  feedback  cycles,  leading  to  therelative scarcity of planets habitable for complex life?Is intelligence so rare? Is advanced technology? Or doadvanced  civilizations  commonly  destroythemselves?  A  pessimist  might  fear  that  we’redestroying our environment and ushering forward anew  civilization  collapse,  propelled  by  drinkingwater  shortage  and  fertile  ground  scarcity,  localenvironmental disasters, extinctions leading to severeecosystem shifts.
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… What’s the ideal time for expanding beyondEarth?  When does  it  quickly  enough cease  to  be  adeep  resource  sink  and  become  beneficial  in  theoverall sum? What should such risk assessments looklike? There are a number of things that could wipeout  our  civilization  or  make  it  collapse.  A  largeenough asteroid impact or volcanic event,  a nearbyenough supernova explosion, even a rare solar flarestrong  enough to  fry  most  of  our  electronics,  eventhough life itself would remain practically unaffected.These are all extremely rare events – but theyare  as  unpredictable  as  it  gets.  We  might  get  onwithout any for many millions of years, or somethinglike  that  could  occur  next  week.  How  preparedshould  we  be?  Would  more  near-Earth  asteroidsurveys  and  testing  mitigation  techniques  suffice?Should we found space colonies as soon as we can,even  though  they  wouldn’t  be  self-sufficient  fordecades, if not centuries? Many people would arguethat  we  should  invest  first  and  foremost  ineliminating  poverty,  promoting  health  care  andeducation, and protecting our environment. But thismay be a false problem – it’s not either/or. Resourcestaken off human spaceflight don’t magically appearin  solving  health,  environmental,  or  social  issues.While the Optimist calls for spaceflight support, thePessimist  argues  that  our  attention  should  focuselsewhere.The Fermi Paradox may be more relevant forour own future ventures than most people realize –but  it’s  a  pity  we  know  so  little  about  it.  Our
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speculations  are  countless  –  but  we  need  moretestable predictions and the data to test them. Currentand  near-future  ground  and  space-based  surveyssuch  as  K2,  Gaia,  HARPS,  NGTS,  TESS,  CHEOPS,PLATO and many more will vastly improve our dataon exoplanets and their host stars. Telescopes such asJWST may greatly contribute to our knowledge of theplanets’ characteristics and potential chances for life.Solar  system missions  like  ExoMars,  Mars  2020,  orJUICE may tell us more about the (un)availability ofconditions  for  life  within  our  own system,  and theuniqueness of Earth.As to the pressing questions of the likelihoodof emergence of intelligence, number of technologicalcivilizations,  galactic  deserts  or  habitable  zones,expansion speeds, difficulty of interstellar travel, andsafety  of  actively  transmitting  –  we’ll  need  muchmore  for  that.  And  concerning  the  tendency  ofcivilizations to survive,  communicate,  colonize,  andmake wise decisions about the future,  we ourselvesare the only example we have so far, and it seems likea  good  idea  to  try  our  best  to  prove  the  moreoptimistic hypotheses – by demonstration.Is it the Optimist, or the Pessimist who will beproven right? Both presented valid points and raisedreasonable arguments, and almost any explanation ofthe Fermi Paradox we can think of tells us somethingimportant about us, our future and choices we shouldmake. Finally, if we are truly alone in the Galaxy, isn’tit the best time to start exploring?”
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Well.  You  can  clearly  see  there  are  a  lot  ofpressing questions surrounding the Fermi Paradox. Nowonder  some  people  are  warning  before  any  METIattempts despite the tremendous distances between stars(and potential civilizations around them). No wonder itinspires  sentiments  such  as  the  one  in  this  2017  NYTimes  article  by  Steven  Johnson:  “There  is  somethingabout the METI question that forces the mind to stretchbeyond  its  usual  limits.  You  have  to  imagine  someradically different form of intelligence, using only yourhuman intelligence. You have to imagine time scales onwhich a decision made in 2017 might trigger momentousconsequences  10,000  years  from  now.  The  sheermagnitude of those consequences challenges our usualmeasures of cause and effect. Whether you believe thatthe aliens are likely to be warriors or Zen masters, if youthink  that  METI  has  a  reasonable  chance  of  makingcontact with another intelligent organism somewhere inthe Milky Way, then you have to accept that this smallgroup  of  astronomers  and  science-fiction  authors  andbillionaire  patrons  debating  semi-prime  numbers  andthe  ubiquity  of  visual  intelligence  may  in  fact  bewrestling with a decision that could prove to be the mosttransformative one in the history of human civilization.All  of  which takes us back to  a  much more down-to-earth,  but  no  less  challenging,  question:  Who  gets  todecide?”Yes; who does? I find it difficult to imagine thatany kind of overarching legislation would come to passanytime soon (much less one people would adhere to).
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There  are  some  procedures  drafted  for  thescenario of first contact, direct or via signal transmission,but there is no way of enforcing them. Any first contactscenario made public would necessarily result in muchconfusion and upheaval, and it’s impossible to say withmuch certainty what to expect. One thing we shouldn’texpect,  though,  is  dispatching  a  crewed  interstellarmission  upon  detecting  a  radio  signal,  even  from thenearest star. Unless someone with little regard for bothscience  and  diplomacy  and  loving  reckless  grandiosegestures is in charge. (Okay, looking across the Atlanticright now, I take the “shouldn’t expect” back.) In reality,we should rather expect transmitting a reply and thenwaiting  for  theirs.  Lots  of  telescope  time  would  bedevoted to observing the source system. Finally,  if  we(but who exactly we?) concluded that it’s safe enough tosend  a  robotic  probe,  preparations  for  that  mightcommence.  Before  any  landing  would  be  evencontemplated  (provided  that  the  probe  underwentextreme scrutiny because of planetary protection, despitethe expected sterilizing effect of the interstellar journey),at  least  months,  if  not  years  of  remote  observations(radar,  lidar,  spectra,  gravitational  and  magnetic  fielddata…) would be collected.  That  a human foot  wouldtouch  where  no  geophysical  measurement  has  beenmade will likely remain the (exciting, but too perilous)realm of fiction for sound reasons.Spires’ story also mentions two points related tothe Fermi Paradox: the Drake Equation, and one of themore pessimistic suggested explanations for the paradoxin the form of AI/nanotechnology gone awry.
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Let’s have a look at the former first. The famousequation,  where  N  denotes  the  expected  number  oftechnological civilizations in the galaxy, goes like this: 

N = R∗ * fp * ne * fl * fi * fc * L
R∗ indicates the average rate of star formation inour galaxy, which we can be pretty confident about. Inour Galaxy at present, it’s approximately 3 stars per year(give or take; the estimate is 1 to 2 solar masses per year,but the majority of stars are less massive than our Sun).fp denotes  the  fraction  of  stars  with  planets.Current estimates, based on large-scale observations e.g.by  telescopes  such  as  Kepler  or  COROT,  or  frommicrolensing surveys,  lean toward high probabilities  –close to 1. You may use a value like 0.7 if you’re beingpessimistic, 0.99 if you’re being optimistic…ne is  the  mean  number  of  planets  that  canpotentially  support  life  in  a  given  planetary  system.Again,  our  estimates  here  are  based  on  statisticalgeneralizations from existing observational data, and itcould be somewhere between 0.25 and over 1. It’s a wideinterval,  we  know,  but  future  missions  will  furtherconstrain  it.  Some  anecdotal  evidence:  It  seems  thatsystems  with  multiple  planets  within  the  “habitablezone” are not  that  rare.  For instance,  TRAPPIST-1 hasmade a big splash in the media. But remember that thehabitable  zone  denotes  that  the  planet  receives  suchstellar flux that allows the existence of liquid water onthe  planet’s  surface  under  a  model  atmosphere;  it
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doesn’t deal with the planet’s size, composition, geology,actual atmosphere, or the stellar activity…fl is the fraction of those planets that develop life.Here we encounter a problem. We only know one life-bearing planet: our Earth. How can we derive anythingfrom a sample of one? Would a comparison with Marsand  Venus  help?  Or  perhaps  the  fact  that  life  likelyappeared on Earth already shortly after the Late HeavyBombardment  period,  perhaps  even  earlier?  Has  itemerged  in  periodic  ponds,  deep-sea  hydrothermalvents,  under  the  surface  in  Earth’s  crust…?  Did  ourplanet accidentally hit the rare “just right” conditions, orwould  many  other  combinations  of  environmentalconditions suffice too? We have too little evidence andmodels to reliably say almost anything.It  gets  worse.  fi denotes  the  fraction  of  life-hosting planets where intelligent life has evolved. Again,hard to generalize from a sample of one. We could try tostart  from observations of  intelligent behavior of apes,corvids,  cetaceans  and  other  groups,  but  you  mightguess closer to the truth using a crystal ball.The  next  parameter,  fc,  is  the  fraction  of  thesecivilizations that developed technology and are capableof  transmitting  detectable  signals.  How  likely  is  atechnological  civilization?  Does  it  depend  on  thecloud/haze  cover,  landmass,  environmental  diversity,elemental  and  isotopic  ratios  of  a  given  life-bearingplanet? Here we can introduce hundreds of wonderfulspeculations  that  might  serve  as  a  basis  for  brilliantscience fiction stories,  but in reality,  we have no harddata to test them.
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Finally,  L  denotes  the  longevity  of  suchcivilizations.  Here  we  can  at  least  have  a  look  at  theduration of humanity’s civilizations. Samuel Arbesman(2011), a Harvard-based scientist, studied the life-spansof empires from 3000 BCE to 600 CE, and concluded thatthe average length of an empire is about 220 years, andprobability of its collapse was independent of its age. Butis  it  relevant  at  all?  After  all,  humanity  is  still  here,though dynasties and cultures change. More relevant tothis factor could be the extinction likelihood of a species,which doesn’t seem to change with the species’ currentlongevity. In other words, surviving tens of millions ofyears doesn’t make you any more immune to extinctionthan a new species.Taken  together,  the  Drake  Equation  doesn’treally  tell  us  much –  except  how much we still  don’tknow. For that, it’s very useful. It can help us organizethoughts  on what  we need to  find out  and how,  andwhat  problems  we  may  encounter  on  the  way.  It’s  afruitful thought experiment, even if the number it yieldsmust be taken with more than one grain of salt.The sheer age and size of our galaxy intuitivelytell  us  that  there  should have  been  other  civilizationsbefore us and at least some of them should have set offto explore other stellar systems. But we simply know toolittle to call this more than a gut feeling.The final point I want to raise here follows the “Itstank of the fatalism of the paperclip maximizing AIs, oftech  run  amok,  of  instructions  given  and  thenabandoned”.  Artificial  intelligence  and  self-replicatingmachines  (not  necessarily  together)  have  often  been
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invoked  as  one  of  the  possible  reasons  for  the  GreatSilence.  What  if  all  or  most  technological  civilizationsreach  a  point  where  their  technology,  not  containedenough, becomes their undoing?The  problem  is  illustrated  by  a  thoughtexperiment  by  the  futurist  philosopher  Nick  Bostrom(2003): You tell an AI with the capability of learning andself-improvement  to  make  paperclips.  It  startsoptimizing for this goal. Becoming more intelligent andfinding new ways to produce paperclips maximizes itsnew  utility  function.  Eventually,  it  converts  all  theavailable material on Earth into paperclips and set off tostart using the rest of the solar system and beyond… If  it  sounds  simplified  the  point  of  absurdity,remember  that  it’s  a  thought  experiment  created  toclearly show the problem. Replace making paperclips byaverting the worst of climate change, reducing the risk offuture  pandemics  or  another  complex  task,  andsuddenly  the  idea  of  a  self-improving black  box  withnigh-godlike capabilities doesn’t sound so ridiculous. It’smeant to show that we can’t expect an AI to share ourvalues  and  thought  processes,  unless  expresslyprogrammed  to,  and  superintelligence  may  haveunintended consequences. While the good old Skynet –the popular science-fictional scenario of an AI becoming“suddenly self-aware”, hating humanity and deciding towipe it out – is very much off the mark, negative effectsof  an  AI  maximizing  for  a  given  goal  with  no  “evilintentions”  are  more  realistic.  As  Yudkowsky  (2008)pointed out: “The AI does not hate you, nor does it love
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you, but you are made out of atoms which it can use forsomething else. ”You can play a fun paperclip-making AI in theUniversal Paperclips game at DecisionProblem.com. Themechanics  and implications of  the game are  describedwell at HackerNoon.com.It doesn’t have to come to optimizing for a goalwith  unintended  consequences;  an  “AI  apocalypse”might  well  be  triggered by humans in  different ways.What they would likely have in common is  ignorancerather  than malice.  Yudkowsky (2008)  points  out  thatthe  field  of  AI  is  vast  and  many  architectures  arepossible; yet most of us laypeople tend to oversimplifyand  even  anthropomorphize  AI.  But  ignorance  couldeven be a part of AI “design”: “The human species cameinto existence through natural selection, which operatesthrough the non-chance retention of chance mutations.One  path  leading  to  global  catastrophe  –  to  someonepressing the  button with a  mistaken idea of  what  thebutton does – is that Artificial Intelligence comes aboutthrough a similar accretion of working algorithms, withthe researchers having no deep understanding of  howthe combined system works.  Nonetheless  they believethe AI will be friendly, with no strong visualization ofthe  exact  processes  involved  in  producing  friendlybehavior,  or  any detailed understanding of  what  theymean by friendliness.”I  recommend  reading  the  full  paper;  thoughperhaps  older  by  the  standards  of  the  field,  it  raisesquestions that  remain very much relevant and is  veryaccessibly  written.  Some  of  its  sections  pertaining  to
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human biases could also be extended to other potentialcivilization-ending Great  Filters  (causes  of  the  CosmicSilence). Thinking of these: Will we ever have a way oftelling if some of them happened elsewhere?Remote detection of “necrosignatures” may seemto  be  a  way,  yet  spectral  signatures  if  civilization-dooming  events  (such  as  atomic  war  fallout  in  theatmosphere, or “grey goo” – nanotech out of control) arelikely to be detectable in principle, but very weak andtransient (Stevens et al. 2016). If you’re a fan of zombies,there is also a fun April’s Fools paper by Kane and Selsis(2014)  in  that  vein.  Already  the  abstract  containshilarious  passages:  “We  quantify  the  extent  of  thedanger posed to Earth through the use of  the ZombieDrake Equation and show how this serves as a possibleexplanation for the Fermi Paradox. We demonstrate howto identify the resulting necrosignatures present in theatmospheres  where  a  zombie  apocalypse  may  haveoccurred so that the risk may be quantified.”We’ve  made  quite  a  leap  here  from  the  moreabstract, general understanding of the Fermi Paradox tosome  very  specific  examples  and  even  to  scientistsmaking fun of the topic in an ingenious way. The FermiParadox  will  likely  remain  an  open question  for  verylong.  To  be  more  certain  of  its  answers,  we  need  toemploy the full range of astrobiology subdisciplines andrelated fields: to know even more about stellar formationand  evolution,  the  formation  of  planetary  systems,factors of habitability, the most frequent habitats in theuniverse,  possible  biochemistries,  biosignatures,  theconditions  and  likelihood  of  abiogenesis,  the  rise  of
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intelligence, environment and preadaptations leading tothe origin of a technological civilization… Astrobiology  encompasses  all  of  this.  Mostastrobiologists  are  currently  concerned with the originand evolution of life on Earth, its environmental limits,measuring conditions and proxies of habitability in thesolar system and beyond, direct life detection in placessuch  as  Mars,  Europa  and  Enceladus,  or  remotebiosignature  detection  on  exoplanets  –  these  are  allthings we can examine now and in the very near future.But  it  doesn’t  stop there.  Astrobiology is  everywhere,related to other fields from astrophysics across chemistryall the way to behavioral sciences or philosophy.It  starts  with the Big Bang,  and goes on to thefurthest galaxies and to the fate of the universe. Here wehave made a journey from a subsurface ocean not toounlike those in our own solar system towards findingremains of alien civilizations.  Perhaps,  next time, we’llmake an even farther one… 
P.S.: In the time between writing this nonfiction follow-up and releasing the book, hints of existence of a secondplanet around Proxima Centauri have been published byDamasso et al. (2020). The candidate planet has over 5Earth masses and orbits approximately 1.5 au from itsstar, a distance similar to Mars’ orbit. However, ProximaCentauri  is  a  very  low-mass  star  and  doesn’t  shineanywhere as brightly as the Sun, so at this distance, theplanet must be frozen… unless it possesses a substantialatmosphere. That much we don’t know, but its closenessto our solar system and distance from its own star makes
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it  (provided it  really exists)  an excellent  candidate forfurther  research  by  direct  imaging  and  spectroscopicsurveys to reveal if it has an atmosphere, and if so, whatis its composition. The presence of the planet is testablewith  astrometric  data  from  the  Gaia  satelite,  so  weshould be able to confirm or reject  its  existence in thenear  future  –  and  hopefully  embark  on  the  fantasticjourney of characterizing this new world.
ReferencesArbesman,  S.  (2011).  The  life-spans  of  empires.  HistoricalMethods: A Journal of Quantitative and InterdisciplinaryHistory, 44(3), 127-129.Bostrom,  N.  (2003).  Ethical  issues  in  advanced  artificialintelligence.  Science  fiction  and  philosophy:  from  timetravel to superintelligence, 277-284.Damasso, M., Del Sordo, F., Anglada-Escudé, G., Giacobbe, P.,Sozzetti, A., Morbidelli, A., ... & Hambsch, F. J. (2020). Alow-mass planet candidate orbiting Proxima Centauri at adistance of 1.5 AU. Science Advances, 6(3), eaax7467.Landis, G. A. (1998). The Fermi paradox: an approach basedon percolation theory. Journal of the British InterplanetarySociety, 51(5), 163-166.Novakova, J. & Petrasek, T. (2017) An Optimist and PessimistTackle the Fermi Paradox. Clarkesworld, 133.Yudkowsky, E. (2008). Artificial intelligence as a positive andnegative  factor  in  global  risk.  Global  catastrophic  risks,1(303), 184.
Further readingThe  Great  Silence:  The  Science  and  Philosophy  of  Fermi'sParadox. Milan M. Ćirković 422 pp. Oxford U.P., New York,2018. Price: $32.95 (hardcover). ISBN 978-0-19-964630-2.
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Classroom ideas1. Play with the Drake Equation a bit. How differentresults  do  you  get  with  your  most  optimistic  ormost  pessimistic  estimates?  What  pitfalls  do  youthink the equation has?2. Now that you’ve considered the Fermi Paradox, doyou think METI (active SETI) is  advisable? Why?(You can also split the class into two groups,  onetasked to defend METI, another to argue against it.)3. Building upon the previous question: Is it ethical if asmall  group  of  people  (scientists;  SF  authors;politicians of a given party; people from a privaterocket  company…)  decides  on  whether  to  send  amessage  to  potential  alien  civilizations?  Do  youthink  there  should  be  some  measures  not  unlike“planetary protection”, but for METI? How wouldyou try to enforce them, if at all possible?4. Look  up  metapopulation  dynamics  and  also  theterm “landscapes of fear”. Do you think ecology canhelp us in answering some of the pressing questionsabout  the  Fermi Paradox and whether  we shouldadvertise our existence to outer space?
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Afterwordby Julie Nováková

We’ve seen wonders  and horrors;  the  joy of  discovery  aswell as the despair of annihilation; choices both good andbad, right and wrong, wise and injudicious. The stories inthis book took us on a journey from a Europa-like worldthrough Uranus and the Kuiper Belt  to  planetary systemsbeyond our own.We’ve  also  learned  about  the  chances  of  life  insubsurface  oceans  of  (not  only)  Europa;  high-pressureenvironments for life; possibilities of exotic silicon-based lifein  cold  places  with  little  sunlight;  exotic  photosynthesis;living Dyson spheres; SETI and finally the Fermi Paradox. Inthe bonus story included at the end of this anthology, youcan return to the cradle of our solar system to a planet that’sin the center of life-searching missions at the moment: Mars. There  are  more  places  and  times  we  could  havevisited: early Venus that may have possessed water oceans,its  cloud layer  right  now,  Saturn’s  intriguing  moon Titanwith its hydrocarbon seas, the putative water-salt-ammoniabrines of faraway moons and dwarf planets, even the hellishIo,  then  a  myriad  of  different  exoplanets:  tightly  packedrocky and watery planets around a red dwarf star, planetson wildly eccentric orbits (and yet still potentially habitablefor life as we know it), rogue planets, brown dwarfs, worldsorbiting  stellar  remnants  such  as  white  dwarfs  or  evenneutron stars, and finally exotic locations in both early andlate stages of our universe.
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We will visit them in more of amazing science fictionstories,  I’m  sure.  Our  goal  is  to  publish  an  anthology  oforiginal  SF  stories  with  astrobiology  themes  in  acollaboration  with  EAI  scientists,  who  would  be  able  toprovide feedback to the authors, answer their questions andconclude each story with a short fact commentary. We areworking on a grant proposal for this and have queried withpublishers, and we would like to have both solicited storiesfrom professional authors and an open submissions call todiscover new talent.  So far,  it’s a dream project – but onelaid on solid foundations.I’d  like  to  part  with  you  with  some  inspirationalphrase or quote, but that’s too much of a cliché, isn’t it? Still,this quote commonly attributed to Carl Sagan would do awonderful job: “Somewhere, something incredible is waitingto be known.”4

4 Too bad Sagan didn’t say that; a Newsweek profile of Sagan by reporterSharon Begley ended with that,  and they were her words.  We shouldavoid quoting blindly without checking the sources – whether in scienceor life! Regardless, the quote does its job. It inspires one to leap from thechair  and  go  exploring,  doesn’t  it?  It’s  my  hope  that  the  stories  andnonfiction texts in this book managed to do the same (while hopefullyleaving a more substantial legacy of knowledge beside this feeling).
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Julie  Nováková  (*  1991)  is  an  evolutionarybiologist,  educator  and  award-winning  Czechauthor  of  science  fiction  and  detective  stories.She published seven novels, one anthology, onestory  collection and over  thirty  short  pieces  inCzech.  Her  work  in  English  has  appeared  inClarkesworld,  Asimov’s,  Analog and elsewhere,and has been reprinted e.g. in Rich Horton’s TheYear’s Best Science Fiction & Fantasy 2019. Someof her works have been translated into Chinese,Romanian,  Estonian,  Filipino,  German  andPortuguese, and she acts as a translator of Czechstories  into  English  (in  Tor.com,  StrangeHorizons,  F&SF).  She  edited  an  anthology  ofCzech  speculative  fiction  in  translation,  titledDreams  From  Beyond,  and  co-edited  ananthology of European SF in Filipino translation,Haka.  Julie  is  a  recipient  of  the  Europeanfandom’s  Encouragement  Award  and  multipleCzech  national  genre  awards.  She’s  active  inscience  outreach,  education  and  nonfictionwriting, and leads the outreach working groupof the European Astrobiology Institute. She is aPhD  candidate  in  evolutionary  biology  at  theCharles  University  and  likes  to  write  popularscience  articles  about  fields  ranging  frombehavioral  science  to  planetary  dynamics  forClarkesworld,  Analog and other media. She’s amember of the XPRIZE Sci-fi Advisory Council.
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This time, I’m including the fact commentary at the beginning,not the end of a story. That’s not the only unusual thing. It’snot typical for an editor to include her own story – and indeedshould  not be  done  in  case  of  open  submissions  and  paidcontributions.  This,  however,  is  a  non-commercial  reprint  e-book with an aim to entertain and educate at the same time,and the story fits the purpose.I  devised  it  when  attending  the  InternationalAstronautical  Congress  in  Guadajalara  in  2016,  mostremembered for Elon Musk’s pledge to bring humans to Marsin the 2020s and settle the Red Planet permanently.Once it was time for questions, I wanted to ask for onething  about  radiation  shielding,  since  nothing  at  all  wasdivulged about this extremely important point during the talk.Unfortunately,  since  I  preferred  to  behave  in  a  dignified,professional and just generally polite way, I had no chance ofgetting  to  the  microphone,  which  was  seized  by  crazy  fansasking  the  entrepreneur  whether  he  would  kiss  them,  andother such nonsense that just made the rest of us go “ugh”.The other thing I badly wanted to ask about,  since itwas  also  completely  omitted  from  the  talk,  was  planetaryprotection.Basically,  once  humans  step  on  Mars,  planetaryprotection  –  in  this  case  avoiding  contamination  of  othercelestial bodies by Earth microbes – is  screwed. Humans arewalking canisters of microorganisms, a fact that can hardly bechanged  –  we  need  them  to  survive.  Unless  we  want  toimagine cultivating microbe-free astronauts (sickly and hardlyfit  for  a  demanding  interplanetary  journey),  we  willcontaminate Mars once we land a human crew there. Whatever
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precautions we take, however many airlocks – you can neverachieve a 100% sterilization.However:  Does it  matter?  Earth and Mars  have beenconstantly  exchanging  material  through  natural  means(meteorites  shot  from their  respective  surfaces  by  impacts).Besides, we’ve crashed so many poorly sterilized probes on thesurface of Mars that some contaminants must have gotten therealready.  If  they  could  survive  is  another  question,  one  thatmany labs working with analog Martian conditions are tryingto answer. You may also be  asking  why does  it  matter.  Even ifsome  especially  well-suited  Earth  microorganisms  couldsurvive in some areas of Mars, why shouldn’t they? Even thesimplest  answer  is  twofold:  First,  they  could  potentiallyendanger  any  extant  life  (by  outcompeting  or  accidentally“poisoning” it in some way rather than acting like a parasitethat’s magically adapted to a type of life it’s never met before),and  second,  even  if  they  did  not survive  under  Martianconditions, their presence could lead to false positives in lifedetection by scientific missions – something that could gravelycomplicate  our  scientific  understanding  of  Mars  and  let  usspend millions of euros or dollars in vain. For a much more detailed popular science summary ofthe problem, I’ll direct you to my  Clarkesworld article “Bugsfrom Outer Space & Invasive Earth: Planetary Protection”.However,  we’ve only touched forward contaminationso far – bringing Earth microbes elsewhere. But what if Marshad  extant  indigenous  life?  Could  we  risk  backwardcontamination – potentially contaminating Earth?I’ll let the story speak for this one… 
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Strangest of All
Lowell base, day 713Up to the moment when Motsumi came down with fever,Mars colonization had been going relatively smoothly.The  news  caught  Alana  outside,  while  she  wasscaling the slope of the Persbo Crater. Her breathing hadbeen the dominant sound inside her helmet, with Fatima’sbreath on the comms,  when a  quiet  beep announced apriority message, subject “contamination risk”.Alana  waved at  Fatima to  stop;  they  planned totake a break during the ascent anyway. Incidentally, herheart rate monitor suggested she stop. But it didn’t shootup  because  of  the  physical  exertion.  She  opened  themessage and glanced through the report.  It’s just a newstrain of  cold or  something,  she thought,  anxious hopebuilding up in her chest.“We have to go back, something’s come up,” shesaid to Fatima. It  wasn’t  apparent  until  a  few days  later,  but  itwasn’t a new strain of cold or something.

*
Full lockdown. Motsumi Baraka was moved to quarantineas  soon  as  contamination  was  suspected.  So  were  hiscolleagues he’d worked with outside, each in their ownsealed room. They had five of  these on-site.  Four wereoccupied now.
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No  one  was  to  venture  outside.  Everything  wasbeing thoroughly swiped and cleaned. Blood, stool, skinand  buccal  samples  were  collected  from  everyone  indoubles.It  was  presented  as  a  drill.  Lakshmi  ChopraNarayanan, chief medic, made the suggestion.“No one will fall for it, but it’s better than sayinghey,  we  likely  have  alien  contamination,”  she  statedduring the emergency meeting in her deep coarse voice.“It can still prove to be a false alarm. In which case, thedrill story holds.”Alana disagreed; so did Matteo Acuesta, the chiefmission  specialist.  But  Adelaide  van  der  Woude  fromcommunication and outreach was on Lakshmi’s side. Therest  of  the  vote  was  also  split  evenly  –  until  the  last,deciding one remained.Grant Woodward watched the medic pensively fora moment, and nodded.So – a drill.  One that included taking everyone’ssamples,  resterilizing the airlocks,  suits  and equipment,and  making  sweeps  of  the  whole  base:  all  the  stepsoutlined long before the base even existed, in proceduresAlana helped to create.She spent most time holed up in the lab, just likeher fellow biologists, and hardly ate or slept. The analyseswere seemingly endless,  but  all  more or less  pointed –each inconclusive alone – to the same conclusion.
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It  took them just  two days to  say with as  muchcertainty as possible that Mars had extant indigenous life,and it was currently present in Motsumi Baraka’s body.

***
Alana had first looked into a telescope when she’d beenthree  years  old.  Her  mother had shown her the  Moon.Alana could see its features so close as if she were able totouch them.“Do people live there too?” she asked.“No,” Mother replied with a soft smile. “But theywill  one  day.  We  have  walked  on  the  Moon,  andhopefully will again very soon.”“Nothing else lives there?”“Nothing. But let me show you something else.”Mars  was  low  above  the  horizon,  but  still  theobservation conditions were good. That was when Alanafirst saw the Red Planet with her own eyes, and dreamedof going there.“It has life?”“Perhaps not, but it might. We don’t know.”“I want to know,” she said, still gazing at it.

***
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Day 716Motsumi smiled a very terrified crooked smile: “At leastI’ll go down in history.”Behind the glass of the quarantine module, his facewas thin and gleaming with sweat. Despite the extensivemedication  and  nutrient  supplements,  he  still  lookedfeverish, exhausted.“You most  certainly  will,”  Lakshmi  assured  himdryly. “But don’t you dare go down now. Time for yournext shot.”A  spindly  medbot  moved  to  Motsumi  smoothlyand injected him. More anti-inflammatory meds. As far asAlana understood, it wasn’t directly the infection that wasthreatening  his  life;  it  was  his  own  body’s  extremeimmune reaction to it.She tried to imagine alien life proliferating insidehim, and though she found herself unable of that, she washalf-excited, half-terrified. They knew so little about it sofar! Had it not been for Motsumi, she’d be beside herselfwith joy.  But  she’d never wished the first  discovery ofextraterrestrial life to go this way. It should have been amoment of triumph, not fear.“More  samples?”  Motsumi  attempted  a  smile  asthe  medbot  moved in  to  draw blood and do  a  musclebiopsy. The robot always reminded Alana of a prayingmantis with its sleek long limbs and thin frame. Now thecomparison made her shudder.
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As  soon  as  they  were  out  of  Motsumi’s  sight,Lakshmi said: “So. How serious?”“You tell me.”“I mean for us all, not our Patient Zero.”Alana swallowed. “Hard to say this early.”“Facts.”“Okay, here are the facts.” Alana exhaled. “Non-biological  –  not  Earth-life  –  amino  acids  enriched  inselenium  can  be  found  in  Motsumi’s  blood  and  tissuesamples.  So  can  other  strange  biomarkers.  Theirconcentration changes over time, and follows a pattern. Itseems  that  the  pathogen  is  barely  able  to  persist  in  ahuman body – but it won’t die right away, so it can bothdraw nutrients  out  of  the  body,  and  release  too  manyforeign metabolites at once when it  dies.  That could bedangerous.”“The  others’  samples  are  contamination-free,  sofar.” Alana  nodded.  “But…  you  know  what  it  stillmeans.”“Yeah. And let me tell you: I quit smoking twentyyears ago, and this is the first fucking time I really long toreturn to that filthy habit.” Lakshmi’s voice was firm assteel, but Alana noticed that her hands were shaking.It didn’t surprise her. Most of them had signed upfor staying here for a few years, not for life – but that wasexactly what could now easily happen to them.
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Alana Trisolini’s reasons of joining the Mars colonywas perhaps the most peculiar of  all.  She was stronglyagainst the Red Planet’s colonization, and that’s why shewent. Grant Christian Woodward’s reasons, as far as themedia coverage went,  were finding a “spare home” forhumanity,  alleviating  the  overpopulated  Earth,developing technologies useful  for  humanity anywhere,and  establishing  a  new,  more  egalitarian  society.Thousands  of  people  across  the  globe  were  paid  todiscuss on TV, radio or journals’ pages just how honestlycould a tech billionaire really mean it.Motsumi  Baraka’s  principal  reason,  beyond  hiscuriosity and want of exploration, was helping his family.The pay was good, and he would return to them after justfour years, full of unique new experience. It was worth it,wasn’t it?As  to  Lakshmi  Chopra  Narayanan,  she  alwayswanted to be a space doctor.There  were  as  many  reasons  as  people  in  thecolony.  But  most  were  propelled  by  their  curiosity,idealism or want of meaningful adventure; otherwise theywouldn’t be here.

***
“Why do you criticize the concept of colonizing Mars sofiercely?”
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Alana  Trisolini  had  straightened  her  shoulders.She’d never felt comfortable during interviews, and thisone  was  live.  At  least  it  was  radio,  not  TV.  “Anycolonization automatically means forward contamination–  bringing  Earth  microbes  to  Mars.  We  have  to  studyMars remotely, while it’s pristine. Otherwise we lose thechance  to  study  local  life,  if  any  exists,  forever,”  sheemphasized.  “Then  there’s  the  risk  of  backwardcontamination – bringing Mars life back here. That mightbe a big problem, especially if it’s distantly related to lifeon Earth. That’s perhaps contrary to intuition, Earth andMars have been exchanging meteorites throughout theirwhole history. If lithopanspermia – spreading of life thisway  –  is  possible,  Earth  microorganisms  may  havealready gotten to Mars many times. If they survived there,they could have evolved very differently from their Earthrelatives.  But  because  of  their  relatedness,  potentiallydangerous  backward  contamination  would  be  veryfeasible,  and  a  very  considerable  risk,  because  thepotential ‘Martians’ might be able to interact directly withlife on Earth and disrupt our ecosystems. If you want aloose  analogy,  think  of  rabbits  in  Australia,  butpotentially much worse.”“But  you  said  that  there  was  a  lot  of  meteoriteexchange. What if there is life on Mars and it got to Earthmultiple times already?” the reporter asked. Alana had togive it to her – she was quick on the uptake, though she
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wasn’t  a  science  journalist.  This  was  a  damn  lifestylebroadcast.“True, but life on Mars may be isolated in a fewenvironments  conductive  for  life  –  with  liquid  water,which  can’t  exist  for  long  on  the  surface  beforeevaporating,  heat,  nutrients…  I’m  guessing  subsurfacehydrothermal systems or lake and river systems beneaththe polar ice caps. It may not have gotten a chance to getto Earth.  But that’s all speculation so far,” Alana smiledwryly. “We have to wait with colonization until we knowmuch more. Just give us a few more decades.”They  didn’t;  it  was  scarcely  four  years  after  theinterview  when  Woodward’s  colony  concept  wasapproved, and that’s why she applied for the mission assoon as it became apparent that it would actually happen.Fortunately,  Woodward  wanted  to  cooperate  with  asmany space agencies as possible in the crew selection, soAlana went on behalf of ESA amid a few others. NASA,CSA,  EAM,  JAXA,  KARI,  Roscosmos,  SANSA,  ISRO,CNSA – each had at least one person on the Red Planet.Unlike many of the unaffiliated volunteers, none ofthese people planned staying for the rest  of  their  lives.The more Alana worked on finding out what happened inMotsumi’s  case,  the  more  certain  she  was  that  no  onewould return home. Not that they wouldn’t be able; theywouldn’t be allowed.After all, she’d helped draft the regulations herself.
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If  a  life  form  of  foreign  origin  is  capable  ofsurviving  and  reproducing  in  Earth  environment,contamination  must  be  avoided  at  all  cost.  Includingleaving  a  hundred  people  on  the  Red  Planet  to  die.Otherwise  we  might…  get  off  lightly  and  see  theorganism integrated into our biosphere – or disrupting allof it in the worst case.Not  an  “end  of  the  world”  scenario,  unlessborrowed by screenwriters.  But  a  mess  that  might  costcountless  lives,  disrupt  economies  and  ecosystems  andtake millennia to fully recover from. Alana could imaginecrop  failures,  sick  people  and  animals,  ecosystemcollapses…  If  this  Martian  could  outcompete  most  ofEarth life  in just  one small  way and fare reasonably inothers,  contamination  might be catastrophic.  Not likely,but might sufficed just enough.“Alana.  Time  for  the  meeting,”  Lakshmi  spokethrough the lab intercom.When  she  entered  the  small  conference  room,eleven people already waited in  there:  Lakshmi,  as  thechief  physician  and  an  ISRO  representative;  GrantWoodward as the father of this project; Matteo Acuesta asthe MS and ESA delegate;  and then a representative ofeach of the other involved space agencies.“Can  you  sum  up  what  we  know  about  thepathogen so far?” Woodward asked Alana.She  tried  to  do  her  best  in  summarizing  all  theunknowns, margins of error and uncertainties. “What we
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do know for sure at this time,” she concluded, “is that theextracted material contains DNA similar, but not identicalto known life. The major difference is that it utilizes twodifferent  bases  instead  of  guanine  and  cytosine.  Theproteins consist of left-handed amino acids, like ours, butthey  use  many  different  ones  and  tend  to  incorporateselenium. The isotopic  composition also  differs,  thoughthat’s  beginning  to  fade  as  it  draws  nutrients  fromMotsumi’s body. The most likely, simplest explanation isthat we’re dealing with indigenous life. We can’t rule outa  common  ancestor  with  Earth  life,  but  given  thedifferences, it would have to have been maybe some fourbillion years ago, when life had just started.”“What about its influence on human body?”Lakshmi took this question. “Some of the foreignamino  acids  are  toxic  to  us.  But  a  more  importantquestion is how come we’re not so toxic to them that theywould die out.”“Are you sure they aren’t dying?”“There  are  cycles  of  activity.  They  seem  to  besurviving,  barely.  Maybe  they  have  more  specificenzymes.  Expect  more  answers  within  a  few days  –  ifwe’re being very optimistic.”Woodward  frowned.  “What  about  the  means  oftransmission? Matteo? Do we know anything?”“Motsumi  and  his  colleagues  swear  that  theydidn’t break any protocols. Given the timing, it must haveoccurred  during  the  exploration  of  the  southernmost
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Cerberus Fossa. The logs confirm their accounts. Nothinghas  been  tampered  with,”  Matteo  Acuesta  assuredeveryone.“It was always a possibility that something will gospectacularly wrong without any contribution of humanstupidity,”  Lakshmi  remarked.  “We  don’t  needscapegoats. What we need is to deal with the situation.”“We  have  no  choice  but  to  stay.  All  of  us.Indefinitely.”  Alana  felt  heavy  when  speaking  thosewords. She hated the responsibility. But she asked for it,didn’t  she?  As  the  chief  of  planetary  protection,  theultimate decision was up to her; only her. Although shewas  afraid  of  their  future,  she  knew  that  she  couldn’tdecide otherwise, even if she was sentencing a hundredpeople – herself included – to death.“Okay,”  Lakshmi  nodded,  almost  unnaturallycalm, while Grant gulped and the others stared grimly.“When and how do we break it to them?”“Most  already  suspect  the  possibility,”  Matteointerjected. “The sooner, the better.”“I’ll do it,” Grant spoke. “It’s my responsibility.”Alana met his gaze. “But I’ve made the decision.”“Do you want to do it?”Alana opened her mouth to speak, though unsureof what to say, but Lakshmi was faster:  “Look, each ofyou feels responsible, right? So tell them together. Or, ifyou want, we can all go – right?”
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Grant  straightened up.  “I’ll  start;  Alana,  you tellthem what’s going on; Lakshmi, you sum up the healthhazards; I will summarize the plan from now on. If we’resupposed  to  be  the  first  completely  off-world,  isolatedcolony, let’s make the best of it.”Like Lakshmi earlier,  he spoke firmly.  Like hers,his hands were shaking.

*
First,  there  had  been  ominous  silence.  Then  questionswithout  end.  Everyone knew the protocol  in  theory,  ofcourse. But theory didn’t cover the creeping certainty thatyou’ll  never see anyone from Earth again; that all  yourworld from now on are the people around you, the emptywasteland  of  an  entire  planet  and  the  rocket  standingoutside like a monument mocking you. The rocket shipCarl Sagan would likely never fly again… At  first,  the  questions  were  mostly  about  facts.What is known about the pathogen in terms of genomics,proteomics,  life  cycle,  optimum  conditions,  naturalenvironment…? How was it detected? Can we cultivate it?How does it affect human immune system? Are there anydeviations from the isolation protocol on paper?Then, as one after another was answered in a veryill-boding  fashion,  the  questions  shifted  toward  moredisguised variations of  Is this really happening? What if
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we  don’t  want  to  stay?  Have  you  double-checkedeverything?Alana  went  through  it  in  a  machine-like  state.She’d  popped  a  calming  pill  beforehand,  courtesy  ofLakshmi, and felt focused on the problem, with emotionsof herself and others only as a muted background: Tobias’angry  face,  crestfallen  Kristin… So  this  is  how it  lookswhen  a  hundred  competent,  intelligent,  highly  trainedpeople face a complete lack of hope, a part of her mindmused.She retreated back to the lab when it was over. Shewas in no frame of mind to go among people right now.She’d have to, eventually, but perhaps some other time.Lakshmi and Grant would do a better job than she.Fatima, who went straight back to work too, gaveAlana an encouraging smile. “You did good there.”Alana forced herself to smile back.Did good… If only I thought so too.

*
Day 723Being condemned to stay on Mars indefinitely was onething. Being condemned to  die  there soon was another.Best  if  everyone  saw people  working  on  avoiding  thatparticular scenario.
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Strangest of All
Lakshmi went from her patient to a public Q&A,then to a meeting with colleagues, back to Patient Zero,and  after  that  to  a  one-on-one  meeting  with  GrantChristian  Woodward.  There,  she  could  finally  relax  alittle, though they needed to talk work. She wondered ifanyone knew they didn’t tend to meet for work, usually.“So… how is it looking?” he started hesitantly, notprojecting the usual aura of leadership now, outside of theothers’ and cameras’ gazes.“We’re  lucky  we  have  a  lot  of  genetic  diversityhere,”  Lakshmi  murmured,  sipped  her  lemongrass  teaand leaned back in her seat. She could afford to lose themask, too, and finally give way to her exhaustion. “Someof us may prove more resilient if it spreads, and I’m afraidthat’s only a matter of time.”“Yes…”  Grant  looked  up,  face  contorted  indesperation. “We did everything we could to avoid this,the  very  site  was  chosen  specifically  because  there  isnothing like permafrost, hotspots or active streaks in theimmediate  vicinity.  We  carefully  sterilized  everything,didn’t send crewed missions to risky places…”“The whole of  Mars carries  this  risk,  and we allknew it,” Lakshmi stated. Her expression was grim, butcalm and determined. “We know the drill. Let’s act likeit.” “We knew. But we didn’t  realize. That’s different.No one really expected it.”
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“We’re astronauts, damn it. We’re supposed to beable  to  deal  with  unexpected  circumstances.  ImagineLeonov on the first ever EVA. Did he panic?”“Perhaps a little…”“But  he’d  made  it.  He  had an  ingenious  idea,  adangerous one, but he had to act fast under pressure, andhis quick wit and training paid off. We’re a bit like him:stranded  in  space,  needing  to  get  somewhere  our  frailbodies can survive. Except we can’t go home. We need tomake  our  home  here.  And,  well  –  that’s  what  you’vealways wanted, isn’t it?” Lakshmi couldn’t resist pointingout. “Yes,  but  –  not  like  this.  Just  this  morning,  I’veremembered my astrobiology professor at the university.”Grant’s  eyes gleamed. “He was against  colonization,  oreven crewed missions. Why go to Mars in person whenrobots are improving so quickly and get us the same datafor lower costs and risks? If we go to Mars, he said, we’llrisk its contamination and corruption of scientific results.We’ll  also  risk  our  contamination.  We’ll  waste  tons  ofmoney  that  could  be  used  to  do  good,  solid  scienceelsewhere.  We’ll  focus  on  a  false  dream  of  creatinganother  home  for  humanity,  which  will  only  lead  tomistreating  Earth  even  worse.  And  the  celebratedcolonists  will  miserably  die  of  cancer,  if  some accidentdoesn’t  get  them  first.”  He  sighed.  “We  had  so  manydiscussions  about  space  colonization…  I  argued  thattechnologies developed in the process will help Earth too;
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he was reluctant to believe that.  I  also said that lots  ofmoney is wasted no matter what – and that this is at leastan interesting goal in both scientific and social sense. It’sakin to scaling Mt. Everest – there is no reason we have togo.  If  we  want  to  see  the  summit,  we  can  just  send adrone. Yet countless people spend money and energy onclimbing it. He couldn’t see the point; I could. Finally, Isuggested  that  if  there  are  starfaring  civilizations  outthere, they may well be discovering remnants of extinctcultures that made the rational decision not to go.”A trace of sadness, even pain, flickered across hisface. “We never came to a consensus, but I think we bothenjoyed  our  debates.  He  inspired  me  in  my  quest  forMars. I set to first achieve technologies that would limitthe considerable health risk – and they’re helping cancerpatients on Earth! The same applies to more advanced 3Dprinters,  durable batteries,  more effective solar panels –we needed them here, but they’re being widely used onEarth. Perhaps they would have been developed anyway,and  my  professor  was  right  in  saying  that  Marscolonization wouldn’t necessarily contribute to improvinglife on Earth. But… perhaps I was right. I don’t know.”“That can’t be resolved, so let’s focus on things thatcan,”  Lakshmi  remarked  practically.  “Such  as  oursurvival.”She was drawing plans for  modifying each crewmember’s  medical  bracelet  to  be  able  to  detect  minuteconcentrations  of  contaminants,  and  more  frequent
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medical  check-ups.  He listened,  and would build  uponthese concepts and expand them, but he was also overseventy  million  miles  away  and  nearly  twenty  yearsbehind in his mind.

***
Awe-inspiring.That was the first adjective that occurred to Grantwhen he’d first seen the Dzungarian Gate.  The majesticAlatau  Mountains  towered  in  the  distance,  and  theirbeauty took his breath away. He’d traveled through thewhole of Kazakhstan as a digital nomad, working a fewhours a day remotely and spending most time exploring.The nature and history of this country were unbelievablyrich, and he just arrived to a key place for both geographyand history of civilizations.The  Dzungarian  Gate  was  the  farthest  place  onEarth  from  any  ocean.  He  couldn’t  get  any  morelandward. It  had also served as an important migrationand  commerce  route  for  millennia.  Caravans  full  offabrics, beads, spices, dried fruits, gold or gems streamedthrough here for centuries – but well before that, ancienthumans  used  this  pass  to  spread  eastward.  The  stillmysterious  denisovans  lived  not  too  far  from  here.Grant’s  head  spun  from  imagining  all  the  people  andcultures  passing  through  here  for  longer  than  writtenhistory  could  reach.  Perhaps  the  Homo  erectus that
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colonized Asia two million years before modern humansalso walked through this pass.Right there, Grant felt his urge to go beyond Earthstronger than ever before. Millions of years of… here. Itwas time for the next place farthest from any ocean.It’s crazy to go to Mars if we can’t even inhabit somany places on Earth, he vividly recalled his professor’swords.  Deserts  starting with Atacama and ending withAntarctica were beyond human capacity  of  establishingself-sufficient colonies. So why waste so many resourceson the great risk – and few returns in the short term – ofgoing to Mars?Grant wanted to prove him wrong.He  spent  the  next  year  in  the  middle  of  Gobi,tinkering  with  water  harvesters,  solar  panels,  mobilehydroponics,  soil  cleaners,  printers,  pocket  labs.Eventually, he printed a three-piece hab out of the desertsoil,  and managed to  live solely on local  resources.  Hecalled his associates to draw plans to make it ready formass  production.  Hi-tech  customized  and  adequatelypaid  options  for  companies  worldwide,  free  basics  forpeople anywhere in the world to help especially these inimpoverished desertified regions.He also tested technologies for Mars exploration.While  being  at  it,  he  accidentally  discovered  a  newdinosaur species,  but that got him into a bit  of trouble,since he didn’t have the necessary digging permits.
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That  was  when  some  people  started  taking  himseriously, and some stopped.This  would  repeat  many times,  always  when hedid something crazy and it paid off.

***
Day 728Unlike  Lakshmi,  Alana  wasn’t  able  to  relax  in  thepresence of Grant Woodward. It reminded her much toostrongly of the objections she’d voiced back on Earth, andwhich proved correct in the worst possible way.It  also  irked  her  that  he  somehow  seemed…hopeful.“We  have  less  than  one  hundred  people  here,”Alana said quietly, when he asked her about her opinionon the future of the colony. “We’ll never make it.”“If you’re concerned about future generations, therate  of  population  increase  and  inbreeding,  we’ll  haveEarth drop us some frozen eggs and sperm. True, we’llstill  be  limited  by  the  length  and toll  of  gestation,  butperhaps we’ll have working artificial uteri soon. Perhapsour molecular assemblers will get so good that we won’tneed frozen gametes – we’ll be able to create human DNAas  we wish.”  Grant’s  eyes  shone.  “As  to  much neededequipment, we must depend on Earth too for a start, butsoon  all  we’ll  need  will  be  a  couple  of  printers  for
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different materials. I’m familiar with the progress in thisfield, believe me.”“Forgive me saying that, but this is bullshit.” Alanasurprised  herself  on  how  she  spoke  with  the  famousbillionaire. But he wanted an egalitarian society, so he gotan  egalitarian  society.  “You  know  it’s  not  that  simple.You’ve  built  companies,  for  gods’  sake,  and you knowthat things often go wrong in a completely unpredictablefashion and collapse fast. Inbreeding is not an issue for atleast another century. But we won’t be self-sufficient fordecades – if I’m being optimistic.”“We’ll  see.”  Now  he  was  speaking  in  a  quiet,pensive voice. “But do we have any other options than tryto survive as best as we can?”“No,”  Alana  said  without  hesitation.  “This  isliterally our only option, if we don’t want to consider theones that are suicidal or endanger Earth.”“There  you have it.  Why lose  hope if  we’ve  gotnothing else? We’ll just have to survive!” Grant produceda not  too convincing smile.  “I  mainly  wanted to  speakwith you to make sure you don’t… well… undermine thecolony’s morale.”She stared at  him.  For  a  while,  she  was lost  forwords.“Undermine the morale?” she finally repeated in astrained voice. “This is… preposterous! I’m a scientist. AmI supposed to sugarcoat my work? Or worse?!”
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“It has nothing to do with your work. I know youneed to pay attention to the pessimistic scenarios, and I’dnever ask you to compromise your work. We need it morethan  ever.  But  please,  in  your  personal  time,  inconversations… have hope. That’s all I ask of you.”The words resonated in her ears as she walked outof his cabin in a trance-like state.Have hope.A plea.So it was far worse that she’d imagined.In  that  instant,  she  hated  Woodward,  hated  thecolony,  hated  the  whole  society.  In  a  way,  what  hadhappened was brilliant, groundbreaking – why did it alsohave to be so trying? The greatest discovery of her life,and  it  had  to  be  overshadowed  by  its  humanconsequences.Absently, she headed back to her cabin, glad shedidn’t pass anyone on the way. She waved her wrist infront  of  the  sensor,  entered… and stood in  shock.  Thewhole  place  was  wrecked.  The  modular  furniture  thatshould  have  been  able  to  withstand crash  landing,  theprinted  clothes,  but  most  importantly,  her  sparsepossessions she was allowed to bring within the weightlimit, were broken beyond repair,  even the little mantelclock from her grandmother… She felt as if her chest wassqueezed  in  a  press.  Her  heart  beat  frantically.  Shecouldn’t breathe. Her head spun.
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Her  med  bracelet  shone  a  warning  light.  Alanabarely noticed. The feeling was awful. Some part of hermind was telling her to calm down (“It’s just  stuff.  It’shorrible,  but  it’s  stuff,  nothing  serious.”),  but  it  wasn’tworking.Lakshmi found her sitting on the floor.“Shh,”  she  whispered  and  gently  put  an  armaround  her  shoulders.  “Deep  breaths.  That’s  it.  You’resafe.  Breathe  in…  that’s  it…  and  now  exhale  slowly.Perfect. Again…”Finally, with the help of Lakshmi, a warm blanketand a cup of herbal  infusion, Alana managed to regainher composure.“They  wrecked  it,”  she  stated  flatly.  “My  home.Everything I have, the irretrievable…”Lakshmi set her jaw. “We’ll find out who did it andpunish them. This can’t go unnoticed.”“Really?” Alana looked up with a wry expression.“Not anyone can get in someone’s personal cabin. And ifit wasn’t just anyone, well… what can we do?”“This is not fucking Earth! We’re not bowing downto whoever has more money or power!” Lakshmi noticedhow Alana  was  looking  at  her,  and  lowered  the  tone.“What I mean is that we’ll get the bastards. Understood?”Alana  forced  herself  into  a  half-smile.“Understood.”

*
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Day 730Contrary  to  expectations,  the  perpetrator  wasn’t  found.Matteo found no evidence of one of the handful of peoplewith  full  access  entering  the  quarters,  and the  signs  oftampering with the lock revealed no concrete suspects.“I’m sorry,” Matteo said. “But if you want, we canswipe  for  prints,  DNA  and  microbiome  traces.  Basicbiolab equipment could do that,  and that would tell  uswho…”“I don’t want a witchhunt,” Alana shook her head.“No  installing  cameras,  either.  If  we’re  to  survive  thisintact, we need to remain an open society.” In that instant,she  realized  she  sounded  almost  like  Woodward,  andwasn’t sure whether to abhor that or not.The  incident  took  its  toll  on  her  balance,  butnothing like it occurred again, nor did anyone act openlyhostile to her. On the contrary: several people offered tohelp  her  with  whatever  needed.  Perhaps  Grant’s  evengreater insistence on togetherness helped.Two more weeks passed, and in a way, life on thebase was falling back into its tracks. Everyone knew whatto  do.  But  tensions  grew  as  the  next  launch  windowapproached.  Alana  could  hardly  miss  that,  howeverunobservant of the human nature she tended to be.Mostly for the lack of other options, she adhered toGrant’s  message  and  had  hope.  After  all,  she  and  herteam managed to study the microbe they’d provisionallynamed Flammaria schiaparellii in culture for nearly a day
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before it died out. She also suspected why it used so muchselenium. In Earth life, this trace element was a part of anenzyme  protecting  cells  from toxic  effects  of  hydrogenperoxide, converting it into water. Could it be that they’dnow encountered life using a mix of water and hydrogenperoxide  as  a  solvent,  suggested  decades  ago  as  apossibility?  It  would  have  to  have  some  mechanismregulating the peroxide concentration, so that it wouldn’texceed  a  dangerous  threshold…  Perhaps  that  could  beused against it.For  the  first  time,  she  was  hopeful  in  helpingMotsumi  to  make a  recovery.  He was hanging  on,  notgetting better, but stabilized.Perhaps that was why his death hit the colony sohard.

*
Day 745It came all of a sudden. Lakshmi was woken by a medalarm at  two fifteen  a.m.  It  took  her  a  few seconds  torealize what it might mean.She barged into the infirmary half-dressed, hasty –but stopped at seeing the serving medical  team’s faces.Then her gaze fell on the monitors displaying Motsumi’svitals. In the quarantine room, a med robot still deliveredshocks to the young man’s heart, but with no success.
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As if  in  a  trance,  Lakshmi  stepped forward.  Sheglanced at the screens and gulped.It  started with a sudden liver failure.  The on-siteteam  helped,  but  other  organs  were  failing  too.  WhenMotsumi’s heart gave out, the alarm raised Lakshmi.“Stop. Begin the freeze procedure,” she said in abarely audible voice.Wei,  her second, nodded. The whole team beganmoving like automatons. Lakshmi couldn’t fail to noticethe  shocked  expressions  and  tears  in  their  faces,  andwondered absently whether she looked like that too. Shewas still only half-roused, not quite able to believe it yet.She  watched  the  medbots  take  Motsumi’s  bodyand prepare  it  for  freezing.  Samples  needed to  stay  asintact  as  possible  for  future  study…  and  who  knew,perhaps reviving the  body would be  possible  one day,though Lakshmi remained skeptical.The next thing she did was waking up Grant andAlana.

*
No one spoke much that day. If they did, they did so inlow,  strained  voices,  or  would-be  emotionlessproclamations. There was shock; anger; resentment; and,perhaps worst of all, utter desperation. Elishka, the maincounselor, promised to help people cope, but all of that
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seemed like empty statements now. Motsumi was dead;killed by aliens.The  headlines  inevitably  springing  up  in  Earthmedia only made things worse.Yet  they  could  still  get  graver.  On  the  eveningmeeting, Lakshmi came bearing grave news. “Solveig hasfallen  ill,”  she  said  quietly.  “It’s  Flammaria,  no  doubtabout it.”Grant’s eyes widened. “How?!”“We don’t know. Believe me, the whole biolab andinfirmary  are  working  on  finding  the  means  oftransmission. If it’s loose on the base… we’re screwed inthe long term, unless we find a fast-acting cure.”They all  knew how long and trying process thatwas,  even  with  the  help  of  molecular  modeling  andengineering. Computation wasn’t a problem, all of spaceagencies’  and  countless  companies’  and  universities’resources were at their disposal.Still, time was. Luck was.

*
Day 747Two days passed. Solveig was stable, but mortally afraiddespite  trying to seem cheerful.  Everyone was workinghard,  exhausted  and  on  edge.  To  this  audience,Woodward was supposed to deliver a message of hope.
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By some miracle, he managed not to leave them forworse  than before.  But  his  mask  of  composure  fell  themoment he stepped in his quarters.“It’s  all  falling  apart,”  he  uttered  in  a  strainedvoice. He grasped at the wall. His hands shook. “I… I…M-my head is spinning… What’s happening?”“A panic attack, by the looks of it,” Lakshmi stated.She  was  glad  she  insisted  on  walking  him  back.  “Sitdown, let me help you. Breathe slowly. Inhale… exhale.Calm down.”“I can’t.” Grant’s eyes widened with anguish. Hewas hyperventilating by now. “I just –”He broke into uncontrollable crying. Lakshmi tookhim around his shaking shoulders, held his hand and satwith him in silence. She waited until the sobbing died outand breathing rate returned to normal, and Grant just satmotionless, hunched down.She  squeezed  his  hand.  “It’s  going  to  turn  outokay, and if  not, it won’t be your fault.  You’ve alreadydone a lot to help.”“You’re not good at pep talk,” he managed to say,still sobbing slightly.“I guess not. But what I am supposed to say? Inthese  situations,  you’re  supposed  to  calm  the  otherperson,  guide  their  breathing,  help  them  groundthemselves,  maybe  use  some simple  repetitive  physicaltask, tell them something positive… I’m not great at thelast part, but I tried.”
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“That  you  did.”  Grant  exhaled.  His  hands  wereshaking  more  strongly  than  before,  but  otherwise  heregained most of his composure.“If you’re feeling like this more often, or experiencemood swings, anxiety…” “Who the  fuck  wouldn’t  experience  anxiety  in  asituation like this?” Grant laughed dryly.“Touché.  But  you  know what  they  say.  A  goodantidepressant is worth a thousand words.”“I… I suppose medication could help. If it allowsme to stay sharp.  I  have to.  It’s…” he gulped.  “It’s  myfault.  I’m…  guilty.  It’s  like  it’s  weighing  me  down,hovering  over  me  every  time  I  talk  to  someone,  everytime  someone  looks  at  me,  and  even  if  I  try  to  helphowever I can, it never goes away.”Lakshmi  nodded.  “It  must  be  awful…  but  it’sperfectly normal. If you want, I can get you to see Elishka.Talking to a psychologist would help.”Grant inhaled sharply. “It’s… no one else must seeme like this. I got us into this mess. If people saw I wasfalling apart, what effect would it have on them?”“You  don’t  know.  Maybe  they’d  relate.  Maybethey’d get pissed off and work more. But I suppose you’reright.  However,  seeing Elishka as a therapist  would bestrictly confidential.”“I prefer talking to you. Besides… I’m not sure if Iwant the guilt to go away.”
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He  looked  at  his  intertwined  fingers.  He  keptrubbing them together nervously.Lakshmi raised a brow. “Aren’t you being a littleselfish  now?  You  can’t  afford  to  wallow  in  guilt  if  itreduces your performance. Anyone here needs to functiona  hundred  percent  now.  It’s  tough,  it’s  not  how  thehuman psyche works, but it’s the reality. Elishka will behelping a lot of us cope in the foreseeable future. I preferthat to getting everyone on meds.”“All right. I’ll get an appointment.”Silence fell between them.

*
The Martian dusk is pale blue, with a greenish tint, andthere  was  no  one  in  the  colony  who  wouldn’t  feel  aconnection  with  Earth  then.  Some would call  the  sightmesmerizing,  and seeing Albor Tholus and the peak ofElysium  Mons  rise  a  thousand  kilometers  away,  theirwestern slopes gently illuminated, truly was that. But theonly three people standing in the viewing room weren’tlooking outside.“We  shouldn’t  be  here,”  one  said  nervously  –Kristin, one of the colony’s agriculture experts. “We mightget in trouble.”Tobias shot her an angry glance. “We might? Whogot  us  into  this?  A  spoiled  billionaire  who’d  read  too
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much  Robinson  as  a  kid  and  thinks  he  can  genuinelycreate a Martian utopia! He’s out of touch with reality.”“But  a  month  ago,  you  were  too,”  Roni  Cuinnreminded him gently, but with an edge in her voice. Theengineer wouldn’t be persuaded easily.“Yes – behold the bitter awakening!”“We agreed to this. We understood what we weresigning for. This was always an option.”Tobias shut his eyes. “I… understand the steps wetook. But I don’t believe they’re necessary. After all, whatdo we do, shut down crewed Mars exploration forever?We  will return here someday and will want to go backtoo. We will solve contamination issues. So why not forceour hand to do it now?”“It’s  not  as  simple,”  Kristin  shook her  head,  buthesitation crept into her voice.“No, it’s not. What is simple is the occasional urgeto scream, to trash, to punch Trisolini or Woodward, orbest  both,  in  the  face.  But  none  of  that  would  solveanything, would it? I thought about this. We can obtaincodes to start  Carl Sagan. I have friends who can accessthem. We have no chance of obtaining enough fuel andsupplies for the whole journey, even if only a handful ofus go, but there’s  enough to sustain us to at most fourweeks’ time from Earth. They can send a resupply capsuleto rendezvous with us.”“What if they decide to blow us up instead?” Thehesitation grew stronger.
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Tobias smiled wryly. “Then we’ll become martyrs.What can I say? I gather it’s worth the risk. Imagine thePR:  Who’ll  want  to have blowing up a  group of  braveastronauts on their rep sheet? They might lock us up inquarantine for god knows how long, but they won’t sendmissiles! They can’t touch us!”“This is crazy,” Kristin breathed out.“So why haven’t you reported me yet?”“That would be ever crazier! We’re supposed to bea functional community, not some dictatorship, damn it!”“If there’s something we’re most certainly not, it’sa functional community.” Tobias laughed bitterly. “We’lldie one by one if we stay. I… I’ve thought about it reallyhard. And forcing Earth’s and Woodward’s hand by ourescape  is  the  only  viable  option  I  came  up  with.  Iunderstand  if  you  need  to  think  about  it.  Others  areconsidering it as well.”They were silent for a while. Only the silent hum ofventilators could be heard.“I want to go home,” Kristin whispered finally.Tobias smiled, satisfied.Roni, who did not speak since her initial remarks,had a strange gleam in her eyes.

***
There were as many reasons as people in the colony. RoniCuinn had a sick daughter and this was an opportunity to
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pay  for  her  treatments.  She  desperately  wanted  to  seeEileen again.But there was one thing she wanted even more: ForEileen to have a safe world to grow up in.

***
Day 761Only a great degree of self-control and carefully selectedmedication  enabled  Lakshmi  to  stay  calm  and  conciseduring her seemingly endless conversations with Earth.There were few worse things than holding meetings witha seven-minute lag between responses, and it didn’t helpshe was living them.“While  we’re  working  with  Alana’s  lab  to  learnmore  about  Flammaria and  develop  a  cure,  we’resynthesizing more and more antidepressants, anxiolytics,even  antipsychotics,”  she  summarized  on  the  nextinternal  meeting.  “Elishka has  shared with me that  themental stability of the crew is falling rapidly. We can’t domuch about it, but it makes me wonder about security.”“Right.”  Matteo  sighed.  “I’m  worried  about  thattoo. People are afraid, even desperate. But I’ve noticed nosigns of… rebellion. We’re not there yet.”“We should better know for sure  before we are,”Woodward noted grimly.“Trust me, we are paying attention to any signs oftrouble.”
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“Anyone in particular to watch out for?” Lakshmispoke,  and attracted surprised glances from both Grantand Alana, while Matteo seemed to expect a question likethis. “I don’t think we should… make a list of potentialtroublemakers, or such,” Woodward stammered.“You said yourself we need to know beforehand.”“Yes, but this – this is too close to persecution. Listsof  suspects  before anything wrong has been done!  Toomany  repressive  regimes  have  done  that.  We’re  notbringing that here!”Lakshmi  set  her  jaw.  Alana,  relieved  byWoodward’s response, but shaken by the overall mood,looked  away.  Matteo  Acuesta  sighed  again  and  beganoutlining the security strategy.Everyone wished they were somewhere else. 

*
Everyone  in  the  small  group  gathered  by  Airlock  2wished they were on the way somewhere else. “So  –  really  today?  No  waiting  for  the  optimalwindow?  It  would  be  just  a  little  longer…,”  someonespoke nervously.Tobias shook his head firmly. “We’re well withinthe porkchop already.  It  doesn’t  matter  much from thepoint of view of supplies, and the longer we linger, the
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more we risk being exposed. Why wait?” he said with agleam in his eyes. “Let us go.”“Let  me  go  first,”  Roni  asked.  “I’m  the  flightengineer.  I’ll  do  the  pre-launch  check  alone  in  caseanything goes wrong.”Tobias frowned. “That’s not the usual procedure.”“This is not a fucking usual launch. We’re stealinga rocket, damn it!” she glared at him.Tobias looked around for support, but most peopleseemed reluctant to risk their lives in case anything wentpear-shaped. “All right. Go. Be fast.”Roni,  with  Stefan’s  assistance,  got  into  her  suit.They  didn’t  need  to  worry  about  anyone  noticing  theairlock opening yet;  they managed to reroute the signalalready  yesterday,  when  Tobias’  friends  went  out  torefuel  Carl  Sagan from  the  little  supply  they’dsynthesized in situ. But unless they hurried now, they’dbe noticed anyway.Everyone watched Roni as she walked purposelyto  the  rocket.  It  was  against  all  safety  procedures  toventure out alone, but this whole situation was too out ofplace. It  seemed  like  an  eternity  of  waiting  before  thespeaker in the suit room crackled and Matteo Acuesta’svoice  sounded:  “Is  anyone  there?  I’m  getting  strangereadings…”
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They all looked at each other. Tobias was the firstto  move.  He  pressed  the  button.  “I’m  just  conductingrepairs with Roni. Everything’s fine,” he assured Matteo.Silence fell for a second.“I’m gonna check up on you, help if I can.”“No need –” But it was already too late.“We need to go!” Kristin shrieked. “We’ll take thesuits, go to the airlock…”Suddenly, the comms crackled again. This time, itwas Roni, speaking from her suit. She just emerged fromthe rocket and set out to the base. “All of you. Stay behindthe airlock. No one goes out. It’s for your own good. Forthe good of all of us.”“What do you –” Tobias began.The tiny suited figure increased her pace, almostrunning toward the base.When she almost reached the airlock,  Carl Saganexploded.

*
Strangely enough, life seemed to have gotten back to itstracks  after  the  incident.  People  have  sobered  up,  andrealized that now they really had no means of escaping,unless  Earth  mounted  a  rescue  mission.  Instead  ofdividing  them  further  apart,  it  bonded  most  of  themtogether. They were still on edge, still afraid, but workingall  the  harder  to  survive.  Some  reacted  otherwise,  of
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course,  but  they  didn’t  manage  to  incite  any  real  riotbefore Acuesta pacified them.A  difficult  choice  what  to  do  with  the  “rebels”awaited them, and a hot debate grew around the questionwhether to try them, let them go, issue some kind of aformal reprimand or remake some quarters into a brig.Roni’s action was the most polarizing issue. Some praisedher  for  blowing  up  the  ship,  thus  constraining  theiroptions; some thought it was crazy, and that she shouldhave just reported Tobias’ plan; others secretly hated herfor destroying their only hope of escape. In any case, shewas lucky to have survived. Her suit got hit by one of thefragments  hard,  but  she  dragged  herself  inside  andmanaged  to  strip  off  before  the  breathing  apparatuscaught fire. Repairs of the airlock would take some time.Alana  paid  the  debates  little  attention.  She  wasfocused  firmly  on  the  work.  Solveig’s  condition  grewworse  and  followed  a  similar  trajectory  as  Motsumi’s.Time was running out. She wished she could visit the sitewhere Motsumi and Solveig likely got infected, but thatwas out of  the question.  She could only operate robotsthrough telemetry, unless they lost signal underground –then  their  simple  AIs  kicked  in  and  everything  gotpainfully slow.She watched all  the drills  into the subsurface icewith expectation, hope and most of all anxiety. She bit hernails every time the robots ventured into the adjacent lavatube. She went through the results of their soil analyses
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over and over, hoping to find anything suspect in the datafrom their Ramans, mass specs, nanopore detectors andimunoassays.Nothing. All over – nothing.The other day when everything changed seemednothing special at first. There was a dust storm outside,enough to cause mild interference in communication, butnot too severe.  Alana could connect  to  the  Wells rovermost of the time, and  Wells was receiving data from itsminiprobes.  The bandwidth was not great, and the firstrelayed images from a newly discovered tunnel from thelava tube were grainy and blurry. But the readings…Heat. Moisture. Metals. Methane…Even  the  blurry  pictures  confirmed  what  thatsuggested.  The  mission  geologists  were  already  besidethemselves  with  excitement.  They’d  found  an  activehydrothermal system!More resources were diverted to explore the site.The teams worked round the clock, and in the middle ofthe night, a new batch of data arrived.Organics,  same  as  found  in  Motsumi’s  andSolveig’s  bloodstreams,  in  the  Raman  and  mass  specreadings alike, and much more. And… they could see it.At first sight, an inconspicuous blob of minerals.Zoom in: A thin film covering the structure.Under  the  microscope,  regular  elongated shapes.So many of them, several kinds organized in layers akinto bacterial biofilms on Earth…
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There it was, for everyone to see, laid out in all ofits wondrous beauty. Life. A whole microbial community,of which Flammaria was only one tiny part – it must havebeen used to warmth, humidity and a lot of other cellsaround from such an environment!For the first time in her life, Alana Trisolini wouldhave been content to die.But this was only the start.The next days went by fast. She couldn’t rememberdoing anything but work, yet she must have slept or eatenat some points, though Fatima had to remind her to dothat. Studying  Flammaria  in  its  natural  habitat  waspriceless.  It  would take years if not decades to study itthoroughly, but already in the first days, Alana and herteam  managed  to  support  the  hypothesis  that  it  usedselenium to regulate the amount of hydrogen peroxide indifferent compartments of the cell.“Solveig,  what  we’re  suggesting  is  veryexperimental. If it doesn’t work, it could harm you. It’s upto  you  whether  you  agree,”  she  said  to  the  patientscarcely  a  week  later.  She’d  insisted  on  talking  to  herherself.  If  anything  goes  wrong,  it’s  up  to  me,  notLakshmi or her team.The  patient  laughed  a  little,  but  it  was  a  weakattempt at laughter. Sweat glistened on her brow. “Do it.”So  they  did.  The  hastily  engineered  selenium-binding  protein  from  Methanococcus might  not
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outperform  Flammaria’s  molecular  machinery…  but  itmight yes. It  might starve Flammaria before Solveig, andit might draw the microbe on the verge of being unable tocope with its own cellular environment and the humanimmune system, which also utilized oxidants.Then, they waited. And waited.Two  days  after,  Solveig  went  into  a  severeanaphylactic  shock.  She almost died.  Almost.  Then,  shegradually  started  getting  better.  The  contaminationseemed to be over.“Looks  like  you  did  it,”  Lakshmi  whispered  toAlana.  Her  voice  was  strained,  as  if  she  could  hardlycontain the hope.“We did,” Alana breathed out.  For a second, shewondered why her vision blurred, but then she realizedthey were tears of joy and relief.

*
Solveig and two more of her and Motsumi’s  colleagueshad to remain quarantined for at least one more month,but she was finally getting healthy.It most certainly wasn’t over, Alana knew. They allstill had to survive – but the public opinion was on theirside, and so were the resources thus far. Earth promisedto send cargo before the end of the current flight window.They  gained  time  to  build,  rework,  invent,  to  becometruly independent. Perhaps it was still a faraway dream,
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despite Woodward’s claims, but it was a dream they hadto cling to for the lack of other options.Would they really have to remain here for the restof  their  lives?  If  so,  would  anyone  choose  –  perhapskindly,  perhaps  cruelly  –  to  have  children?  Would  thecolony expand? When would it be allowed to merge withEarth population again? And what of the local life – did italso  exist  on  other  sites?  Had  it  really  stemmed  fromEarth life – or vice versa?No  one  knew  the  answers  yet,  and  Alanasuspected it would take decades to find them.But that was all right.It meant they had a future.
For the curious reader, a few references to the hydrogen peroxide hypothesis and planetary protection concerns:Conley, C. A., & Rummel, J. D. (2013). Appropriate protection of Mars. Nature Geoscience, 6(8), 587-588. Fairén, A. G., & Schulze-Makuch, D. (2013). The overprotection of Mars. Nature Geoscience, 6(7), 510-511. Houtkooper, J. M. and Schulze-Makuch, D. (2007) A possible biogenic origin for hydrogen peroxide on Mars: the Viking results reinterpreted. International Journal of Astrobiology 6: 147-152.
Here is where the story takes place.

Originally published in Analog (11-12/2019).
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About EAI

The European Astrobiology Institute aspires to become aprimary  forum  for  the  development  of  EuropeanAstrobiology,  ensuring  that  this  relatively  new  inter-disciplinary research field is established across Europe.
It aims to foster a cooperative interdisciplinary approach inresearch;  disseminate high-quality results  of such researchefforts effectively across the scientific community;  provideinterdisciplinary  training  for  students  and  early  careerscientists in astrobiology;  engage in education in the field ofastrobiology  on  all  levels;  liaise  with  industry  to  fostercollaborations  on  technological  developments  that  arerelevant to astrobiology research and beneficial to Europe asa  whole;  coordinate  the  outreach  activities  of  Europeanastrobiologists to the general public, industry and all otherrelevant stakeholders; act as an advisory body and providehigh-quality  expertise  to  European  research  organisationsand  decision  makers  on  all  aspects  of  astrobiology  at  anEuropean  level;  ensure  the  necessary  financial  means  tocarry out these activities through a coordinated approach toEuropean funding agencies including Horizon programmes.
Key research areas of the EAI include the following:

 Formation and Evolution of Planetary Systems andDetection of Habitable Worlds
 Planetary Environments and Habitability
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 Evolution and Traces  of  Early  Life  and Life  underExtreme Conditions
 Pathway to  Complexity:  From simple  molecules  tofirst life
 Biosignatures and Life Detection beyond Earth
 Historical, philosophical, societal and ethical issues inastrobiology

All  these fundamental  research themes  are  the basis  ofEAI’s scientific working groups. In addition, the institutehas several activity working groups:
 Policy and Funding
 European Astrobiology Campus
 Field Work and Field Site Management
 Education
 Access  to  European  Research  Infrastructures  andAnalysis Facilities
 Outreach, Media and Corporate Identity
 Dissemination and  Intellectual Output
 Industry Liaison

Individuals can become members of a selected workinggroup, even if their home institution is not a member ofthe EAI (see here). We have also formed a Science FictionProject Team and welcome team members from the ranksof SF-centered academics, authors and fans! Contact theeditor at julie.novakova@natur.cuni.cz if you wish to join.
Find out more at europeanastrobiology.eu.
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BEACON 2021

We’d like to invite you to La Palma for BEACON 2021!
The  Biennial  European  Astrobiology  Conference(BEACON) will take place at the La Palma & TeneguiaPrincess  Hotel  on  La  Palma  Island  (Canary  Islands,Spain) on 12-16 April 2021. Scientific sessions are plannedcovering the following themes:

 Formation and Evolution of Planetary Systems andDetection of Habitable Worlds
 Pathway to Complexity: From Simple Molecules toFirst Life
 Planetary Environments and Habitability
 Evolution and Traces of Early Life and Life underExtreme Condition
 Biosignatures  and  the  Detection  of  Life  beyondEarth
 Historical,  Philosophical,  Societal  and  EthicalIssues in Astrobiology 
 Tracing  Life  and  Identifying  HabitableEnvironments
 Impacts and their Role in the Evolution of Planets,Moons and Life 
 Protoplanetary  disks  and  their  physical  andchemical processes
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The meeting will be open to all interested scientists andstudents  from  Europe  and  beyond.  La  Palma  offers  amultitude of relevant research infrastructures (telescopes)and locations (active volcanoes, recent lava fields, Mars-analogue landscapes,  and more).  During the conferenceexcursion, many of these will  be visited.  A field trip toother  astrobiologically  interesting  field  sites  on  otherislands will be organized after the conference, as well asan optional after-conference walk along the Volcano route(Ruta de los Volcanes), spanning several active volcanoesabove 1600m altitude. In addition, outreach events for thegeneral public will be held.
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